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tells the whole story... with impact

miniature

tape recorder

ACTUAL SI2

newest new product from Inet!

Testing under severe environments ... in extremely limited space? Inet's rugged new
Miniature Tape Recorder simultaneously records data on 1 to 14 in-line channels, never

loses a record because it's built to survive high impacts.

Here are the features to look for: precision in-line recording head; adjustable motor
speed and tape tension; molded rubber pressure roller and driver wheels; and precision

ball bearings at both ends to support all revolving parts.

Weighs just 24 ounces and operates at tape speeds of from lA to 15 inches per second

in a temperature range of — 50°F. to +200°F. Among its applications: in-flight and

static tests; atmospheric, blast, explosion, and wind tunnel studies; and acceleration

and actuation tests. Write today for complete specifications.

^^^^ LOOK
INET DIVISION
18435 S U SANA

DISTRICT OFFICES AND FIELD REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U. S. AND CANADA • EXPORT: LEACH CORP., INTERNATIONAL DIVISIO
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Crosley
helps put the
"Sunday Punch"
in POLARIS

Making sure the Navy's Polaris missile

detonates at the right time and at

the right place is a prime responsibility

of Avco's Crosley Division.

A long record of success in the arming

and fuzing of many different types of

ordnance brought Crosley the Navy
Ordnance Laboratory's prime contract

for this difficult assignment.

Since first undertaking the task, Crosley

has expanded its Polaris development

work, without once losing step in

the demanding Polaris timetable.

Arming and fuzing is just one area

in which Crosley contributes to

the development and performance of

missiles. It is the country's leading

producer of Command Receivers for

missile-range safety applications and

for high-performance drones and decoys.

It is an important subcontractor to

Hughes Aircraft on the Falcon missile.

Crosley also has contributed to the

development of the Jupiter, Sergeant

and Redstone missiles.

Crosley's technical competence,

dependability, and coordinated project

administration are ready to serve the

Free World's defense requirements

wherever needed most.

For more information, write to:

Vice-President, Marketing—
Defense Products, Crosley Division,

Avco Corporation, 1329 Arlington Street,

Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

Creative research and .,v
development engineers exper- jfc
ienced in electronics, mechanics^^M
weapons systems, and ordnance

"
warheads are urged to investigate ,

the wide range of opportunity $k
at Crosley. Write to: Director,

Technical and Scientific Personnel,

Dept. M-79E, Avco/Crosley,

1329 Arlington Street, r"

Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

ENGINEERS!



CAE...
PRODUCER

J69-T-29
1,700 Ib.-thrust mddel
drone applications. The new
engine has 60% more
with only a 6% increa

weight. It is presently

ering the Ryan Q-2C target

drone which recently under

went successful flight

J69-T-25
Latest power plant for

the Air Force T-37A twin-

jet trainer manufactured

by Cessna, the J69-T-25

has increased thrust to

1,025 lbs.

Continental's TC-106 turbine air com-

pressor, developed in conjunction with

the United States Air Force, is now
available for ground support of jet age
aircraft. The unit, supplying low pressure

air, is especially suited to engine starting,

cabin air conditioning and actuation of

electrical generating equipment for

ground operations of the aircraft.

CONTINENTAL AVIATION & ENGINEERING CORPORATION
12700 KERCHEVAL AVENUE, DETROIT IS, MICHIGAN

SUBSIDIARY OF CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION
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COVER: upstream view of the

No. 2 cooler of the Unitary

Plan Wind Tunnel at the Lewis

Flight Propulsion Laboratory,

NASA facility at Cleveland,

Ohio.

EARTH'S inner and outer radia-

tion belts, named for Van Allen,

are shown in a new artist's con-

ception. (See the Astrophysics

report, p. 43.)

TEST firing of individual H-l
engines is carried out at Rocket-

dyne's Propulsion Field Labora-

tory in the Santa Susana Moun-
tains. (See the report on liquid

engines, p. 53.)

POWERFUL Titan ICBM is

readied for static testing at one
of Martin-Denver's four static

test stands. (M/R's annual mis-

sile encyclopedia is included in

this issue—see p. 137.)
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HIGH
integrated hurricane hunting

A sky-high vantage point will be the key to the detection

of spawning hurricanes over vast ocean areas such as the

Caribbean Sea. Weather satellites equipped with special

sensing devices will be able to report cloud patterns and

rising columns of warm moist air which indicate the

formation of these tropical storms.

Alerted by satellite information, weather reconnaissance

aircraft will be dispatched to investigate the hurricane

area. These aircraft, with the Bendix AN/AMQ-15 system,

will employ high altitude rocketsondes, dropsondes,

aircraft sensors, and cloud and storm radars to measure

the meteorological and geophysical parameters that

make it possible to predict storm intensity and motion.

Measurements of weather phenomena relayed from the
{

AN/AMQ-15 system will be combined with data from

land-based weather stations and upper air sites. These data

will be integrated and processed by advanced weather

computing centers to yield forecasts essential to military

operations, commercial aviation and our civilian life.

Advanced weather and geophysical forecasting is the.

ultimate objective of the AN/AMQ-15 system and related

projects being carried out at the Bendix Systems Division.'

These programs, air defense projects and the kALrba

Air-to-Air Missile program, will provide the integratea

systems of tomorrow. Opportunities are available tor

better engineers and scientists also looking to the future.

Bendix Systems Division
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
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JPJRECISION ...ON A SPACE-HIGH PEDESTAL

Reeves has pioneered in the development of extremely high

precision two- and three-axis antenna pedestals for

fire control, guidance and tracking systems. Reeves-engineered

pedestals and related electronic assemblies, including

servo systems and computers, are production-ready in types

for both land-based and shipboard applications. The

pedestals provide continuous rotation in azimuth, with angular

travel in the remaining two axes designed to meet particular

requirements. Accuracies in the order of 0.1 milliradians can be

achieved, with rates of 10 degrees per second, or higher.

REEVES INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
A Subsidiary of Dynamics Corporation of America

Roosevelt Field, Garden City, New York

Qualified engineers who are seeking rewarding
opportunities for their talents in this and

related fields are invited to get in touch with us.

page projects of tomorrow are part of the picture at

and rockets, July 20, 1959 Circle No. 5 on Subscriber Service Card. 7



The PLANE
America's newest production

bomber, the Convair B58
Hustler. This delta-wing jet

employs an area-ruled fuse-

lage for supersonic regime

efficiency, and has reportedly

been flown in excess of Mach 2

at 50,000 feet. Engines are

four J 79's, in pods below the

wings.

The PROBLEM
Sealing and cushioning vacu-

um tubes in cooling air ducts

for the B58 Fire Control Sys-

tem, designed and produced

by The Emerson Electric

Manufacturing Company. Dif-

ficulties involved include heat

—the sub-miniature tubes

operate as high as 350 F—
and severe cold when the units

are inactive during flight.

Protective material must
stay resilient despite these

extremes.

TOP VIEW

SILASTIC
AIR DUCT SEAL

SILASTIC
TUBE GROMMET

The

v SILaSTIC
Tubes and other electronic equipment

in the B 58 are cushioned by molded

parts of Silastic®, the Dow Corning

silicone rubber. Silastic stays

rubbery, has excellent electrical

properties.

TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF SILASTIC MOLDED PARTS

Temperature range, °F —130 to 500

Tensile strength, psi 600 to 1400

Elongation, % 150 to 500

Electric strength, volts/mil ... 300 to 500

For further information write DepL 7619.

1 Kdow Corning
HHHP CORPORATION

MIDLAND. MICHIGAN -
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BURST PRESSURE

OPERATING PRESSURE: 6000 psi.

AEROQUIP ANNOUNCES VERY HIGH PRESSURE

678 PNEUMATIC HOSE LINES OF TEFLON

roquip makes a major contribution to safety in the handling of very

|h pressure air, helium, nitrogen and other gases for missile charging

terns. Newly developed and now available is rugged 678 Hose of
:LON, rated for 6000 psi. service . . . with a 4-toA safety factor.'

With an inner tube of TEFLON, which has zero moisture absorption

d an anti-adhesive surface, Aeroquip 678 Hose allows fast, easy
rging and dehydration. The hose has superior resistance to vibration,

v volumetric expansion and high temperature resistance. Return the

(upon for complete information.

Aeroquip 678 Pneumatic Hose of Teflon

Hose part number 678-6 678-8

Hose size I.D. .312 .437

Hose size O.D. .609 .812

Oper. press., psi. 6,000 6,000

Burst press., psi. 24,000 24,000

Bend radius at pressure 5 10

All dimensions in inches

eroquip

Aeroquip Corporation, Jackson, Michigan

Please send me a copy of Engineering

Bulletin AEB-23.

AEROQUIP CORPORATION, JACKSON, MICHIGAN
EROQUIP CORPORATION, WESTERN DIVISION, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

AEROQUIP (CANADA) LTD., TORONTO 19, ONTARIO
AEROQUIP PRODUCTS ARE FULLY PROTECTED BY PATENTS IN CANADA. U.S.A. & ABROAD

Teflon is DuPont's trade name for its tetrafluoroethylene resin

rssiles and rockets, July 20, 1959 Circle No. 7 on Subscriber Sorvlco Card.



BORESIGHT ACCURACY TO Hs M IIXIRADIAN ? SEE BRUNSWIG

Brunswick-built radomes are set-

ting new highs not only for strength-

to-weight ratios, but accuracy as

well. The reasons for the accuracy

are simple: Brunswick has the test

facilities and know-how that are

•Without peer in the industry. Three

radome ranges which automatically

detect boresight error to an accu-

racy of Ms to Vis milliradian are now
in full operation at Brunswick.

Soon to be in operation: two 1,000-

foot ranges, manually operated,

that will assure even more refined

accuracy, detecting errors as small

as 5 seconds of arc. Also, as an aid

to design, quality control and main-

tenance of electrical tolerances,

Brunswick is currently utilizing a

one-horn interferometer for accu-

rate IPD measurements and correc-

tions before final range testing.

Behind these extensive test faci

ties operates an engineering te£

skilled in both detecting and I

recting boresight error. To lea

how this combination of faciliti

and engineers can give you uniqui

accurate, tough and lightweight

domes, write to: Brunswick-Ball

Collender Company, Defense Pr<

ucts Division Sales Manager, 17

Messier St., Muskegon, Michigs

BRUNSWICK
MAKES YOUR IDEAS WOh



AIR FORCE ROCKET POWER
with pressure vessels by Butterworth in

the instrumentation and launching systems

In the launching system for the Air Force's Bomarc, pressure

vessels custom-designed and custom-built by Butterworth

assure precise volumetric control of liquid nitrogen.

Pressure vessels by Butterworth meet the most rigid require-

ments for high and low temperature operation. Butterworth

experience in the design and building of molds for Naval solid

propellants is also available to prime contractors in the missile

and rocket field.

Talk to a Butterworth engineer. Or write for "The Butterworth

Story", a quick-tour of our complete metalworking facilities.

BUTTERWORTH
Division of VAN NORMAN Industries, Inc.

Metalworking for Industry Since 1820

H. W. BUTTERWORTH & SONS CO. • BETHAYRES, PA.

le No. 9 on Subscriber Service Card.



Now! Cool through

the thermal barrier

with FLAMEMASTIC!
The high-heat insulating material proved in actual production for 5 years

/

Now, provide positive protection and high-heat insulation for

metal surfaces with FLAMEMASTIC. For five years, FLAME-
MASTIC has been used exclusively on one of the major produc-

tion missiles. Also applied extensively on allied test and launching

equipment. Protects against high-velocity combustion heats, rang-

ing from 3000°F upward. Gives positive protection for electronic /

equipment. Readily applied by conventional methods. !

NEW! 1-154 CERAMIC CONVERSION COATING /
High temperature protection. High dielectric. Spray, brush or /

dip with conventional equipment. /

/

For additional information on
Flamemastic, write or wire:

I D YNA -THERM
I Chemical Corp.
I

Culver City, California
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Finest "in house" programs anywhere

When you work in AC's instrumentation business, AC
Joffers free comprehensive training programs that will

rielp you grow professionally and enhance your status,

pust look at these opportunities . . .

Program A—for recent graduate engineers— gives you

a solid foundation in the theory and application of

jinertial guidance systems and servomechanisms. You
pttend classes three hours per day for four months,

all on company time.

Program B—for experienced engineers— consists of up-

grading studies in inertial guidance, servomechanisms,

environmental problems, engineering math and physics,

jplus advanced state-of-the-art courses. Time—during

[working hours or evenings.

Program C—for all engineering supervisors— involves

management training developed by a team of AC
executives and University of Chicago industrial relations

experts. Sixty one-half-hour sessions give you a solid

grounding in management techniques.

These thoroughly practical courses—taught by univer-

sity professors or recognized AC specialists— constitute

AC educational "extras." AC offers them in addition

to their educational assistance programs for men who

wish to study for degrees in nearby universities.

You may be eligible for training

If you are a graduate engineer in the electronics,

electrical or mechanical fields, or if you have an ad-

vanced degree in mathematics or physics, you may be

able to participate in these programs while you work

on AC's famous AChiever inertial guidance system or

a wide variety of other electromechanical, optical and

infra-red devices.

For more details, just write the Director of Scientific and

Professional Employment: Mr. Robert Allen, Oak Creek

Plant, Dept. H, Box 746, South Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Inertial Guidance Systems • Afterburner Fuel Controls • Bombing Navigational

Computers • Gun-Bomb-Rocket Sights • Gyro-Accelerometers • Gyroscopes

Speed Sensitive Switches • Speed Sensors • Torquemeters • Vibacall • Skyphone

SPARK PLUG

nissiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
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LAVELLE
SPECIALISTS IN

ROCKET, MISSILE,

JET ENGINE,

AIRFRAME AND
ELECTRONIC

COMPONENT
FABRICATION

Sheet metal parts and assemblies precision

welded, machined, and processed to your speci-

fications by certified men, methods and ma-

chines ... of stainless steel, titanium, aluminum,

and heat resistant, high strength nickel alloys.

Weldments fabricated by resistance, inert gas

shielded arc, metallic arc and oxyacetylene

welding. X-ray, Zyglo and Magnaflux methods

of non-destructive inspection are used to estab-

lish and control weld quality.

Services include engineering, production plan-

ning, tool making, sheet metal fabricating facili-

ties, machine shop, anodizing, painting and

quality control.

For components requiring precision fabrication,

quality workmanship, dependable delivery . . .

at reasonable cost . . . contact Lavelle.

Write for illustrated brochure de-

scribing Lavelle's services in detail.

lavelle FLAME HOLDERS • EXHAUST

LAVELLE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION • NEWTOWN, BUCKS COUNTY, PA. NOZZLES • TAIL pipes •

between Philadelphia, Pa., and Trenton. N.J. FUEL MANIFOLDS

14 Circle No. 12 on Subscriber Service Card. missiles and rockets, July 20, 195$
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..in mass production for over I years!

More than 150 proven explosive valve de-
signs ready for production and 26 models
now in mass production provide Conax with
the greatest accumulation of experience in

this type of hardware.

Aluminum or stainless steel, Conax Explosive

Valves operate by firing a small, completely self-

contained explosive squib.

Light weight, minimum envelope, "normally

closed" Conax Explosive Valves provide dead-

tight shut- off before firing and are used for in-

definite storage of gases or liquids up to 10,000

psi. Upon firing, flow passage is completely

opened in .002 seconds.

"Normally opened" Conax Explosive Valves,

when fired, completely stop flow of gases or

liquids.

Uetouched photographs above show a few of the
tlusands of Conax Explosive Valves that have
Win made to highest aircraft standards and put
Hp operation on missiles.



A NEW HIGH

JET ENGINE TURBINE DISC — MATERIAL: INCO 901

T.S. Y.S. E.l. R.A.

175,000

150,000

Y.S.

.2%

128,000

100,000

S.R.

1200° F.

80,000 Ib./sq. in.

225 hrs.

23 hrs.

JET ENGINE TURBINE SHAFT— MATERIAL: WASPALLOY
Reproducible Properties

T.S. Y.S.

.02%
E.l. R.A. S.R.

1350° F.

70,000 Ib./sq. in.

196,200 131,706 23 32 71 hrs.

Spec. 160,000 90,000 15 18 23 hrs.

IN METALLURGICAL
PROPERTIES FROM
EXOTIC METALS

t engine components made from

Cameron forgings have hit a new

^
high in forming and in metallurgical

refinements, developing not only

room temperature properties 20%

ovei specifications but, more im-

portantly, producing these same

oyer-specification values at elevated

emperatures.

With our special forging techniques,

one heat and one push produce

uniform properties from surface to

center, and from hub end to flange

end. Even in high density alloys,

interesting economy is effected.

Favorable billet to finished forgir

weight ratio means lesvOt-trie expen-

sive material is u$ed in each opera-

tion. Becaus^of improved grain

structure ajld close controls through-

out the /pntire process, it

qualities/are excellent.

All th/s, of cour

rs a better

and economi

ing comf

tion values

the two jet turb^ierotating

component shown—let us sf

what we cak do with your problem;

forgings -jusr^CALL, WRITE, or

COME BY

RON WORKS, INC.

SPECIAL PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT*

P. Q. Box 1212, Houston, Texa»



PRODUCT SUPPORT ENGINEERS
Urgency-Speed-Reliability. These words describe Convair-
Astronautics' top-priority program of activating Atlas ICBM
bases throughout the United States. Included in this immense
task is the job of training Air Force personnel, developing and
producing hundreds of technical manuals and providing

technical assistance to the Air Force. The Product Support depart-

ment at Astronautics is responsible for this assignment and to fulfill

it must double in size within the next two years. Engineers qualified

to participate in this long-range program will find excellent growth
opportunities in the following areas:

CUSTOMER TRAINING- Service Training Instructors—Engineers

with degrees in ME, AE or EE, or equivalent hardware experience

are needed to prepare and conduct continuing 4-6 month courses

to Air Force personnel on the Atlas ICBM. This training will in-

clude classroom theory and hardware manipulative skills to a high

level of proficiency.

Service Training Planners — Men with 2-5 years experience in the

planning of industrial and/or armed services training programs are

needed for the planning, preparation, editing and publishing of

training material for the Air Force. This assignment will also in-

clude training standards, syllabuses, lesson plans and training

projects.

TRAINER DESIGN —Trainer design engineers (electronic and
mechanical) with degrees in ME, AE or EE are needed to design

simulators to be used in the training of Air Force personnel on
the Atlas weapon system.

FIELD SERVICE — Engineers, preferably with degrees in ME, AE
or EE, and field or in-plant hardware experience are needed to act

as technical representatives to the Air Force on the Atlas ICBM.
Most assignments will be at Vandenberg AFB, Santa Maria, Calif.

There will be other assignments as additional Atlas bases become
operational. A limited number of San Diego openings also exist

in the areas of Field Service Support. A field service bonus of

$210.00 per month is authorized for field assignments in excess of

six months. Per diem paid for assignments under six months.

TECHNICAL WRITING - Engineering degree preferred, plus 1-3

years of technical writing experience. Assignments include the writ-

ing of engineering reports, maintenance manuals and operation

manuals.

Our engineering representatives will be conducting

INTERVIEWS
in these cities soon:

• Syracuse • Albuquerque • El Paso • Los
Rockford • South Bend • Salt Lake City •

• Washington • Chicago • New Orleans
• Indianapolis • St. Louis • Fort

Philadelphia • Boston • Oklahoma

Schenectady • Utica

Angeles • Dayton •

Cleveland • Denver
Hagerstown • Milwaukee
Wavne • San Francisco

A 7g

City • Pittsburgh • Youngstown

Call our permanent recruiting offices — in Detroit, LI 9-3038; in

New York, EL 5-3550.

Qualified Product Support Engineers are urged to send a detailed

resume at once so advance arrangements can be made for a confi-

dential interview. Write to Mr. T. W. Wills, Engineering Personnel

Administrator, Department 130-90.

CONVAIR/ASTRONAUTICS
CONVA1R DIVISION OF

GENERAL DYNAMICS
5519 KEARNY VILLA ROAD. SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA
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STRAIGHT TALK TO ENGINEERS
from Donald W. Douglas, Jr.

President, Douglas Aircraft Company

I've been asked whether non-aeronautical engi-

neers have good prospects for advancement in

the aviation industry.

The answer is yes, definitely ! At Douglas many
of our top supervisory people have moved up from

other engineering specialties. The complexity of

modern aircraft and missiles requires the greatest

variety of engineering skills known to industry.

For example, we now have pressing needs for

mechanical, structural, electrical and electronics

engineers in addition to aerodynamicists, physi-

cists and mathematicians. Whatever your back-

ground in the engineering profession may be,

there are prime opportunities in the stimulating

aircraft and missiles field.

Please write to Mr. C. C. LaVene

Douglas Aircraft Company, Box 620-R

Santa Monica, California

18 missiles and rockets, July 20, 195'



itwifl OFFERS YOU MORE

ACTUATORS
Your choice of advanced designs

WITH MORE PRECISE POSITIONING AND

DYNAMIC RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

1542 & 1544 SERIES

DOMOTOR POWERED

ACTUATORS

Two types, "Direct
Thrust" (illustrated)

or "Lever" units are

available for any ap-

plication requiring
accurate positioning
in response to a pneu-

matic signal, such as
butterfly valves,
dampers, turbines
and engine governors.

Guaranteed position-

ing accuracy of better

than O.0O1" per inch

of stroke over the
complete range of
piston travel is com-
bined with a smooth
operating action that

provides an accurate,

stable output force.

600 SERIES

STROKE POSITIONING

ACTUATORS

Offered primarily for

the control of variable

speed drives, rheo-

stats, pumps and
cams, as well as con-

trol valves, with
strokes up to 6 inches

and forces up to 2510
pounds of thrust.
Compact and rugged,

for easy mounting on
existing equipment.
May be operated from

a standard 3-15 psi

instrument signal,

with a positional ac-

curacy within 0.001"

per inch of stroke.

10,000 SERIES

PNEUMATIC-HYDRAULIC

ACTUATORS

For valves requiring

strokes to 6 inches
and thrusts to 100,000

lbs. Furnished on
body assemblies
where process condi-

tions require very fine

valve response, hi-

speed and stability.

Operate on 1500 psi

oil su pply system
from any common in-

strument air signal.

20,000 SERIES

ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC

ACTUATORS

Provide a means of

converting an electri-

cal signal to a power-

ful hydraulic position-

ing force, where high

speed of response
and stable operation

are required under
extreme conditions of

pressure differentials,

high velocities and
large volume loads.

TOGGLE ACTUATORS

For process requirements where the un-

balanced forces are extremely high, or

where large through-puts are required.

Three types are offered: pneumatic
positioning, pneumatic on-off, and
manual control, all embodying the tog-

gle actuator; or a manual control ar-

rangement can be combined with the

pneumatic positioning or on-off toggle

actuator.

Write for Bulletin 1236-ST

nam v
THE ANNIN COMPANY

1040 S. Vail Avenue, Montebello, California
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fortkeconquestofspace

opment of second and third genera-

tion strategic, tactical, and air de-

fense missiles.

Significant, too, is the "potential

performance of storable combina-

tions. Research points to energy yields

as high as 400 seconds of altitude

specific impulse—performance 20 per-

cent higher than that of today's com-

binations. These high-energy yields

will offer new capabilities and greater

flexibility for America's scientific and

military programs.

Stepping stones to Space

Rocketdyne has designed and built

much of today's operating hardware
in the high-thrust rocket field. En-

gines by Rocketdyne power most of

the military and scientific projects

"MISSION ACCOMPLISHED:
DEPARTING LUNA 2205 ZEBRA"
This message, flashed across a quar-

ter-million miles to Washington, D.C.,

will be awaited anxiously by millions.

But even then our first expedition to

the moon will still face its most cru-

cial test— the journey home to earth.

The success of that trip will depend

in large part on rocket propellants—
fuels and oxidizers that will have been

stored for days in the tanks of the

expeditionary vehicle and yet will re-

spond instantly when needed.

Storable liquid propellants is one of

the fields in which Rocketdyne has

anticipated the future. For more than

ten years, its propellant chemists have

toeen studying, engineering, and test-

ing combinations of storable fuels and

oxidizers for greater storability and
higher energy.

Storability PLUS high energy

Rocketdyne has tested these combina-

tions in all production and experimen-

tal engines. The results prove that to-

day's storable fuels and oxidizers have

these important capabilities:

(1) High performance, even after

months or years of storage; (2)

Stability over a wide temperature

range, permitting storage in missile

tanks without rigid environmental

controls; (3) Dependable perform-

ance, predictable even at extremes of

heat and cold; (4) Instant readiness

for firing at any time during the stor-

age period; (5) Energy yields equal

to or higher than those of conven-

tional propellant combinations.

Second-generation missiles

The tests also prove that engines

developed for conventional propellants

can be converted to storable combina-

tions rapidly and inexpensively — a

significant consideration in the devel-

POWER FOR AMERICA'S MISSILES

Thrust chamber production

line for Thor and Jupiter

at Rocketdyne's Neosho,

Mo., facility moves smoothly,

sponsored by Air Force, Army, and

NASA. This experience now becomes

the point-of-departure for tomorrow's

journeys into the unknown.

FIRST WITH POWER
FOR OUTER SPACE ROCKETDYNE I*

A DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
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Washington Countdown

IN THE PENTAGON

Which military service will run . .

.

the new satellite detection fence is up for

decision at the Pentagon's top levels. The
command could encompass all U.S. military

tracking facilities around the world. All three

services want the job.

• • •

Recent Soviet 'Zooniks' . .

may have soared some 1000 miles into space

before returning to earth. The Russians aren't

saying, but this is the educated guess of a

number of U.S. experts. The flights obviously

are aimed at collecting data on survival in

space.

• • •

Pentagon sources complain . .

.

that the GAO—Congress' fiscal watchdog

—

is stepping out of bounds in checking up on

military expenditures. They say GAO is not

only checking up on fiscal matters but also

making judgments on the reliability of

weapons.

• • •

No extensive delays . .

.

in the Discoverer satellite schedule are now
expected to result from recent failures. ARPA
and the Air Force had planned to launch

Discoverer V about the end of July. The shot

is expected to be a full equipment checkout.

No wildlife.

• • •

Behind the scenes an AF fight . .

.

is shaping up over handling of weapon

systems development. The trend appears to

be moving toward greater centralization. A
top-level AF committee is studying the

question.

ON CAPITOL HILL

The House-cut NASA budget . .

.

probably will stay cut—at least in part. But

NASA appears to have little to worry about.

Whatever dollars are lost in the first round

are fairly certain to be regained by slipping

them into a FY '60 supplemental appropria-

tions bill later on.

The Hebert Subcommittee
investigation . .

.

into hiring of ex-military officers by defense

contractors is scheduled to get down to spe-

cifics in its new round of hearings. Among
other things, the subcommittee wants defini-

tions of such activities as "selling," "pro-

moting," and "negotiating."

At NASA

Would an astronaut die . .

.

if the Convair Atlas designed to boost him
into space exploded on the launching pad and

the Mercury escape system failed to blast him
free? NASA experts say no. The heat-resistant

escape capsule would save him anyway.

• • •

But, incidentally, the strain . .

.

of the ride to safety in an escape capsule is

nothing to look forward to. If the Mercury

capsule is blasted free from ground level, the

astronaut will have to sustain as much as

20 g's for about one second.

• • •

Testing of Big Joe . .

.

the boiler plated capsule mounted on top of

an Atlas, will begin in late summer. The

shots, which will test the capsule's heat shield

on re-entry, have been delayed because of

the recent defects discovered in the Atlas

vehicle.
• • •

Chrysler's Jupiter may be put back . .

.

in the Mercury program for budgetary rea-

sons. NASA would like to use Atlases for the

early Mercury tests. But cheaper Jupiters may
have to be used because of congressional

cuts in NASA's budget.

AROUND TOWN
Some of the reports . .

.

that are being passed as the "latest" in the

nation's capital:

. . . The French will explode their first

A-bomb in a matter of months and begin

developing nuclear warheads for missiles.

. . . Officials are worrying about a new
Red power play in troubled Latin America's

Possible Soviet goal: missile bases at America's

back door.

. . . Top civilian scientists fear they see

a trend back toward starving civilian federal

research programs in favor of military re-

search.
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with precision
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"When critical pressures must be delivered or measured, Consolidated

Systems are on the job, surpassing design specifications. Digital pressure

measurement for windtunnels, automatic calibration of pressure transducers,

missile propellant systems checkout wfth accuracies of one part in 2,000.

these are being accomplished day-in and day-out, with precise pressures

delivered at the turn of a dial. This typeBof performance is available for your

application. Write for the complete story in Bulletin 3018-X5.

Consolidated Systems

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAIVH0SE300 N. Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif.

FOR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH THIS PROGRESSIVE COMPANY, WRITE DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL

Pressure transducer calibration system
controls and measures pressures from
25 pickups in ranges from 1.5 to 500 psi.

Linearity, hysteresis, zero, and sensi-

tivity characteristics are determined at

a specified temperature in 2H minutes.

22

Propellant Utilization System Exerciser

checks missile system performance by

generating precise pressures for fuel

and oxidizer channels at preselected

points. Twenty-one similar systems
are now in use at missile test sites.
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f revolutionary
new Cole se«

b^e^
with up to 1000 X^rational requirements

difficult
environmental andJ rt>

^puters,

for aircraft,
missiles,^^ equipment,

nuclear,
electronic and

electn
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Whatever your connectorP^^de the

SelfIhgning Gr configuration

practical solution elubemade.

with any number
of conta ^ amp _

Four pin capacities^
stainless ,

phenohcs,

^tf EI-ECTRICCO.
™ fdif. UP 0-4701

Tested to 100 Gs
In recent tests conducted by Wyle
Laboratories of El Segundo, Calif.,

Model B-3106 Cole Connectors
were subjected to vibration scan
from 5 to 2000 cps. Each connec-
tor contained 15 contacts, wired

in series. At vibrations up to 100
Gs amplitude there was no evidence

of contact opening. Noise levels

were exceedingly low. Full test re-

port available on request.



Energy conversion is our business

The concept of energy availability

in all its ramifications is becoming
ever more important to Allison's

energy conversion mission.

Current projects involving this con-

cept include electrochemical con-

version systems (for satellites, space

systems, and perhaps even your
future automobile), heat regenerator

systems and photolysis regenerators.

In our inquiries we rely not only on
our own resources but also on the

talents of General Motors Corpora-

tion, its Divisions, and other organi-

zations and individuals. By applying

this systems engineering concept to

new research projects we increase the

effectiveness with which we accom-
plish our mission — exploring the

needs of advanced propulsion and
weapons systems.

WtiTLLISON
24

Division of General Motors, Indianapolis, Indiana
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Bendix* has long been a leader in supplying controls and fuel systems for all types
of aircraft engines. Today, Bendix is proving to be a natural for new challenges
in related missile fields—on ramjets, rockets, nuclear power, and other advanced
propulsion systems. So, when it comes to controls, remember that Bendix has the
background—and is anxious to share it in solving your problems. REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

BENDIX™T SOUTH BEND, IND.
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For Control of Accidentally Ignited Missiles

. . . Fire Detector-Water Injection Nozzle

Missiles are among the most
destructive weapons in our fast-

growing arsenal. Their storage,

particularly aboard naval craft,

creates critical problems. So
Grinnell and the Navy collabo-

rated on the development of this

Fire Detector - Water Injection

Nozzle. This device is actuated

by shock waves should fire start

in a missile booster. Then, almost

instantaneously, the nozzle deliv-

ers a stream of water to control

or extinguish the burning.

The same experience in solving

tough fire problems is available

to you. Let Grinnell be respon-

sible for the fire protection on

your next installation—whether

it requires standard equipment,
or special development work.

Remember, Grinnell's specialty

is fire protection . . . with a back-

ground of successful research,

engineering, manufacturing
and installation for 89 years.

Grinnell Company, Providence 1,

Rhode Island.
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GRINNELL
Research, Engineering, Manufacturing and Installation of Fire Protection Systems since 1870
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When man first steps into the vehicle that will carry

him into outer space, it will be with complete

confidence.

He knows that he can rely on the extensive testing

and preparations that have gone before. Flexonics

has played a vital part in these preparations— engi-

neering, designing, and manufacturing metal and

synthetic components and systems for hydraulic,

pneumatic, liquid oxygen, and fuel applications on

America's best-proved missiles and aircraft.

You can draw on this unequalled experience, too,

by contacting your Flexonics sales engineer.

Thin wall ducting • Flexible hose: metal, synthetic, Flexon-T (Teflon) • Gimbal, pin, and link joints

Metal bellows and expansion joints • Special-formed stainless steel parts

AERONAUTICAL DIVISION
FLEXONICS CORPORATION -14 14 SOUTH THIRD AVENUE • MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS

Divisions

INDUSTRIAL HOSE • EXPANSION JOINT - BELLOWS • AERONAUTICAL • AUTOMOTIVE
Flexonics Research Laboratories, Elgin, Illinois

In Canada: Flexonics Corporation of Canada, Limited, Brampton, Ontario
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A SUBSIDIARY OF THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

scientists -investigate outstanding opportunities at Aerojet. (Plants at Azusa and near Sacramento, Calif.)
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Industry Countdown

STRUCTURES

Satellite rendezvous . .

.

system is being researched by Norair Division

of Northrop Corp. Concept is to permit man-
euverable manned satellite to couple in space

with life support satellite in permanent orbit.

Hook-on would be effected through target

satellite controlled approach (TSCA)—space

version of aircraft ground controlled approach,

or through maneuverable satellite landing sys-

tem. MSLS would utilize search-and-track

radar beacon aboard target satellite with pilot

performing terminal phase guidance and
coupling through visual observation.

• • •

'Super' Hawk . .

.

is under research and development by the

Army. On the operational Raytheon-built

Hawk low-flying anti-aircraft missile, the

Army is planning to spend an additional $127
million in FY 1960. Plans call for 15 Hawk
battalions—13 operational in mid- 1961.

• • •

Reports are current in France . .

.

that De Gaulle hopes to get help from Boeing

in producing a solid-fuel IRBM of his own.

Advisors have told him that the cost, plus

production of an atomic warhead would be

a prohibitive 18 billion francs (about %Wz
billion) or more. The French almost-ready

atomic bomb is presently uncomfortably large

for an aircraft, let alone a missile warhead.

• • •

Government recognition . .

.

of the missile industry won't be possible for

at least two years. It takes that long to make
the change in the Standard Industrial Classifi-

cation of the Census Bureau. Argument is

under way now whether missiles should be

classed as ammo/ ordnance, lumped together

with aircraft or treated separately in the 1958

census of manufacturers listing dollar value of

contracts. This will be published in 1960.
• • •

Total of $384 million . .

.

so far has been awarded The Martin Co.
Denver Division for design, fabrication and
test of Titan ICBM. Recently, ARPA chose

modified first stage of Titan as second stage

of 200-foot, 1.3 million pound thrust Saturn

space vehicle.

• • •

Timetable for missile cruiser . .

.

Long Beach to be ready for action is early

1961. The Talos- and advanced Jemer-carry-

ing nuclear-powered warship was launched

at the Bethlehem Steel Co. shipyard in Quincy,

Mass., on July 14. Outfitting will take until

late next year.

PROPULSION
Dynasoar propulsion . . .

systems proposals are being reviewed by Source
Selection Board composed of AMC, ARDC
and SAC officials. Boeing concept would use
Atlas or Titan to blast off the boost-glide

space vehicle, while Martin-Bell proposes us-

ing Titan only.

• • •

Saturn at lift-off . .

.

will weigh about 580 tons—500 of it fuel.

Booster for the 1.3 million pound thrust

vehicle is cluster of eight H-l Rocketdyne
engines.

• • •

In pop-up tests . .

.

of full-scale mockup Polaris at San Clemente
Island, Calif., Lockheed is using 186-foot

barge-mounted crane to catch the instrumented

missile in the air. Operation is called "fish-

hook."

ELECTRONICS

Western Electric has won . .

.

the $25 million-plus NASA contract to con-

struct the Project Mercury world-wide track-

ing range. On the Western Electric team are

Bell Telephone Laboratories, International

Business Machines, Bendix Aviation Corp. and
Burns and Roe, Inc. Formal contract negotia-

tions will begin this week.
• • •

Improved Azusa Mark II . .

.

tracking system is being readied by Convair
Astronautics for installation soon at Cape
Canaveral under $1.7 million contract. Azusa
circuits presently are aboard Thor, Jupiter,

Polaris, Atlas and Titan. Mark II, which em-
ploys continuous microwave signal showing

velocity and position, will be installed in sec-

ond generation missiles and space vehicles.

ASTROPHYSICS

The Czechs are setting up . .

.

an astronautics commission in the country's

Academy of Sciences. But reports from the

Iron Curtain country say the commission will

not participate in any satellite or rocket launch-

ings. Activity will be confined to optical,

photographic and radio observation of cosmic

activity.

• • •

"Moon garden" of snap beans . .

.

carrots and turnips is being grown in pres-

surized vessels by Republic Aviation re-

searchers. Project is aimed at determining the

feasibility of growing crops to support a lunar

base. Results so far indicate that little germina-

tion results in seeds planted in simulated alti-

tude of 46,000 feet.
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Low cost, versatile DIGITAL SYSTEMS
for automatic testing of

transistorsm resistors M diodes

and capacitors

Small E-I automatic digital systems pro-

vide many advantages. First, they cost less.

This is primarily the result of large-quan-

tity manufacture of modules which make

up the E-I system. Cost is almost a linear

function of performance capabilities

desired in the system.

Second, they are exceptionally versatile.

The E-I system can be expanded simply

by adding appropriate modules. Typical

systems presently in use measure resist-

ance, capacitance, DC and AC voltages,

DC/DC ratios, AC/DC ratios, AC/AC
ratios and combinations of these. Meas-

urements to four or five digits can be vis-

ually displayed and printed out at rates up

to five readings per second. Operation can

be semi- or totally automatic with go/no

go comparison of values and programmed

readout at periodic intervals. Scanners can

be provided for scanning thousands of

single and multi-wire input channels. In

brief, the E-I system has an extensive

scope of operating capability.

Third, E-I systems provide unmatched

reliability. Where practicable, circuits are

totally transistorized. The use of etched,

plug-in circuit boards, and modular inter-

nal construction make maintenance checks

and in-plant repairs easy.

Typical E-I system for evaluating components-

includes 100 channel input signal scanner. Can digi-

tize DC voltage, resistance, AC voltage and DC/DC

voltage ratio analogs. Digital equivalents are recorded

on strip printer for "quick look" data and on punch

paper tape for additional data reduction by digital

computer.

Lower cost, maximum versatility and

greater reliability— if you want these 1

advantages in your component test sys-

tem, contact your nearest E-I representa-

tive. He can give you complete informa-

tion or answer any specific questions you

may have.

Electro Instruments, Inc. 3S40 AERO COURT
SAN DIESO 11, CALIF.
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he 28" diameter Scaife missile motor case shown
bove was laboratory-tested to 230,000 p.s.i. minimum
eld without permanent deformation. Here is another

riking example of how Scaife's missile metal parts

<now-how", combined with the most modern manu-
Kturing techniques—such as the famed Reverse-Draw

rocess—have advanced missile frontiers over the past

decade. Today, as higher specific impulse propellants

gain wider use, Scaife's progress in developing the right

"hardware" becomes even more important to your R&D
and Production programs. For full information on what
Scaife is doing right now to achieve even higher yields,

and how this important break-through can benefit you,

telephone EMerson 2-2 1 00, or write today.

OUNDED IN 1S02 • O A K M O N T (PITTSBURGH), PA. A DIVISION OF WILSON BROTHERS

INDUCER OF THE GREATEST NUMBER OF HIGH PERFORMANCE' MISSILE MOTOR CASES IN AMERICA



PMR Outlines Plans To Spend $30 Million

by Robert Mount
Special MlR Correspondent

Oxnard, Calif.—Pacific Missile

Range development of downrange and

coastal facilities moves into high gear

this fiscal year with $30 million in ex-

penditures authorized.

Island facilities at Eniwetok, Wake,
Kaneohe Bay, Midway and Kwajalein

are under way, and some modification

of the tracking station at Ka Lae, South

Point, Hawaii, may also be in the cards.

In addition, PMR will develop new
instrumentation facilities at Point Mon-
tara, near San Francisco; Granite Can-

yon, on the Monterey Peninsula; Pied-

ras Blancas, west of Paso Robles; Point

Pillar, south of Point Montara; and at

Laguna Peak, next to Pacific Missile

Range Headquarters, Point Mugu.
Expenditures at PMR headquarters

itself this year will total about $18 mil-

lion, with nearly $10 million more ear-

marked for Point Arguello develop-

ment. Launching pads for the Air Force

Cleveland—An 80-inch saucer-

shaped beryllium disc has been forged

for heat-sink service in the Project

Mercury space capsule.

A 50,000-ton press at the Alcoa

plant here squeezed a steel-jacketed

beryllium billet into the shape desired

at a temperature of 2000° F. Brush
Beryllium Co. hot-pressed the 62-inch

billet by a patented process involving

simultaneous application of vacuum,
heat and pressure.

After preliminary machining by
Brush, Alcoa heated the billet in a

special furnace. Then a huge manipu-

lator placed it on a pre-heated die and

project, WS-117L (Project Sentry) are

under construction at a contract cost

of over $5 million at Point Arguello.

Sentry is the advanced reconnaissance

satellite, still listed in Air Force re-

leases under that name. It will utilize

Convair's Atlas for a booster and a

Lockheed-developed satellite stage.

• For the islands—Island develop-

ment planned this year includes:

• Eniwetok—Communications data

link with Wake Island, to handle mis-

sile impaction location data, $317,000.

SOFAR MILS (Sound Frequency and

Ranging/ Missile Impact Location Sys-

tem) installation, $435,000. Sounding

rocket facility to obtain high-altitude

meteorology data, $22,000. Such data

are essential for operations involving

nose cone re-entry and missile impact

data collection.

• Wake Island—Expansion of Fed-

eral Aviation Agency transmitter build-

ing, $93,000, needed because ICBM
target area is near Wake Island and im-

pressed it to 3 inches thick. The forged

part goes back to Brush for precision

finish machining, after which Alcoa

will perform ultrasonic inspection.

The shield will form part of the

outside covering of the capsule, for

which McDonnell Aircraft Corp. is

prime contractor. The shield will be

the leading face of the chamber on the

return to earth. The piece is one of a

series of beryllium forgings Brush and

Alcoa will produce for Mercury. Beryl-

lium was chosen because it is only a

fifth the weight of steel and is an

excellent heat absorber.

pact data must be transmitted. Wake
is one of several PMR stations in what
eventually will become Naval Missile

Facility Western Pacific. Another $190,-

000 will be spent here for civilian bach-
elor quarters this year.

• Midway—SOFAR MILS installa-

tion, $435,000.

• Kaneohe Bay—SOFAR MILS in-

stallation, $486,000. PMR Hawaiian
Islands communications center located

at this Marine Corps Air Station will

cost another $123,000.

• Ka Lee, South Point, Hawaii—
Although no money is explicitly earn

marked for this site, recently acquired

from the Air Force in a transfer, it has

been reported that this deep space;

tracking station may be modified to in^

crease its ICBM tracking capabilities.

• On the coast—Instrumentation

along the West Coast budgeted for this

year includes:

Instrumentation stations with port-

able communications and tracking

equipment at Point Montara, Granite

Canyon and Piedras Blancas, to cost

a total of $423,000.

At Point Pillar, the Navy will con-

struct permanent instrumentation facilj

ities costing $545,000, and $63,000

more in photographic and calibration

instrumentation for air-to-air and ain

to-surface missiles.

A new remote monitoring buildinf

atop Laguna Peak, near PMR head*

quarters at Point Mugu, will extend

monitoring coverage to the Los Angele)

Basin, presumably to refine current cap)

abilities for frequency screening and

interference control.

At Point Mugu, the following majoi

construction is planned:

Roads, $3 million; missile projec

building, $2.9 million; armament tes>

project building, $2.4 million, whicl

may herald transfer of some armament

system studies from Patuxent River

Md., to Mugu; PMR headquarter}

building, $1.8 million, to house about

600 administrative and operations perj

sonnel by 1961; parking facilities and

flight aprons, $1.1 million; instrumental!

tion facilities $750,000; frequency con

trol facilities $580,000.

At Point Arguello, planned inter!

service and inter-agency launch site foil:

PMR, the following are approved: I

Roads and facilities, $5 million

security facilities, $955,000; centra

launch control building and missile asli

sembly building, each costing $873,0001

multipurpose Marine detachment quarl

ters $410,000; range users' engineerinj

building, $400,000; second unit of radii]

receiver station, $238,000; operationaj 1

computer center, $233,000; ordnano;

assembly building, $200,000; publii !

works shop, $150,000; launch site sup jl

port, $65,000.

missiles and rockets, Jury 20, I95'|
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Only marman makes all four!

UCTING...BELLOWS...JOINTS...VALVES

NOW YOU GET COORDINATED ENGL BERING AND MANUFACTURING FROM ONE SOURCE

Let Marman simplify your problems of designing and
procuring duct assemblies for missile fluid systems.

Marman provides highly competent, start-to-finish

engineering assistance. And, only Marman manu-
factures the full range of components required to

produce complete duct assemblies for low, medium
and high performance systems.

i
DIVISION

Marman's wide experience and extensive facilities

assure expert fabrication of ducting, bellows, joints

and valves into precision assemblies. Engineering and
manufacturing facilities are coordinated to meet your

lead time requirements. To get full information, return

the coupon below.

Aircraft Sales Department
MARMAN DIVISION. Aeroquip Corporation

11214 Exposition Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California

Please send me full details on Marman Duct Assemblies.

eroquip^Corporation

I 11214 EXPOSITION BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
;

IN CANADA: AEROQUIP (CANADA) LTD., TORONTO 19, ONTARIO
jwman Products are Covered by U.S. and Foreign Patents and Other Patents Pending

Name-

Title—

Company^

Address

City-
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Tomorrow's dialing will be out of this world
J

Global telephone calls via satellites brought nearer by a new ITT electron tube

From the nation-wide resources of ITT
Laboratories has come the ultimate de-
velopment in a unique electronic ampli-
fying device called the travelingwave tube.

A four-foot version pioneered by ITT
for the Armed Forces can transmit as
many as 100,000 telephone messages
simultaneously!

Telephone Exchanges in the Sky
Now a miniaturized type is to be pro-
duced by ITT Components Division

—

small enough for satellites, where its

amazing message capacity could be
utilized to relay thousands of dial tele-

phone calls to points around the globe.

ITT traveling wave tubes of many
sizes are already in use in major areas of
telecommunications, and in radar, mis-

sile guidance, electronic countermeas-
ures, microwave radio, and television.

Pioneers in Electron Tubes

ITT Components Division, backed by
experience almost as old as the electron

tube industry itself, also manufactures
Iatron® tubes that can display informa-
tion, store it for days, erase it at will;

photo multiplier tubes that convert light

into an electrical signal and amplify it

millions of times; image converter tubes
for infrared applications, and tubes
that give sharp eyes to our radar warn-
ing systems.

Other ITT tubes include types for

industrial power, rectification, and
radio-TV broadcast transmission.

In the free world today, nine ITT

System companies are developing and
building electron tubes for hundreds of

essential and sophisticated tasks—in

laboratories, industry, global communi-
cations, and national defense. For infor-

mation, write ITT Components Divi-

sion, Clifton, New Jersey.m
. . . the largest American-owned world-wide

electronic and telecommunication enterprise,

with 101 research and manufacturing units, 14

operating companies and 130,000 employees.

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.

ITT COMPONENTS DIVISION • ITT FEDERAL DIVISION • ITT INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION • ITT LABORATORIES • 1NTELEX SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
A I RM ATI C SYSTEMS CORPORATION - KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY • ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • AMERICAN CABLE & RADIO
CORPORATION • FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION ITT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC. • INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • INTERNATIONAL

STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION • LABORATORIES AND MANUFACTURING PLANTS IN 20 FREE-WORLD COUNTRIES
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giving

the

"breath of life"

to

solid propellants!

. TRONA ...first and

foremost

source of supply

for AMMONIUM
PERCHLORATE

Advances in solid propellant technology have

depended on Ammonium Perchlorate from American

Potash & Chemical Corporation since the very beginning.

First in the field with this essential oxidant, AP&CC was

for many years the only domestic producer of ordnance-

grade NH4CIO4. Today, with a growing network of

strategically located plants and increased technical

knowledge, Trona still leads the industry. Supporting the

big tonnage production of Ammonium Perchlorate at

Henderson, Nevada is the new Sodium Chlorate plant at

Aberdeen, Mississippi, making AP&CC the free world's

largest producer of NaClOs. If a guaranteed source for

Ammonium Perchlorate and the very latest in technical

developments, gained through years of experience in this

field, are important to your process and products, contact

your nearest AP&CC sales office today.

Ammcm Potash & Chemical Corporation

3000 WEST SIXTH STREET, LOS ANGELES 54, CALIFORNIA

99 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, NEW YORK

SALES OFFICES: Los Angeles • New York - San Francisco • Portland (OreJ

Chicago • Atlanta • Shreveport • Columbus (0J.
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CW INTERCEPT RADAR
Continuous Wave Airborne Intercept Radar is

superior to pulse radar for detecting low-flying tar-

gets. Even using special techniques, pulse radar

echoes from low-flying targets are obscured by

ground clutter. However, the unique character of

Doppler-shifted frequencies distinguishes the target

signal from ground clutter.

The intercept radar locks on and tracks the target

Doppler frequency by means of an automatically

positioned narrow bandpass filter. This bandpass fil-

ter also rejects most of the noise, clutter, false signals

and interference, thereby assuring top system per-

formance.

This CW intercept radar is one of the many interest-

ing developments engineered in Raytheon's Maynard

Laboratory.

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION WITH A FUTURE
Raytheon has excellent openings for qualified engineers and turing engineering of complex electronic equipments. Please

physical scientists with BS or advanced degrees. Positions write Donald H. Sweet, Government Equipment Division,

are available in systems, development, design or manufac- Raytheon Company, 624 Worcester Rd., Framingham, Mass.
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Engineering Laboratories: Wayland, Maynard, Sudbury, Mass.; Santa Barbara, Calif.

Manufacturing Facilities: North Dighton, Waltham, Mass.

GOVERNMENT EQUIPMENT DIVISION

zxcellence in Electtonics LAND SEA AEROSPACE
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NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS AT J PL . . .

PIONEERING IN SPACE RESEARCH

rAnother important advance in man's
lowledge of outer space was provided
' Pioneer III. This, like many others of a

'ntinuing series of space probes, was
^signed and launched by Jet Propulsion

boratory for the National Aeronautics

•''id Space Administration. JPL is admin-

itered by the California Institute of

fchnology for NASA.
IDuring its flight of 38 hours, Pioneer III

was tracked by JPL tracking stations

for 25 hours, the maximum time it was

above the horizon for these stations.

The primary scientific experiment was

the measurement of the radiation en-

vironment at distances far from the Earth

and telemetering data of fundamental

scientific value was recorded for 22 hours.

Analysis of this data revealed, at 10,000

miles from the Earth, the existence of a

belt of high radiation intensity greater

than that observed by the Explorer

satellites.

This discovery is of vital importance as

it poses new problems affecting the dis-

patch of future vehicles into space. The

study and solution of such problems

compose a large part of the research and

development programs now in extensive

operation at the Laboratory.

(PORTUNITIES NOW OPEN
I THESE CLASSIFICATIONS

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY

A Research Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

APPLIED MATHEMATICIANS . ENGINEERING PHYSICISTS . COMPUTER ANALYSTS . IBM-704 PROGRAMMERS
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS . RESEARCH ANALYSTS . DESIGN ENGINEERS . STRUCTURES AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
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RE-ENTRY

EST.

WYMAN-GORDON IS FORGING RE-ENTRY SHIELDS

Copper in production

Beryllium in limited production

Reinforced plastics in development

ALUMINUM MAGNESIUM STEEL TITANIUM BERYLLIUM MOLYBDENUM COLUMBIUM
AND OTHER UNCOMMON MATERIALS

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
HARVEY . ILLINOIS GRAFTON. MASSACHUSETTS FRANKLIN PARK. ILLINOIS

DETROIT. MICHIGAN FORT WORTH
, TEXAS LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
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METALS FOR MISSILES...
Armco PH Stain l<

PH 15-7 Mo
17-7 PH
17-4 PH

These special Armco Stainless Steels, developed specifically for air-
craft and missiles, are used for missile airframes, tanks, power plants
and accessories because they:

• possess high strength-weight ratios up to 900-1000 F.
• can be readily fabricated by standard methods.
• resist corrosion without plating or painting.
• are commercially available in all forms.
• can be hardened by simple heat treatments.
• have been proved by performance.

For complete information on the properties and fabrication of Armco's
Precipitation-Hardening Stainless Steels, write to Armco Steel Cor-
poration, 1499 Curtis Street, Middletown, Ohio.

ARMCO STEEL
Armco Division • Sheffield Division • The National Supply Company • Armco Drainage & Metal Products,
Inc. • The Armco International Corporation • Union Wire Rope Corporation • Southwest Steel Products
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NNOUNCES A NEW
ECIALIZING IN PRODUCTS
ACE AGE

OFFICE OF ADVANCED RESEARCH. Basic re-

search is conducted in areas of long-range com-
pany interests, with special emphasis in the
fields of atomic and molecular physics, physical
chemistry and atmospheric physics.

NEW 200-ACRE ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH CENTER. An artists' con-

cept of Aeronutronic's new 20-million dollar Research Center

under construction at Newport Beach in Southern Cali-

fornia. Here, Ford resources provide the finest facilities for

carrying out complete engineering, research and prototype

manufacturing operations on advanced projects. Over 40

government and commercial programs are now underway at

the new Center and at other Aeronutronic facilities nearby. RANGE SYSTEMS OPERATIONS provides total

capability to study and plan missile range in*

strumentation and to staff and manage com-
plete missile range operations for U. S. military

and civilian agencies.

TjAL WEAPON SYSTEMS OPERATIONS. The
Ctji of TWSO is to research, develop and
lUcture tactical weapons for the military
liw. Under development now is the Army's
•nlion SHILLELAGH surface-to-surface
ie missile system.

COMPUTER OPERATIONS is engaged in re-

search, development, manufacturing and
marketing of computer components and com-
munications systems for military and commer-
cial use. New products developed are revolu-

tionizing present data processing techniques.

SPACE TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS is devoted
to solving problems dealing with man's new
frontier. Typical development programs include
satellite communication, ICBM detection, space
vehicle design and research rockets, such as
Project Far Side.

For information regarding interests,

fUlities, products or positions, write to

l^eronutronic, a Division of Ford Motor Company,

"d\oad, Newport Beach, California.

itlTARY AND INDUSTRY IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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SPACE MINDED
ENGINEERS and

SCIENTISTS

Excellent opportunities for growth are available to qualified Engineers and Scientists, who

can contribute to the fulfillment of recently awarded long term contracts in the

Development of Space and Armament Systems

Openings in many fields, including:

ADVANCED BOMBING SYSTEMS

SPACE FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS

MISSILE GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

SPACE COMPUTERS

These Space Age Projects will be of particular interest

to Engineers and Scientists with professional training

and interest in: Space Flight Mechanics • Weapon Sys-

tems Evaluation • Analysis Of Performance Require-

ments* Operations Analysis -Advanced Digital Computer

Development ' Advanced Inertial Systems Development

• Study Of Advanced Sensors • Missile Trajectory Analy-

sis • Synthesis Of Aerospace Systems

For Further Details

Please Contact

MR. J. W. DWYER,
Employment Manager

SPFRRV
GMOSCOPf C0MP4M

Division of Sperry Rand Corp.

GREAT NECK,

LONG ISLAND, N.Y.

FIELDSTONE 7-3665
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\strophysics Progress . . .

Van Allen Discovery Most Important

U.S. has obtained more fundamental scientific

information from its satellites than the USSR

from its instruments in heavier payloads

KBITS OF trapped particles, from the paper published by

oermer in 1913: Orbit A shows a particle injected into the

diation belt at a large angle to direction of the local mag-
tic field; Orbit B, particle injected at small angle. (Fig. 1)

INNER AND outer radiation belts in space. Outer belt pene-

trates into the atmosphere at the latitudes of the auroral zones.

Zones are indicated by light bands across the surface of the

earth. (Fig. 2)

by Dr. Robert Jastrow

j
Washington—The first step toward

re exploration of space occurred ap-

]
oximately 22 months ago as a part of

le International Geophysical Year. In

lb short interval since October, 1957,

i te new tools of research, the satellite

;d the space rocket, have produced
> l[o unexpected results of fundamental
i Sientific importance.

First, instruments placed in the Ex-
prer satellites by James A. Van Allen

lve revealed the existence of layers

( energetic particles in the outer at-

mosphere. This discovery constitutes the

most significant research achievement

of the IGY satellite program. The
layers may provide the explanation for

the aurora and other geophysical

phenomena, and they will also influ-

ence the design of vehicles for manned
space flight, whose occupants must be
shielded against their harmful biologi-

cal effects.

Second, the shape of the earth has

been determined very accurately with

the aid of data from the first Vanguard
satellite. As a result of this investiga-

tion, we have found that our planet

tends toward the shape of a pear, with

its stem at the North Pole. This dis-

covery may produce major changes in

our ideas on the interior structure of

the earth.

Each of these discoveries was made
with the aid of a U.S. satellite having a

payload with a weight of approxi-

mately 10 pounds. It is a remarkable

fact, and to the credit of the scientists

responsible for the design of these

small satellites, that they could be con-

structed to yield so much information

per pound of instruments. It can be

reasonably stated that we have ob-

tained more fundamental scientific in-

formation from our satellites than the

U.S.S.R. from its instruments, and on a

per pound basis our yield of informa-

tion has been amazing.

Of course, this is not to say that

we could not have done even more in

this first stage of space exploration, if

heavier satellites had been available.

In addition to these two results of

greatest fundamental importance, both

the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. space research

programs have also yielded other in-

teresting data on the properties of the

ionosphere and on the density and tem-

43

About the Author
Robert Jastrow, 33-year-old geophysicist and nuclear

theorist, is chief of the Theoretical Division and chairman of

the Lunar Explorations Working Group of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Jastrow, who was graduated from Columbia College at

the age of 18 and won his Ph. D. at 22, has lectured in

physics at Columbia, Cooper Union, Leiden {the Nether-

lands), California, Yale and Maryland universities. He has

been a member of the Institute for Advanced Study at Prince-

ton, N.J., and consultant to the U.S. Naval Research Labo-
I'ory, the Convair Division of General Dynamics, and the Los Alamos Scientific
i boratory. Jastrow joined NASA in 1958.

i
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what are the particles? . . .

perature of the upper atmosphere.

• Trapped particles—The discovery

of an intense zone of radiation in the

outer atmosphere was first reported by

Van Allen and his collaborators at the

State University of Iowa on May 1,

1958. at a meeting of the National

Academy of Sciences in Washington.

Van Allen's results were confirmed by
Sputnik data released by the U.S.S.R. at

the Moscow IGY conference early in

August, 1958. The zone discovered by
Van Allen is commonly called a radia-

tion belt, but the term is a misnomer
because it is really a belt of particles

rather than radiation.

We shall begin with a few remarks

on the general features of the Van
Allen particles. They are known to be

electrically charged (probably a mix-

ture of electrons and protons), be-

cause their intensity follows precisely

the shape of the earth's magnetic field.

A magnetic field acts on charged par-

ticles, but it does not have an effect on
neutral particles and radiation.

Also, we know from a great deal

of theoretical research, going back to

papers published by the Norwegian
physicist Stoermer a half century

ago, that charged particles can be

trapped in the earth's magnetic field in

orbits in which they spiral about the

lines of magnetic force, traveling back

and forth between the north and south

magnetic poles. Fig. 1 shows typical

orbits of trapped particles, reproduced

from the original paper which Stoermer
published in Videnskapsselkapets Skrif-

ter in 1913. The particles can stay in

these trapped orbits for very long

times, perhaps as long as several years

if they are at altitudes of one thousand
miles or more. The trapped particles

are injected into the outer atmosphere
at an exceedingly slow rate, but because

they stay there so long the total num-
ber of particles in the atmosphere will

still build up to very large values. That
is the key to the formation of the Van
Allen layer.

The Pioneer 111 space rocket

showed that the layer actually consists

of two separate zones, as shown in

Fig. 2. Each zone contains particles

with energies varying from approxi-

mately 20 000 to several million volts

or more. There may be an appreciable

number of particles at still lower en-

ergies, but these could not have been

detected with the instruments flown

thus far.

It is found that the particles only

appear in appreciable numbers above

200 miles in the northern latitudes and

above 600 miles over the equator, and

have a maximum density of about 1

per cubic centimeter. However, the

Russians have reported Sputnik III re-

sults which suggest that in or near the

auroral zone, the outer belt may reach

a density of 100 particles/cm at an

energy of 10,000 volts.

• Protons or electrons?—The com-
ponent at the lower energies probably

consists of electrons. The more ener-

getic particles are protons or a mixture

of protons and electrons. In the inner

zone, the penetrating particles have

been definitely identified as protons

with energies up to one billion volts,

according to the results of an emulsion

experiment recently conducted by
White and Freden of the Livermore

laboratory. The concentration of ener-

getic particles is greatest in the inner

zone, but is still only 0.1 per cent of

the density of soft electrons in that

zone.

The inner zone is peaked at an alti-

tude of 2500 miles. The outer zone

has a maximum at an altitude of 10,-

000 miles, and extends into space to a

distance of approximately 35,000 miles

from the center of the earth.

Until recently, we did not know the

mechanism that produced the two

zones. This problem of the origin of

the zones was the subject of a very

lively debate, marked by high atmos-

pheric temperatures, at a recent con-

ference sponsored by the NASA The-

oretical Division. However, it is now
believed, on the basis of a prelimi-

nary report by Van Allen on the

Pioneer IV results, that the outer

layer is produced by particles coming
from the sun. The surface of the sun

boils and bubbles in a very active man-
ner, occasionally emitting large gusts

of plasma or charged particles into the

solar system. The Pioneer IV flight

came immediately after 5 days of con-

tinuous and unusually intense solar ac-

tivity of this sort, and showed radia-

tion intensities in the outer zone which

were many times greater than those

measured in the Pioneer III space

rocket. The Pioneer III flight had oc-

curred in a time of solar quiet. The
difference between the radiation levels

measured in the Pioneer III and IV
flights definitely establishes that the

outer zone is fed by particles from the

sun.

It is not yet precisely clear how the

outer zone is built up by the solar

streams. It may consist of the actual

solar particles which have been trapped

near the earth by the geomagnetic

field, or it is possible that the sola

stream produces the trapped particle

indirectly by collisions with air atom:

The NASA schedule of rocket an

satellite launchings includes exper

ments which will indicate which c

these theories is correct.

• Cosmic ray reflection?—The cans

of the inner zone has not yet been dt

termined, but the available theoretic!

evidence indicates that at least som
of the particles in this belt are produce!

by the beta decay of cosmic ray neu

trons, as suggested by Christofilos, b

Singer, and by the Soviet physici:

Vernov. The observations by Fredei

and White also support the hypothesj

that the inner belt is produced by co:,

mic rays. The Freden-White data it

dicate that the number and energ,

distribution of the energetic prototj

are in good agreement with what w

expect from the beta decay of fa

neutrons.

The presence of a gap between tl

two zones still presents a serious prol

lem. On the hypothesis of beta-de«

for the inner zone and a solar orig

for the outer zone, we would expei

the inner zone to rise smoothly ini

the outer, and it is difficult to expla

the finding of a minimum in radiatic

intensity between the two. In this co

nection an interesting suggestion w
made at the NASA conference by D
Dessler of the Lockheed Missile ai

Space Division, who pointed out th

there is an irregularity in the geoma
netic field which may be described

a hole or depression in the magnet

contours. He pointed out, further, th

i

the lines of force passing through tit

irregularity are located at the positkj

of the gap between the zones. Wh<i

particles are trapped on these lines 1

force in the magnetic field they desceij

to lower altitudes than would be til

case in a perfect dipole field. At tl

lower altitudes they pass through
|

denser atmosphere and are rapidly i|

moved from the radiation zone.

• Geophysical effects—As Fig. 2 ii

dicates, the particles in the outer zo|

are funnelled into the Arctic and Ail

arctic by the concentration of the nul

netic field near the north and sot

poles. The outer zone dips down ir

the atmosphere in these regions a

disturbs the normal conditions whi

exist at other latitudes. Two exampi

will indicate the consequences of f

interaction between the trapped pi

tides and the atmosphere.

First, we are rather certain that t

aurora horealis and the aurora aust

lis result from the excitation of 1

Arctic and Antarctic atmospheres

collisions between air atoms and I

particles trapped in the outer zone.

Second, the trapped particle zoi
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(plain the recent surprising discovery

lat the air at high altitudes is warmer
i the arctic than in the temperate

jnes. This discovery was made by the

lalysis of experiments performed in

.S. rockets at the White Sands missile

inge in Arizona, and at the Fort

hurchill range in the Canadian Arc-
c. The rocket measurements indicated

lat at altitudes above between 90 and
tO miles the air over Fort Churchill

is a temperature of approximately

)00°F., as compared with a relatively

>ol 2000°F. over Arizona.

We can understand these tempera-
re differences as a result of heating

oduced by collisions between the

ipped particles in the outer zone and
e atoms and molecules of the upper
mosphere. The Van Allen data, sup-

emented by Sputnik III results and
r rocket measurements performed by
e Naval Research Laboratory and the

ate University of Iowa, provide

i opportunity to make a quantitative

l it of this heating mechanism. With
is aid of the rocket and satellite data,

Harris of the NASA Theoretical Di-
>ion and the author have carried out
ilculations that show that collisions

th the Van Allen particles must
i use an increase of several thousand
igrees in the temperature at the cen-
r of the auroral zone, in qualitative

ireement with the observations.

Thus we see that the trapped par-
He layers provide the explanation for
i number of geophysical phenomena.
J is this geophysical significance of the
I pped particles that makes their dis-

cvery so important to fundamental
i iearch.

• Radiological hazard—The trapped
jjrticle layer has an additional signifi-

cice for space technology in that it

Hiy constitute a serious radiological
Izard to the personnel of future man-
i J space nights. In order to determine
t: biological exposure level produced
I the layer, we must know the ener-

ip of the trapped particles, and
Aether they consist of electrons, pro-
tp, or heavier particles. Detailed
aswers to these questions should be
ppvided in the future by further ex-
rfiments now in preparation. The
4a available at present tell us only
th the exposure levels appear to be
whin the range from 2 to 50 roent-
His for personnel in a vehicle passing
tjough the atmosphere to the moon
P outer space. These levels are far
how the estimated lethal dosage for
hpans, and they can be further re-
cited by body shielding. This problem
njy not be a major one in comparison
^h other uncertainties of the first

spce flights.

.

Of course, the exposure can be
Dch greater for personnel in a man-

iples and rockets, July 20, 1959

ned orbiting satellite. It may in fact be
necessary for the early manned satel-

lites to remain at low latitudes and
relatively low altitudes, below 400
miles, where the intensity of the radia-

tion belt is sharply reduced.
• Shape of the Earth—1958

—

Beta
2, the first Vanguard satellite, was
launched on March 17, 1958. Later in

1958, O'Keefe, Eckels, and Squires,

three scientists in the Theoretical Divi-

sion of the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center, recognized certain

changes in the perigee height of the
satellite (orbital point closest to the

earth) that were contrary to the es-

tablished theory on the shape of the
earth. This theory maintained that the
earth had the shape of nearly perfect

sphere, flattened somewhat at the poles,

and bulging at the equator by about 12
miles as a result of the outward cen-
trifugal force produced by the rota-

tion of the earth. If the "flattened

sphere" theory were correct, the force
of gravity on the satellite would be
the same in the northern and southern
hemispheres. Actually, the orbit was
found to be different in the northern
and southern hemispheres. This indi-

cated that the earth was not symmetri-
cal above and below the equator as

previously indicated.

The new findings show that the sea

level at the north polar cap is raised
by about 50 feet above what has been
considered normal. At the solar polar
cap there is a depression of 50 feet in

the sea level. There are also small
changes of the sea level in the temper-
ate zones. The combined effect of

these variations is to give the earth a
tendency toward the shape of a pear,
with the narrow end in the Arctic and
the broad base in the Antarctic. A
schematic representation of the old

.
and the new shapes is shown below in

Fig. 3.

This result is not entirely new.
Without indicating his reasons, Colum-
bus stated in the 15th century that the
earth must be pear-shaped, as the fol-

lowing quotation proves: "... that
it is not round in the way they have
written, except that it has the shape of
a pear that is very round, except where
it would have a stem, where it is higher
..." (Henry Vignaud, Histoire
Critique de la Grande Entreprise de
Christophe Colomb, Paris, H. Welter,

1911.)

A 50-foot variation seems insignifi-

cant in comparison with the 4000-mile
radius of the earth, or even in com-
parison with the 12 mile difference be-

tween the polar and equatorial radii.

However, this change means that there

is an excess of matter near the North
Pole, or a deficiency at the South Pole,

sufficient to draw up the level of the

sea by 50 feet over an area the size of
the Atlantic Ocean. Such variations in

the distribution of mass imply very

large shearing forces in the interior of

the earth.

We may ask what can be the cause

of the pear shape. That is not known,
but we can make some interesting

guesses. For example, we know that

the earth is currently growing warmer.
It is possible that the Antarctic ice cap
has been decreasing in thickness faster

50 ft

50 ft.

ELLIPSOID PEAR SHAPE

SHAPE OF the earth from Vanguard satellite data: The drawing on the left represents

the old conception of the spheroidal earth, with a 26 mile difference between the

diameters at the pole and the equator. The figure on the left shows, in exaggerated form,
the effect of adding a pear-shaped component to the ellipsoid, as required to fit the

Vanguard data. In both drawings dashed circle represents an equivalent spherical earth

with equal volume. (Fig. 3)
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shape of geoid established . . .

than the earth beneath can bounce
back beneath the reduced load. That
would account for the depression at the

base of the pear.

The above result indicates that the

interior of the earth is not as plastic

as originally assumed. NASA scientists

have in fact concluded that a mechan-
ical strength at least as great as that

of a brick wall is required to support

the dome in the north and the varia-

tions in the southern hemisphere.

• Ionosphere propertie s—The
U.S.S.R. satellites have been the major
source of ionospheric information thus

far, primarily because these satellites

transmit on the relatively low fre-

quencies of 20 and 40 megacycles.

Low frequencies are poor for track-

ing purposes because the signals are

bent by the electrons in the ionosphere

during the course of their passage from
the satellite to the ground tracking sta-

tions, producing an error in the appar-

ent position of the satellite. At 40
megacycles the ionosphere produces an
average error of 6 miles in the position

of a satellite 600 miles from the ob-

serving station.

However, the bending that ad-

versely affects the low-frequency signals

for tracking purposes can provide valu-

able data on the state of the ionosphere,

provided the true position of the satel-

lite is known at all times. For example,

the difference between the true position

and the apparent radio position de-

pends on the number of atmospheric

electrons in the path of the signal from

the satellite to the observing station.

This effect has been used by several

scientists to measure the electron den-

sity in the ionosphere. The true position

can be determined by optical methods

if the satellite is sufficiently large.

Otherwise it can be done by combin-

ing a large number of radio observa-

tions for improved accuracy.

The U.S.S.R. satellite, Sputnik I, is a

particularly intriguing satellite for iono-

spheric studies because it transmitted

signals on both 20 and 40 megacycles

for an extended period. Excellent world-

wide recordings were obtained on both

frequencies during the radio lifetime of

this satellite. The ionosphere physicists

must know the true position of Sputnik

i in order to extract scientific informa-

tion from these records. Thus far the

U.S.S.R. has unfortunately not furnished

any detailed information on the orbits

of Sputnik I or the other Russian satel-

lites, although requests for this informa-

tion were made in 1958 at the IGY
conference in Moscow.

• Sputnik ephemeris—In the ab-

sence of orbit information from the

U.S.S.R., the Theoretical Division of

NASA has collected all available radio

observations and combined them

to produce an ephemeris, or table oj

true positions, for Sputnik I. Thii

ephemeris has an accuracy of only ten

kilometers in the position of the satel!

lite, but it is the best one available tij

American and European scientists a

the present time. The NASA ephemer^
for Sputnik I is being made available tij

all scientists in the U.S.A. and in othej

countries.

The Moscow IGY conference ini

eluded a Soviet report on ionospherkj

investigations, based on undisclosed

U.S.S.R. orbit data. Prof. Alpert of th

University of Moscow gave the resultj

of an analysis of the Sputnik I signals

which indicated that the upper layer o]

the ionosphere extends to much highe

altitudes than had been anticipated!

Alpert found the very important resulj

that the number of electrons above th

level of maximum density in the iono|

sphere is 3.5 times greater than tb[

number below the maximum. The elec

tron density profile obtained by Alper.j

is shown in Fig. 4, together wit 1

U.S.S.R. rocket data. The Alpert profllj

appears to be a reasonable represents i

tion of ionospheric densities unde,

average conditions.

The third U.S.S.R. satellite, Sputmi

III, has also yielded interesting ionoi,

sphere results obtained from a devic!

called the "ion trap." The ion trap ij

a spherical collector approximately 1

1

inches in diameter, attached to the surf
1

face of the satellite by an extendin;}!

rod 30 inches long. A negative voltag

is placed on the trap, drawing all near

by positive ions to it. The rate at whicl

the ions are collected is telemeter© i

automatically to the ground, and pro
j;

vides a measurement of the number oh

positive ions in the neighborhood oil

the satellite.

A few samples of the ion trap dat?

were presented at the Moscow cool

ference. They indicated that the ioif:

density values are in reasonable agree

ment with the electron densities measji

ured by Alpert, as shown in Figure 4j

As a by-product of the experiment, th|

ion trap also showed that Sputnik //|

acquired an appreciable negative chargl

in its passage through the ionosphere f

corresponding to negative potentials o§

several volts. An investigation by scienjii

tists in the NASA Theoretical Division

indicates that a satellite can be chargei ,

to still higher potentials, on the orde i

of thousands of volts, in those parts ojl

its orbit that extend into the region ojl

the great radiation belt. An extension:

of the calculations published in 195 (

by C. A. Pearse and the author show|t

that if the satellite is charged to kilcjj

volt potentials, it will be slowed dowi>

Electron Densities

1000

750-

uj 500

250 -

VARIATION of electron

density with altitude in

the upper ionosphere, as

determined from U.S.S.R.

rocket and satellite data:

The solid line represents

the electron density pro-

file obtained by Alpert

and his collaborators from

the analysis of Sputnik I

signals. The circles are

data obtained in U.S.S.R.

rocket flights, and the

square represents the

charge density measure-

ment derived from the

ion trap mounted in

Sputnik III. (Fig. 4).
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y an electrical drag force which is 10
> 100 times greater than the ordinary
srodynamic drag.

1 • Density and temperature—Direct
Jeasurements of the density of the at-

mosphere have been made by install-

ig ionization gauges in rockets. These
'easurements extend to an altitude of
l>0 miles. For altitudes above 150
iles the density has been measured in-

fectly, by analysis of satellite orbits,

be indirect measurements depend on
\e fact that the atmospheric drag
jrces acting on the satellite are pro-
prtional to air density. The drag forces

•luse a decrease in the energy and
terefore in the period of revolution of
Je satellite, which can be easily meas-
ljed and analyzed to give the average

f density in the orbit.

I The striking feature of the latest

rcket measurements of density is their

j eat variability with time of day, sea-

m and latitude. The data show that

; an altitude of several hundred kilo-

Kters the upper atmosphere is two
tries heavier in the day than at night,

tfd two times heavier in the summer
rjn in winter. During a summer day
£ arctic latitudes, where the "day" lasts

ijarly 24 hours, the density is four to
e±ht times greater than the density at

t; same time in the temperate zones.

J There appears to be a simple ex-
tlnation for all of these effects,

rmely, that prolonged exposure to the
sa heats the atmosphere and causes
aj upward expansion, producing very
like relative increases in the thin air

a high altitudes.

[
• Satellite drag variations—The sat-

eite density data also show large fluc-

ntions in addition to the systematic
Vriations described above. These fluc-

tuions are probably the result of at-

Dispheric heating produced by streams
oj energetic particles and radiation
Elm the Sun. Dr. Jacchia of the
rirvard Observatory has in fact dis-

Solar Effect on Satellite Drag

SOLAR FLUX ( 10.7 CM. WAVES

)

CORRELATION be-

tween solar activity and
satellite drag. In the

graph satellite drag is

plotted on the same base

with the observed flux of

solar radiation in the 10
centimeter region of the

spectrum. The 10 centi-

meter radiation is an ac-

curate measure of solar

activity. The figure dem-
onstrates a perfect corre-

lation of nrnima and
minima in the two curves.

(Fig. 5).

90 150 210 270 330 390
1958 DAYS

( FROM JAN. I )

covered that the apparently random
fluctuations are actually proportional to

the changes in the intensity of the 10-

centimeter radiation from the sun,

which constitutes an excellent measure
of solar surface activity. The correla-

tion between the satellite drag and solar

flux is shown in Fig. 5.

Jacchia has been able to eliminate

electromagnetic radiation as the source
of the drag variations, and has suc-

ceeded in identifying the heating effect

with the arrival of corpuscular streams in

the vicinity of the earth, following
major solar flares. The proof of this re-

sult is shown in a report recently pub-
lished by Jacchia in Nature. Fig. 6
shows that the drag increases observed

after two solar flares did not occur at

the time of the flares, but began ap-

proximately 1 day later at the same
time that the magnetic K index spurted

upward. A rise in the K index signi-

fies the onset of a magnetic storm, and
therefore the arrival of the relatively

slow-moving solar corpuscular stream
which accompanies the flare.

This beautiful demonstration of the

relation between upper atmosphere

properties and solar corpuscular streams

promises to open a new chapter in the

study of solar-terrestrial relationships.

I believe that in retrospect it will turn

out to be one of the most significant

results to come from the IGY satellite

program.

Drag Increase with Storms-
i r 1

1 1

FLARE /

i
i i

1 1

1 i

A SATELLITE DRAG

MAGNETIC INDEX

-

—

l 1 1—li 1 1 i
1 i i '-i r^-

July 4 8
1958

10

DAYS
12 14 16

CORRELATION of drag increases with

magnetic storms, following a major solar

flare: The time of occurrence of the flare

is indicated by an arrow. The onset of the

magnetic storm, which signifies the arrival

of corpuscular streams from the sun. is

marked by the increase in the magnetic
index plotted from the lower graph.

(Fig. 6).
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Missile Support Progress . . .

Bigger Vehicles Will Pose

More Baffling Engineering;

Solution to missile support problems

largely rests with Army's Corp of Engineers

which has lion's share of responsibility

SERVICE tower for Redstone at

White Sands.

Washington—The art of launching

a rocket has reached such refinement

that the supporting mechanisms and

structures required to get our exotic

birds off the ground present the most

baffling of engineering problems.

The solution of some of these sup-

port problems is a responsibility of the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, headed
by Maj. Gen. E. C. Itschner. As the

Chief of Engineers explains it, the

Engineers' role in the Government's
missile and space program is a multiple

one—performing a variety of missions

for the Army Missile System; con-

structing missile bases for the Air
Force; and carrying on construction

projects for the Advanced Research

Projects Agency and the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Working closely with the Army
Ordnance Missile Command, the Corps
of Engineers' support of guided missile

and rocket operations includes the pro-

vision of Engineer troops; construction

of m ssile sites, test laboratories, train-

ing centers and other facilities needed
to fain men and develop weapons;
supply and maintenance of engineer

equipment and material; provision of

maps and geodetic data; and develop-

ment by research; often in cooperation

with industry, of new engineer equip-

ment for the Army's family of missiles.

• Keeping abreast—All of these

areas of support are equally important

to the Army missile program, Gen.

Itschner said, but to those whose in-

terests lie primarily in keeping abreast

of new developments in the constantly

changing requirements of the program,

a review of the research efforts of the

Corps is in order. These efforts affect

all Army missiles, from the operational

Lacrosse to the still-to-be tested Per-

shing, successor to the Redstone

family.

"Nuclear warfare will impose a re-

quirement for great mobility on our

ground forces, which must have the

capability of hitting the enemy, then

dispersing and regrouping again for an-

other strike where it is least expected,"

Gen. Itschner explained. "We must be

able to move our rockets and missiles

into the battle area and out again on

short notice. Supporting equipment,

such as power generators, fuel tanks,

fire control vans and radar equipment

must also be easily and quickly moved.

To attain this mobility, the Corps is

developing smaller and lighter equip-

ment which will do the job for which

a particular missile has been designed.

About the Army Engineer Chief

Maj. Gen. Itschner has charge of the booming missile

construction program for both the Army and Air Force. In

addition, he is responsible for the Corps' nationwide civil

functions. A graduate of West Point (1924) and Cornell,

the General has served in Army construction projects all over

the world—Europe in WWII, the Philippines, and Korea.

Known as a "man in a hurry," his major responsibility now
is directing construction of the new Air Force ICBM bases

along with a whole range of missile research and develop-

ment, testing, and launching facilities, including the Army's Nike bases.
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"For example, the presently avaij

able conventional engine generatd

capable of providing power rj

quired for guidance of the Lacros.A

missile weighs 900 pounds with a

cessories. Since it is necessary thi

this generator be manpacked to tl||

forward observers' position, we al

developing a generator of 3 KW ouj

put, 400 cycle with precise powj

regulation capable of being carriij'

by one man, or with a full fu

tank, by two men. The Curtks-Wrig

Corporation, Santa Barbara Divisio

developed and demonstrated engineej

ing models in sixteen months. One <a

the unusual engineering characterise I

of this generator is the silencing fe
J

ture. Operational noise from this equifl

ment will not be heard further than i >

few hundred feet.

"Also under development is til

power pack for the Pershing missi

system. This pack is a combination
||

utilities ordinarily furnished by fl

Corps of Engineers as separate piecl

of equipment. The various units a l

packaged on one base plate, with lit (H

greater total weight than is norma
||

found in any one of the componen 3

Electric power of three different outpjc

characteristics, high pressure air (30|(i

psi), and conditioned air all generatla

from one gas turbine drive, are

eluded for a total weight of abefe'

2600 pounds. This unit will be traill

ported on a vehicle weighing 95
jj

pounds which also mounts a fire cc I

trol hut. The standard air compress jjj

of the size needed, three generato*

and an air-conditioning plant heatili

unit, with four vehicles previously I
quired to transport them, would Weill

upwards of 28,000 pounds."

• Ireterservice cooperation—Of viB

missiles and rockets, July 20, 191



IYDROGEN peroxide service truck is part of support equip- BIG TASKS are performed by vehicles in missile support,

lent for Redstone. Representative is this 5000-lb compressed air storage tank.

lenefit to the Army in speeding the

jevelopment of the Pershing system is

fie precedent established by having one
fchnical service participating directly

!. k the program of another, the Chief
1

If Engineers said. Specifically, the

Wer pack is being developed by the

lartin Company, contractor for de-

elopment of the missile system for the

Jrdnance Corps, Army Ballistic Mis-
Jle Agency, and the Engineer Research
hd Development Laboratories (ERDL)
po serve as technical supervisor of the

jack development for the ABMA, op-

rating within the framework of the

time contract.

\ "Again, in the high power acqui-

tion radar (HIPAR) building for the

"nproved Nike-Hercules, as in the

'ershing power pack, we have an in-

:grated Engineer-Ordnance working
elationship," Gen. Itschner pointed
iut. "ERDL is the technical super-

isor for the Army Rocket and Guided
lissile Agency for the development
tf a pre-fabricated building to house

I new radar. It is evident that the
!rmy will gain from this joint opera-
bn in both the development and logis-

f
ps stages. Experience gained by the

'orps of Engineers from participation

t development will enhance our capa-

city for providing spare parts and
Maintenance support of the resulting

Induction item."

In the HIPAR building, where mo-
i |lity and weight are of prime im-

srtance, the unique engineering prob-

[
fcn is in retaining the necessary air-

ght panel seal despite repeated as-

fi fmbly and disassembly of the build-

I Ig, a problem not heretofore involved
I prefabricated building. Inflated seals

i fe being used at all joints, and it

bpears possible that a technical break-

lissiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

I

through in this particular problem area

may result, the General disclosed.

Another development item with a

requirement for high performance and
low weight is the air-conditioner

—

heater plant for an Army field missile.

This plant, a unit weighing 350 pounds,
provides 38,000 TbTU of air-condition-

ing and approximately 35,000 BTU
heating per hour. It will be used in a

van or a shelter of a field battery con-

trol center. Two difficult engineering

problems—vibration and noise level

—

were encountered due to the high ro-

tating speeds of the motors and com-
pressors. Both are being solved through
unique packaging and insulating meth-
ods. Because of an immediate require-

ment for this unit, a six month de-

velopment time was imposed. Produc-

tion models are scheduled with an

initial delivery time of nine months.
• Skyscraper on wheels—Recently,

the design was completed for a 305-

foot missile service tower to be built

at Cape Canaveral for the Advanced
Research Projects Agency space ve-

hicle, the Saturn. (Missiles and Rock-
ets, June 8, 1959.) The tower, as tall

as a 28-story building, will be on
wheels.

Another ARPA project at Redstone

Arsenal, is a static test tower being

modified for use with the Saturn. This

is the Army Ballistic Missile Agency's

140-foot tower previously used to test

missiles up to the size of the Jupiter.

Upon completion of the work, the

tower will be capable of statically test-

ing missiles having up to 1,500,000

pounds of thrust.

The work consists of driving ap-

proximately 6000 lineal feet of steel

piling, constructing two reinforced con-

crete underground anchors 61 feet

below bedrock and erecting approxi-

mately 470 tons of structural steel to

be used for mounting the hold-down
devices for the missile test. A canti-

levered 100-ton bridge crane and hoist

will be erected atop the modified struc-

ture for lifting the missiles and equip-

ment into test positions.

Another missile service tower, fabri-

cated by the Noble Co., Oakland,
Calif., is under contract with ERDL
and scheduled for erection at Cape
Canaveral in July. It is a mobile struc-

ture 150.25 feet tall, composed of twin

towers mounted on a rubber tired

trailer 42V4 feet long. The tower has

a traveling crane on top and is designed

to handle Jupiter and Redstone type

missiles. When servicing of the mis-

sile is completed, the tower moves away
on its own trailer.

As missiles become more sophisti-

cated, the demand for purer fuel be-

comes more urgent. Gen. Itschner said.

The Ordnance Corps has determined

the maximum allowable hydrocarbon

count as .03 parts per million in the

liquid oxygen as it is pumped i:uo a

missile such as the Redstone, largest

field operational weapon of the Army.
There must, therefore, be frequent pur-

ity checks by the soldier missilemen of

the Engineer unit charged with supply-

ing the fuel. To meet this requirement,

ERDL is pursuing a project for develop-

ing a test instrument that can be easily

used by the engineer soldier for check-

ing the purity of LOX with a maximum
of accuracy and a minimum of danger.

Another field instrument under de-

velopment by ERDL is for checking

the dew point moisture content of

compressed air at temperatures as low
as -85 Fahrenheit.

• Storage problems—Loss of liquid
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where will we go tomorrow?

oxygen through evaporation during

storage and transfer to the missile is

another problem which plagues the

Engineers. This loss, which now varies

from 50 to 75 percent, is being re-

duced by improved equipment, espe-

cially fittings. ERDL is also developing

a new type of storage container with

unusual types of insulation. Inasmuch

as LOX must be hauled from our

mobile field generating plants to the

launching sites in nine-ton tank trucks,

the handling problem is a major one.

Even though the Engineers have de-

veloped LOX plants with capacities of

up to twenty tons per day, fantastic

amounts are required to fuel a 70-foot

missile. Heavy losses, particularly in

the event of an actual combat situa-

tion, might cripple operations.

The Corps of Engineers' research

and development work for the Army
missile systems presently constitutes

at least 25% of the research and

development effort at ERDL. This

work is being carried on both by

ERDL personnel and by contract. It

includes dozens of projects not hereto-

fore mentioned, such as special air-

transportable and mobile cranes, safety

shower bath units to decontaminate

personnel and clothing worn around

toxic fuels, night vision equipment and

special tools such as a welding machine

for use on thin gauge materials. ERDL
is even developing an unusually

effective vacuum cleaner for cleaning

the electronic and other delicate equip-

ment used in the control vans.

Recently, the Corps completed an

engineering analysis of the power re-

quirements for the Nike-Zeus, includ-

ing consideration of the remote stations

where commercial power is not avail-

able. Transportation of fuel is a costly

and often hazardous logistical effort.

It has been determined that nuclear

power plants can be designed to meet

the stringent specifications required in

operation of Nike-Zeus radar and elec-

tronic equipment. Alco Products, Inc.,

which built the first Army power re-

actor plant at Fort Belvoir, Virginia,

has completed a preliminary design and

has been selected by the Army to

complete the final plans of the pro-

posed plant.

Missiles, regardless of whether they

are Army surface-to-surface weapons

or the Air Force's intercontinental bal-

listic missile, must be aimed at the

target before they can be fired, Gen.

Itschner noted. To attain the degree

of accuracy needed to make missile

warfare pay off in victory, the man
aiming the weapon must know two

things. First, he must know precisely

where the missile is located at the time

of launching, and second, he must

know precisely where the target is in

relation to the missile.

The task of locating targets and the

guiding of the missiles to them is a

complicated one requiring close co-

ordination of the efforts of many men.

Basically, it is a mapping job. The
Engineers are responsible for provid-

ing the interconnected grids and earth

measuring information necessary to

direct longer range strategic missiles.

Said Gen. Itschner, "With the Air

Force, we are working on the use of

high altitude electronically controlled

aerial photography to speed the com-

pilation of maps, and we are using

helicopters and geodimeters to acceler-

ate field surveys. By using electronic

digital computers, the time required for

geodetic control adjustment has been

reduced by years.

• Where we are
—"Engineer teams

on Pacific islands, using tracking de-

vices, are obtaining valuable data from

the Vanguard satellite as to precise is-

land locations, which heretofore have

been mistakenly located on maps from

TWO IMPORTANT items

for Jupiter: 100 KW power

generator and vertical check-

out shelter.
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hundreds of meters to miles from theiit

actual positions. This activity is helping
J

us to get the answer to the question,

'Where in the world are we?'

"To help perfect methods of rapidly
jj

and accurately locating targets within ',!

a tactical area, which might be 200 :<

miles deep on an atomic age battlefield,

the Corps of Engineers is evaluating 1
various target location systems. Theses
involve the use of day and night aerial

photography, radarscope photography

to map the ground through clouds and

darkness, and electronic systems toil

locate the photographic aircraft with;

respect to known ground stations."

A large part of the Engineers' ^
efforts in construction are being di-'jB

rected toward the Army and Air Force

missile programs. Construction of mis-iB

sile support facilities involves types;

and methods of building undreamed'

of a few years ago. Specifications now

require construction tolerances which

were possible before only as laboratory

experiments.

"The Zeus, third generation of the

Nike family, will create greater prob-

lems," Gen. Itschner predicted. This

weapon is the Army's anti-missile,

missile designed to intercept enemy
j

ICBM's in flight. The Nike-Zeus is al

highly complicated system that brings

the scientist, manufacturer and con-i

struction man together. Missile, test, .

and launching facilities are designed,,

developed, and built simultaneously.

Flexibility will be the watchword at all

j

times for those connected with the de-|

velopment of this missile. Constructors,

designers and manufacturers will havefl

to adapt themselves to the demands!

imposed by the rapidly widening!

knowledge being acquired by missile,1

experts, for whom there seemingly are|

no limits except the horizons of theirjj

imaginations.

"Where these scientists and missile

experts will take us in the space age
J

is difficult to foresee at this point. The
j

Army's Corps of Engineers, however,!

is preparing for whatever problems|

present themselves, whether they be

on the moon or some fantastic recon-|

naissance space station on the route to

«

Mars. Our Engineer research and de-

velopment experts are conducting:

studies on space construction prob-

lems in sanitation, water supply, ther-

modynamics, electric power and ad-

vanced methods of prefabricated shel-

ter construction. One of the programs

considered important to the future in-

volves a look into new sources of en-

ergy such as thermoelectric and ther-

mionic generators and solar energy.

"The by-products of the research

which our space program has brought

about are leading us to portals of knowl-

edge which are only now beginning to

open for the benefit of mankind."
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pstrumentation Progress . . .

Fertile Field for New Applications

Microminiaturization, solid-state physics and

communications technology are promising areas

by Robert J. Jeffries

Danbury, Conn.—Whenever a new
r ientific fact is discovered, or when a

w technology gains momentum, there

; a great tendency for authors and

j blishers to rush into print with a

ijjltitude of predictions and projec-

lins as to what the future will bring.

I areas already established there are

is traditional articles on the "state

& the art" which appear periodically.

;
Both categories of exposition

—

le projections and implications of new
Ipniques, and the periodic review

<| established technologies—fill impor-

tht functions. In general, they serve

tp needs of the "lay" public, as a basic

eucational tool, and the practitioner

Lthe field, possibly as a stimulant, and
cftainly, in the minimum, as a con-

mient tabulation of the art, by means
c] which he can mentally check his

(to progress and understanding.

Progress in Space Instrumentation
.wses a particularly difficult subject on
yiich to write an article for the read-

el of Missiles and Rockets Magazine.

If be correct, the author must define

Mat he means by "Instrumentation";

t must also define what he means by
'pace"; the meaning of "Progress"

;M may take as self-evident. Also it

.ijobvious that the audience is not a
fly" audience in the sense of being

technically unsophisticated in the sub-

ject, and lastly, for reasons of secur-

ity, it is impossible to present an up-

to-date review of the state-of-the-art

in any detail.

What objective and means is there

left then which justifies an article at

all? The answer lies in perspective.

If an article can present a situation

in perspective in such a manner as

to aid the reader in a better com-
prehension of his own role and prob-

lems, if it can stimulate the reader

to a more creative synthesis of solu-

tions to his problems, if it can direct

attention to critical areas in need of

attention and potentialities as yet un-

exploited, then it serves a useful pur-

pose. In a modest way these shall be

the objectives of this article.

• What is instrumentation?—Liter-

ally hundreds of efforts have been made
over several years to define instrumen-

tation. A synthesis of these several ef-

forts, which in the least serves to de-

fine the scope of interests of this article

is as follows:

"Equipment and techniques associ-

ated with and essential to the detection,

measurement, transmission, translation

and display of information, and in-

cluding possible associated computa-

tion and utilization of the information

for control purposes."
• What is space?—For purposes of

this discussion, space may be defined

as the volume around us excluding the

earth, the oceans, and the atmosphere.

Unfortunately, this definition tells us

little, really, in that it assumes a pre-

cise definition of "atmosphere." One
can define "atmosphere" as one
chooses. For immediate purposes, let

us assume as a purely arbitrary de-

cision, that the atmosphere extends

from the surface of the earth and its

oceans to a height of 100 miles. Space

then becomes the volume around the

planet Earth, but external to a spherical

shell 100 miles thick, surrounding the

Earth. Obviously this definition is

unique to the understanding and use

of an earth-oriented creature.

• What is space instrumentation?

—

From the definitions above, it is appar-

ent that Space Instrumentation em-
braces all the instruments that guide

and control space vehicles, measure
characteristics and performance of

space vehicles and operate on and di-

gest, display, and automatically react

to the resultant information. It also

includes the hardware and techniques

of measurement of space and its con-

tents. This is to say that Space Instru-

mentation embraces virtually every

technique and piece of hardware de-

signed to gather data in space or re-

lated to the gathering of that data.

Space instrumentation is not generally

understood to include considerations

of propellants, propulsion or structures.

But what of a nose cone? In some in-

stances, a nose cone becomes, in itself,

an instrument—detecting, and measur-

ing directly and indirectly, meteoric

dust, temperature, etc. All the above
considerations demonstrate the neces-

sity for an arbitrary agreement as to

what shall be embraced by the term
space instrumentation. For purposes of

this discussion, space instrumentation

is defined to include the following:

About the Author
Robert J. Jeffries is president of Data-Control Systems

Inc., Danbury, Conn. A former assistant to the president of

Daystrom Inc., Dr. Jeffries was president of the Instrument

Society of America in 1957-58.

He has taught engineering at various universities and has

been a consultant to all three military services, the National

Bureau of Standards and numerous commercial firms. Jeffries

is a founder and trustee of the Foundation for Instrumenta-

tion Education and Research.
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small business to benefit

• Instrumentation for measuring

characteristics of space vehicles,

• Instrumentation for measuring

characteristics of space and its con-

tents,

• Instrumentation for communicat-
ing and displaying space data.

Measurements of temperature, ac-

celeration, position, flow, stress, vibra-

tion, noise, etc. are commonly made
today by means of a host of different

transducers. These measurements will

continue to be made in the years to

come. This past year has seen a con-

tinuation of the long-term trend, in

which transducers are becoming small-

er, lighter, of higher frequency re-

sponse and greater output. There is evi-

dence of a renewed interest in variable-

reluctance phenomena in transducers.

Most transducers in use today yield

analog output signals. There are com-
ing to the fore an ever-increasing num-
ber of techniques, combined with con-

ventional transducer principles, which

yield digital output signals. The number
of measurements which can be made
with sufficient accuracy to justify the

resolution of digital representation is

still small. The advantages of reduced

susceptibility to degradation of data

in subsequent handling is currently the

most important influence in the stimu-

lation of digital techniques.

• Terse messages—Space engineers

are employing techniques of prediges-

tion of data in flight, with subsequent

transmission of derived and statistical

characterizations of phenomena. Prob-

ably the greatest incentive and utility

of such techniques lie not in the in-

herent data analysis that occurs but

in a reduction of the total information

to be relayed to a remote point or

points.

Solutions to several of today's

problems will undoubtedly become op-

erational in the next few years. For ex-

ample, with the advent of transistor

circuitry we can anticipate that trans-

ducer outputs will ultimately be

adapted to current-input circuits, rather

than voltage-inputs. In the near future,

however, and before the above can

come to pass, the present 0-5 volt input

levels will begin to lose popularity.

Signal-conditioners, that is amplifiers,

and signal translators for modifying

available transducer signals to adapt

them to conventional standardized tele-

metry equipments will increase in num-
ber and complexity. Finally, the tech-

nology is forced to an entirely new
approach based on the characteristics

of solid-state circuitry. Low-level, solid-
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state computers will replace electro-

mechanical devices and multi-channel

amplifiers. Some prototypes of this

type already exist.

A prime objective will continue to

be the reduction in size of all equip-

ment. Many components, such as volt-

age-controlled oscillators, are already

approaching a situation wherein the

connectors and junction boxes are as

large as the components themselves.

Further reduction in actual size of

individual components does not appear

to offer as much margin for improve-

ment as do several other avenues. In

the near future, one can expect high-

speed, low-level commutation to reduce

the space requirements of multi-chan-

nel systems. New multiplexing concepts

will permit more efficient utilization of

available power, thus reducing space

requirements for RF components and
space and weight in the energy source.

For sustained flights, power "captured"

in flight is already being used to reduce

overall weight requirements. The pres-

ent enthusiasm for digitized data, while

justified in many instances, must be

tempered with the sobering fact that in

most applications digitization of data

increases the space and weight require-

ments of the instrumentation equip-

ment required for a given information

capability.

The most important and exciting

promise of the future for all types of

flight instrumentation lies in the evolv-

ing techniques of microminiaturization.

There can be no doubt that these tech-

niques have the potential to reduce the

size and weight of all flight instrumen-

tation circuitry. Some equipment of

this type is now in use. However, sev-

eral fundamental facts stand out at this

time: (1) Microminiaturization tech-

niques, being relatively new, have not

yet progressed to a stage, at which it

is possible to achieve accuracies and

stabilities comparable to conventional

circuit techniques in reproducible units.

(2) Microminiaturized circuits are es-

sentially custom-made, with a high rate

of failures, with complicated fabrica-

tion problems and large capital equip-

ment requirements.

The manufacturers of space instru-

mentation hardware are, in the main,

small businesses. This is so because of

the rate of technological advance, the

relatively small production runs in-

volved, and the high premium on in-

dividual initiative and adaptability. As
small businesses they are not able to

undertake the basic research inherent

to microminiaturized circuit develop-

ment. For these reasons it is not to bi
j!

anticipated that conventional mifiiafurJ

ized standard flight instrumentation wil l

be replaced in the near future, for thi(

bulk of space vehicle instrumentation J

with microminiaturized circuitry. 1

* Measuring characteristics of spaci

.

—The obvious questions asked first b'|

any explorer of a new world are;

"What is present?", and "How much i]

there?" As we initiate our manned ex!

plorations of space we begin with thesil

elementary questions. It is almost cor!

rect to say we are in the Stone Age oj

space knowledge; we must first find oufl

whether the environment of this nevj

"space world" is hostile to our beinglj

We must first detect and measure, anil

later evaluate, the effects of such thing

as radiation, meteorites, weightlessness!

etc. The fundamental problem is to de

cide what we should be looking fori!

Once the variables to be detected anil]

measured are defined, then the appro'!

priate hardware can be developed.
j

While we progress toward mannei

exploration of space, we learn mud,

from unmanned observation stations]

Missiles in trajectory, satellites in oil

bit and balloon-borne stations affoni!

us effective vantage points for view

ing space from a new angle anji

without the distractions and interfeij

ences associated with an earth-bourn ]

observatory. Obviously, most of th

measurements made on far-space front

any vehicle located in near-space mus 1

be based on electromagnetic phenom
|

ena—received, reflected, refracted, o|

absorbed. The sciences and technol

;

ogies of astronomy, optics, enemies-

analysis and photometry, working witii!

the instrument technologists are no\ I

evolving the transducer hardware

adapted to the near-space environmem
'

Balloon-borne telescopes, spectometen
{

star trackers, etc. are now familial

items for work in near-space.

* Instrumentation for communicant

ing—Telemetry is the all-inclusive wor|

used to embrace the concepts and harc|i

wares involved in remote measun

|

ments. In practice, one usually diffeilj

entiates among transducer, telemetry;

and display equipment. Telemetr i

equipment provides the communication

links between the measuring trans
y

ducers and the display equipment. I

The prime objectives of currerl

telemetry development are improve

I

accuracy, reliability, space and weiglij

reduction. Improved resolution is par

sible through pulse code technique*'

(However, improved resolution doe|

not necessarily mean improved accu:j

acy.) Pulse-coded data can be relayed

from point-to-point either by radio ({»

wire with no theoretical degradatiolj;

of quality. This represents a distind

advantage over transmission of data m
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Liquid Engine Progress . . .

Pbwer, Simplification,

Reliability Still Criteria

Cheaper oxygen-jet fuels will be dominant for

some time because of tremendous propellant

consumption of rockets still under design

iialog form. If however, in a pulse-

ode system, the transmission bit rate

high, there is the possibility of lost

its, ambiguities, and loss of synchroni-

ition. These must be accounted for in

tiy evaluation of ultimate accuracy.

. Size and weight reduction in the

derail telemetry system can probably

p best effected by employing new
,'stem concepts. Pulse-coded systems

ill almost certainly increase size and

.eight requirements. The power and

iace requirements of pulse-code equip-

ent capable of transmitting several

aannels of high-frequency intelligence

ita today are much greater than the

jrresponding analog system. Employ-

ent of RF links in the microwave

Sods poses additional problems. The
iciencies of transmitters in these

inds is relatively low. Compromises
;ill be necessary to balance increased

iformation-handling capability against

duced electrical efficiency. A recently

inounced heterodyne technique, which

irmits the superposition of several

^ndard analog multiplexes and the

multaneous transmission of very high-

fequency intelligence over a single RF
ak, appears to hold considerable

; remise for reduction of overall system

?e and weight.

• The display of telemetry data poses

I jveral problems that are not solely

phnical. During flight, ground per-

nnel are aided by real-time informa-

nt displays. During subsequent data

ialysis much time and effort can fre-

lently be saved, if, instead of reduc-

ilg all available data, a quick search

Jn be made for "interesting" phe-

:>mena, and that portion of the data

:spected minutely. Inasmuch as every

:ght represents a large investment, it

. desirable to process all available data

:]
every conceivable way, usually prior

J the next flight. In general, then the

splay problem is really three prob-

es; (1) real-time quick-look, (2)

«Ua-reduction search and quick-look,

^d, (3) detailed comprehensive data

Muction. All three appear to be essen-

nl to full and effective utilization of

te flight data. As intelligence frequen-

:tes go higher, as the number of chan-

i\s of information increases and as

f'mmutation rates increase, new and

Hsically different techniques of real-

trie and quick-look display will be

^quired.

' In summary, Space Instrumentation

in be said to be a fertile field for the

iplication of new ideas. These ideas

^w encompass the most sophisticated

incepts of solid-state physics, com-
mnication theory, and astronautics.

' ^t the most successful hardwares are,

ad will continue to be, those that are

te simplest, most reliable, most ac-

<|rate, and available on short procure-

:ent-lead times.
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by Roy Healy

Los Angeles—-Major current trends

in the design and development of liquid

propellant rocket engines for space ve-

hicles and ballistic missile booster ap-

plications are (1) simplification for in-

creased reliability, (2) higher thrust

chamber pressures for improved per-

formance. (3) optimized packaging for

ease of installation and better accessi-

bility and (4) clustering of individual

engines to attain very high thrust levels.

The Rocketdyne Model H-l engine,

eight of which are to be assembled as

the 1,500,000 pound thrust power-

plant of the ARPA/Army Saturn space

vehicle booster, exemplifies the current

trends in large liquid propellant en-

gines. Other new Rocketdyne engines

under development, such as the 1,-

500.000 pound thrust single-chamber

Model F-l, four of which will form

the NASA Nova vehicle booster, will

emphasize the same trends.

In mid- 1958, Dr. Wernher von

Braun, Director of Development Op-

erations for Army Ballistic Missiles

Agency asked Rocketdyne management
to submit a proposal on clustering

eight Advanced Jupiter engines for a

huge space vehicle, then designated as

the Juno V. He established design

goals of simplification, improved per-

formance, optimized packaging and

clustering.

Available rocket engines were con-

sidered. Rocketdyne decided to propose

a repackaged, uprated, much simplified

version of the 150,000 pound IRBM
engine being used in both the Jupiter

and Thor ballistic missile program. We
took advantage of the accumulated

three years of developmental experi-

ence, including flight testing, on those

programs as well as technical data

from the Navaho, Atlas and Redstone

engines. These enabled us to select and
arrange components and the opera-

tional sequence.

• Experimental testing—Entirely sep-

arate from its production programs,

Rocketdyne maintains an Experimental

Engine group that constantly studies

and tests new concepts and advanced

designs for possible future use. A num-
ber of devices and techniques selected

for incorporation into the H-l engine

had been proved promising by that

group.

The Advanced Research Projects

Agency accepted the Army Ballistic

Missile Agency Juno V (now Saturn)

proposal in September 1958. In that

same month, Rocketdyne received the

go-ahead to initiate engine design and

development.

Rocketdyne adopted the philosophy

of developing and delivering the H-l

as a single, basic, "any-position, plug-

in" engine. This approach permitted

the use of existing test facilities and
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testing H-l engine . .

.

INDIVIDUAL firing of Rocketdyne's H-l engines for Project Saturn is

accomplished in Santa Susana mountains.

reduced the propellant requirements

for testing to a modest proportion.

Utilization of basic components from

the latest models of Jupiter and Thor
engines allowed the use of existing

tooling and manufacturing techniques

and minimized the long-lead time for

procurement of components. The ap-

proach is expected to make possible

the goal of flight testing in late 1960.

The initial prototype engine was
assembled to R&D type drawings.

Firings were initiated at the Propul-

sion Field Laboratory in the Santa

Susana mountains in December, 1958.

The initial engine was delivered to

ABMA after acceptance testing in

April 1959, eight months after the de-

sign effort commenced.
• Eliminated components—To ar-

rive at the H-l engine, we modified

existing Jupiter and Thor engines by

eliminating many minor components,

simplifying operation, and further im-

proving and repackaging of major com-
ponents. As an example of the former,

the initial IRBM engines delivered in

1956 were built with five pneumatic

pressure regulators and seventeen

solenoid valves for proper start and

shutdown operation. Gradual improve-

ment of the engines reduced these re-

quirements to a single pressure regu-

lator and three solenoid valves. The
more advanced H-l design eliminates

pressure regulators and solenoid valves

entirely. A greatly simplified start se-
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quence, using a pyrophoric fluid to

ignite the main thrust chamber, has

sharply reduced the electrical circuitry

required. By mounting the turbopump

assembly, valves, and other accessories

directly on the sides of the thrust

chamber, we achieved a lighter, more
compact engine of smaller envelope di-

mensions.

Each of the eight engines powering

the Saturn booster will be mounted into

the missile by attaching the upper por-

tion of the gimbal block assembly to

structural members. The missile can

then be controlled directionally by

gimballing or swiveling the four outer

engines. The missile guidance equip-

ment exercises control through the

medium of movable struts that adjust

the positions of the outer engines.

The first cluster assembly and the

firing of the eight-engine power-plant

will be accomplished at ABMA on

a mammoth test stand now being modi-

fied from its original Jupiter configura-

tion. Initial launchings are planned

from Cape Canaveral. Studies are in

progress on parachute recovery of the

Saturn first-stage booster.

The ARPA/ABMA Saturn booster

is a natural outgrowth of Rocketdyne's

experience in multi-engined projects.

The original Navaho powerplant con-

sisted of a pair of 120,000-pound

thrust oxygen-alcohol engines. The ad-

vanced Navaho (G-38) consisted of

three 135,000-pound thrust oxygen-

jet fuel engines. Although the Navaho
program was terminated prior to flight

of the latter assembly, the engine de-

velopment was progressing in a most
satisfactory manner. In test firings,

thrust levels of the clustered engines

had reached more than 400,000
pounds, the highest level attained this

side of the Iron Curtain at the time.

The original Atlas engine concept
under development at Rocketdyne re-

quired a takeoff thrust of 660,000
pounds, a cluster arrangement con-

sisting of four 135,000 pound booster

engines, a sustainer of 120,000 pound
output, and two 1000-pound thrust

vernier engines for roll control and
terminal velocity trim. During 1953,

1

a breakthrough in thermonuclear war- tjj

head design permitted the sharp re- It

duction in power requirements. This
]

permitted the current Atlas concept
[

of two boosters of 150,000 pounds
|

each, plus a sustainer of 60,000 pounds I

thrust—with the vernier engine require-

1

ments remaining unchanged.

Extensive developmental and flight I

experience had been obtained on these
i

cluster arrangements by the fall of

1958, when the Saturn program was I

initiated.

'Parallel development—The ARPA
j

Saturn program, based on a cluster of

existing engines, and the NASA pro-

1

gram for development by Rocketdyne 1

of a single engine of 1.5-million pounds
j

thrust complement each other. Whjn
the more powerful NASA engine is

|

available it too, in all probability, will
\

be clustered to give the U.S. greater-

v

tonnage-in-space capabilities. As more

powerful engines are developed they i

will be used in groups of four, six,
j

eight or more to make possible larger

!

and larger spacecraft with increasing
ij

payload carrying capabilities.

One of the most effective factors

utilized in the improvement of current
j

production engines, and in the design

of advanced models, has been Rocket-
j

dyne's extensive system of reporting

troubles, inspection squawks and op-

I

erational malfunctions. This embraces

not only difficulties encountered in

firing tests and missile launch opera-

1

tion, but also pre- and post-firing
J

checkouts of the engine systems. The
(

accumulated data are fed into auto-

matic calculating and data storage |

machines, permitting rapid analysis

and review of those items requiring

design improvement. Constant scrutiny
!

of reliability of the various compo- i

nents, operating sequences, etc., is in-
j

valuable in product improvement and

the formulation of new engine con-

cepts.

This continuous survey will some-

1

times reveal that the engine system

has a component with an unacceptable

record of malfunctions. In such a case

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1959
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we review possible design and quality

control improvements in that compo-

nent. We also decide whether the com-

ponent might not be eliminated and

its function served by dual-function use

of other components in the system.

I Rocketdyne conducted over 4000

large rocket engine tests during 1958

at the Santa Susana facility, using over

;24 million gallons of liquid oxygen. In

addition to the engine tests, close to

1 18,000 component tests were per-

iformed with propellants at the same

,

facility.

The energy released in a 150,000-

pound IRBM engine is equivalent to

texploding some 1500 half-pound

kticks of dynamite per second in the

engine's thin-walled thrust chamber. To
harness and control this tremendous

jenergy, components and operational

(sequences must not only be reliable

functionally but extremely precise in

(reproducibility of operation. It is not

sufficient that a valve open or close

Upon receipt of a signal to do so

—

it must act in a predetermined num-

ber of milliseconds and in proper time

:
relationship (again in milliseconds) to

the operation of other system com-

ponents. It is because of this rigid re-

quirement that components developed

lor industrial use, and even the more
rigorous requirements of aircraft use,

iare not suitable for rocket engine ap-

I plication.

j
• Severe specifications—In addition

I to the criticalness of operation as out-

lined above, the extreme temperature

I
and vibration environments of rocket

i operation make more severe the specifi-

:; cations for rocket engine parts. The
fact that America's missile program is

progressing in a satisfactory manner is

I a tribute to the ingenuity and capabili-

t l ies of this country's rocket designers.

5 Some clearly defined trends are

becoming apparent in the liquid pro-

Upellant field. For future ballistic mis-

i siles the desirabilility for instant readi-

1 pess has promoted interest in the stor-

• kble propellant combinations. Because

i pf good performance and non-corro-

D |ive nature, nitrogen tetroxide is tend-

ing to replace the red and white fum-

ing nitric acids as an oxidizer. To
'naintain performance at the oxygen-jet

fuel levels, unsymmetrical dimethyl-

iiydrazine and hydrazine are the most

fcommonly used fuels, both being hy-

bergolic with the nitrogen tetroxide.

All of Rocketdyne's current pro-

duction engines, designed for operation

vith oxygen-jet fuel, have been fired

yith storable propellants after rela-

|
jively minor modifications. A number

I
i)f our experimental engines have also

j>een operated with the storable com-
tinations.

SIMPLIFICATION
and reliability have

been major efforts in

liquid propellants.

1955 MODEL 1959 MODEL I960 MODEL

NUMBER OF
COMPONENTS =

NUMBER OF

MAJOR
COMPONENTS -

vehicle booster rockets are inevitable.

Power levels in the tens of millions of

pounds of thrust are now being con-

sidered. The tremendous propellant

consumptions of these powerplants,

and the fact that instant readiness is

not a requirement, make it probable

that the plentiful, inexpensive (2<f a

pound) and easily handled oxygen-jet

fuel combination will be dominant for

some time to come. Sea-level specific

impulse values in the 245-275 second

range can be expected from these

booster engines.

For first-stage engines the trend

toward higher chamber pressures con-

tinues with newer designs featuring

thrust chambers operating in the 1000

psia range. Conversely, for upper-stage

and in-space engines the trend is to-

ward thrust chambers operating in the

200 to 300 psia range, and there are

advocates of much lower pressures.

These lower pressures, coupled with

recent advances in the fabrication of

lightweight, high-strength pressure ves-

sels, makes attractive simple, pressure-

fed rocket systems using helium as the

pressurant. In such simple systems the

tanks, lines and thrust chamber can

be integrated into a compact power
package.

The increased importance of specif-

ic impulse, and the relatively small size

of upper stages as compared to the

huge booster stage, makes the high

energy propellant combinations, such

as fluorine-hydrazine and oxygen-hy-

drogen, attractive for upper stage use.

Vacuum specific impulses in the 350-

to 475-second ranges may be attained.

The advances achieved in the past

decade by the high-thrust liquid pro-

pellant rocket engine have been out-

standing. Continuation of current

trends in seeking ever more powerful,

more simplified, higher performance

engines will make the accomplishments

of the next decade even more fantas-

tic. That time-span may see the ful-

fillment of a goal that I knew 25 years

ago only as an amateur rocketeer's

dream—the landing of a man on the

moon.

Large Rocket Engine Development
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Astrometry Progress . . .

Little Support for Vital Program

Additional equipment and new methods for

using it are needed if U.S. is to have

continuous location capability for spacecraft

by Dr. Douglas Duke

Melbourne, Fla.—For defense

reasons, it is mandatory that the U.S.

be continuously aware of the space

location of all earth satellites and space

vehicles. This is so. due to the possible

future necessity of distinguishing ap-

proaching ballistic missiles from other

vehicles which present no threat. There
exist, in addition, other reasons that

make this capability very desirable.

Principal among these are performance
analysis of our own space vehicles,

geophysical and geodetic applications,

testing of instrumentation capabilities

and obtaining further information on
the structural and operating features

of foreign satellites.

A beginning toward developing
space-location ability was made, shortly

after the first Sputnik made its appear-
ance, with the establishment of Project

Spacetrack within A. R. D. C. The
purpose of this project was to gather

the maximum possible amount of track-

ing and configuration data on foreign

satellites. The writer had the good for-

tune to be intimately involved with

these efforts at the Atlantic Missile

Range for the first 15 months of the

project's existence, during which time

the A. M. R. furnished the majority

of the information received by the

Spacetrack Filter Center at A. F. Cam-
bridge Research Center, where predic-

tion computations were carried out.

During this period, there were many
successes and failures. These have in-

dicated the direction in which the de-

velopment of new instrumentation

systems and data-reduction techniques

should move and also the most efficient

organization of existing facilities.

One obvious method of knowing
the position of a space vehicle at any
arbitrary moment is simply by main-

taining continuous track of it. How-
ever, this would require world-wide in-

strumentation, which would be ex-

tremely costly, especially in the case

of satellites that revolve only a few
hundred miles above the earth's sur-

face. Since it is reasonably expected

that there will be a considerable num-
ber of orbiting satellites in the space

about the earth in the near future

there would be an increasing require-

ment for simultaneous tracking of more

than one body at individual stations.

This would further increase the scope

and cost of a continuous real-time

tracking operation on all space vehicles.

Such an operation is, however, quite

unnecessary. The laws of celestial me-

chanics show that the relative orbit of

one mass point about another will be

an ellipse. In the absence of any exter-

nal perturbing influences the geometrical

features of the ellipse will remain for-

ever the same, as will the period of

revolution about the orbit. Once we

determine these quantities accurately,

we can use them in a machine computer

to predict where the object would be

considerably later in the future. We
could also improve the accuracy of the

quantities continuously, merely by ob-

taining occasional later observations

and combining these with those ob-

tained earlier. Thus the need for real-

time tracking could be reduced dras-

tically and the capacity of a space sur-

veillance system would be very large.

Unfortunately there do exist dis-

turbing influences which impair the

above prediction method considerably.

The fact that the earth is not a perfect

sphere, but flattened and otherwise de-

formed at the poles, and the presence

of a tenuous but definitely existing trace

of the atmosphere out to several hun-

dred miles—both cause large departures

from the invariant elliptical orbit, es-

pecially for close satellites. The earth's

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1959
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oblateness affects the space orientation

of the orbit but not its size, shape, or

period of revolution. The drag caused

<by the thin layers of the atmosphere

has just the converse effect, not affect-

ling the former ones, but causing

Ichanges in the latter quantities. For ve-

Ihicles quite far from the earth, the

:above effects become small, but in this

case, we must then consider the per-

Jturbing gravitational effects of the moon
and the sun.

• Complex calculations—Practically

all of the early work done at A. M. R.

involved close satellites, so that earth's

oblateness and atmosphere drag were

lof great importantce. The oblateness

(provided only minor difficulties since

there existed theoretical formulas and

(

enough observational material to take

these effects into account reasonably

jaccurately. The difficulties encountered

iwith atmospheric drag have, however,

;been quite severe. Although the loss of

^energy due to drag is small during a

;single revolution, the effect is a cumu-
lative one. During each revolution, the

size of the orbit is reduced slightly by
drag. Therefore, on the next revolution,

]the satellite spends more of its time in

the lower atmospheric region where
drag occurs, and the drag itself is

'greater than on the previous orbit. The
net result is a decay type of behavior

i of the period of revolution and the size

jof the orbit. Both values decrease at

an ever-increasing rate, until the satel-

lite passes so low into the atmosphere
that the remaining orbital energy is

. jcompletely dissipated by a final meteor-
like plunge to earth.

Supposedly a knowledge of the at-

mospheric density as a function of al-

titude and of the drag coefficient of

the satellite should allow fairly accurate

calculation of the future course of the

idecay of the orbit. But our knowledge
of atmospheric densities at high alti-

'tudes is quite meager. We also have lit-

|tle idea how the densities may vary as

the hour of the day, the season of the

year, or the latitude are changed. More-
Ipver, in the case of foreign satellites,

bur knowledge of configuration details

Ss scant so that the drag coefficient is

hot well known. Since these bodies also

have had considerable tumbling motion,
'the effective cross-sectional area of the
drag-producing surface has been sub-
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ject to unpredictable changes.
• Sputnik deviations—The result of

all this is that position predictions of

low altitude foreign satellites have been

far from satisfactory. The drag rate

has varied in essentially an unpredict-

able manner. An example is shown in

Fig. 1, where the rate of change of

the period of revolution is graphed with

revolution number since launch for the

last-stage rocket of Sputnik III (1958
Delta 1). The oscillations present seem
small, but over several hundred revolu-

tions, they produced errors of the order

of twenty minutes in the time of ap-

pearance of the rocket. For this reason,

the distant past history of orbit be-

havior was of little value in making pre-

dictions. At the Spacetrack Filter Cen-
ter, it was necessary to restrict the

computer analysis to perhaps the last

one or two weeks of observational data,

predict future positions for perhaps ten

days, and then hope for the best. Usu-
ally departures of several minutes ap-

peared in three or four days, and often

it was necessary to repeat the prediction

calculations several times a week.

Otherwise the calculated passage times

would soon have been in error by a

considerable fraction of an hour.

Even the position in the sky is

affected seriously by errors in the time

of appearance. At the latitude of the

U.S., the earth rotates about 15 miles

every minute. An error in appearance
time of ten minutes means that the

satellite will pass over a point 150
miles distant from the calculated point.

At low passes (height 150 or 200
miles), this means either a large de-

parture in the place in the sky where
it will be seen, or that it will pass too

low on the horizon to be seen at all.

It is evident that the neat theoreti-

cal scheme, which called only for "oc-

casional" observations to verify the

calculations, was completely imposible.

In the case of the Sputniks, there were
two periods every six weeks, each ap-

proximately one week in duration,

during which they could be tracked

optically from the Atlantic Missile

Range. At other times, the objects

passed overhead either during broad
daylight or in the middle part of the

night, when the earth's shadow allowed

no optical target from reflection of

sunlight.

• Triangulating Sputniks—The tests

involved principally the use of Askania
cine-theodolites and Mark 51 optical

trackers. Every attempt was made to

obtain angular positions from at least

two stations on the range, so that the

actual space position could be triangu-

lated. Since there is a fair amount of
cloudy weather along the range, this

meant usually four observing stations

per pass to have a high probability of

at least two successful sets of angles.

The Askanias provided an accuracy
that was an order of magnitude better

than the optical trackers (.01 degree
vs. 0.1 degree), but since all the As-
kanias at A. M. R. are in a small

area around Cape Canaveral, it was
necessary to use the optical trackers

whenever downrange data was desired.

It is expected that theodolite coverage
soon will be available downrange.

The highest accuracies obtainable

optically are those of the ballistic

camera. But such high accuracy is only
needed for geodetic studies with satel-

lites. For merely keeping track of the

period of revolution, the ability of the

Askania to track fainter objects and the

greater speed and ease of theodolite

data readout made its use most prac-

tical. Of course, there is a delay for

processing and reading the film. This
delay could be eliminated by digital

readout equipment. It is expected that

such equipment will shortly be pro-

cured for A. M. R. theodolites. When
this is so. real-time satellite angle po-
sition can be fed directly to the Space-

track calculation center at Cambridge
for instantaneous checking and correc-

tion of calculated satellite position.

Even after these improvements
have been made, there still will remain
some difficulties. One is that of observ-

ing faint satellites. In the case of the

Sputnik rockets, their relative brilliance

eliminated such a problem. But with

the smaller American Explorer and
Vanguard satellites, and for the Sputnik
III nose cone, considerable observation

difficulty has been encountered. These
objects are usually just barely visible or

entirely invisible to the unaided eye.

Therefore, the theodolite observer can-

not take advantage of the wide field of
view of the unaided eye but must point

his tracking telescope in the predicted

position and wait for the satellite to
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need for better instruments

enter the field of view. This field is

only about four degrees in diameter.

Usually, the object either does not

enter the field, or passes near the

edge so quickly that observation is im-

possible. This difficulty is greatly en-

hanced in the case of non-spherical

objects that are tumbling. The intensity

of their light varies widely. Thus the

object may be much fainter than maxi-

mum light during the short time it is

in the field of view.

• Telescopes needed—The addition

of very wide field, low-power, high-

brightness acquisition telescopes is a

prime necessity, if full success with

theodolites is to be realized. The field

of view should be about 20 degrees in

diameter. Thus the area of the sky in

the field of view will be 25 times the

present case, and the probability of

acquisition correspondingly larger.

There are other places where sig-

nificant improvement is possible, sub-

ject to development of suitable equip-

ment. Image-tube or television tech-

niques should make it possible to detect

the brighter objects in broad daylight.

This would mean possibility of optical

track at least once each clear day and

give much greater continuity to the

data. There would be no 4-week "holes"

when daytime track was impossible.

Also, a method of determining the

tracking errors of the theodolite op-

erators in real-time would improve the

accuracy. Corrections for these errors

could be applied automatically to the

digital readout of theodolite axis an-

gles. Without such a tracking correc-

tion, one is dependent on the pointing

ability of the operator. Although per-

formance appears to have been ex-

cellent in the past, such correction

capability seems quite desirable.

Radar tracking of satellites at A.

M. R. has been extremely limited. This

is completely due to lack of electronic

acquisition equipment to furnish point-

ing angles for the precision radars.

Without pointing information, it has

proven to be useless to attempt to pick

up satellites with very narrow-beam

high-gain systems. Successful track has

only been obtained when the target was

optically visible so that optical trackers

could be used to direct the radar

antennas. Results of these cases indi-

cate clearly that addition of electronic

acquisition equipment would increase

coverage tremendously.

Continuous radio interferometric

data has been obtained on the nose

cone of Sputnik 111 (1958 Delta II)

since its launch on May 15, 1958. A
20 megacycle North-South oriented
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baseline has made it possible to deter-

mine latitude crossing times each day.

This unbroken series of observations

has yielded interesting information on

perturbations of the period of revolu-

tion. Considerable efforts have been

made to increase the sensitivity of the

system, and several other improvements

are planned.

• 80-foot rocket—One of the most

interesting results obtained at A. M. R.

is the configuration photographs of

the Sputnik rockets. We were fortu-

nate in possessing a good amount

of high-performance long-focal-length

tracking optics, due to long-range mis-

sile tracking requirements. With such

equipment, it was possible to obtain

recognizable images to distances of three

or four hundred miles. A series of pho-

tographs made of the dog-carrying

Sputnik II on Dec. 21, 1957, at a slant

range of about 190 statute miles is

shown on the preceding pages. From

such photographs, it was possible to

deduce that the total length of the

rocket body and unseparated instru-

ment compartment was slightly less

than 80 feet. At the time this length

measurement met with considerable

disbelief. However, the reduction

method was exceedingly simple and

left no possibility for gross errors. That

the injection of such a configuration

into satellite orbit was possible was

demonstrated last December when the

U.S. orbited an entire Atlas missile.

Gradations in brightness along the

length are apparent, and occasional

frames show "hot spots" due to specu-

lar reflection of the sun's light from

certain surface areas. Tumbling of the

object is quite evident. However, de-

tails other than the gross length of the

object are too blurred for identifica-

tion. It is reasonably certain that this

is not due to tracking error, since, on

the best film records, the positions of

successive images with respect to the

Sputnik /// Record

HUNDREDS OF REVOLUTIONS FROM
LAUNCH (SPUTNIK III ROCKET)

MAY 15 JUNE 21 JULY 27 AUG. 31 OCT. 5

frame edges are nearly constant. It is i

likely that the limitation is related to

atmospheric turbulence.

The difficulties that had to be over-

come to obtain these images can only

be appreciated by the people at A.

M. R. who were involved in the effort.

Acquisition by tracking personnel was

hampered greatly by the presence of

a dome with only an opening for the

telescope. The absence of wide-field

finder telescopes, such as those dis-

cussed above on theodolites, and the

lack of any external optical tracker lo-

cated in the open, which could pro-

vide coarse pointing information, great-
j

ly reduced the amount of coverage. All I

the telescopes have conventional two-

axis azimuth and elevation mountings, i

This meant that on high elevation an- i

gle passes the satellite could not be

tracked as it passed nearly overhead j

at the very times when the slant range j

and optical path through the atmos-1

phere were at a minimum.
• Missile tracking easier—Of course

the instrumentation described above

was never intended to be used for

satellite tracking, but rather for the,

launching of missiles from Cape Ca-j

naveral. The problems described above

are a consequence of this. Compared"

with satellite observation, the acquisi-

tion of a gradually accelerating missile

perhaps 20 miles away is a relatively!

simple matter. Indeed none of the

equipment used at A. M. R. for track-

ing satellites was designed for that

purpose. Changes in the equipment,

methods of using equipment and the

organizational effort will all have to

be effected if optimal gathering of in-

formation is to take place. Personnel

involved in the Spacetrack program

and other tracking programs have ac-

quired much practical experience and

capability. Yet the efforts made up to

now have, speaking generally, been too

small. They have been made for the

most part by individuals or small

groups of individuals working almost

alone. Relatively little interest and sup-

port has been evident up to the near

present. We must accelerate the effort

if the mission of continuous location

capability for all satellites is to be

attained within a reasonable time. A
high level of cooperation between re-

sponsible agencies and between experi-

enced technical and administrative per-

sonnel is mandatory. It is hoped that

recent plans for an overall study of this

problem will lead to its successful so-

lution.

The author wishes to express his

gratitude to Walter H. Manning, Jr.,

Spacetrack task scientist at the Atlan-

tic Missile Range, who assisted in the

preparation of the article and the

accompanying photographs.
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THESE MEN DO ALMOST NOTHING BUT THINK

Unique new group helps Westinghouse anticipate

and plan for future military needs

[Is harder than ever to stay out front in defense.

Weapons systems are now fantastically complex.
Njw innovations—like thermoelectricity and mole-
Rar electronics—threaten to make key subsystems
altolete overnight. New developments may sud-
itlily reduce the tactical usefulness of a U. S.

fflapons system.
I Westinghouse, like many other firms, has been
Bdcerned about how to meet this problem—and how
fcprganize its many R&D and manufacturing oper-
iljns to more effectively support America's increas-

Wly complex defense needs. It seemed that the
Manization which had worked fine in the past simply
Krsn't adequate for anticipated future demands.

io things were completely reorganized in February,
H'>8. A new Defense Products Group was estab-
tii ed, centralizing control of all defense-oriented
ativities within the company.

But a most interesting—and promising—part of

this new organization, the new Westinghouse Ad-
vanced Systems Planning Group (now commonly
called WASP), wasn't announced publicly until

August.
This was a significant development. Since tech-

nology is moving faster than ever before, there's a
real need to effectively anticipate what will be needed
in 5 or 10 years. If this can be done, longer-lived

defense systems can be developed more quickly and
substantial sums can be saved. WASP should be able

to provide the advance thinking needed by Westing-
house to meet this need.

Staffed with hand-picked engineers and scientists

—

specialists in electronics, outer space, atomic power,
ASW, operations research, etc.—and headed by Allan
Chilton (top center photo above), WASP operates on
a unique charter: to concern itself primarily with
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NASP

"The idea is sound, but how can we kee

from burning up? Present insulations wfl

work. How about ablative heat sinks? N|
they won't work either in this case."

complete advanced weapons systems, to deal
the "whole" instead of "parts.".

This is not just a "blue-sky thinking" assigriB

Westinghouse believes future defense needs \ t

so complex that only a full-time team of special
like WASP— will be capable of the kind of conoj
planning and guidance needed.

There's another reason why defense planne:!
be interested in WASP. This new group gives tfl

single point of contact within one of Am»l
largest and most versatile industrial firms to 1
they can take " immediate and long-range d I
problems. No longer will it be necessary for soil

MATCHING NAVAL REQUIREMENTS with Westinghouse
capabilities, Leonard Dow, a professional career specialist in

naval strategy, tactics, and weapons systems, is associating

advanced technology to future naval systems.

".
. . son, it circles the earth at 1 8,000

miles an hour." Space consultant, K.

Satyendra, a Ph.D. from India, keeps

WASP and other company scientists

abreast of space needs. He is an author-

ity in mission, trajectory, and communi-
cation concepts.

TOP ENGINEER AT WA
Rein Kroon joined Westingho

in 1931. Among other aca

plishments, he headed the

gineering group responsible

the design of the first Amerii

turbojet engine for aircraft.
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"What's the bestway to destroy an enemy reconnaissance satellite?

Attack it from earth? Or from another satellite? How would we go
about either method?"

ctes

to guess which Westinghouse division is best
Ded to tackle a given job.

i is a bigger advantage than might be apparent,
ly-published capabilities chart*, for example,
different Westinghouse facilities and, for each,

specific study, design, or manufacturing
Jities in 33 different areas (infra-red, rocket

[^plants, torpedoes, missile base equipment, etc. )

.

ime chart lists 16 Westinghouse facilities which
ndle system analysis and 7 capable of complete
l management.

failable to qualified individuals and firms upon

Could we deflect enemy ICBM's by sending them false signals at the

me of launching? If so, could this be done from distant transmitters?

|ould this be done automatically from remote un-manned stations?"

MAN ON THE MOVE, Bill Robinson has his sights on tomorrow's

systems and provides guidance for WASP in planning for future

Department of Defense needs.

Westinghouse
DEFENSE PRODUCTS

1000 CONNECTICUT AVE., NW, WASHINGTON 6, D.C.

you can be sure ... if itsWestinghouse

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1959 Circle No. 33 on Subscriber Service Cord. 6!



CAN A SYNCHRO

MAINTAIN ACCURACY

Ketay precision

components:

SYNCHROS
RESOLVERS
POTENTIOMETERS
SERVO MOTORS
TACHOMETERS
SERVO AMPLIFIERS
GYROSCOPES

Catalogues available

OVER A WIDE RANGE

OF TEMPERATURE?
Synchros have to take punishment. They are often exposed to blistering

heat and stratospheric cold . . . and they still -must operate accurately.

Naturally, Ketay synchros meet and surpass the new MIL-S-20708A
ambient temperature requirement of —55° to 85° C. (or to 75° C. for

size 23). Even more important, they give you a remarkable 6 minute

accuracy over this whole temperature range.

Ketay is the only source currently manufacturing and shipping a complete

line of the new Mil-type synchros. They are available in production

quantities in sizes from 8 to 23, with 60 cps units as small as size 15.

Because of their superior accuracy, with some units offering 3' accuracy at

room temperature, Ketay synchros one or more sizes smaller than

previously required may often be used.

Ketay engineers are working on many advanced environmental and
accuracy problems in developing prototype systems, and have an unusual

degree of experience in high temperature work. Why not call or write

for help in solving your special problems?

Division of United Aircraft CorporationNORDEN

KETAY ¥ DEPARTMENT, Commack, Long Island, N.Y.
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Control, Guidance and Navigation Progress .

Propulsion Available Will Set Designs

Biggest problem areas are in components

hardware and in this area inventiveness

and imagination will make greatest inroads

by S. S. Edwards, W. C. Griffith,

& J. I. Osborne

Speed is, of course, the key to space

flight. The fact that the possibilities

of space flight are presently being dis-

cussed arises from the recent develop-

ment of large rocket motors capable of

accelerating sizeable masses to speeds

approaching escape velocities. Speed is

required to overcome the inexorable

pull of gravitational fields and to ne-

gotiate the tremendous distances in-

volved in a feasible time. Command of

thrusting power, therefore, makes pos-

sible the contemplation of space travel.

However, the present state of propulsion

:echnology does not allow unlimited

power. It seems quite reasonable to

assume that consideration of power
available will impose difficult design re-

quirements on space vehicle weight as

ilso on design of guidance and navi-

gation systems.

In principle, Newton's laws of mo-
ion and universal gravitation provide
l basis for complete solution of space
light problems in the sense that initial

:onditions at launch may be adjusted

o arrive at any desired place at the

iorrect time without the necessity of
iroviding navigation and terminal guid-

ance systems. However, it is at present

inconceivable that a space vehicle could

be accelerated in a few minutes to the

magnitude and orientation of its ve-

locity vector with sufficient precision

for a trip to be measured in weeks
or months. Such a direct extrapolation

of present technology is obviated by
uncertainties in the original velocity

and acceleration vectors and in the

physical constants.

The gravitational constant is known
from laboratory measurements with

sufficient accuracy to yield satisfactory

figures for the masses of all bodies

having observable satellites. In the case

of the Moon, Venus, and Mercury,
however, the masses have been de-

termined only indirectly and with con-

siderably less accuracy. This does not

create any real difficulty, for better

data will certainly become available

from exploratory probes before actual

landings are attempted. The 0.02 per-

cent uncertainty in the astronomical

unit, on the other hand, presents a

significant problem. Thus, the range of

Venus at closest approach is unknown
to about 5000 miles, a sizable figure

in terms of navigational requirements.

Further work with radar returns from
the planets, however, will certainly help

science to resolve this question.

• Trajectory uncertainties—By far

the largest present uncertainties origi-

nate during missile launch and early

powered flight. These result from mis-

alignment in guidance reference; time

of launch, thrust direction and magni-

tude variations; and atmospheric winds.

Improved technology may be expected

to reduce all of these contributions

somewhat but cannot be expected to

eliminate them entirely. Thus wide

course and terminal navigation and

guidance systems will be necessary.

We must assume that by the time

a spacecraft reaches a point where its

motion is dominated by the gravita-

tional attraction of the target body, the

vehicle is on a hyperbola that does not

intersect the surface of the target. In

general, the energy required to shift

trajectories is smaller the farther away

the vehicle is from the target. The de-

sirability of making changes as early

as possible must be weighed against

the penalty of carrying sufficiently pre-

cise navigation and guidance equip-

ment to determine what the required

changes actually are.

For an initial heading error, simple

geometrical analysis indicates that the

fuel required to correct the heading

\BOUT THE AUTHORS-

Edwards Griffith
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favors mid-course equipment . . .

halfway to the destination would be

three times that required at one-quarter

of the way to the destination. If the

correction were made at the three-

quarter range point, the fuel used would
be as much as at nine times one-quarter

of the way. Therefore, the trade-off

between fuel weight to correct heading

and additional weight for precise navi-

gational equipment to determine head-

ing would appear to favor the mid-

course navigational equipment. The
above computation assumes that the

velocity along the course and the fuel

weight required to correct a given angle

is constant. Fuel weight of approxi-

mately 1.4% of vehicle weight is

required to correct an error of 1

milliradian for specific impulse of 240

seconds. Improvements in specific im-

pulse will, of course, improve this

number.

If the launch guidance require-

ments are relaxed because of the avail-

ability of excess power, a mid-course

navigation system is required. Path cor-

rection by power application requires

that vehicle orientation with respect to

its velocity vector is known. The in-

ertial reference system used during the

launch maneuvers probably could not

be depended upon to maintain orienta-

tion to the order of accuracy required

for mid-course maneuvers, at least

without resetting. However, electronic

gyros, presently under development,

might perform this function.

• Celestial astrogation—Star posi-

tion readings taken with a sextant may
be used to correct a gyro, which can

then be used for continuous reference.

The accuracy of celestial observation is

greatly enhanced if the missile axis

system is stabilized in space. This would

rule out the use of spin stabilization.

Also, changes in vehicle orientation are I

awkward in a spin-stabilized system. 1

Accordingly, it makes better design l

sense to spin small gyro elements in 1

an inertially stabilized reference system I

and measure and control vehicle atti-
|

tude with respect to these axes. Main-
|

taining constant attitude control by I

referencing spinning gyros has the dis-
J

advantage of cumulative expenditure of 1

power.

Another method might be to omit

the gyros and use the stars as a refer-

ence system. The vehicle would then

be stabilized with reference to the stars

probably only during the interval re-

quired to fix position.

We assume that the flight is in the

ecliptic plane and that the configuration

of the solar system is known at all

times (Fig. 1). Position in the solar

system may be determined in a number

of ways, each of which offers certain

advantages of accuracy or convenience.

The direction of the sun offers the most

obvious line for vehicle reference

(Fig. 2) and two planets (one of

them the target) or a star and planet

along with a clock completes the re- \

quired information. The alternative use

of radar ranging on the target has the
|

advantage of giving better range and I

velocity data but suffers from the extra

payload for power and antenna, and i

gives less angular resolution.

Velocity is obtained by successive

position readings and the time interval

between them. In the process of evalu-
I

ating these data, it should be remem- I

bered that the inertial guidance used

during the launch phase has a digital

computer as a major component. The

position and velocity measurements dis-

cussed are then inputs to the digital

computer for orbit computation and

error determination. Knowing the orbit
|

errors and the vehicle orientation, it isf l

possible to make mid-course correc-

tions to the trajectory.

Problem areas exist in the realiza-

tion of the component hardware de-

1

signed to perform as a system. Here is

where inventiveness and imagination
J

will make the greatest inroads in the
|

future.

• Landing problems—Having sue-

|

cessfully traversed the vast distances I

separating the earth and planet desti-
|

nation, the successful space flight yet
|

must negotiate the tricky maneuver that
|

FIG. 1—Solar System Configuration.
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FIG. 2—Position Determination.
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RADIOPLANE PRODUCES FIRST COMBAT-READY SURVEILLANCE DRONE

: Meeting tough Army Signal Corps require-

ments and being produced in operational

l
quantities, the SD-1 is proved and ready to

fly unmanned photo reconnaissance mis-

sions for tactical troops.

I Highly mobile, the camera-carrying SD-1

may be zero-length launched in rough

terrain from a camouflaged position. It is

'flown by remote control over enemy

j
installations on surveillance missions with-

out risking a pilot's life or man-carrying

Missiles and rockets, July 20, 1959 c

aircraft. Within minutes after the SD-1

returns from its mission, photographs are

delivered to the requesting unit.

Other specialized sensory equipment may

be carried by the SD-1 depending on par-

ticular mission requirements.

This Army-Radioplane achievement exem-

plifies Radioplane teamwork with all of the

U.S. Armed Forces. Radioplane provides

a complete drone family spanning medium

speeds through supersonic performances,

:le No. 35 on Subscriber Service Card.

RADIOPLANE
Van Nuys, California, and El Paso, Texas

A Division of

NORTHROP CORPORATION
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maneuvering advantages . .

.

will allow descent to the surface. Pre-

suming that the incremental velocity

given the vehicle in powered maneuvers
has not exceeded appreciably the escape

velocity from the earth, the speed at

which the trajectory has been traversed

is approximately the orbital velocity of

the earth or about 18.5 miles per

second. If the terminal phase of the

flight were to result in a tail chase

maneuver, the only planets which could

be overtaken would be those located at

a greater distance from the sun than

the earth, in which case, the vehicle

would have excess velocity over that

of the planet (Fig. 2). Another pos-

sibility is that the vehicle could be

guided into a relationship such that it

could be overtaken by the planet

(which then has the greater speed ad-

vantage). There are certain advantages

in considering such maneuvers in that

presumably very little reference to the

vehicle-objective relationship would be

required. This could result in advan-

tages particularly if rapid computational
methods are not available. The inter-

ception in which approach is made at

large angles between the vehicle and
target orbits involves an increasingly

more precise monitoring and correction

of the closing condition.

To negotiate a landing upon the

surface of the planet, the relative dif-

ferences in the kinetic energy per unit

mass between vehicle and target must
be considered. Eventually, of course,

soft landings will be made in which
this difference is adjusted essentially to

zero either through atmospheric brak-

ing or controlled impulse. Several ma-
neuvers that could be considered are:

1. Ballistic descent with powered
braking.

2. Capture in the gravitational field

of the target planet and ballistic descent

from satellite orbit.

3. Lifting entry from orbit about
the planet.

The band of approach paths (figure

3) for which impact can occur is, of
course, larger than the band of paths
for which appreciable curvature of the

hyperbolic paths in the vicinity of the

target occurs. Accordingly, guidance
accuracy for the collision course is less

severe. The large entry angles, how-
ever, would essentially preclude the

possibility of using atmospheric decel-

eration to expand excess energy. Re-
liance upon powered landing would be
required.

To orbit about the target planet in

preparation for a deorbiting maneuver
requires that the approaching vehicle

be guided into a fairly narrow circum-
ferential band at which point the ve-

hicle velocity relative to the planet

must be adjusted downward to appro-

priate orbital speeds. Unless atmos-

pheric braking is obtained this deceler-

ation must be accomplished in a pow-

ered maneuver. To graze the atmos-

phere—a very thin band relative to

the planet diameter—requires the great-

est precision in the guidance and con-

trol.

The problem of landing on an air-

less planet places greater requirements

on the flight control system (and of

course a rocket fuel supply) than those

of going into orbit or landing in an
atmosphere. Terminal guidance require-

ments, however, are somewhat less

severe. Here the initial objective is to

move into a trajectory which has zero

angular momentum with respect to the

intended landing point. This presents a

relatively simple computational prob-

lem since Mercury and all the airless

moons of the solar system for which
observations are possible have a rota-

tional period equal to their orbital

period, i.e., they present the same face

to the parent body. Thus, the landing

point is under continuous observation

for a long time.

• Fuel-saving trick—Corrections to

the hyperbola of approach should be

made as early as possible to conserve
fuel, just as in the other cases being

considered for the same reason. De-
celeration to land using retro-rockets

should be postponed as long as possible

compatible with the maximum tolerable

"g" limit. Probably the most satisfac-.!

tory terminal navigational aid is a radar

that makes use of pulses for ranging

and Doppler shift for velocity of ap-

!

proach. With this information the retro-

rocket thrust can be programmed for

proper descent.

Special problems arise in the last

few hundred feet. Accurate measure-

ments of height become difficult be-

cause the time interval between pulse

and return is very short (on the order i

of one microsecond). The large ion

|

cloud from the rocket exhaust would
j

certainly render any microwave ve-
j

locity measurement useless by maskingij

the small doppler shift existing. No!
automatic control system appears tot

have been devised that improves on the 1

'

possibility of human observation and
i

control of the actual landing. This is

probably very desirable, anyway, since I

selection of the exact landing spot to

avoid rock or crevasses can be done by

a human pilot. The control system!

should be designed to handle like that

of a VTOL aircraft, for which ade-l

quate training and experience is readily

available.

Significantly, the problem of land-,

ing upon the surface from an orbit!

about a planet is nearly in the dressj

rehearsal stage at this time in Project
j

Mercury. Certainly the important major!

framework associated with this prob-i

lem is fairly well understood essentially
j

as a legacy of the ballistic missile pro-'

gram. Challenging problems exist in

all areas; however, the encouraging and

exciting fact remains that no insur-;;

mountable factors exist to prevent!

man's exploration of space.

ATMOSPHERIC

INTERSECTION

FIG. 3—Hyperbolic Approach Orbits.
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ENGINEERS «i? SCIENTISTS

Are you getting these advantages
in your present position?

Space-age assignments.

Boeing's space-age orientation, its advanced
research and test facilities, and its wide weapon
systems management experience have already

laid the foundation for continuing growth and
leadership in the future. Underway are com-
pany projects probing the very frontiers of

knowledge—including orbital, lunar and inter-

planetary systems.

Advanced research facilities.

Boeing's research, development and engineer-

ing facilities are among the most varied, exten-

sive and complete in the industry. If your field

is design, you'll get the answers you want, in a

hurry. If you're in research or development,

you'll be working with equipment as modern
as this minute. Backed by extensive research

laboratories covering a tremendous range of

engineering fields and the sciences, you'll make
more progress—faster. And you'll work with

men who have literally "written the book" on
the state-of-the-art.

|

Opportunity for advancement.

Boeing takes steps to see that you don't get

lost in the shuffle. You work with small, inte-

grated teams where initiative and ability get

plenty of visibility. A personal merit review

every six months assures you a continuing

opportunity for individual recognition and ad-

vancement. In addition, you are eligible for

advancement to higher level positions at any
time. Since its very beginning, Boeing has

recognized the desirability of developing per-

sonnel for added responsibilities.

!

J

Better family living.

There's a real bonus of better living in the

heart of the evergreen Puget Sound area.

Dramatic sea-and-mountain scenery and year-

round outdoor recreation are unsurpassed.

Your surroundings are air-conditioned by
nature—four full seasons, yet moderate, com-
fortable. Average minimum temperature is

46.3°. Sea-level and ski-level are only an hour
apart. Per capita ownership of sail and power
boats is America's highest. You play your best,

and work your best—because both career and
living conditions are ideal.

There is more to getting ahead in engineering and science

than one's own ability. Of almost equal importance is

the environment in which you work. If, in your mind,

there is any lingering doubt that your present surround-

ings do not meet all the requirements for achieving your

fullest professional growth, it will pay you to check the

advantages Boeing can offer.

FOR A CAREER THAT OFFERS ALL THE
ADVANTAGES, MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

Seattle • Wichita • Cape Canaveral

Mr. Stanley M. Little

Boeing Airplane Company
P. O. Box 3822 - MIE
Seattle 24, Washington

Please send me a free copy of "Environment for Dynamic
Career Growth."

Name

Address City State. .

Degree (s)

Field of Interest
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Space Medicine Progress

.

Falling Behind Engineering Advances

by Dr. T. C. Helvey*
Orlando—The limitations of the

human organisms are probably the

most restrictive in astronautics. Engi-

neering has solved the problems of

boosting a projectile into orbit about

the earth and of escape from the

earth's gravity. If it were desired, the

engineers probably would be able to

shoot a small object out of the solar

system—perhaps even from the galaxy.

But a whole host of separate ques-

tions must be answered—indeed sev-

eral new sciences must be developed

—

before men can travel safely any great

distance in space.

Nevertheless, we can predict that

our species will solve these problems

if they can be solved. Man is a proud
creature. His ambition knows no limit.

One of the limitations the human
organism probably will impose for the

next few centuries is in travel radius.

Since medical science is unlikely to

prolong the average human life be-

yond 120 years and it is hardly likely

that the speed of light will be ex-

ceeded, the presumed maximum length

of a manned trip is 100 light years.

This would set an action radius of 50

light years if we plan a return to earth.

But our own galaxy, the Milky

Way. has a diameter of 200,000 to

300,000 light years. The 50-light year

radius would restrict travel to a tiny

segment of the galaxy.

To extend this action radius, there

are two approaches that do not re-

quire artificial tampering with the

human organism. One is to slow the

normal body functions to retard aging.

Scientists in the fields of biophysics

and biochemistry are studying sus-

pended animation. Although this

would involve loss of consciousness

for very long times, amazingly little

psychological aversion has been
aroused by discussion of this method.

The other approach is based on the

dilatation of time implied by Einstein's

theory of relativity. The theory states

that time slows down for all objects

traveling at speeds approaching that

of light. In this case, consciousness

would not be lost, but the extremely

low perception rate would sharply re-

duce the effectiveness of human obser-

vations en route.

Research Division, Radiation, Inc.,

Orlando, Fla.

HUMAN capability of performing a cer-

tain psychomotor function while under

acceleration. (Fig. 1)

• Genetic attack—A more radical

attack on the problem is that of ge-

netics. Perhaps we can adapt man to

greater endurance of the stresses in-

herent in space. Of course, the uti-

lization of presently known principles

of eugenics to breed astronauts
would be time consuming. Such proj-

ects would last many centuries. But

it is conceivable that controlled ar-

tificial mutation, brought about by

some mutagenic agent or radiation,

might speed the process. However,

we must face the fact that there are

deep philosophical implications to the

thought of creating a homo sapiens

var. spatialis. They must be realized

as such.

In the closer future, we shall have

to adapt the space machine as much
as possible to the human limitations.

By using symptomatica and possibly

post-hypnotic suggestion we may make
the astronaut more resistant to space

stress.

What is the problem of space medi-

cine in the immediate present? The
primary task is to maintain the normal

operational integrity of the human or-

ganism under space-equivalent condi-

tions. We must consider human re-

actions in terms of performance, stress

endurance, bodily changes and be-

havior.

Several overlapping sciences can

serve us in controlling these factors.

The fields are so strongly interwoven

that subdivision is very arbitrary. One
such division could be the following:

1 . The approximation of terrestrial

environment,

2. Biophysical and pharmacologi-

cal aid to overcome or partially com-

pensate for the alien environment,

3. Psychological considerations.

4. Prevention and alleviation of I

pathological problems.

We shall discuss the above param-

eters quite elastically and show the
j

main fields of interest and their inter-
;

action, without attempting to deal with 1

1

the problems involved nor to go into
I

great technical details.

• Artificial environment—Although

the assignment of proper values of

importance is not possible, obviously
j

the first item should be the artificial

environment of the crew compartment.

An ideal environment, however,

would suit "ideally" only the "average >

man." But we know that there is no I

"average man" thus the "ideal environ-

ment" is only an approximation and

must have a significant spread to fit I

even a selected group of Western men.

With these restrictions we can write I

the following set of factors:

Temperature: 68-72°F

Humidity: 40-50% R.H.

Acceleration: 0.8-1.2 G
Altitude: 900-1000 Millibars

Oxygen partial pressure: 18-21%

Carbon dioxide content: 0.3-0.5% I

Ozone and atmospheric pollution: I

Nuclear radiation (ambient flux):
j!

Less than 300 Milliroentgen/week

Ambient illumination: 5 Millilam-
j

bert

Ambient random noise: 2 db

Air movement: 2 ft/sec and 100
j

ft
3/min

Clothing: Short sleeves

Minimum living space: 650 eft per
j

capita

Any, even slight, deviation from
j

the "ideal environment" places a stress
|

on the individual. One of the prime
j

functions of space medicine is to study I

the stress tolerance of the human or-
J

ganism and to find methods to adapt 1

the ecosystem of the crew compart- r

ment to the human limits. Another
j

task is to find pharmacological, bio-

1

physical and psychological means to
|

extend the human tolerance limits to

environmental stress.

• Approximation of terrestrial en-

vironment—For the near future and

from the point of view of the opera-

1

tional integrity of the space crew, it 1

would be ideal if the ecosystem of the jij

crew compartment were identical to
J

or just slightly divergent from the best
j

terrestrial conditions. It is quite obvi-

j

ous that the provision of such condi-

1

tions would be very expensive and in
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Philco Ground-Space Communications System

commands and tracks DISCOVERER satellite

DISCOVERER . . . the United States' newest eatth

satellite ... is opening new vistas on the frontier of

outer space. And Philco is proud to play an important

role in this renowned achievement as a part of the

Discoverer Team ... in conjunction with the Lock-

heed Aircraft Corporation and the Air Force at the

direction of the Advanced Research Projects Agency
of the Department of Defense.

As the subcontractor for Discoverer's entire com-
munications system, Philco designed and developed

the vast complexity of ground-space communica-
tions, tracking, commanding and data gathering and

processing systems.

The Philco-designed and equipped system ob-

serves and commands Discoverer through a series of

five tracking and data collection stations in Alaska,

California, Hawaii and a specially equipped ship at

sea. Philco continues its participation in the Discoverer

Program by assisting in the actual operation and

maintenance of the communications and data han-

dling network.

Philco's part in the Discoverer Program is typical

of the many and diverse advanced research and

development activities being conducted in our lab-

oratories on the East and West Coasts where outstand-

ing career opportunities abound for Engineers,

Mathematicians, and Physicists.

In the wonder-world of advanced electronics, look

to the leader. Look ahead . . . and you'll choose Philco !

les and rockets, July 20, 1959

GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

WESTERN DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
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dead

center

Kelsey-Hayes thrust vectoring

systems give missiles proper

directional control.

Kelsey-Hayes is contributing

substantially to the design,

development and production of

new thrust vector control systems

for solid fuel propulsion.

For example Kelsey-Hayes, in a

recent crash program, designed

and fabricated a movable nozzle

control that passed static firing

tests for one of the newest

sophisticated missile systems.

The swivel nozzle control is just

one of the latest developments by >j

Kelsey-Hayes as a subcontractor

of propulsion subsystems, flight

componentry and high performance

;

materials. Spearheading Kelsey-

Hayes activities is the Advanced

Design Group, a flexible team of

experienced design specialists.

Kelsey-Hayes Company,

Detroit 32, Michigan.

Automotive, Aviation and Agricultural Parts

Hand Tools for Industry and Home

18 PLANTS: Detroit and Jackson, Michigan;

Los Angeles; Philadelphia and McKeesport,
Pennsylvania; Springfield, Ohio; New Harlfori

and Utica, New York; Davenport, Iowa;

Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
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environment same as earth's . . .

many cases technologically impossible.

Therefore the crew members will have
ito be satisfied with conditions that will

differ strongly in many parameters

ifrom, what we may term, best labora-

tory conditions. It is in the realm of

space medicine to provide the quanti-

tative analysis for the maximum devia-

tion from the ideal environment with-

out causing significant performance
decrement in the crew. For example,

tif the ambient temperature of the crew
'compartment is 75 to 77°F the crew
will still be able to perform its duties

without too much fatigue or discom-

jfort. But should the temperature go
to 85 or 90° the mission profile of the

individual crew members must be radi-

cally changed due to the early deterio-

ration of their work output.

Special emphasis must be given to

multiple stresses. We must study thor-

oughly what effect deviation from the

ideal conditions in more than one en-

vironmental parameter will have on
the performance of certain psycho-
notor tasks. The main reason for this

|S that in physiology and psychology
"nultiple stresses are not additive but
may influence the result by factors of

2 or more. Not only are these multiple

;tress factors non-linear but the per-

brmance of the crew is further com-
plicated by other dependent variables

mch as the non-linear human gain

:ontrol. The complexity of the ques-

ion of human performance under
nultiple environment stresses is such
hat it cannot be computed or even
rlosely approximated. Therefore re-

earch must provide the necessary in-

iormation.

There is a wealth of information
vailable in the literature on the en-

lurance and work efficiency of a hu-
nan exposed to individual environ-

mental stresses. For illustration, let us

onsider the effect of peak accelera-

lon on human transfer functions. In

1e relatively new science of ergology.
hat is the study of the human work
utput, the human transfer function is

efined by the speed and accuracy by
• hich the human organism translates

! sensory stimulus into muscle action,

is an example, the subject is indoctrin-
ted that upon the flash of a red light

|e should punch a certain button with
lis right index finger.

Space flight has given great em-
hasis to the study of the effect of
cceleration on the human perform-
nce. Since the pioneering work of
ol. John Stapp valuable information
as been gathered with the high per-
irmance human centrifuges operated

y the Navy in Johnsville and by the

Air Force at Wright Air Development
Center in Dayton. The question of the

human performance under accelera-

tion stress has a number of parameters:

1. Direction of the acceleration

force,

2. Peak acceleration.

3. Duration of the acceleration.

4. Rise time to peak acceleration.

• Man under stress—The human
capability of performing a certain

psychomotor function while exposed to

acceleration stress can be shown by a

three-dimensional graph (Fig. 1). On
the transparent plate in the center of

the illustration, a mannequin is fastened

in such a position that the so-called

transverse g-load shows horizontally

and the vertical measures the positive

and negative acceleration in g's. The
third dimension, on a logarithmic scale,

represents the rise time to peak g-loads.

The shadows cast on the vertical and
horizontal planes break the three-

dimensional graph down into two two-

dimensional illustrations.

We learn from this graph that with

fast rise time the human operator will

be operational only if exposed to very

little acceleration. If the peak g-load is

reached between a half and one second,

the performance will be satisfactory

even if the operator is exposed to a

transfer g-load of more than 20 g's.

But if the rise time is prolonged to

10 or 100 seconds, the performance
radically decreases.

This strange behavior of the human
organism can be explained as follows:

With fast rise time to peak g-load. the

impact or shock effect will set a limit

to the proper human performance be-

cause time is needed before the muscles

will compensate and the nervous system

can coordinate muscle action. On the

other hand, if the rise time is relatively

long, then factors involving the rate of

blood flow in the arteries and veins

come into play. Much research is re-

quired for the understanding of this

new field of hemodynamics. The flow

of blood can by no means be com-
pared to that of water in a system of

iron pipes. Blood is a non-Newtonian
liquid that does not behave as water.

The arteries are pipes or tubes that are

pulsing or changing their diameter.

Their walls can be influenced by emo-
tions. Obviously, we cannot make pre-

dictions based on computations for a

system so complex. However, we can

gather the necessary information by re-

search.

We have here discussed only a

small fraction of one of the parameters

of the space equivalent environment.

The other parameters cover the whole

range listed in the earlier portion of

this paper. In addition, there are the

metabolic needs of solids, liquids and

gases, waste disposal and hygiene. We
can only throw a spotlight on frag-

ments of space medicine in this paper

to outline its scope.

• Biophysical and pharmocological

assistance of the space crew—It was
obvious from the beginning that for

technological and economic reasons the

ecosystem of the space capsule cannot

be perfect. Therefore, the crew must

be assisted to overcome or partially

compensate for the alien environment.

A number of difficulties will arise due

to the weightless state during the coast-

ing of the vehicle, which may last for

weeks or months. Many symptoms
caused by zero-gravity in the human
organism can be predicted and certain

countermeasures can be taken. The
effect of zero-gravity of long duration

can, however, only be studied when a

man is placed into a satellite.

The establishment and the problems

of the various cycles of the human eco-

system in the space capsule, such as the

food cycle, the water cycle and the

respiratory gas cycle can also be con-

sidered as a part of space medicine.

For shorter flights, such as a moon
mission, such commodities as water,

food and oxygen can be carried from

earth. For longer lasting missions,

however, a re-cycling of food, water

and oxygen is inevitable. The problem

with the re-cycling of water is more or

less solved. The utilization of uni-

cellular plants, such as algae, for oxy-

gen production and carbon dioxide

elimination is under study. However,

the utilization of photosynthesis for this

purpose is very cumbersome.

Food for the crew poses a knotty

problem. Due to weight considerations,

it should be completely digestible. But

we still do not know whether the hu-

man digestive system can adapt itself

to a bulkless food without severe symp-

toms. If all the food is absorbed in

the stomach and in the first turns of

the duodenum, the emptiness of the

major part of the digestive system may
cause permanent hunger sensations.

These in turn could build up nervous-

ness and irritability to a degree where

the whole mission might be seriously

jeopardized. Possibly, medication could

counteract such symptoms.

The . excellent adaptability of the

human organism makes for further con-

cern. During a flight lasting months or

perhaps years, anatomic and physi-

ological changes would occur in the

bodily functions. After return to earth,

crew members would have to undergo

very long lasting re-adaptation to ter-

restrial conditions. The problems aris-
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ing in this connection are considerable.

Since space navigation will require

much skill and patience, the returning

experienced crew will have to be used

for new missions. But the adaption to

space-equivalent conditions and the re-

adaptation to terrestrial environment
may be so uncomfortable that the crew
will be reluctant to undergo the same
experience again. In the present cultural

and social structure of our society, it

is unthinkable that the crew that signs

up for a space mission should never

be permitted to return to earth. This

is another difficulty we must overcome.
• Psychological considerations—It is

evident that space medicine must main-

tain the mental health as well as the

physical well-being of the crew. The
psychological problems associated with

space flight are at least as severe as

the physiological problems. Most prob-

lems revolve around the two main fields

of fatigue and anxiety. Both of these

factors and related ones can and would

handicap the crew performance. There

is where a new science, psychopharma-

cology, has a most promising field of

application. This leads directly into

another aspect of space group-psychol-

ogy, namely the proper control of

group interaction in the society of the

Circle No. 1 on Subscriber Service Card.
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crew compartment. It is obvious that

means have to be found to optimize

the cooperation of the crew members
and to eliminate every element which
may cause friction or hostility. This

can be achieved by the proper com-
bination of crew selection, indoctrina-

tion, training and again the application

of psychopharmacology.

* Prevention and alleviation of

pathological problems—It is of great

concern to space medicine how to pre-

vent malfunction of the bodies of the

crew, or if it cannot be avoided how
to cure them. Everybody will agree

that a toothache of a crew member in

a space craft could cause a severe situ-1

ation. On the other hand, it is un-i

likely that complete dentistry equip-'

ment, can be carried in the vehicle or

that a prerequisite for signing up for

a space crew would be to pull all

teeth. Although the crew and the crew

compartment would be in a sort of

semi-sterile state this, however, would

not prevent the occurrence of a cavity

and a subsequent inflammation with its

severe consequences if left without care.

The probability that any of the

crew members would suffer appendi-

citis is low under the prevailing con-

ditions. Nevertheless, provision has tol

be made that in case of its occurrence}

the crewman should not be left to die.|

This raises the question of how far

crew compartments should be equipped

with surgical facilities.

The avoidance of contagious dis-

eases can be achieved by proper pre-

flight treatment of personnel and equip-*

ment. Yet it is conceivable that some

of the harmless micro-organisms, suet

as the coliform bacteria in the intes<

tines, may mutate under the influence

of cosmic radiation and develop i

strain that could cause severe symp-

toms and incapacitate the crew. These

mutant bacteria might resist most ol

the antibiotics. Such an organism coukj

be isolated and a life-saving seruff

could be developed if the necessary fa-

cilities were available. But it is quite I

unlikely that serum production coulct

be incorporated into the payload. Thu:

;

space medicine also must decide on and

coordinate with the mission profile th(

materials and equipment needed fo:
I

safeguarding the bodily and mental

health of the crew.

It is apparent from the foregoing

that space medicine touches on all thi

fields of astronautics. When man is pu, 1

into the space vehicle, all of its paramf

eters must be adjusted to make th|

vehicle livable. Propulsion, the airjl

frame, guidance, communications am

engineering must be modified and nev|,

specialties must be developed to mee^

the peculiar needs of the human organ :,

ism. Thus space medicine is a sciencil

that stands astride the disciplines.
J
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DELIVERED-thousands
off missile APUs

J.
Solid propellant—hydraulic output 2. Liquid propellant—hydraulic and electric output 3. Solid propellant— electric and mechanical drive output

4. Liquid propellant—hydraulic and electric output 5. Solid propellant—hydraulic and electric output

6. Solid propellant—hydraulic, electric and steering outputs

AiResearch has designed, developed,

'manufactured and delivered thousands

»f missile accessory power units. Ex-

tremely reliable and lightweight, these

Various solid and liquid monopropel-
(lant APUs are completely self-sustain-

ing within the missile system. Designed
Ito minimum space and weight require-

1 ments, they are built to withstand high
& loading and severe temperature

: extremes.

The several units pic

tured above provide hydraulic, elec-

trical and/or steering surface control

depending on the customer's require-

ment. Delivered horsepower ranges
from 1.2 to 35 h.p. over hot gas oper-

ating durations from 30 seconds to 20
minutes. Electrical regulation is main-

tained as closely as ± A significant

advance in missile APUs is unit #6
pictured above. This package repre-

sents the first integrated hydraulic and
electrical power unit providing

a steering surface actuation system.
These tailored systems utilize the

extensive hardware experience and
complete laboratory, test and produc-
tion facilities of AiResearch needed
for quick and efficient quantity
production of complex APU systems.

AiResearch is the world's largest and
most experienced manufacturer of
lightweight turbomachinery — the key
component of its APU systems. Your
inquiries are invited.

iion
AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions

Los Angeles 45, California • Phoenix, Arizona

hstems, Packages and Components for: aircraft, missile, electronic, nuclear and industrial applications
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Above: Propulsion system firings light up night sky at

Lockheed Missiles and Space Division's 4000-acre test

base in the Santa Cruz mountains, Calif. A nearby vertical

test stand permits simulated flights of complete polaris
missiles, to test their propulsion and guidance systems.

Left: Nuclear powered U. S. Navy sub (1) launches
solid-propellant polaris missile which erupts from ocean
depths (2)—then rockets its way on a ballistic missile tra-

jectory high above the earth's atmosphere (3) into outer

space. Re-entering the atmosphere (4) the re-entry body
of the polaris plunges earthward to destroy its target (5)

.

ft "Operation Sky-Catch" tests, conducted jointly by
i
5 SJavy, Westinghouse and Lockheed, reveal effects of

w i stresses. To prevent damage to polaris test missile

ir anents, huge overhead assembly catches it in mid-air.

ft: Carrying awesome destructive power, Navy's
|l|us is markedly smaller than other U. S. ballistic

iss 5s of same range. To enable one submarine to carry
in missiles, Lockheed scientists achieved miniaturi-

titj breakthroughs on all major systems of polaris.

Launching an IRBM from submerged submarines in-

volves technological developments that are unique in

ballistic missile history.

As polaris Missile System manager and prime con-

tractor, Lockheed's Missiles and Space Division is

responsible for coordinating all phases of its design,

development, and production.

The polaris, a solid-propellant missile, will be oper-

ational in 1960—ahead of schedule. The operational

missiles will be delivered to U. S. Navy submarines in

Lockheed ready-service transporters under controlled

humidity and temperature conditions. And Lockheed's

ACRE—Automatic Checkout and Readiness Equipment

—will maintain the constant ready-to-fire capability of

polaris missiles, right up to the moment of launch.

With an ultimate range of 1500 nautical miles, the

polaris will become one of the most formidable deter-

rent weapons ever devised. For any significant military

target on earth will be within range of its nuclear warheads.

Jr TRANSPORTS • JET fighters • JET trainers • COMMERCIAL & MILITARY prop-jet transports • ROCKETRY
I LLISTIC MISSILE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT • WEAPON SYSTEM MANAGEMENT • ANTI-SUBMARINE PATROL AIRCRAFT
> CLEAR-POWERED FLIGHT • ADVANCED ELECTRONICS • AIRBORNE EARLY-WARNING AIRCRAFT • AIRPORT MANAGEMENT
MCLEAR REACTOR DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT • GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT • WORLD-WIDE AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
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Astrionics Progress

Industry Faces Tough Assignments

by David R. Hull

Waltham, Mass.—Accelerated
study, research, and development

brought on by the advent of Sputnik

have caused daily advances in the vast

and unsettled field of space and missile

technology. Electronics is contributing

immeasurably to these developments.

A quick examination of the space

vehicle itself will determine the role

that electronics is playing in the space

activities during the current "first gen-

eration" of space technology. The
rocket-powered flight vehicle contains

four basic elements: the airframe, the

rocket engine, the propellant, and the

payload. And - electronics varies from
slight to dominant in degree of im-

portance to these elements.

The industry has less impact on the

airframe portion than on the engine

and propellant because electronics pro-

vides only control of these elements.

Not so regarding the payload—the main

area of interest.

The possible use of ionized propul-

sion for thrust directly concerns the

electronic industries to the extent of

the need for electrical power genera-

tion and control devices. The payload,

on the other hand, contains the elec-

tronic sensing, recording, storing and

transmitting segment that is able to

reach regions previously inaccessible

and gather scientific data heretofore

unobtainable. This element consists of

TV cameras, infrared detection de-

vices, radar gear and data recording

and storage equipment. Putting the

payioad into orbit is the sole purpose

of all the other elements of the space

vehicle.

• Guidance—W i t h o u t guidance,

however, the space vehicle cannot ful-

fill its mission, and without electronics

there can be no guidance. Guidance

operations consist of the measurement

of vehicle position and velocity, com-

putation of control actions necessary to

properly adjust position and velocity,

and the delivery of adjustment com-
mands to the vehicle's control system.

Guidance operations may occur during

the vehicle's take-off, during flight in

space, or during the vehicle's return to

earth.

Space-flight missions in the imme-

diate future will use ballistic rockets,

and the electronic guidance of such

vehicles will be extensions of current

ballistic missile guidance techniques.

"Ascent guidance" for such missiles is

used only during powered flight. The
electronic guidance system determines

the free-flight path.

When the desired combination of

position and velocity is reached, guid-

ance systems signal cut-off of the pro-

pulsion systems. Electronic control of

this function is vital.

• Margin for error—The classic ex-

ample is that an ICBM at a range of

5500 nautical miles will have an "im-

pact miss-distance" in the direction of

flight of about one nautical mile for an

error of one foot per second in the

magnitude of its cutoff velocity. At the

same one foot per second error in

magnitude of velocity at thrust cutoff,

the miss-distance to the moon is 20-

100 nautical miles, and to Venus it

would be about 25,000 nautical miles.

Using modern electronic compo-

nents and techniques, inertial guidance

is accurate enough in most instances

to establish earth satellites. Placing pay-

loads on the moon's sursface and estab-

lishing satellites around the moon, how-

ever, requires refinement in such con-

trol techniques. Travel to the other

planets of the solar system, on the

other hand, will demand mid-course

and terminal guidance systems to avoid

the miss-distance.

Near-to-earth mid-course guidance

can be executed with our present elec-

tronic navigational ground networks.

But flights substantially far out in space

will require a guidance capability in

the vehicle itself. Such mid-course guid-

ance will require measurements on

board the spacecraft using such elec-

tronic instruments as radio telescopes,

TV cameras and infrared sensing equip-

ment.

These devices will base their meas-

urements on star or planet sightings.

Additional electronic instruments are

necessary to compute suitable control

actions and to signal operations to the

rocket engines. Speed and reliability of

equipments during these operations are

mandatory.

Terminal guidance systems will re-

quire infrared radiation detection equip-

ment and radar systems. Such radars

employ repeater transmitters in the

rocket, a ground computer, and a radio

command link to the vehicle.

•Communications—T h e industry

faces a stiff assignment in providing

communications in space. Electronic

equipment is needed to cope with

strange space environments, severe size

and weight limitations in space ve-

hicles, large communications ranges

and extreme requirements for lengthy

unattended operations.

The industry is actively investigating

countless possibilities for communica-

tions associated with space flight in

such areas as electrical energy and

power sources, radio frequency power

innovation, data storage and data en-

coding, and receiver sensitivity. A 10-

to-1 reduction in receiver noise is

expected through the development and

use of ultrasensitive devices such as

cooled detectors and masers.

Highly directional space vehicle an-

tennas will improve communications

and achieve power savings. Successful

operation of this system depends upon

attitude stabilization of the spacecraft.!

This is another area of present elec-J

tronic research and development. Radio

astronomy, the air-defense surveillance
|

net and current space flight tracking

activities are building up a backlog off

experience in the use of very large (

steerable ground antennas which will

About the Author
David R. Hull is vice president of the Raytheon Co. and

president of the Electronic Industries Association. A retired

electronics engineering officer and captain in the U.S. Navy,

he has been an electronics industry executive for 10 years.

Hull, as a pre-war assistant to the director of the Naval
Research Laboratory , coordinated the Navy's radar research

and development program. During World War II, he had
charge of design and development of radar, sonar, special

electronic applications and countermeasures essential to naval

operations. He directed the Federal Telecommunication Laboratories of the

International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. for two years after he retired in

1948. Hull has been with Raytheon since 1950.
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be needed to support space missions.

• Reliability—In communications
as well as in other electronic space

activities, further miniaturization, im-

proved packaging of components and
increased reliability is mandatory. Elec-

tronic gear must have a high degree of

reliability to guarantee output not only

for the duration of flight but also for a

useful period after arrival in space or

impact on a planet.

Keeping equipment working unat-

tended for many months is possible.

But the industry finds it requires careful

design, extensive testing, and knowledge
of the environment in which it will

operate. This unquestionably will lead

to the use of improved basic materials.

• Observation and tracking—Obser-

vation and tracking are other tasks that

electronics must perform in this Space

Age. Various forms of ground-tracking

radio, infrared, and optical systems

will be required by all space missions

in order that vehicle trajectories may
be observed and monitored from the

: earth. The rotation of the earth and the

nature of the vehicle's trajectory and
'orbit generate a requirement for lo-

cating tracking stations around the

'globe. In addition, ground facilities

Scontaining electronics will be required

for control, landing, and recovery of

Vehicles.

• Infrared measurement—Infrared

detection systems mounted in space
vehicles are playing a vital role in

Space exploration. Electronic sensors

that measure infrared radiation have
permitted man to understand the com-
position of the atmospheres of the

planets and other celestial bodies. The
abvious advantage of such probes is

that scientists for the first time are able

to examine the outer reaches of space
vvithout the hampering effects of earth's

ntervening atmosphere.

Electronic observation of the earth's

atmosphere from an orbiting vehicle

ivill permit measurements of cloud
»ver, water vapor and carbon dioxide

concentrations, thus aiding meteorologi-
cal observations. Infrared sensors in

spacecraft will have utility for military

econnaissance and surveillance of the

farth. In particular, especially large
lources of infrared energy such as after-

burning engines of supersonic vehicles
nd exhaust flames of ballistic missiles

nay be detectable from orbital plat-

:orms. When combined with spectral

inalysis, infrared sensors would permit
jlear identification of a planet which
AH assist the navigation and terminal
uidance of space vehicles.

• Accomplishments—The electron-
ic industry can boast of many accom-
'lishments in space and missile tech-
nology. For example, miniature TV
ystems for satellites are being de-
eloped now to broadcast pictures to
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Since merging with Food Machinery and Chemical
Corp. and Tennessee Gas Transmission Co. a year ago.
Grand Central Rocket Co. has developed an organiza-
tion of highly competent management and efficient

modern facilities. FMC and TGT have set as their goal
building GCR into one of the strongest, most capable
solid propulsion organizations in the country.

With over 500 employees, this seven year old organ-
ization (a veteran in this business) has some 200 engi-
neers and scientists with an average of over eight years
of experience in solids.

This able group has been augmented with the addi-
tion of Mr. John J. Crowley, former director of the
Office of Guided Missiles, Dept. of Defense, as Vice
Pres. for Project Management and Marketing; Mr.
G. R. Makepeace, technical director of propulsion
for Polaris, as Vice Pres. for Research and Engineer-
ing; Mr. Albert T. Camp, formerly Head of the Pro-
pellants Division, NOTS, as Asst. Vice Pres. and Dir.
of Research; Mr. G. Daniel Brewer, of the Minuteman
missile program. Space Technology Labs, as assistant

to Mr. Crowley; Mr. George Cushman, former staff

specialist in the Office of the Dir. of Guided Missiles,
as Dir. of Marketing, and others.

At this moment the Company has a capacity of
700,000 lbs. of propellant a month to place at the dis-

posal of the Nation's rocket program.
GCR now has the know-how, men, facilities, finan-

cial background, and the management capability to

undertake successfully any solid propulsion develop-
ment and production foreseeable in the Nation's mili-

tary and space program.
It has a planned standby available now— a strong

complement of engineers, scientists and support per-
sonnel to undertake these programs at once. They are
now engaged in company sponsored work on propel-
Iants, thrust control, and reliability assurance to
advance our knowledge and be ready with new and
valuable ideas when called upon. They will not have
to be taken off other important projects.

If you have an application requiring a seasoned
team of men and facilities to counsel you, to partici-

pate in your advanced concept studies, or to start

immediately on a new development, contact GCR for

a prompt response.

Cledo Brunetti

Vice President and General Manager

(If you have the qualifications that a fast-

moving space propulsion team needs,
contact our Director, Personnel. Open-
ings now for chemists and engineers.)

Central

An Affiliate of Tennessee Gas Transmission Company

And Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation

P. O. Box in
REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA

Circle No. 48 on Subscriber Service Card.



NEW VOUGHT PROJECTS
OFFER CAREER APPEAL

TO CREATIVE MEN

Space, ASW, and weapon system work

at Vought requires continuous R & D in

methods and materials, structures and

design. These projects have prompted

exploratory w ork in the following areas:

Structures (Supersonic and Hypersonic)

Heat transfer, thermal stress and deflec-

tion analysis, and stress analysis using

high-speed computers.

Manufacturing R&D
Welding and brazing of super alloys

and exotics; advanced forming and cut-

ting studies; prediction of metal

fabricability.

Industrial Engineering

Project estimating, work sampling, line

load and balance, and packaging and

installation of new procedures.

Antisubmarine Warfare

Studies of detection and classification

techniques involving Acoustics, Geo-

magnetism, Geophysics, Electromagnet-

ics, Electrochemistry, Math.

Engineering Planning

Man-hour and budget forecasting, and

project planning and scheduling.

Product Design

Automatic escape devices, atmospher-

ically sound cockpits and advanced
instrument displays for space pilot, crew.

Flight Test Instrumentation

R & D in new techniques for electronic

gathering and reducing of flight test

data.

Aerodynamics

Wind tunnel and model work
employing Vought's 3,800-mph high-

speed wind tunnel and new "high-

temperature" laboratory.

Qualified applicants are invited to write:

J, W. Larson

Ass't Chief Engineer, Administrative

Dept. P-14

C +t A /V C L

&WMGMTT

earth receivers as far away as one

thousand miles. These systems are de-

signed to operate for several years.

Also, electronic data recording and re-

duction devices are improving in speed

and reliability. Recent developments in

the Vanguard data reduction facili-

ties may speed up the processing of

data two and a half times over the rate

at which the data is gathered and re-

ceived. This system is expected to

study up to 10 million items of re-

corded and processed data telemetered

by radio signals from the satellite—re-

sulting in improved flight control of

guided missiles and space vehicles.

The planet Venus has recently been

contacted with use of a solid-state maser

in a practical radar system, verifying

that interplanetary communication is

possible. Another accomplishment has

been the discovery that about six satel-

lites can provide coverage for naviga-

tion of the seven seas. About six com-

munication types can provide reliable

communications anywhere on earth.

Infrared detection equipment is now
sufficiently advanced to track satellites

hundreds of miles away.

Transistors are employed increas-

ingly in spacecraft. The development

of micro-miniaturization solves the size

and weight limitations posed by space

vehicles. Solar cells, too, are playing an

important role in furnishing power over

a long period of time in satellites. By

their means the energy for generating

electrical and electronic devices is ob-

tained from the sun.

• Second generation—As the Space

Age matures, the electronics industry

will find itself more closely involved in

space activity. Improved electronic

and scientific techniques will have in-

itiated a "second generation" of the

Space Age by making it possible for

man to be sent aloft in earth-circling

satellites. Greater sophistication will

create the need for more refined elec-

tronic instrumentation and control

equipment. For example, the vehicle

will carry with it a life-sustaining en-

vironment and if the time of flight is

to be extended over a long period of

time then total regenerative air, water

and food cycles are the only answer.

Electronics, too, may control the proc-

esses of the cycle of photosynthesis re-

liably and automatically. Electronics

will be employed in maintaining the

delicate balance of secondary living

organisms that will be required in the

reconversion of wastes into nutrients,

and electronics will guard against leak-

age of vital materials through detec-

tion equipments.

Also, controlling the rotation of

the space vehicle which induces arti-

ficial gravity may be another important

function of electronics.

The industry will be called upon

VOUGHT WILL BUILD

NASA SPACE ROCKET

Scout is the name of a new four-stage,

rocket to be used in NASA research.

It will boost 150-pound satellites into

earth orbit and fling 1,000-pound instru-i

ment probes as far out as 5,000 miles.-

The beauty of Scout is that it will do
these things at relatively low cost

—

about $500,000 per vehicle, according

to NASA.
Chosen to build this new approach to

space research is Chance Vought's new

space development team. This group

already has come along fast in areas such

as fitting man to a space machine, pro-

viding him escape devices and instru-

ment displays.

For example, in Vought's unique

orbital flight simulator, NASA and com-

pany pilots have already "flown" by the

new rules of space, using the same family

of instruments the first space navigators

will use.

Designing for spacemen is new to

Vought, but exploring unknown regions

isn't. For more than 40 years, Vought has

worked on the frontier in the "human

factors" of aircraft design. Matching

man to aircraft, the company has pierced

imposing barriers to higher and faster

flight. Matching man to spacecraft,

Vought will continue to extend frontiers.

Astronautics is just one in the broad

spectrum of Chance Vought fields of

activity. Other areas include: design and

production of high-performance missiles

and aircraft, antisubmarine warfare,

electronics, advanced weapons, range

systems management, advanced control

computer systems.

OMA N C £
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America's civilian space agency proves

IT'S GOOD BUSINESS TO EXPLORE SPACE
Weather forecasts hatched in space will save billions of dollars a year. Satellite transmit-
ters will beam our television programs around the world. In these and other ways, space
will pay back the money spent on exploration. Making facts out of these forecasts is part
of the job of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the engineer-scientist
agency that manages U. S. non-military aerospace programs. NASA adds a condition to
predictions of a world space-trade boom: space, itself, must remain free. This freedom,
NASA men know, depends on whether America leads or lags as a space explorer'

ssiles and rockets, July 20, 1959
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From infra-red

transmitting elements . .

.

to alignment and emergency
periscope for the Polaris

missile . .

.

from filters that eliminate

unwanted radiation . . . to

light-chopper reticles that

put and keep IR-guided

missiles on target . .

.

from meltproof windshields

and periscopes for high

performance aircraft . .

.

to research and develop-

ment of optical systems

for space reconnais-

sance vehicles.

Let B&L competence \
with glass and glass-like \
materials help advance your \
system from design to the %^

performance stage. Write for %

information on special items +
x

like these, or on research and *,

development work.

And for data and specifications

on our large stock of standard lenses,

prisms and reflectors, ask for Cat. L-117.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Contract Dept.,

87043 St. Paul Street, Rochester 2,New York
(Phone: LOcust 2-3000.)

BAUSCH & LOMB

Circle No. 49 on Subscriber Service Cord.
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to an increasing degree to perform I

vital functions in the space and mis-

J

sile programs. It has already provided?
devices necessary for missiles and!
satellites even with limited payloads.l

The industry can and will keep abreasll

or ahead of the Space Age require-

J

ments including those sensing and!
control mechanisms which will bel

needed for manned space explorations.!

But in all its efforts to help solve!

space and missile problems, the in-l

dustry has not forgotten that many oil

its past military developments have

been successfully converted to peace-!

time use. The industry envisions thai!

new and expanding markets will evolve!

from the application of Space Agel
technology to production for com-1

merce, industry, and the consumer.

• Commercial application—This im-f

pact will be felt more distinctly in com-J

mercial and public service activities.!

One television transmitter can serve a I

continent. Electronic devices placed in

orbit will forecast the weather, aid ships!

in navigating any seas around the!

earth, improve world-wide communica-|
tions by serving as relay stations foil

signals and permit long-range point-to-|

point communications at low levels—

I

thus helping to conserve the already
'

crowded radio frequency spectrum. Inl

addition, satellites containing electron-l

ics will patrol for icebergs, warn of!

forest fires, map the earth's surface,

and conduct geological surveys.

In the industrial area, automatic!

control devices are using advancec;:

equipment and component designs thai!

have been brought about by Space Age

demands. Reduced costs and greatlyi

improved product quality are seerl

resulting from these changes.

The impact of the Space Age orl

consumer electronic devices is appar>

ent. One only has to observe miniaturi*

zation techniques in radios and othei

devices to see the relationship between

consumer product compactness anol

the requirements of space technology.

Increased reliability is another by-

product of Space Age design that wil|

continue to enhance electronic prod ji

ucts in all market areas.

Because Space Age concepts arJ

stimulating academic study, the gatj]

between advanced ideas for the use oil

electronics and the level of present

laboratory and production techniques

may widen. It is also conceivable tha
j

this problem may be complicated furl

ther by the accumulation of new]

knowledge about our world and thill

universe made possible through orbita

observations. Therefore, it is necessar

that the electronics industry encouragi
j

the development and improvement o

laboratory techniques and facilitiej

that will convert new knowledge int( I

useful functions for everyday living, i

missiles and rockets, July 20, 195^1



Photo: courtesy Sperry Gyroscope Co.

1200% Gain in Gyro Accuracy
With*' Ba//Bearings

CUSTOMER PROBLEM:
Get new, advanced gyro bearing design "off

the board" and into production. Sperry Gyro-
scope Company, in developing its new Rotorace
(TM) gyro, designed a special bearing capable
of "averaging out" error-producing effects of

friction on sensitive gyro gimbals. New manu-
facturing techniques would be required to

achieve high degree of precision required by
Sperry design.

SOLUTION:
N/D Engineering, when approached by Sperry,
created special manufacturing techniques for

the high precision production of these unique

NEW

piggy -back gimbal ball bearings. Used in the

Rotorace design, the bearings helped achieve

reduction of the gyro's random drift rate. The
2 or 3 deg. per hour drift, recently considered

very good, is now cut to as little as 0.25 deg.

per hour, with still lower rates in sight. Another

example of New Departure's ability to meet

exacting instrument bearing requirements
through broad engineering experience and pre-

cision manufacturing techniques.

For immediate engineering analysis of your

current high precision instrument and miniature

ball bearing problems, write New Departure,

Department K-7.

PARTURE
DIVISION OF GENERAL/MOTORS, BRISTOL, CONN

I NOTM/fiJG &Oi.CS i-/K£ A 0ALC
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compact heat exchangers of

conventional or platular design

for heating or cooling

precision pneumatic controls

for bleed-air combine functions

saving weight and space—
special control specs invited

air duct couplings and

supports in sixes up to 36"

feature metal-to-metal seat, quick

disconnects, maximum safety

For a proposal you can rely on

contact your Janitrol engineering

representative when your plans call

for components, pneumatic sub-systems,

and complete systems for heat transfer

and air control. Virtually every modern

aircraft and operational missile incorporates the

skills that Janitrol translates into practical

hardware. Janitrol Aircraft Division,

Surface Combustion Corporation,

4200 Surface Road,

Columbus 4, Ohio
liquid heaters for ground

support equipment in compact

sizes to 1 million Btu/hr —
multi-fuel use

combustion systems include

hot fuel prime units, inert gas

generators and aircraft heaters

reliable components for missiles I aircraft / suppon
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Electric Propulsion Progress . . .

Considerable Theoretical Work Underway

Results are encouraging but experiments still

are in the beginning. Here is the state of research,

expected performance and the technical problems.

by Ernst Stuhlinger

Huntsville, Ala.—The use of
electric propulsion devices will be re-

stricted to low-acceleration systems op-

erated in empty space. Wherever these

restrictions can be accepted, electric

systems may prove advantageous be-

cause of their very favorable payload-

to-takeoff mass ratios. The successful

launching of satellites and lunar probes,

and numerous study projects on lunar

and planetary exploration, stimulate

more and more interest in such pro-

pulsion systems. Experimental work on
electric propulsion is presently under
way at many places, sponsored both by
government agencies and by private

companies. The National Aeronautics

and Space Administration recently es-

tablished a powerful experimental

working group for electric propulsion

at the Lewis Flight Laboratory.

The possibility of using electrically

accelerated particles for space vehicle

propulsion was mentioned probably

first by Goddard and by Oberth. Basic

features of ion motors were discussed

in several papers by others during the

period from 1948 to 1954. A design

study of a complete ionic propulsion

system, published by the author in

1954, pointed out that the design and
construction of a system using cesium
ions should be feasible with presently

available technical knowledge. In the

meantime, a considerable amount of

theoretical and experimental work has

been accomplished with the result that

electrical propulsion systems appear

NASA'S MODEL of a hypothetical spacecraft equipped with the components of a

nuclear rocket propulsion system.

very promising for a number of appli-

cations. The present paper attempts to

give a brief account of the state of

research, of expected performance
figures, and of existing technical prob-

lems. The discussion will be limited

to ionic propulsion systems; arc-heated

and plasma systems will not be con-

sidered.

• Basic components—In contrast to

chemical rocket engines, electric pro-

pulsion systems require a separate

source of energy. The only two sources

that appear promising today are the

sun and a nuclear fission reactor. In

both cases, the magnitude of the en-

ergy-producing system aboard the

space vehicle is dictated by the power
level rather than by the total energy.

The crucial figure is the power-to-

weight ratio of the powerplant, o,

measured in kw per kg. Several

schemes to transform solar or nuclear

heat into electrical power will be dis-

cussed later. With presently available

technologies, the power-to-weight ratio

About the Author
Dr. Ernst Stuhlinger is director of the Research Project

Laboratory, Development Operations Division, Army Ballis-

tic Missile Agency, Huntsville, Ala. Born and educated in

Germany, Dr. Stuhlinger was assistant professor of physics
at Berlin Institute of Technology for five years before the

outbreak of World War II. During the war, he was engaged
for three years in nuclear physics research and then went into

missile development at Peenemunde in 1943. He came to the

U.S. in 1946 and worked on missiles at Ft. Bliss, Tex., and
White Sands, N.M., until he went to Huntsville in 1950.
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a is still the figure that influences the

thrust-to-weight ratio of electrically

propelled space vehicles more than any
other factor. Only a fraction of the

heat produced by the powerplant can
be transformed into electrical power.

The greater part must be absorbed
by a heat-exchanging fluid, carried to a
radiation cooler, and radiated into

space. A large, low-temperature radia-

tion area would be desirable from the

standpoint of thermodynamic efficiency;

however, a small, high-temperature ra-

diator would lead to a smaller power-
plant weight. The best size and tem-
perature of the radiator will in any
case be the result of an optimization
study, which must also consider such
factors as meteorite damage, corrosion
effects and repair possibilities.

It may be advantageous to rotate

the radiation cooler, and possibly the

entire powerplant system, in order to

cause the coolant to flow in the desired

direction under the action of cen-.

trifugal forces. The propellant for elec-

tric propulsion systems must lend itself

to easy ionization; it should have a
large m/e ratio, and good storage

properties. Depending on its mission,

an electrically propelled space vehicle

will carry an initial amount of pro-

pellant of the order of 10 to 50%
of its total take-off mass.

• Avoid feedback—The ion motor,
comprising ion source, accelerating

chamber, electron emitters and beam
neutralization system, will require
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Preserver of Peace .

Air Force
"Sunday

Punch

Boosted into space by the fiery thrust of three

huge rocket engines, the seven-story Atlas inter-

continental ballistic missile roars upward from

its Cape Canaveral launching pad. Quickly it

sheds the frost encrusting the liquid oxygen

tank and races to its predetermined destination

in the far reaches of the globe. In its size and

range and capability, the Air Force Atlas is a

commentary, for all the world to heed, of the ne-

cessity to maintain the peace.RCA's Missile and

Surface Radar Department has been privileged

to design and develop ground check-out, launch

control and cabling equipment as a major sub-

contractor to Convair (Astronautics) Division

of General Dynamics Corporation, the Atlas

prime weapons systems contractor.
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limited number of ion sources . .

.

more development work than any other

component. The ion source should have

a high efficiency close to 100%; sput-

tering and erosion of electrodes must

be avoided; the current density, lim-

ited by space charge effects, should be

at least several mA per cm2
; electrons

must be injected into the ion beam to

form a neutral plasma, but any back-

flow of electrons into the ion source

must be prevented.

A large number of ion sources

were developed during the past dec-

ades, but only a few of them are suit-

able for electric propulsion systems.

The contact ionization of alkaline

atoms on hot tungsten surfaces is un-

surpassed by any other source with

regard to simplicity, high efficiency,

and long operating life. The tungsten

may be replaced by other metals of

large work function and high vaporiza-

tion temperature. The surface may be
presented by a wire or ribbon grid, a

woven structure, or a porous plug.

Cesium, as the heaviest non-radioac-

tive alkaline element and the one with

the lowest ionization potential, would
be the best choice. Metallic cesium is

still relatively expensive at present, but

indications are that its price will come
down as soon as the demand for larger

quantities rises.

Higher ion current densities may
possibly be obtained from pinched-arc

sources of the "duoplasma" type pro-

posed by M. V. Andrenne. Ions of

many kinds of atoms and molecules
are readily produced by this source.

Before its suitability for ionic propul-

sion systems can be appraised, more
details about ionization efficiency, cool-

ing requirements, erosion resistance,

and operating life time must be investi-

gated.

• Beam neutralization—The limit-

ing influence of space charge effects is

encountered twice in an electric pro-
pulsion system. First, these effects gov-
ern the density of the current between
ion source and the accelerating elec-

trodes; and second, they restrict the
flow of the jet from the accelerating

electrodes out into space. The current
density inside the ion source and the
accelerating chamber is a function of
the accelerating voltage, and of the

spacing between ion source and ac-

celerating electrode. It appears that

ion current densities as high as 5 to 10
mA cm-2 may be obtainable.

Space charges within the outgoing
ion beam would render the formation

I
of an ionic exhaust jet impossible un-
less at least the greater part of the

!
positive charges were neutralized by

negative charges. The situation is some-

what relieved by the lateral dispersion

of the beam, which decreases the cur-

rent density. However, injection of elec-

trons into the ion beam will be neces-

sary.

A considerable amount of theoreti-

cal work dealing with this problem has

been done . recently. The results are

encouraging, but experiments are still

in the beginning. The electrons most
probably will be injected at low speeds

into the beam, and will then begin to

oscillate laterally through the beam,

with a longitudinal velocity component

of the order of the ion velocity. One
proposal suggests that expendable sur-

faces be exposed to part of the ion

beam; when striking the surfaces under

grazing incidence, each ion knocks out

numerous low-energy electrons, which

then mix with the beam and contribute

to its neutralization. The surfaces

would be renewed as they are con-

sumed by erosion.

• Accelerating voltage—The opti-

mum accelerating voltage is a function

of the mission under consideration, the

specific power of the powerplagt, the

m/e ratio of the propellant particles,

and the total available power. For
cesium ions, it will be of the order of

3000 to 10,000 volts. From the stand-

point of a large current density in the

ion source, a higher voltage would be

desirable. Research workers have sug-

gested several designs of accelerate-

decelerate systems that combine a high

voltage across the ion source with a

relatively low ion veloctiy at the exit

of the thrust chamber. A design of

this kind would probably lend itself

favorably to an integrated system of

high-yield ion source, efficient ion-

optical collimation of the beam, and
optimized exhaust velocity of the ions.

• Power supply—T h e unlimited

supply of solar power continues to in-

trigue space vehicle designers. It has

been proven that photo cells operate

satisfactorily under space conditions.

However, present efficiencies are of

the order of 10 to 12% and manufac-
turing costs are high. While a multi-

megawatt solar power supply is still

too bulky and too expensive to be

attractive as a power source for a

large electric propulsion system, a solar

supply for a system of a few kw
appears promising.

As a source of heat power, the fis-

sion reactor seems to be superior to

the bulkier solar mirror system. Even
though nuclear reactors have not yet

been operated in space, no excessive

difficulties are expected. The reactor

would be of the "fast" type with Na,

NaK, Rb, He, or A as a working

fluid, and with a simple shadow shield

and probably a relatively large dis-

tance between the reactor and the rest

of the vehicle. Heat exchange system,

turbine, generator, cooler, and pumps
or compressors should form a her-

metically sealed unit to minimize the

danger of leakages. The most severe

problem is probably that of the high-

speed bearings, which must operate

unattended for a total period of 1 or

2 years under space conditions.

• Electric generator—The thermal

energy from the prime power source

may be transformed into electric power
by a variety of methods. Turbogenera-

tors, thermocouples, photocells and
thermionic devices are the most prom-
ising conversion systems. A gaseous

thermionic generator, using cesium
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THE

MILITARY

REQUIREMENTS

FOR

MOON BASE

This is the title of one offour

major space proposals developed

by Martin for the military and

astroscientifie brandies of our

Government. The importance of

this proposal is two-fold:

the inevitability of an actual moon

base program by this country

within the next 5 years, and; the

fact that ice could and can

undertake such a project now—

not in theory but in "hard"

engineering design. For Martin's

eight divisions add up to

one of the top capabilities in the free

world for man's first ventures in

space-planetary exploration.

BAL.TIMOFRE«OEWV£ F! « OIRLANDO

vapor between hot and cold electrodes,

should theoretically yield an efficiency

of 30 to 40%, but no technically use-

ful design is available as yet. Turbo-
generators may be expected to provide

an overall efficiency of 12 to 15%
under space conditions.

From an engineering standpoint,

turbogenerators are the best-under-

stood power-conversion systems. The
generator may be an electrostatic rather

than an induction type machine: since

electrostatic generators must provide

surfaces as compared to induction type

generators which must provide vol-

umes, the electrostatic generator will

be considerably lighter. It appears that

a specific power of about 0.2 kw per

kg may be feasible, referring to the

entire powerplant including fission re-

actor, heat exchanger, turbine, genera-

tor, radiation cooler, and pumps.
• Lunar ferry—Besides interplane-

tary space ships of a few hundred tons

weight, smaller space vehicles may use

electric propulsion systems to good
advantage. An unmanned lunar ferry

could carry 50 tons of droppable pay-

load at a total initial weight of about

85 tons; it would cover the distance

from a 300-mile earth satellite orbit to

the moon in about 3 months, and the

return trip in one month. The ferry

could make a number of round trips

before exhaustion of the nuclear power
supply. The only mass to be reloaded,

besides the payload, would be the rela-

tively small amount of propellant

needed for one round trip.

A small electric propulsion system

of a few kw of solar power and a

thrust of half an ounce might be very

useful as a corrective system for satel-

lites which must achieve orbital par-

ameters of high precision, such as 24-

hour satellites. The total velocity

change to be accomplished over a

period of weeks and even months
would not be more than a few hun-

dred meters per second. The thrust

units could be applied to produce

changes of the longitudinal, lateral, or

radial velocity vectors, of the orbital

plane, of the ellipticity, or of the atti-

tude of the satellite. When the desired

velocity or direction change is accom-
plished, the electric power will be used

for communications, TV observations,

or measurements.

If the transfer time is not at a

premium, an unmanned heavy satel-

lite can be transferred from a low orbit

to a high orbit with an electric system.

With transfer times of a few months,

satellites of hundreds of tons can be

spiralled into high-altitude orbits with

propulsion systems that weigh, includ-

ing propellant, only a small fraction of

the total weight. After arrival in the

new orbit, the electric power will be

available for other purposes.
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AN ASW SYSTEM... DISPLAY/AIRBORNE RECEIVER/SONOBUOYS

Anti-submarine warfare equipment designed,

developed and produced by The Magnauox

Company, in conjunction with the Navy De-

partment, provides patrol aircraft with eyes

that see underwater by day and by night. The

AN/ASA-16 Display System, together with

SONOBUOYS, AN/ARR-26 Receiver systems

and other associated equipment provide air-

craft with a clear picture of the ocean-depths

below them. They are part of the continuing

contributions of The Magnauox Company in

aiding the U.S. Navy to combat the growing

submarine menace.

MAGNAVOX capabilities are in The Fields Of Air-

borne Radar, ASW, Communications, Navigation

Equipments, Fusing and Data Handling . . . your

inquiries are invited.

LVIctcj

PRODUCTS
THAT SEE BY
THEMSELVES

RADAR

m
DATA HANDLING

MISSILES

COM^^^ATIONS ASW

THE MAGNAVOX CO. • dept. 89 * Government and Industrial Division • FORT WAYNE, IND.(
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Convair Has 'Advanced'

Terrier in Production

Pomona, Calif.—An advanced

Version of the Terrier surface-to-air

guided missile is in production at Con-
rair (Pomona) Division of General

Dynamics Corporation.

The weapon—according to Con-

jlair—has vastly improved performance

Compared with the original Terrier,

ivhich has been operational with the

Navy since January, 1956.

Under present shipbuilding pro-

grams, the advanced Terrier missile

ivill become a major element in the

Savy missile arsenal. The USS Dewey,
L guided missile frigate to be com-
nissioned late this year, will be the

jirst ship to be armed with the ad-

vanced Terrier.

The nuclear-powered aircraft car-

ier USS Enterprise, as well as two
conventional carriers, three guided

Ihissile cruisers and 18 more guided

i aissile frigates also will be equipped
j/ith the new missile. Eventually the

advanced Terrier also will be installed

a the nuclear-powered guided missile

; ruiser Long Beach and the nuclear-

i
lowered guided missile frigate Bain-

ridge.

Like its predecessor, the advanced
' terrier will be used from mobile
round launchers for the antiaircraft

j

rotection of U.S. Marine Corps de-

[ ichments on land.

The advanced Terrier will be able

) intercept any present-day super-

j

jnic bomber many miles from its in-

:nded target, Convair said. Like the

riginal Terrier, the weapon is a super-

>nic missile powered by two stages of
)lid-fuel rockets. The first stage, a
sparate booster rocket, supplies high
irust for a short period to launch and
xelerates the missile to supersonic
slocity.

After the booster fuel is expended,
le empty booster case falls away and
le second-stage rocket ignites. The
icond stage is part of the missile

'oper and maintains the velocity re-

lired to match any evasive maneuver
e target aircraft might take.

Guidance and control systems for

e advanced Terrier were designed

id are manufactured by Convair un-

[
sr the technical direction of the

pplied Physics Laboratory of Johns
bpkins University, Silver Spring, Md.
ropulsion work for the missile is

pne by Allegany Ballistics Labor-
tory, Cumberland, Md. The fuze was
fsigned by the Naval Ordnance Lab-
ijatory, Corona, Calif., and the war-
lad by the Naval Ordnance Labor-

Jory, White Oak, Md.
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NOW! COMPLETE

FACTS ABOUT EVERY

CIRCUIT... RIGHT

BEFORE YOUR EYES!

DIT-MCO FAULT LOCATION CIRCUIT ANALYZER AUTOMATICALLY
PLOTS TEST SEQUENCE ... PINPOINTS, IDENTIFIES

AND PATTERNS CIRCUIT ERRORS.

DIT-MCO's exclusive eross-reference Matrix Chart automatically pinpoints each cir-

cuit flaw and puts clear, concise test information directly in front of the operator!

Horizontal and vertical indicator lights cross-reference on the matrix square corre-

sponding to the circuit under test. This square details type of flaw, circuit number
and exact error location. Once an error is detected, the operator immediately marks
it on the matrix square, resets the Universal Automatic Circuit Analyzer and con-
tinues the test.

All corrections are made direct from the Matrix Chart after the test sequence has
been completed. This saves up to 90% correction time by eliminating time consuming
searches through diagrams, manuals or interpretive readout devices. Because the

DIT-MCO Matrix Chart is a simple, concise representation of all test circuits, specifi-

cations, instructions and modifications, nothing is left to chance or guesswork! The
comprehensive nature of the Matrix Chart system provides important data for

statistical analysis and permits effective checks and balances • from the drafting

board to obsolescence!

DIT-MCO, Inc. employs an expe-

rienced staff of sales engineers in

the field. Contact your field engi-

neer or write for important facts

about DIT-MCO Electrical Test

Equipment.

DIT-MCO, INC.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION • BOX 07-28

911 BROADWAY • KANSAS CITY, MO.

PLUGBOARD
PROGRAMMING
MEANS
EFFICIENT

TESTING!
Jumper-wired plugboard programming utilizes

simple, straight-forward adapter cables. Circuit

modification problems vanish because all changes
are easily made by re-jumpering the readily

accessible plugboards.

Partial List of DIT-MCO Users
Aircraft Radio Corp. • A i Research Manufacturing Co. • American Bosch Arma Corp. • American
Machine & Foundry Co. • American Motors © Amphenol Electronics Corp. • Aufonetics, A Division

of North American Aviation, Inc. • Bell Aircraft Corp. • Bendix Aviation Corp. • Boeing Airplane
Co. • Cessna Aircraft Co. • Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc. • Chrysler Corp. • Convair • Douglas
Aircraft Co., Inc. • Dukane Corp. • Electronic Products Corp. • Fairchitd Aircraft Division
• Farnsworth Electronics Co. • Frankford Arsenal • General Electric Co. • General Mills, Inc.,

Mechanical Division • General Precision Laboratory, Inc. • Goodyear Aircraft Corp. • Grumman
Aircraft Engineering Corp. • Hazeltine Electronics Division, Hazeltine Corp. • Hughes Aircraft
• International Business Machines Corp. • Jefferson Electronic Products Corp. • Lockheed Aircraft
Corp., Missile Systems Division • Martin, Baltimore • Minneapolis-Honeywell, Aeronautical Division •
Motorola, Inc. • Northrup Aircraft, Inc. • Pacific Mercury Television Mfg. Corp. • Radio Corp. of
America • Radioplane Co. • Raytheon Manufacturing Co. • Servomechanisms, Inc. • Sikorsky
Aircraft • Sparry Gyroscope Co. • Summers Gyroscope Co. • Sun Electric Co. • The Swartwout Co.,
Autronic Division • Temco Aircraft Corp. • Thompson Products • Topp Industries Inc. e Trans World
Airlines • U. S. Naval Air Station Overhaul and Repair Depots • U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory*
White Oak • Vertot Aircraft Corp. • Western Electric Co. • Westinghouse Electric Corp.
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Materials Progress . . .

Heat Continues as Major Problem

Broad environmental criteria points up need

for comprehensive materials R&D program.

Here are the current research areas

by
Lt Col. Frederick C. Krug, USAF

Washington—The materials of

which components of an aerospace

vehicle are made and joined together

are a common denominator basic to a

successful weapon system.

Through the years, military depart-

ments have leaned heavily on civilian

development of better materials from

which new and improved equipment

could be built. The need for such ma-
terials has increased rapidly during the

past decade. We in the USAF have

made known our requirements to the

industrial and scientific communities.

They have responded magnificently.

One need only pick up and glance

quickly through any recent trade or

scientific journal to find hundreds of

new materials announcements. To men-
tion but a few at random—graphite

cloth, energy conversion materials, ex-

tremely low thermal conductivity in-

sulation, super-strength titanium alloys,

ultra-high strength steels, very wide

steel sheet, high-energy fuels, available

rare metals with a wide range of

properties, beryllium shapes, precipita-

tion hardening stainless steels, sintered

aluminum products, magnesium rare-

earth alloys, flame-sprayed coating,

ablation plastics; glass fibers with high

modulus of elasticity and multi-direc-

tional magnetic steels. Yet in spite of

such splendid advancements, materials

problems continue to plague aero-

nautical vehicle designers.

• Severe demands—Contemplated

weapon systems are placing these

severe demands upon the basic ma-
terials of construction. These systems

may be conveniently gmuped into three

broad classes:

a. Hypersonic Strategic Weapons
b. Ballistic Weapons
c. Satellite Weapons
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Motorola Military Research Report—Solid State Electronics J

Dr. Daniel E. Noble
^Executive Vice President*

otorola, Inc.

DR. NOBLE IS VICE PRESIDENT IN CHARGE OF THE COMMUNICATIONS AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRON ICS DIVISION,

THE SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS DIVISION AND THE MILITARY ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF MOTOROLA, INC.

"In this new era, Solid State Electronics will spread

its influence to every form of human endeavor and

will contribute substantially to scientific achieve-

ment in all fields."
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Ferrimagnetic principles are demonstrated by scier

tist in charge of Motorola's Solid State prograir

Dr. H. William Welch, Jr., director of researci

and development, Military Electronics Divisior

Dr. Welch as a University of Michigan professo

established that school's Solid State laboratory an

introduced new curricula in Solid State devices an.

their applications. He holds an I.R.E. Fellow Awar<

for contributions to development of solid state device

and microwave tubes.

1

John C. Cacheris, right, manager of the Microwave

Applications Laboratory, and a member of his staff

inspect a parametric amplifier, one of several devices

now being produced by Motorola's Solid State Dept.
Typical of solid state materials now being offered i

sale by Motorola are these ferrite rods and bars be]

examined by Donald L. Fresh, manager of the
S<fl

State Materials Laboratory.

Imaginative leadership plus the most modern of laboratory facilil

have helped foster a creative environment that is attracting top tal
j

to Motorola. Here, Dr. Arthur L. Aden, associate director of reseaf

and development for Motorola's Military Electronics Division, shtl

a new member of his staff equipment for photographing printed t.j

cuits. Dr. Aden welcomes inquiries from qualified engineers and pfri

cists who would like to join his department.

James R. Black, manager of Motorola Microelec-

tronics Laboratory, heads work which leads toward

the mass production of economical microelectronic

components so small that several would fit on the

period that ends this sentence.



How Solid State Electronics

is shaping the future

MILITARY ELECTRONICS- industry

as well— is being radically changed by

rapid advances in solid state technology.

Predicted for the near future are com-

puters small enough to fit in the palm of

a hand, receivers that will detect the

iveakest signals from distant satellites.

Motorola's highly experienced Solid State

Department, in close cooperation with the Semi-

conductor Products Division, is advancing the

state of the art on several fronts, one of the

most promising of which is microelectronics.

By making use of crystalline functional cir-

I cuit elements created in volume quantities by

j

surface etching or film deposition methods,

t
Motorola researchers anticipate they will soon

be able to design equipment with component

I densities of tens of millions per cubic foot,

j
This high density will result in a great

' reduction in systems and computer size coupled

with a significant increase in reliability, and

j
it will lead to the development of self organiz-

\
ing computers for such complex tasks as the

solution of military logistics problems and

space guidance.

In microelectronics and in other areas,

Motorola scientists, including those of the

Semiconductor Division, are investigating the

ferroelectrical, ferrimagnetic, piezoelectrical

and pyroelectrical characteristics of monocrys-

talline and polycrystalline solids. New mate-

rials possessing these useful characteristics are

created and produced in the Materials Labora-

tory. Typical applications : newly developed

ferroelectrical or piezoelectrical materials to

be used in transducers for submarine detection.

At present, the Applications Laboratory is

making extensive use of ferrites and semicon-

ductors in the development of broad lines of

isolators, circulators and parametric ampli-

fiers. The latter device has already demon-

strated its worth in satellite-tracking radars,

IGY research receivers, uhf television receivers

and radio. In the study and design stage are

new and advanced ferrimagnetic devices such

as microwave switches, ferrimagnetic limiters

and semiconductor switches.

Still another research frontier where strik-

ing preliminary results have been achieved is

a low-voltage facsimile paper for the transmis-

sion of teletype and other information. Appli-

cations in the fields of combat surveillance,

logistics control and other important military

programs are foreseen.

Military Electronics Division's expanding

capability in solid state electronics is described

in a new booklet entitled : "Solid State Frontiers

at Motorola!' Request your copy from Technical

Data Service, Motorola, Inc., Military Electron-

ics Division, 8201 East McDowell Road, Scotts-

dale, Arizona.

MOTOROLA
Military Electronics Division

Engineers and Physicists interested in career opportunities are invited to write: Motorola, Inc., Military Electronics Division
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BUILD ON . . .

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
EXPERIENCE

REFRIGERATION

Sensitive aircraft and missile components and

systems often require temperature control

within close limits — while ambient temper-

atures fluctuate widely. Eastern refrigera-

tion-type cooling systems are ideal for such

conditions.

Designed for the strictest military require-

ments, these vapor-cycle closed-system

packages are built around a highly efficient

compressor powered by a special 400-cycIe

motor. Unique condensing and special

cooling methods are called upon to meet

the most unusual operating requirements,

the most demanding specifications.

Capacities range from 100 to 6000 watts;

operating altitudes extend to 100,000

feet. Some units, of the "boil-off" type,

perform almost without regard for ex-

tremes in altitude and temperature.

Call on Eastern for imaginative solu-

tions to all avionic cooling problems

. . . and write for new Bulletin 360.

other refrigeration units for aircraft and missile electronics

]i 7 7 '11
{ | EASTERN /

i / li INDUSTRIES X
WNftRS 0FWE DERMAL FRONTIER INCORPORATED^

m
100 SKIFF STREET

HAMDEN 14, CONN. ^igNVWi
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As indicated, heat continues as the
major environmental problem. High
speed re-entry of ballistic and satellite

vehicles will require materials capable
of retaining structural integrity under
heat fluxes of thousands of BTU/sq ft-

sec. for possibly several minutes dura-
tion. Moderately stressed structures and
propulsion systems employed in satel-

lites will require materials whose
properties must remain stable for many
thousands of hours.

These broad environmental criteria

point up the direction for a compre-
hensive materials research and develop-

ment program. In addition to the oper-

ational high-temperature and long-life

requirements, these problem areas in-

clude weight reduction, operation within

a nuclear and cosmic environment, fa-

tigue, reliability, and availability.

Speaking at the October, 1958, Joint

Army-Navy-Air Force Conference on
Elastomer R&D, J. R. Townsend, Spec-

ial Assistant to the Department of De-
fense Director for Research and Engi-

neering, stated:

"The persistent unreliability of some
of our missile systems points to the

dearth of materials with good properties

in these extreme environments . . d
To build reliability into these systems

we must develop better materials in

the laboratory, convert the laboratory

product into a material of controlled

properties capable of being shaped, and

then design and manufacture the com-
ponents to exploit fully the advanced

properties of the new material."

In addition to the examples cited

by Townsend, we can add such im-

mediate problems as the short life of

rocket nozzles, the failure of thin-

shelled rocket cases, the incompatibility

of seals and hoses with various high-

energy fuels, and the exorbitant weight

1
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of nuclear shielding materials.

Therefore, the prime objective of

the Air Research and Development

Command's applied research program

in materials is to provide the leader-

ship necessary to extend significantly

the useful range of application of aero-

nautical materials. The program in-

!
eludes metals, plastics and other syn-

,
thetics, coatings and coating techniques,

, and unique methods for developing

new materials.

|
• Refractory metals—New metallic

i
materials are required to meet the needs

iof rocket and hypersonic airframe de-

I signers. This is primarily because of

\ severe temperature extremes extending

from below -400°F to over 5000°F.

(The super-alloys composed of such ele-

iments as nickel and cobalt give satis-

factory long-time service (hours) to

| near 1700°F; but at temperatures over

(2000°F, only several minutes of useful

: life can be expected. A class of metals

(known as the refractory metals holds

j potential for greatly extending this

temperature limitation.

I Four of these refractory metals are

shown in Figure 1. Nickel, cobalt, and

jiron are included for comparative pur-

poses. All have melting points exceed-

ing 4400° F. The potential useful tem-

perature of these metals has been esti-

mated and is shown in the last column.

|

||Unfortunately, these refractory metals

are subject to severe oxidation at ele-

I rvated temperature and are brittle. Much
^research is needed to overcome these

problems.

! • • Coating techniques—One ap-

|
iproach to the oxidation problem of

}
refractory metals is through the use of

} protective coatings, which must be im-

( ipervious, resistant to thermal shock, and

fcicapable of withstanding a highly corro-

i sive and erosive environment. The tech-

g nique of applying such coatings is

highly significant since uniformity and

I adhesion are particularly important.

The flame spray technique, which

I uses an arc plasma jet, is considered by

| hiany to be an outstanding metallurgi-

cal achievement of 1958. The tempera-

j ure generated by an arc jet is so in-

Siense (15,000°F) that it can vaporize

t all known materials. Selected materials

:an thus be condensed as a coating on

1 [he component requiring protection.

l>
irhe potential of this arc plasma jet

' .oating technique has yet to be fully

I txploited. With further development,

or example, protection of nose cones

md hypersonic leading edges may be

1 ereatly facilitated.

A direct development from the Air

I force's program has been the "trowel-

|d" coating technique. By this pro-

edure, heat-insulating coatings are laid

ip by hand-troweling of the ceramic

tiaterial over a steel wire reinforce-

ment.

'nissiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

ngineers
NES cordially invites your

confidential inquiries regarding the

many new professional positions

that have been created by the

continued growth of a number of

its principal clients —

NES IS RETAINED AS AN ENGINEERING STAFFING CONSULTANT
BY HUNDREDS OF A TO AAAA FIRMS/ /TO ASSIST THEM IN FIND-

ING TECHNICAL AND TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL OF
OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE. NES IS PAID FOR
ITS CONSULTING SERVICES BY THE ORGANIZATION IT SERVES. IT

RECEIVES NO REMUNERATION FROM THE CANDIDATES.

There are openings for engineering managers and

for systems, projects, and development and design +i

engineers, both electrical and mechanical. Opporhp||i»

nities are available in radar, displays, receivers,
f

transmitters, microwave, analog devices, digital

devices, servos, computation, IF devices and data

reduction.

MR. E. F. MISCHLER
(SR. MEMBER IRE)

tjattoncii £*n9

ASK FOR

or send resume to

ineenna >en>ice

MR. D. D. SEGAL
(MEMBER AIEE)

Engineering executive search

1108 16th ST. N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. EX. 3-7065
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c ^
high-energy fuel

briefs from Callery

Callery opens office in Los Angeles—Fuel and propellant users

on the West Coast can now contact Dr. Robert G. Brault, Callery's

Manager, Western District, for helpful technical service. He has

opened an office at 3141 Century Boulevard, Inglewood, Califor-

nia. Telephone : ORegon 8-9382. Dr. Brault was formerly Research

Coordinator of the Project Zip high-energy fuel program at

Callery's R&D Laboratories.

Diborane as fuel for rockets, ramjets, and turbojets—With a

heat of combustion of 31,300 Btu/lb. and extremely good com-
bustion properties, Diborane is an attractive fuel for air-breathing

engines. Diborane, a gas at standard conditions, can easily be

liquified (boiling point -134°F). With modern insulating methods,

it should be storable for long periods. Its specific gravity at a

temperature slightly above its melting point (-265°F) is 0.56,

so that it contains more Btu/gallon than JP fuels. Diborane

has excellent heat-sink capabilities.

Recent calculations, based on the most recent thermodynamic
data, show Diborane-LOX to have an Isp of 349 sec. (1000/14.7

psia, shifting equilibrium). With its higher density and boiling

point, it may be superior to hydrogen for some applications.

Diborane will soon be available in tonnage quantities. Write

for Technical Bulletin C-020 for detailed information.

HiCal® fuel now available—Since Callery's production of HiCal,

high-energy fuel, will exceed immediate military test-program

requirements for the next few months, substantial quantities of

HiCal-3 are now available for authorized users with suitable

security clearance. If you have been waiting to test HiCal-3

in engines or components, write now for specific information.

Our HiCal-3 Handling Bulletin C-1100 is available on request.

New specific-impulse calculations— Specific-impulse data for

several combinations of boron-containing fuels with various ox-

idizers have recently been calculated and tabulated. Most of these

data are confidential, but Callery representatives would be pleased

to discuss them with you on a classified basis.

Fire-fighting films on HiCal and pyrophoric fuels—The HiCal film

shows the relative ease and safety with which a stable mechanical-

foam blanket can extinguish burning HiCal fuels. Another 15-

minute film illustrates the techniques available for combating
fires of Trialkyl Boranes.

For information or loan offilms, write to Defense Products Dept.,

Callery Chemical Company, 9600 Perry Highway, Pittsburgh 37, Pa.

Circle No. 54 on Subscriber Service Cord.
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The Air Research and Development
Command is very much interested in

coating development for oxidation and
erosion protection of the refractory

metals and graphites up to and beyond
5000°F.

• Thermal protection—As mentioned
earlier, the Air Force has requirements

for both long- and short-time thermal

protection techniques. An example of

the long-time requirement is the lead-

ing edge of a hypersonic system suchi

as a boost glide vehicle. The short-time i

requirement is represented by ballistic'

nose cone and satellite re-entry. Thei

refractory alloys hold promise for satis- i

fying the leading edge and hot-spot'

structural problems of boost glide sys-.

tems. However, much development!

combined with application studies are

needed. Oxidation protection coatings i

will be required and a high degree of i

thermal shock resistance will be needed i

in the refractory bodies. At the present i

time, the potentially useful materials I

all appear to have limitations. These \

include low strength above 2500°F,

lack of protective coating development,

'

and lack of fabrication experience.

Much work is required to overcome !

these deficiencies.

Designers and developers of nose

cones for high-speed re-entry of the

earth's atmosphere have been faced

with one of this decade's most chal-

1

lenging technical problems. Obviously!

some sort of a protective shield is re-

quired. Fundamental to a solution is

complete thermophysical materials

property data. Lack of such data con-

tinues as one of the major limitations

to design and development of Air Force i

weapons.

Based on the data available, several

!

thermal systems show promise for ap-|

plications in such an extreme heat flux

environment; for example, systems i

based on the heat sink or ablation

characteristics of materials. Compara-

tively, ablative materials consume up to

20 times as much heat per pound of

material as can be absorbed by heat!

sink materials. An ablating system is

depicted in Figure 2. As the material i

is exposed to progressively higher tem-

peratures, large quantities of heat are

consumed in the phase transformations

that take place.

• Beryllium materials—Beryllium has

many outstanding properties that make

it an exceedingly attractive air weapon*

material. The element with atomic num-

ber 4, it is lighter than aluminum yet,

stiffer than steel. It is one of the best

heat sink materials known. One of the

most promising applications for beryl-

lium is in guidance systems, which re-

quire a very light and strong material,

dimensionally stable over a wide tem-

perature range. Beryllium has provided

the answer at a significant increase in

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1959
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BENDIX FLEXIBLE POWER DRIVE SHAFT

SOLVES MISALIGNMENT PROBLEM
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POSSIBLE IN-USE DEFLECTION of a Model 19E29-3 Flexible Drive Shaft. This

standard 20-inch-long unit weighs 12 pounds, is rated 42.5 h.p. at 2800 RPM to

11,000 RPM, and includes a torque limiting clutch.

performance as well as weight savings

over its steel predecessor.

As an example of weight savings, a

1 3-lb. beryllium nose cone has the same

heat sink capability as a copper cone

weighing nearly 100 lb. Beryllium, or

some beryllium compounds, offer po-

tential as leading edge material for

weapons exposed to severe aerodynamic

heating.

Why, then, hasn't this potential of

i

beryllium been exploited? The metal

ihas been avoided because of its brittle-

Iness, scarcity, cost and toxicity. Ade-
jquate and effective techniques for join-

jing (welding, brazing, etc.) have also

jbeen lacking. The Air Force is cur-

rently sponsoring development of beryl-

lium alloys and fabrication techniques.

(With successful development of a duc-

jtile beryllium alloy or composite, a

(superior material will be available for

jmany specialized applications. Further-

jmore, because of this metal's excep-

tional strength-to-weight ratio, it should

[find application in satellite and space

Weapons in which weight savings are

jjvital.

• Plastic materials—Plastics have

j

solved many Air Force problems. Their

I

substitution for glass in aircraft gave
significant weight savings; they con-

tributed outstandingly to airborne radar.

These uses are dwarfed by the poten-

:ial of plastics in future weapons.

Plastics are practical as nose-cone

paterial because of their outstanding

ijiblation characteristics. In a simulated

re-entry environment such as rocket

plast or the plasma arc, reinforced plas-

tic materials have shown superior per-

formance to ceramics and high-temper-
iture metals. While the original polyes-

er plastics were limited to structural

Applications below 200°F, the develop-
ment of heat-resistant silicone and
phenolic resins has extended the maxi-
mum long-time operating temperature
fo 700-800°F. This temperature capa-

bility combined with the excellent

Jtrength-to-weight properties of plastics

ave provided the weapon designer with
highly versatile structural material

trom which rocket chambers, pressure
essels, and sandwich structures can be
Juilt.

I Future Air Force weapons will need
jlastics with significantly extended
frength and temperature ranges. For
Kample, for rocket thrust chambers
jie present strength-to-weight ratio of
pinforced plastics should be doubled.

• Emissivity coatings—Many Air
lorce weapons of the future will not
ajoy the natural protection of the
jarth's atmosphere and will be exposed
) the total radiant energy of the sun.

i'emperature control of such vehicles

;ill be highly dependent upon the ma-
irials of construction. The balance
sached between absorbed solar energy

Ussiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

Transmission of power to accessories
mounted remotely from aircraft
engines is no problem when one of
Bendix Utica's flexible drive shafts
is used.

High speeds are possible . . . because
of symmetrical shaft design. Two
constant velocity ratio flexible joints,

made up of high alloy steel dia-
phragms, permit up to plus or minus
10° intermittent deflection and plus
or minus 5° continuous deflection
while maintaining rotational balance
in the shaft at any speed.

High operating temperatures won't
affect efficiency of a Bendix Utica
shaft. Unique joint design permits
continual operation at maximum
speed, at any temperature up to
600° F.

No lubrication is required for flexible

torque carrying members. The flexing

diaphragms transmit load, with no
rubbing or sliding surfaces. They gen-
erate no frictional wear and little heat,

resulting in long shaft service life.

We can solve virtually any power
take-off problem using one of our
standard or special design flexible

shafts. Special designs can be engi-

neered for unusual applications involv-

ing almost any degree of misalign-

ment and power speed requirements.

A mechanical disconnect can be
provided integral with the shaft to
disconnect driven accessories from
the driving source.

No matter what your aircraft
power transmission problem, you'll

get the best answer to it from Bendix
Utica.

West Coast: 117 E. Providencia, Burbank, California

Canada: Aviation Electric, Ltd., 200 Laurentien Blvd., Montreal, Quebec

fxporl Sales and Service: Bendix International, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Bendix Utica Division
UTICA, NEW YORK
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OTHER PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURED BY

BENDIX UTICA FOR THE

AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY

• Air Turbine Driven Accessories

• Air Conditioning Systems and
Components

• Air Pressurization and Ice

Elimination Equipment

• Engine Starting Equipment

• Gear Boxes

• High Pressure Fibre Glass Bottles

• Special Test and Ground Handling

Equipment

• Variable Displacement Hydraulic

Pumps
plus Technical Publications and

Service Schools



100 CPS
X-Y RECORDING

with immediate
readout

THE NEW SANBORN MODEL 670
OPTICAL X-Y RECORDER HAS

• 1% linearity

• frequency response 3 db down at

130 cps independent of amplitude

• writing speeds to 2500 in/sec.

• 8" x 8" direct print paper chart

• trace monitoring on

phosphorescent screen

Y—Y RECORDING never before possible with electro-"* mechanical instruments can now be done with the
new Sanborn Model 670 X-Y Recorder. Direct writing on
ultraviolet -sensitive recording paper by a beam deflected by
optical galvanometers makes possible the combination of fast
writing speed and 130 cps frequency response not found in any
other X-Y recorder. Transistor characteristics, acceleration
and vibration of mechanical parts and events of similar short
duration can be recorded with linearity of 1% offull-scale and
at trace speeds as fast as 2.500 inches per second. Square wave
response exhibits no greater than V2% overshoot at any
amplitude; sensitivities as high as 62.5 uv/inch

(
depending on

preamplifier used).

PLOTS OCCUPY AN 8" x 8" RECORDING AREA and can
be previewed or monitored on the instrument's phosphorescent
screen. An Axis Record switch to print X and Y axes on the
record, and a Beam Intensity Control to assure maximum
trace clarity, are among the front panel controls provided. An
8" x 8" sheet of the ultraviolet -sensitive chart paper (stored
in drawer at base of cabinet) is easily placed on the back of
the hinged screen. Brief post exposure in normal room light

is the only developing process.

OPTIONAL INTERCHANGEABLE PREAMPLIFIERS for
each axis presently include the Model 850-1300B DC Coupling
and Model 850-1200 Phase Sensitive Demodulator; a Carrier
Preamplifier, High Gain Preamplifier and a time base gener-
ator are now in development. Driver Amplifiers are compact,

fully transistorized plug-in units with single-ended input and
output. Galvanometers are low resistance, low voltage units

of rugged, enclosed construction; sensitivity and damping are

independent of coil temperature. Accessible, unitized circuitry

also extends to the power supplies — a front -panel plug -in for

both preamplifiers and a second supply for both driver ampli-

fiers. A built-in blower provides constant, forced filtered air

cooling. The Recorder can be rack mounted in 15%" of panel

space, or housed in its own 20" x 20" x 21%" optional port-

able cabinet.

Ask your local Sanborn Sales - Engineering Representative for complete

information on the Model 670 X-Y Recorder, or write the Industrial

Division in Waltham, Mass.SANBORNCOM PA NY
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

175 WYMAN STREET, WALTHAM 54, MASS.
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ind re-emitted infrared radiation will

determine the skin temperature. It

should be noted that the materials'

properties of emissivity, absorptivity,

md reflectivity are vitally important to

he heat balance. To illustrate, consider

he following: Metals are normally ex-

cellent reflectors, but poor emitters, of

Jong wave length radiation (infrared),

Vhile paints are generally poor reflec-

brs but good infrared emitters.

What this boils down to—and has

iieen verified by actual measurement

—

s that the equilibrium skin tempera-

lure of painted surfaces will be much
pwer than polished metal surfaces. Al-

hough such coatings may provide ex-

ellent thermal balance, they will make
infrared detection correspondingly eas-

ier. Therefore, an optimum coating is

eeded which protects the vehicle ther-

lally and also from infrared or radar

etection.

Although it appears that careful

flection of coating material can pro-

ide good temperature control, several

ther considerations introduce an ele-

lent of caution into such a conclusion,

irst, these temperature calculations ig-

ore internal heat; and, second, abra-

on or other surface attack may dras-

cally alter the material properties of

nissivity, absorptivity, and reflectivity.

• Tailoring materials—Gone are the

ays when the empirical approach of

:ut and try" could be relied on to

leld improved materials. Furthermore,

f»e inherent qualities of natural ma-
irials such as rubbers and greases are

(adequate for advanced weapon de-

gns. Therefore, the trend to synthet-

jally tailored materials has been great-

f
accelerated. The Air Force's ma-

pals program has pioneered in mo-
dular engineering through its plastics

nd elastomeric (synthetic rubber) ap-
lied research efforts.

The fluorinated silicones were tai-

led for heat-resistant applications,

jyen these materials, however, have
ply modest temperature capability

j'ith limited nuclear radiation and high-

ijiergy fuel resistance. As an approach

|
significant improvement, materials

•lgineers are attempting to tailor

polymerize) rubber-like materials that

rnploy a metallic constituent, such as
!i or boron.

i Another urgent Air Force objective

( compatibility of seals, gasket, and
i>se materials with high-energy fuels,

hydrazine, for example, seriously de-

Jades many of the best available elas-

tmers. Applied research is therefore
f ing directed toward tailoring lasto-

leric materials that will be compatible
|ith new propellants.

• Radiation damage—Engineering
iiterials for future Air Force weapons
last be capable of survival in a nu-
<|ar environment, not only where

^siles and rockets, July 20. 1959

DO YOU NEED PARTS

REQUIRING FINE MACHINE

WORK SUCH AS THIS

FACE CLUTCH?

SPECIFICATIONS:
Material: Type # 303 Stainless Steel

300 90° "V" teeth, equally spaced

Teeth .0092 -.0005 deep
Face runout of top of teeth not to

exceed .0005TIR

Completely burr free
ACTUAL SIZE

This is the class of work which has been the specialty of LaVezzi

for over 50 years. Your critical machine parts can be produced

efficiently and correctly by LaVezzi, and your quote requests are

eagerly solicited. Facilities list and brochure upon request.

4635 WEST LAKE ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Circle No. 56 on Subscriber Service Card.

U LATION
TRAINING

AND TEST
EQUIPMENT FOR

AMERICA'S MOST
OUTSTANDING MISSILES
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Here is a man you should know

he's a DELAVAN FUEL INJECTOR SPECIALIST

His name is Roger W. Tate. He did his doctoral research in the field of pressure

atomization at the University of Wisconsin, has taught reaction kinetics, and

worked on process improvements for petroleum refining.

Dr. Tate is Director of Research at Delavan. He has developed many atomizing

devices and uniquely accurate test equipment for Delavan. He is widely known

for his research on spray analysis and fuel injection.

Specialized talent like Dr. Tate's is the main reason for Delavan's leadership in

fuel injection. If fluid metering and atomization are part of your product, take

advantage of Delavan's specialized experience and ability to deliver aircraft

quality. Send specifications to the address below for free recommendations.

100

West t ' Moines, Iowa

World's largest nozzle specialist
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nuclear power plants may be employei

but also where exposure to cosmic o

Van Allen radiation is anticipated. Ii

radiation studies of components, sucl

as radio receivers, motors, capacitors

have shown that resultant damage is

direct function of the resistance of th

materials of construction.

Gamma rays and fast neutrons ar

the prime triggers of radiation effect

in materials. The illustration on pag

90 shows some reactions when ma
terials are exposed to these radiations

Atomic displacement and ionization oc

cur in metals. Generally, the result i

an increase in strength and hardness

but a decrease in ductility. This is no

considered serious. The exception ti

this conclusion is in solid-state device

made of the semi-conductor element

such as germanium. In such devices

even slight atomic disturbances can

not be tolerated.

Nuclear radiation can drasticall

alter non-crystalline materials such a

rubbers, lubricants and adhesives. Th

chemical bonds between atoms of thes

materials are quickly destroyed o

changed. Greases may turn to gums

adhesives and rubbers may harden an<

crumble. In such cases, the radiation i

actually polymerizing or depolymeriz

ing the materials. Therefore, super

imposed upon the Air Force's require

ment for much improved thermal, coi

rosion, and erosion resistant material

is significantly improved nuclear radi

ation resistance.

Although additives (anti-rad) rais

somewhat the radiation tolerances o

some lubricants and polymers, this ap

proach does not appear to offer signifi

cant advancements. We must develo

materials that are intrinsically stable t

nuclear radiation. It was proven i

1958 that polyphenol ethers for 01

ganic fluids are many times superio

to those lubricants containing addii

tives. Concurrent with these develop

ment efforts, we must continue a

extensive testing program to study an

evaluate the effects of a nuclear en

vironment on all classes of air an'

space vehicle materials.

This has been a very brief look a

the requirements, scope and directio

of the Air Force's materials prograir

At the 1958 ARDC Materials Syro

posium, Maj. Gen. Marvin C. Demlei

now Director of Research and Devei

opment, Hq USAF, stated, ".
. . . ma

terials research and development, stimJ

ulated by the free thinking and creativ

imagination which only a democrati!

society such as ours encourages, wi

contribute significantly to Air Fore

weapon supremacy." The resulting m\

terials can significantly raise the liirj

itations now imposed by weight, ex

tremes of heat, corrosive and erosiv

environment and nuclear radiation.

missiles and rockets, July 20, 195



on the countdown
split-second

communication

for split-second action

Launching today's highly complex missiles demands an unprece-

dented degree of "team" cooperation. Hundreds of scientists, techni-

cians and specialists must be kept constantly informed during the

all-important countdown. Instant action-getting voice communica-
tions is the best answer.

An urgent call for a key man ... an important change in fueling

requirements ... a broken control cable—all require and get instant

action over a DuKane "job-engineered" communications system.

DuKane systems are today providing these vital functions at Patrick

Air Force Base, Fort Churchill, and White Sands.

DuKane's advanced engineering group, backed by more than 36

years of specialized experience in the communications field, is avail-

able to help you plan your system. Their experience is your guaran-

tee of the best in communications.

For any missile base ground communications need, write or wire

DuKane Corporation, Department MR-5, St. Charles, Illinois.

lAnd, if you specify electronic equipment,
ask for DuKane's Electronic Equipment
(Symbols wall chart ... no obligation of
Icourse. DuKane products are installed
and serviced by a nationwide organiza-
tion of factory-trained experts.

DuIVANE
CORPORATION
St. Charles, Illinois

Job-engineered sound installations . . . Flexifone intercom systems . . . Private automatic telephone systems . . . Hospital
fcommunicat'ons systems . . . lonovac hi-fi tweeters and ultrason ic generators ...Sound slidefilm projectors for education

and industry . . . Electronic production facilities for industry and for defense.
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R/M PYROTEX® REINFORCED PLASTICS

. . . DEVELOPED TO ENDURE

THE FIERY REALM OF THE ROCKET

Light, strong, heat resistant . . .

for low-cost, precision fabricated rocket parts—

both structural and aerodynamic

Looking for a material that will with-

stand the elevated temperatures gen-

erated by missiles and rockets—in-

ternally from burning propellants, ex-

ternally from aerodynamic heating?

Must this material have good insula-

tion and thermal properties, chemical

and water resistance, and take a

smooth finish? If so, one of R/M's

family of Pyrotex reinforced plastics

may be the solution to your problem.

The many outstanding thermal and

structural features of R/M Pyrotex

have led to its use on almost every

U.S. missile. It has been fabricated

into parts such as nose cones, fins,

igniter tubes, rocket throats and sliver

traps. Its exceptionally good dimen-

sional stability makes possible mass

production to precision standards.

And it is low in cost. Write for addi-

tional information.

Sperry Duplicates FBM
Sub Navigational Control

Syosset, L.I., N.Y.—An exac

replica of a Polaris missile launchin

submarine's navigational control cente

has been put into laboratory operatio

by Sperry Gyroscope Co.

For the first time, navigational in

struments that will guide all Nav
Polaris submarines are being system

tested in a control center identical t

that aboard a submarine.

Officially called the "Ashore Polan

Navigation Center," it is more coir

monly referred to as the "Navigatio

Island" by Sperry engineers. It is th

nucleus of a test, integration an

evaluation program assigned Sperry b

the Navy, to assure performance fror

this equipment before it takes to th

open sea, under a schedule to hav

Polaris operational by 1960.

The ashore test program is house

in Sperry 's new 52,000-square-foc

Syosset, L.I., Marine Division plam

which supplements existing productio

facilities. Mission of this laboratory

center is to solve the assembly an

operating problems of a combine

complement of advanced navigations

equipment.

Sperry has had the responsibilit

for developing inertial and other na*

igation systems since the beginning c

the Polaris program, together with th

responsibility for integrating all of th

seagoing navigation systems. The t«

program is now operating for the fin

year of a three-year period under

$1,570,000 contract.

Among the major instruments anl

systems to be tested in the Ashoil

Polaris Navigation Center arel

NAVDAC (The Navigation Data Ail

similation Center, a master computer^

SINS (the Ship's Inertial NavigatioI

System), the Type 11 Stabilized Perl

scope System (permitting celestial nav

igation while submerged) and othe

classified systems.

The dimensions, shape and cabliiV1

of the sub's navigation control centt

have been reproduced exactly in th

ashore test facility. The simulated hull

section is a duplicate of the sub's na1
;:

igation center.

Although much of this equipmei

has been used on other ships (i.e|

inertial navigators and NAVDA,
aboard Navy's test ships Observation

Island and Compass Island) this wi;

be the first time that all of the instn

ments will be working in concert i

a complete system in the confined are

available on a submarine.

Sperry will develop casualty coi

trol procedures for emergency open

tion in the event of an injury to persoi

nel or damage to equipment.

missiles and rockets, July 20, I9E

RAYBESTOS-MANHATTAN, INC.

REINFORCED PLASTICS DEPARTMENT, Manheim, Pa.

FACTORIES: Manheim, Pa.; Bridgeport, Conn.; Paramount, Calif.; No. Charleston, S.C.;

Passaic, M.J.; Neenah. Wis.; Crawfordsville, Ind.; Peterborough. Ontario, Canada

RAYBESTOS-MANHATTAN, INC., Asbestos Textiles . Laundry Pads and Covers . Engineered Plastics . Mechanical

Packings • Sintered Metal Products . Industrial Rubber . Rubber Covered Equipment . Brake Linings

Brake Blocks • Abrasive and Diamond Wheels • Clutch Facings . Industrial Adhesives . Bowling Balls
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li arge concave spiral bevel gear is so distortion free after heat treatment that it meets the highest aircraft gearing standards without subsequent tooth grinding.

Precision is our only product!
In the rapidly changing field of aeronautical technology,

the word "precision" becomes more and more common
in use. At Indiana Gear, however, precision has always

been more than a word. It is a way of thinking ... a

method of working always beyond the fringe of the state INDIANA GEAR WORKS, INC.
oftheart. INDIANAPOLIS 7, INDIANA

I GW
idnapolis, Ind., ME 8-2331, TWX IP-174-U • Redondo Beach, Cal., FR 5-7597, TWX 7856-U • Westport, Conn., CA 7-0262, TWX 486-U



SPACE RESEARCH

The man:
...a U.S. airman-engineer— care-

fully selected through rigorous test

procedures from Military personnel.

He will have the combination of

mental acuity, superb physical con-
dition and emotional stability

necessary for pioneering in space
exploration.

Depend on

The mission:
...satellite observatory— a vehicle

arrangement similar to this could

orbit a three-man astronomical crew
for several weeks. Empty fuel tank
is used for living quarters. Nose
section serves as re-entry vehicle for

return to earth. The astronomical

telescope is gimbal-mounted. Exter-

nal equipment shown is mounted
after orbit has been attained.

DOUGLAS

The means--
...Space projects are accelerated by
research equipment like the Douglas
high-altitude chamber at Tulsa,

largest in the U.S. In it, space en-

vironment problems can be worked
out under near-operational pressure

conditions, shortening the time
required for development.
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more about the missile week

Diborane Applications

Sought by Gallery

Callery Chemical is negotiating for

use of part of the U.S. Sunflower

Ordnance Works, Lawrence, Kan., to

develop, test and produce new high-

energy rocket propellants—a m o n g
them diborane.

The company said the Sunflower

works offers facilities for exploring pos-

sible applications of diborane, which
|has 2Vz times the density impulse

(with LOX) of liquid hydrogen. Li-

quid diborane is 5 to 6 times as dense

as liquid hydrogen, with a boiling point

of -133°F, compared to -423°F for

liquid hydrogen. Callery also will use

the plant for advanced work on mono-
propellants, bipropellants and solids.

Aerojet-General and National Re-
search Corp., Cambridge, Mass., have
worked out an agreement for com-
tnercial, large-scale production of solid

fuels. Aerojet will use certain vacuum
[processes, equipment and techniques

[developed by NRC.

For NASA's Scout, Hercules Pow-
der has come up with third- and fourth-

stage motor cases fabricated from plas-

tic, reportedly light as magnesium and
strong as steel. Third stage of the

$500,000 rocket weighs 2200 pounds
and the fourth stage weighs 500. Both
ire solid-fueled motors.

New Rocket Steel

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.'s

Stainless and Strip Division, Youngs-
|:own, Ohio, has been awarded a con-
tact by Aerojet-General to develop an
extremely high-strength strip steel for

pissile and rocket components. Specs
-all for mechanical properties "far in

;xcess" of available commercial strip.

Hardware for NASA's Wallops
island project to measure high-altitude

adiation is Aerolab Development Co.
'avelin. The first 49-foot, 7400-pound
'ehicle boosted a 45-pound instrumen-
ation payload to 750 miles July 7. Six
nore firings are scheduled before year's

:nd.

The solid-fueled four-stage sound-
ng rockets are composed of modified
'lonest John, Nike and Vanguard com-
>onents. Last four firings will be with
ji 60-foot model weighing 13,000
'ounds and capable of carrying similar

layload to 1650 miles.

nissiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

Contracts & Companies

Development and evaluation con-

tract for $36,000 has been awarded

Ultrasonic Testing & Research Labo-

ratory, Van Nuys, Calif., by WADC.
Object: find non-destructive techniques

for detecting defective areas in solid-

propellant motors . . . BuOrd has con-

tracted with Clevite Corp.'s Mechanical

Research Division to investigate prop-

erty modification of materials such as

tungsten for ultra high-temperature

missile applications ... At Hicksville,

L.I., Radar Measurements Corp. is at

full operation in a new plant . . .

American Bosch Arma has acquired

Ensign Carburetor, Fullerton, Calif., a

maker of fuel injectors and similar

products . . . Ford Aeronutronics Di-

vision Shillelagh (tank-launched missile

for close-in troop support) may be re-

christened Pentomic . . . More expan-

sion for Raytheon is in the works. The
company which a few weeks ago an-

nounced new plants at Lewiston, Maine,

and Portsmouth, R.I., now says it will

build a wholly integrated electronic

warfare center at Santa Barbara, Calif.

The plan calls for expanding its exist-

ing operation there by 220,000 square

feet of space and employing a total of

1700 persons by 1964.

TRW Acquires Magna
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge has

purchased controlling interest in Mag-
na Products Inc., Santa Fe Springs,

Calif., a specialty chemical and elec-

tronics firm which recently won a

Navy solid propellant research contract

. . . Air Force logistics manager for

the as yet unchristened Douglas ALBM
(WS-138A) is the Ogden Air Materiel

Area, Hill AFB, Utah . . . Packard-Bell

Electronics Corp. stock was listed on

the New York and Pacific Coast Stock

Exchanges last week for the first time

. . . Transval Electronic Corp., Culver

City, Calif., now has Washington repre-

sentation—Jack Campbell . . . For

more missile assembly space. Horkey-

Moore Associates is constructing a new
13,500-square foot building at Tor-

rance, Calif. ... At Gardena, Calif.,

the Jetstream Fastener Corp. is moving

into a new 14,000 square-foot build-

ing . . . and The United States Chemi-

cal Milling Corp. has acquired Darco
Industries Inc., missile component pro-

ducer with plants at Glendale and El

Segundo.

IN THIS
MULTIPLE UNIT

SUB-MINIATURE
PULSE TRANSFORMERS

Designed and Built by
Forbes and Wagner
in Co-operation with

One of the World's Largest
Computer Manufacturers
Up to five sub-miniature pulse trans-

formers are packaged in a single

assembly for use in the IBM 7070 Com-
puter. This unit measuring 1.80" x 1" x
.3 1

2" is an excellent example of modular
design. Skilled operators plus modern
equipment are required to handle the

extremely fine wire sizes which com-
prise the toroidal windings and very
minute cores of the pulse transformers.

Forbes and Wagner sub-miniaturized

multiple packaging provides worth-
while dividends in simplification and
economy.

Let us help YOU with YOUR
Electronic Problems

We design and produce both simple
and complex components and assem-
blies, Electronic, Electro -Mechanical
and Mechanical for Commercial and
Military applications in Radio, Tele-
vision, Tele-communications, Com-
puters, Radar, Guided Missilies and
allied fields. Write for brochure giving
complete information.

Growth Opportunity for Electrical Engi-
neers. To meet the growing demand for
our services, we offer steady employment,
high base salary plus profit sharing, paid
vacation, group life and hospitalization
insurance, sick leave policy, retirement
program, etc. Located on shore of Lake
Erie. Fishing, boating, swimming at your
doorstep. Ideal community life. Thirty
minutes from Buffalo via thruway. Replies
held in strict confidence.

Jorbes and wagner, inc.
348 CENTRAL AVENUE

SUVER CREEK, N.Y. TELEPHONE 6S0
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Space Technology Laboratories' new corporate symbol represents a bright history in a stimulating age. ^ stl has

provided the over-all systems engineering and technical directionfor the Air Force Ballistic Missile Program since it

rvas assigned the highest national priority in 1954. Fiveyears ofaccelerated effort produced epic advances in science

and technology, and propelled the art of missilery through three distinct generations of progress, stl contributed

technical leadership to the science/government/industry team which has built this solid, expandable foundation

for future advances in space, and is daily adding new strength to our national security. >|c In addition to its major

management functions, stl also conducts advanced space probe experiments for the Air Force at the direction of

such agencies as NASA and arpa. s)c To those scientists and engineers j with capabilities in propulsion, electronics,

thermodynamics, aerodynamics, structures, astrophysics, computer

disciplines,STL now offers unique professional opportunities. Inquiries

technology, and other related fields and,

regarding staffpositions at stl are invited.

a new symbol

for a new era of

technology

Space Technology Laboratories, Inc. p.o.box
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new missile products

Vluminum Bar Cuts Aluminum Weld Costs
A new type aluminum back-up bar

)r metal inert gas-arc welding of
;luminum is cutting costs and speeding
pduction at the Reynolds Metals
ompany missile plant at Sheffield, Ala.
The new back-up bar is of a ma-

aineable aluminum alloy and has an
isily replaceable T-shaped stainless
eel insert. Previously, the back-up

welding bars used in the plant were
made entirely of stainless steel.

Charles M. Jenkins, production
superintendent at the missile ballistic

shell plant and leader in the develop-
ment of the new back-up bars, said
they offered two major advantages over
conventional all-stainless bars:

One is that the aluminum bar dis-

sipates the welding heat much more
quickly than the stainless bars, making
unnecessary the water jackets in use on
some production stake welders. And
faster heat dissipation keeps weldment
distortion to a minimum.

The other major advantage is that
the stainless steel inserts are cheap
enough to be discarded after then-
grooves become burned and pitted.

Plant Manager M. C. Duke said
the inserts can be replaced for less than
half the average cost of repairing the
all-stainless back-up bars previously
used. There's also a definite saving in

down time in the welding department.

Production is also speeded, Mr.
Duke said, because inserts of different

groove sizes for different sheet thick-
nesses can be put in much more
quickly than was the case when the en-
tire back-up bar had to be switched.

Reynold's missile plant has been us-
ing the new back-up bars for more
than a year. It has not been necessary
to replace any of the aluminum bars
which hold the stainless steel inserts.

The aluminum bars and the stain-

less inserts can be produced either by
extrusion or machining, plant officials

said.

The Reynolds plant makes alumi-
num missile shells and tail sections for

the Redstone and Jupiter-C vehicles.

It also supplies aluminum in many
forms for ABMA's Jupiter and many
other rockets.

Circle No. 235 on Subscriber Service Card.

/orld's Largest Fly-Away
uel Tanks Built for Trior

In a brand new hospital-clean dust-
jee alloy manufacturing plant in the
jlntral manufacturing district of Los
lingeles. more than 300 employees of
I andard Steel Corp. are building giant
letal vacuum bottles for storage of
Iluid oxygen, fuel for the Air Force's
Ivor missile.

I Installed at Vandenberg Air Force
Ipse in California, and flown to other
hwr launching sites around the world,
ese tanks represent one of the most
acting alloy fabricating jobs ever
:empted.

Standard Steel Corp. delivers the
iks to Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa
kmica, Calif., through the Cambridge
>rp. Designed to hold 13,500 gallons

<j liquid oxygen at 297.4° below zero,
:v have a high-strength (type 5086)
aiminum outer jacket and a stainless

|ssiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

steel (type 321) inner shell. Unusual
fabrication techniques were developed
so that the huge tanks, 52 ft. long and
nearly 9 ft. in diameter, would be
light enough to support 135,000 lbs.

of liquid oxygen when full. They
weigh 32,000 lbs. when empty. All of
the ground support equipment for op-
erational units of the Air Force Thor
program is being built for fly-away
shipment.

In Standard's new alloy fabricating
plant, assembly of the vacuum bottle

tanks is done in a dust-controlled room
kept under slight pressure to prevent
infiltration of dust. Concrete floors

have been completely sand blasted and
a special surface hardener applied to

discourage dust accumulation. These
floors are continuously vacuumed. All

structural members, ceiling and walls

are painted white. Welders and other
skilled workmen don white uniforms,

and special rubber-soled shoes have to

be worn when working inside the stain-

less steel and aluminum shells.

After complete assembly and thor-

ough cleaning, the tank is positioned

on Standard's testing pad located at

the new plant. Liquid oxygen fills the
tank to the Va mark and is held for

72 hours to check vacuum readings.

Final pressurization is done with dry
nitrogen before the tank, supported by
a trailer undercarriage, goes to Van-
denberg or a nearby airport.

Circle No. 236 on Subscriber Service Card.
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...new missile products

'Ribbon' Cable Has

Specialized Applications

Multi-conductor cables in flat "rib-

bon" configurations for use in specialty

and tight locations are now being pro-

duced in quantity by Tensolite In-

sulated Wire Co., Inc.

The cables are flexible in one plane,

making it simple to run them around

corners or around the inside edge of a

container. This flexibility also makes

them especially valuable for use with

drawer pull-out type printed circuit

assemblies.

One user has the cable installed on

a spring-loaded spool which unrolls the

cable as the board is slid out. Most

major connector manufacturers make
suitable ribbon cable connectors for

the interconnection of these printed

circuit boards.

The cables are frequently woven

on looms similar to those used in the

textile industry. Yarn ends—Teflon,

Nylon, Fiberglass, Dacron, cotton or
other textile fibers—form the "warp" \

and the "woof" or "filling." The wires
j

would be analogous to the "stuffer";!

yarns in a carpet. They lie lengthwise I

in the ribbon cable. The interlocking,
J

or weaving, of the "warp" yarns and I

"filling" yarns bind the wires in place, i

Metallic "woofs" such as silver-

1

plated copper, tinned copper and stain- i

less steel are also available. Primary
j

insulation of the wire can be either J

Teflon or PVC. Any number of twistedil

multi-conductors, coaxial cables, and I

single conductors as small as 36 AWG I

may be used. It is not necessary that!

the individual wires be of the samel

gauge. Color coding is possible on each!

individual conductor.

Circle No. 237 on Subscriber Service Card.

Resin Retains Strength

After Exposure to 600° F.

A silane modified phenol-formalde-J

hyde resin, which retains its strength!

after exposure to temperatures of
600'

J

F for hundreds of hours, is avail!

able in commercial quantities fronl

Monsanto Chemical Company's Plastic*

Division.

The new material, tradenamed Res I

inox SC-1013, was developed especialhl

for use with fibrous glass and asbesto:!

reinforcements to make radomes fo:11

supersonic aircraft. Because of its ex II

cellent performance in the 500 to 600
1|

F temperature range, it is expecteijl

to be used in other applications wher I

such temperatures have prohibited tbl

use of plastics.

Radomes must be lightweight anil

"transparent" to radar beams, yet stronijl

enough to withstand the high tempera

tures produced by a combination o

high speed friction and the high-fre

quency radar impulses passing througi

them.

According to Thomas W. Sears Jr

sales manager for industrial resins, thi

is a critical problem area for whic

there has not been a satisfactory mi

terial. "Resinox SC-1013 has high fr(

quency electrical properties and higf

temperature performance characters

tics several times better than conver

tional phenol-formaldehyde resins an

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1 95

every
time.. In the deadly game of chance we call the cold war, there's no

room for guesswork. We must know, every hour of every day,

exactly where our potential enemies' strength lies.

Electronic Reconnaissance today is one of our major de-

fensive weapons—incredible "eyes" with which we can not

only detect enemy radar and missile guidance signals, but

determine with precise accuracy the location, type and cap-

ability of the signal source as well.

The Hallicrafters company has been engaged actively in

top priority research and development of Electronic Recon-

naissance Equipments since 1952.

Looking for a challenging new opportunity? Recent increases in

major contract work have created new openings for qualified engi-

neers at all levels. For full details in confidence, contact William F.

Frankart, Director of Engineering.

hallicrafters
4401 W. Fifth Avenue, Chicago 24, Illinois
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"DEPENDAB I LITY
another outstanding attribute of

DIMA2INE*
unsym-Dlmethylhydrazine, UDMH

THE STORABLE FUEL
Performance data on DIMAZINE-powered
rocket engines in military missiles and satel-

lite launching vehicles shows DIMAZINE
to be a highly reliable rocket fuel.

DIMAZINE provides fast, dependable hy-
pergolic starts followed by smooth, stable

combustion and easier shutdowns. Depend-
able instant readiness is assured for years by
its outstanding stability during storage in

missiles. It also has high performance, high

thermal stability, low freezing point, low
shock sensitivity, minimum susceptibility to

contamination and high compatibility with

almost all metals and appropriate sealing

materials.

These manifold advantages combine to

make DIMAZINE the outstanding storable

fuel. We will be pleased to work with you
in evaluating DIMAZINE and to supply

detailed data on its properties and handling.

Putting Ideas to Work

FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Weslvaco Chlor-Alkali Division

ssiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

General Sales Offices:
161 E. 42nd STREET. NEW YORK 17
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RV-A-10 SERGEANT

AIR FORCE -RE-ENTRY-X-17

POLARIS-RE-ENTRY-X-36

JUPITER JR. JUPITER SR.

POLARIS POLARIS A

POLARIS A-l POLARIS A-2

NIKE HERCULES NIKE ZEUS

MINUTEMAN PERSHING

Builders of more large, thin

wait high strength solid

propellant rocket engine

cases and nozzles

for development

purposes than any

other company

in America.

AND MAMY OTHER CLASSIFIED PROJECTS
A small experienced organization geared to handle

your development and prototype requirements for

static and flight tests in the shortest possible time.

Call or write

EXCELCO DEVELOPMENTS
MILL. STREET • PHONE 101

SILVER CREEK, NEW YORK
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MISSILE HARDWARE
by NEWBROOK
• MOTOR GASES • PLENUM CHAMBERS

Solid and Liquid

Propellants

• JATO CASES

• NOZZLES

• BLAST TUBES

• FUEL INJECTORS

...new missile products

we believe that it will make important

contributions to the development and

use of high-speed radar domes," he

said.

Late last year the company an-

nounced the development of a special

phenol-formaldehyde resin, Resinox
SC-1008, to protect missile nose cones

against the super high temperatures,

well above 10,000°F, generated by

friction during the short period they

are plunging through the earth's dense

atmosphere from high altitudes.

Both products are the results of a

special research program to develop

materials for aircraft, missile and

rocket parts and components at the

company's resin products laboratories.

Circle No. 238 on Subscriber Service Card.

[Instrument Air Gages and

Records Simultaneously

Data gathering for dimensional

buality control charts or a chartered

Record to serve as a size certificate

pan be made faster and to machine
accuracy with a new gaging and re-

cording instrument recently developed

py The Sheffield Corporation.

The new instrument, which uses

hand or fixture-type air gage tooling,

piakes an automatic record showing

\ part's plus or minus deviation from
lominal size on a 4" wide strip chart

uring gaging. The standard model is

upplied with continuous chart drive

nd will inspect a single dimension.

Where desired, the Air Gage Re-
order can be obtained also to check
vo dimensions as well as being
quipped with optional features such

maximum and minimum signal

ghts, and an index drive to move the

dart approximately 1/8 of an inch on
kch gaging operation.

Back-pressure type air gage tooling

used as the size-sensing elements,
eluding Open-jet, Balljet, and Blade
tt spindles, Air Snaps and Air Rings,

issiles'and rockets, July 20, 1959

w W MACHINE CORPORATION
45 MECHANIC ST. Phone: Yellowstone 4-2644 SILVER CREEK, N. Y.
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all you need

to store NITROGEN TETROXIDE
is a rocket

This liquid-fuel oxidizer needs no refrigeration, causes no freeze-ups

NITROGEN DIVISION
Dept. NT 5-12-1, 40 Rector Street, New York 6, N.Y.

As an oxidizer for liquid fuels,

Nitrogen Tetroxide has even more
to recommend it than its high per-

formance (99% of theoretical U,
hypergolic at low altitude). The
ease with which it can be stored

and handled offers another major
advantage.

N.,04 requires no refrigeration,

no high-pressure vessels. It is non-

corrosive, can be stored indefi-

nitely in plain carbon steel tanks

at the launching site or right in the

rocket itself. And it's ready when
it's needed—there are no freeze-

ups in valves and motors with N 2 4 .

Availability: excellent. Allied is

a major producer of Nitrogen Tet-

roxide, can ship immediately in

cylinders or tank car lots. Allied

also produces ammonia, ethylene

oxide and methanol for the rocket

industry. Write for technical or

other information you desire on
any of these products.

For specifications and local offices, see our
insert in Chemical Materials Catalog, pages
435-442 and in Chemical Week Buyers
Guide, pages 35-42.
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new missile products

and Plunjet gaging cartridges. Existing

flow-type tooling up to 2000 to 1

amplification generally can be modified

to suit the instrument.

The new inspection-recording de-

vice is the approximate size of a port-

able TV set, measuring wide x

19Vi" deep x 17" high. It connects to

the regular factory air line and 110

.volt, 60 cycle ac. The back-pressure

gaging unit, air pressure regulator, and

ben and ink strip chaet recorder are

boused in the modular-type unit

fcvhich has a Plexiglass window at the

front for viewing the chart.

The present non-automatic "hand

pd eye" method, in which the "eye"

botes the gage reading and the "hand"

writes the figure down on a tally sheet,

las a number of inherent weaknesses.
7or example, production-conscious per-

;onnel may not make the actual num-
>er of checks required for a true

tatistical sample.

Data tally sheets can be filled out

>y checking just a few parts and then

xtending the trend or by writing in

imilar figures for the rest. Also, hand
mtten figures are often illegible, hard

o read, subject to error in transcribing,

nd they can be changed. As a result,

be success or failure of a quality con-

rol program may depend, in final

nalysis, on the accuracy with which
be original gage data is recorded.

Circle No. 239 on Subscriber Service Card.

ligh Stability Claimed

or Carbon Resistor

A unique deposited-carbon resistor

lied with silicone oil and hermetically

:aled for maximum stability under
eat and high voltage is announced by
-ey Resistor Corp.

Soldering is done by an exclusive

uxless machine process which permits
lling the units with oil. Resistors are

30% X-ray inspected and seal tested,

his construction insures long life

ader load, plus extreme stability un-
;r heat and high voltage,

j
Resistance elements are up to 52%

issiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

One of our century's

most significant events is

the countdown at Cape
Canaveral. Participation in

the countdown, in the

planning and preparation

that precedes it, and in

the test data collection

and evaluation that follows,

is one of the jobs of the

Pan Am engineer.

Our Guided Missiles

Range Division assists the

Air Force in management,
operation and maintenance
of the 5000-mile Atlantic

Missile Range. Thus each
member of our technical

staff has a unique oppor-
tunity to play an intimate,

vital role in the nation's

major missile test and
space exploration

activities.

For an investigation of your future
in the space age with Pan Am, send
a brief resume in confidence to Mr.
J. B. Appledorn, Director of Tech-
nical Employment, Pan America-n
World Airways, Inc., Patrick Air
Force Base, Florida, Dept. B-9.

Guided Missiles Range Division
Patrick Air Force Base, Florida

Circle No. 63 on Subscriber Service Card.
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.new missile products

This is one of a series of informative messages to acquaint engineers

and scientists with the projects of RCA Moorestown.

RCA MOORESTOWN
AND THE

WORLD S MOST
ACCURATE RADAR

At its Moorestown Engineering Plant, RCA has

developed an instrumentation radar that has

created an entirely new order of precision in radar

tracking. Standardized by the Secretary of Defense

for use on operational and training ranges of all

three services, the AN/FPS— 16 is acknowledged

to be the world's most accurate radar.

The AN/FPS — 16 provides accuracies even far

beyond those obtainable with precision optical

devices at moderate distances and under favorable

atmospheric conditions. A higher magnitude of

performance is combined with immense versa-

tility and capability for instant reduction of data

to visual display and recording in graphic or

digital form.

The AN/FPS— 16 uses amplitude-comparison

monopulse tracking, rather than conical-scan

tracking. The success of this radar has helped to

establish RCA Moorestown as the leader in the

field of precision monopulse trackers. The perform-

ance of this radar cannot be explained merely

by the inherent advantages of monopulse tech-

nique. Behind this performance lies a record of

imaginative conception and planning, thorough

theoretical analysis, and expert electrical and

mechanical design.

Engineers, scientists and managers interested in

contributing to the advanced projects

now underway at RCA Moorestown

are invited to address their inquiries

to Mr. W. J. Henry, Box V-13G.

RADIO CORPORATION ofAMERICA
MISSILE AND SURFACE RADAR DIVISION

MOORESTOWN, N. J.

Circle No. 64 on Subscriber Service Card.
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larger in area than on conventional

types, and hence run cooler.

Units are designed for use in cir-

cuits requiring small size and high re-

liability. These resistors meet all Mil.

Specs., including MIL-R-10509C, Char-

acteristic B. Available in all military

sizes, plus Vs watt and Vio watt . . .

in resistance values from 5 ohms to

20 megohms.
Circle No. 240 on Subscriber Service Card.

Advanced Steam Cleaner

Has Support Applications

An advanced steam cleaner, de-

signed initially for missile ground sup-

port equipment application, has been

put into production by the Kelite Corp.

Designated the Mark IV, the new
unit may be used to clean and phos-

phatize large structures such as missile

launching ramps prior to painting. The
steam gun design which supplies hot<

cleaning and phosphatizing solution at

600 gallons per hour, is reported to)

eliminate the disadvantages of formeri

syphon gun equipment. The machine)

may also be used for high-capacity

steam cleaning operations and/ or high-

pressure water rinse.

The Mark IV is available in both

direct fired (gas) and fireless models.

Latter may be used if a steam source is

available. Direct fired model operates

on either city or bottled gas. To con-

serve cleaning solution and personnel

time, the gas supply and positive dis-
^

placement pumps are controlled by a

lever at the steam gun.

Circle No. 241 on Subscriber Service Card.

High Performance Rating

Claimed for New Gyros

Kearfott Co., Inc. has announced
|j

the availability of a new series of high-

1

accuracy miniature floated rate integrat- ffil

ing gyros designed specifically for use I

in missiles or severe missile-like en-H

vironments.

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1 959
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Loewy-Hydropress has been engaged in building handling, stowage and launching systems for these rockets and missiles.

M

Testing and firing installation for Viking and Vanguard rockets.

mguard rocket being readied for launching on March 17, 1958. Ship motion simulator for test-firing U.S. Navy's guided missile

"Polaris" under seagoing conditions.

Loewy ground handling and launching systems in

successful operation and in progress
i.

riant and unusual facilities for handling, testing and launch-

]ig missiles and rockets have been built and put in operation

y Loewy-Hydropress for the U.S. Navy's Fleet Ballistic

jrogram and for the joint IGY Program of the Navy and the

jational Academy of Science. These installations have proven

ieir brilliant effectiveness under the most trying circumstances.

I Loewy-Hydropress has also been chosen to design systems

|>r the protection, handling and launching of surface-to-air

jipersonic missiles and missile components for the Navy's

est nuclear-powered cruiser, Long Beach.

Another Loewy system is in development for supersonic

missiles which will be installed on Navy aircraft carriers.

Loewy engineers build all kinds of handling, stowage and
launching facilities for guided rockets and missiles of various

sizes and operating ranges.

They also specialize in the design and construction of radio

telescopes and related space communication systems.

Avail yourself of the experience and ingenuity of the Loewy
organization, which coordinates all other B-L-H divisions

that are actively engaged in the specialized fields. Just write

us at Dept. S-7.

Ljoe^wy-I-Iyd:ro;px*ess Division
BALDWIN • LIMA • HAMILTON

'1 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 3, N.Y. Rolling mills • Hydraulic machinery • Industrial engineering

Circle No. 85 on Subscriber Service Card.



HIGH-TEMPERATURE PERFORMANCE TODAY
First with an operating 700°F pressure pickup, CEC is now extending high-

temperature capabilities throughout its complete line of outstanding pressure

pickups. Soon all pressure transducers will have the capability of continuous

operation at 700°F. Now on the threshold of exciting new high-temperature

developments, CEC is testing extended-range instruments for rocket- and

jet-engine test stands, lunar probes, and space vehicles. Hundreds of CEC
High-Temperature Pressure Pickups were used to test this country's first

supersonic bomber . . . thousands will continue to perform in critical ad-

vanced projects. Your inquiry is invited . . . call your nearest CEC sales and

service office or write for Bulletin 1 308-X9.

Transducer Division

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS/360 sierra madre villa, pasadena, California

FOR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH THIS PROGRESSIVE COMPANY, WRITE DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL

|
j

Circle No. 65 on Subscriber Service Card.
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Two inches in diameter and 2%
inches long, these components consist

principally of a gyro motor, a torque

motor, a signal generator, and a con-

stant damping device. Unique design

combines the torque motor and the sig-

nal generator in a single unit, or "tor-

syn," together with a restraint-trimming

tertiary winding.

The gyros are said to exhibit per-

formance characteristics that are su-

perior to those of any other unit of

comparable size now in use. Designed

for maximum adaptability to precision

mass productions methods, these gyros

can be produced having a variety of

performance characteristics tailored to

specific applications.

There is said to be no limit to the

altitude at which these components op-

erate, and no performance deteriora-

tion with altitude.

Performance Characteristics: Mass
unbalance, l°/hr. max. untrimmed
(along input and spin axes); Restraint:

0.5°/hr. max. untrimmed; Standard de-

viation (short term); azimuth—.05°/

hr.; vertical—.03°/hr.; Max. drift rate:

.015°/hr./g 2 steady accel.; .0087hr./g2

vibratory accel.; Damping: input-output

angle ratio - 0.2; Characteristic time:

.0035 sec. or less; Gimbal freedom:
±3° minimum; Warmup time: 10 min-

utes from -60°F; Weight: 0.7 lbs.;

Life: 1000 hrs.

Circle No. 242 on Subscriber Service Card.

Simplified 5 Volt

Recording System Produced

A simplified 6- or 8-channel direct

writing oscillographic recording system

has been developed by Sanborn Com-
pany specifically for computer readout,

telemetry recording, dc monitoring

and similar applications requiring no

preamplification.

The Sanborn Model 358-5480 sys-

tem consists of a 6- or 8-channel con-

trol panel for input signal control and

a 6- or 8-channel recorder-amplifier

unit.

System linearity is 0.5% of full

scale (max. chart width 50 divisions);

sensitivity is 0.1 volt/ division; fre-

quency response is 3 db down at 150

cps at 10 division peak-to-peak ampli-

tude. The system has hysteresis of less

than -0.1 division and gain stability

better than 1%.
The control panel provides position,

smooth gain and attenuator controls,

and an internal calibration signal.

Single-ended input connections of 100,-

000 ohms impedance can be made

either on the front or the rear of the

cabinet.

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1959



MAKE IT

For Your Running Gear Requirements on

Ground Handling and Support Equipment
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1

Engineers! Designers!

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR RELIABILITY!

Specify—
PERFORMANCE

PROVEN "MAG MOD'

MAGNETIC
MODULATORS

For complete
specifications and

application data on "Mag Mod"
Miniature and Standard

Components, call or write.

Miniaturized design permits

engineers to employ these

new components in transis-

torized printed circuit as-

semblies and wafer type

structures. All models offer

maximum reliability, fully

ruggedized construction and

conform to MIL-T-27A speci-

fications.

• COMPLETE RELIABILITY

• INFINITE LIFE

• FASTER RESPONSE TIME
• NEGLIGIBLE HYSTERESIS
• EXTREME STABILITY
(Ambient Temp. Range
from -75° to +135°C)

• COMPACT SIZE
• LIGHTWEIGHT

Typical circuit applications

for Magnetic Modulators are

algebraic addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplying, raising to a

power, controlling amplifier

gains, mechanical chopper
replacement in DC to funda-

mental frequency conver-

sion, filtering and low signal

level amplification.

GENERAL
MAGNETICS* INC
135 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY

Telephone: Pilgrim 8-2400

Circle No. 66 on Subscriber Service Card.

INERTIAL GUIDANCE
Represents
one of

many
applications
of

Autocollimation
to solve
Alignment
Problems
of a highly
precise
nature.

The KERN DKM2
When equipped with the new No. 356 Autocollimating Eyepiece,

this famous one-second theodolite has a total magnification of 23x and

an operating range from zero to at least 100 feet for autocollimation.

Write for

technical data
and

tpeaiflcation*.

No. 12 The FINEST in SURVEYING EQUIPMENT

KERN INSTRUMENTS INC.

120 Grand St., White Plains, N. Y.

Circle No. 67 on Subscriber Service Card.
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The YlVi" fully transistorized re-

corder-amplifier-power supply package

has current-feedback amplifiers and,

velocity feedback damping. Galvano-

meters are rugged, low impedance, low

voltage units with enclosed construc-

tion. The recorder features inkless re-

cording in true rectangular coordinates.

Displaying a full eight inches of chart,

it loads easily from the front and has a

built-in paper footage indicator and;

take-up. There are nine electrically con-

trolled chart speeds selected by push-

button, or the recorder can be re-

motely controlled.

The entire 358-5480 system, com-

plete with power panel, wiring harness

and built-in blower, occupies only

57 5/8" of panel space. The recorder

assembly, control panel and master

power panel may be purchased sepa-

rately for individual 19" rack mounting.

Circle No. 243 on Subscriber Service Card.

Pressure Regulator Has

Integral Relief Valve

The development of Model 30-301

Dynectics Pressure Regulator with a

built-in relief valve has been announced

by the Applied Dynamics Corporation.

Typical applications of the unit include

airborne or ground electronic system

pressurization, air or gas system pres-

sure control.

The model 30-301 regulator is de-

signed for control of system pressure.

Function of integral relief valve is tOv

prevent pressure build-up due to ther-

mal expansion of air or line surges.

The regulator is designed for: an

inlet pressure of 40 to 60 psig and an

outlet pressure of 15 to 30 psig, a

burst pressure of 500 psig at inlet and

80 psig at outlet, a pressure variation

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1959



;ystem development corporation
urrently seeking scientists and engineers in various skill areas,

ilpart of this effort, I have been given the opportunity to tell you

lething about our organization.

It me begin by giving you some general facts about the Corporation:

,p is a non-profit organization chartered to work in fields

Mining to public welfare, the advancement of science, and

ijonal defense. The Corporation's name implies its function— the

lielopment of systems. Specifically, we are concerned with large,

triplex information processing systems with a high degree of

jjmation. Development of these systems is accomplished through

^application of knowledge in the areas of applied mathematics,

Jineering, and psychology, to problems of over-all system design,

A processing techniques and optimum man-machine relationships.

jlir work is system-oriented , rather than concerned with the

Jign or manufacture of hardware components. As a result of this

A of specialization, we have assumed major responsibilities in the

lielopment of systems such as the S'AGE (Semi-Automatic

5 und Environment) Air Defense System and the world-wide

iftegic Air Command Control System, and in the integration of

Afunctional responsibilities of these systems with other military

jitronic support systems.

'|cause the scope of our activities is rapidly increasing, we are

sanding our staff. In this message I am specifically addressing

!(|ng engineers with advanced training and proved analytical

lity in the areas of weapons system analysis, noise and

formation theory, ECM, electromagnetic intelligence and allied

As. If you are qualified, and our corporate activities sound

westing to you, we would like to hear from you. Address inquiries

esrding our Santa Monica, California facility to Mr. R. W. Frost,

4t Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, California. Inquiries regarding

(ILodi, New Jersey facility should be addressed to Mr. R. L. Obrey,

J| 2651 , Grand Central Station, New York 17, N.Y. These gentlemen

v see that your letter receives prompt attention and confidential

r tment."

David Green, Assistant Director for Plans,

Operations and Management Research Directorate'
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Model 151 C IE

Portable AC POWER SOURCE and\
] /

POWER AMPLIFIER

Hie BEHLMAN
IHVortable )N

AC POWER
mm W 11 1 »ON

PORTABLEON
INV c powerON

PORTABLE

AC POWER

FIRST CHOICE of Aircraft and Missile manufac-

turers for RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT. The

Behlman INVERTRON is a completely electronic

source of AC Power, for use when and wherever

AC Power of frequencies other than that obtain-

able from the 60 cycle line is required.

Available in capacities ranging from the Portable

model upward to installations of multiple KVA

ratings.

INVERTRON
PORTABLE

VERSATILE • LOW PRICE

HIGH PERFORMANCE

A LAB NECESSITY
For further information. Write or Call

Jtll WW: M iVHUI

Representatives in all principal cities

and Canada
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at set point of ±1 psig, and reset of

relief valve not to exceed 1 psig above

set temperature. The regulator operat-

ing temperature range is -70 to

+ 175°F, and will withstand salt spray

test at 95F for 48 hours.

Circle No. 244 on Subscriber Service Cord.

Tiny Radar Device Can
Fit Into Attache Case

A miniature radar-like device that

detects and measures movements up to

thousands of feet away was demon-
strated here publicly for the first time

today by the Singer Military Products

Division.

Named the Standing Wave Area
Motion Indicator (SWAMI), the device

is small enough to fit into an attache

case and is virtually impossible to con-

found with countermeasures.

The SWAMI sensor is a sealed

vacuum tube envelope containing an

ultra-high-frequency radio oscillator

pulsed at a low-frequency repetition

rate. This apparatus is shock-resistant,

and its service life will compare favor-

ably with that of vacuum tubes used

conservatively in more conventional ap-

plications.

Any motion in or intrusion into the

area under surveillance induces a

change in the low-frequency repetition

rate which, in turn, is detected by an
FM detector. The detector transmits

this intelligence to the monitor in a cen-

tral control station in the form of vol-

tage fluctuation of high amplitude,

touching off the alarm.

Any attempt to tamper with the

connecting cable leading from sensor

to monitor will actuate the alarm.

Power source for the sensor may be

either an ordinary household 1 1 5-volt

outlet or a battery with enough power
to supply an ordinary household night

light. Any type of battery, wet or dry

cell, will serve.

A SWAMI unit has effective range

from a few inches to several thousand

feet and, operated without auxiliary

equipment, is omnidirectional. How-
ever, the propagation angle may be re-

duced by installation of a reflector

around the antenna. The practical lower

limit for portable, highly mobile units,

such as might be carried in the field

by light infantry, is approximately 15

degrees.

Restriction of the propagation angle

would be desirable, for example, if

friendly activities were to be carried on
within range of the SWAMI. The in-

strument would then be focused

through a narrow angle covering only

the area where a hostile movement is

anticipated, but would be screened off

in such a way that it would not respond

high temperature,

PLASTIC

Continuing research in the field of

high temperature plastic molding,
has enabled Olympic to create fiber?

glass missile components such as nose ;

cones, radomes and heat reflective

shields.

High strength, heat resisting struc-

tural parts and exhaust deflectors, in-

sulators and nozzles have been pro-

duced that perform as high as 5000° F.

Standard electrical terminal strips

now adopted as NAS 1 06(i, as well as-

special design terminal blocks, have

been developed to withstand contin-

uous service to 600° F.

Olympic 6j
Plastics Company, Inc.

3471 S. La Cienega Blvd., Ltis Angeles, Calif.

Circle No. 73 on Subscriber Service Card.
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|to intentional activities elsewhere within

the normally effective range of opera-

tion.

Relative speed of a target can be

(determined with a single SWAMI unit,

and, if the instrument is positioned to

focus directly along the line of motion,

it will determine the absolute speed. A
unit could be beamed directly along a

jstraight stretch of highway so that traf-

fic is moving directly toward or away
from the instrument, and a count of the

palf wavelengths read as a calibration

)f absolute speed.

Units positioned within range of

jne another will act in a complemen-
:ary way to reinforce the amplitude of

;ach.

In line with a sustained effort to

iiversify its product line in the military

ield, Singer-Bridgeport several months

igo entered into an agreement with the

Product Development Corporation, of

Boston, an organization which spec-

alizes in helping private concerns find

pew products it can manufacture and
sell profitably. Singer-Bridgeport said

its acquisition of the right to SWAMI
were directly attributable to operations

bf PDC.
Circle No. 245 on Subscriber Service Card.

New 5000° R&D
Furnace Available

A resistance furnace for laboratory

use, which operates to 5000 °F and

costs only 1/3 the amount of compar-

able furnaces, is available for immedi-

ate delivery from the Curriss-Wright

Corporation.

The furnace uses an inert gas for

interior atmosphere with a graphite

heating element and carbon insulation.

It can be readily modified for special

use for materials testing or processing

studies.

The standard Curtiss-Wright unit

has a heating chamber 4" in di-

ameter by 8" high. The size of the

chamber can be varied to meet specific

requirements. Large production units

have been designed for special process-

ing needs. A hearth lowers out of the

heating chamber for easy access to the

interior of the unit. Two sighting tubes,

at top and side of the furnace, allow

sighting for temperature readings and

automatic control purposes.

Outside dimensions have been held

to a minimum and are only 12" di-

ameter x 24" high.

The furnace is available with or

without automatic temperature con-

trols. However, power supply, gas con-

trol valves, pyrometers and necessary

fittings for cooling are included so that

the furnace is a self-contained unit.

Power input is 15 kilowatts, at a tem-

perature of 4500°F. With standard

power supply, a maximum temperature

of 5100°F is attainable.

Circle No. 246 on Subscriber Service Card.

Advanced Design

Aids Electrical Connectors

New single-conductor plugs and
receptacles called Supercon electrical

connectors are now available in 50
and 100 ampere ratings for use in

portable or stationary power and dis-

tribution panels.

According to the manufacturer,

Superior Electric Co., Supercons in-

corporate the first major design changes

in this type of connector in many years

—a functional positive-grip plug de-

sign; simplified, quick assembly; a wide

range of colors.

All current carrying parts are of

brass, gold-plated for stable electrical

Vhy it pays you to specify

•endix QWL Electrical Connectors for use with Multi-conductor Cable

or use with multi-conductor cable on missile launching,
round radar, and other equipment, the Bendix* QWL
llectrical Connector meets the highest standards of design
Jid performance.

|

A heavy-duty waterproof power and control connector, the
jWL Series provides outstanding features: • The strength
|:
machined bar stock aluminum with shock resistance and

ressurization of resilient inserts. • The fast mating and
lisconnecting of a modified double stub thread. • The
distance to loosening under vibration provided by special
iipered cross-section thread design. (Easily hand cleaned
jhen contaminated with mud or sand.) • The outstanding
psistance to corrosion and abrasion of an aluminum surface
ith the case hardening effect of Alumilite 225 anodic
aish. • The firm anchoring of cable and effective water-
iroofing provided by the cable-compressing gland used
iithin the cable accessory. • The watertight connector
bsembly assured by neoprene sealing gaskets. • The addi-

tional cable locking produced by a cable accessory designed
to accommodate a Kellems stainless steel wire strain relief

grip. • Prevention of inadvertent loosening insured by a
left-hand accessory thread. • The high current capacity
and low voltage drop of high-grade copper alloy contacts.

Contact sizes 16 and 12 are closed entry design.

These are a few of the reasons it will pay you to specify the
Bendix QWL electrical connector for the job that requires

exceptional performance over long periods of time. Trademark

Export Soles ond Service: Bendix International Division, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Canadian Affiliate: Aviation Electric Ltd., 200 Laurentien Blvd., Montreal 9, Quebec.

Factory Branch Offices: Burbank, Calif.; Orlando, Florida; Chicago, III.; Teaneck,

New Jersey; Dallas, Texas; Seattle, Washington; Washington, D. C.

Scintilla Division
Sidney, New York
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Save Design/Engineering Costs!

USE STOCK UAP

COLD PLATES
FOR COOLING

TRANSISTORS/DIODE

JEDEC* Nos. Transistors TO-3; TO-6; TO-10;

TO 13; TO 14; TO-15; TO-26; TO-31; Diodes

DO-4; DO-5.
"Joint Electronic Device Engineering Council

Now, you can use stock UAP aluminum cold plates to

control heat generated by power transistors and diodes

used in electronic circuits. Heat is transferred by

conduction through the mount to cooling air forced

through the cold plate. Cooling air can be ducted from

any suitable source.

Adaptability of this cold plate to specific cooling re-

quirements can be easily determined. The maximum
allowable transistor or diode base temperature and

dissipation must be known or calculated. Then, using

any one of the three parameters on the curve, the re-

maining conditions are indicated. Example: Using a

transistor base temperature of 71 °C at a dissipation of

20 Watts, and assuming air inlet temperature of 36°C,

gives a & T of 35°C, an air flow of 6.4 lbs./hr.,

with .20 inches of water pressure drop.

Overall envelope dimensions are 2.250" length, 1.280"

width, .550" dfjjth. Weight, approximately 1 oz. Fin-

ish, alodine. For complete information on prices and
delivery, call, wire or write direct to UAP.

STANDARD MOUNTINGS

3 4 5678910

Air flow in pounds per hour

.660
670

«_l 182 -

I 192— 1.825 1

010 DEEP MAX
NOTE'. OVERALL DIMENSIONS ON u-522600-5 TYPICAL ON ALL MODELS

Hole "A" .1 85—.197 dia., top plate only; Hole "B" .185—.197 dia., both plates;

Hole "C" .279-.291 dia., both plates; Hole "D" 5-40NC thds., top plate only.

UNITED AIRCRAFT PRODUCTS, INC.
Depf. 02, 1116 BOLANDER AVENUE, DAYTON, OHIO, Phone BAIdwin 4-3841

122
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Expanding the Frontiers

of Space Technology in

FLIGHT TEST

Flight testing is conducted by
Lockheed Missiles and Space
Division in a unique manner. All

components and sub-systems of

a new project are initially tested

on known-performance, produc-
tion missiles. Thus, when the
final system is ready for first

flight, its individual components
already possess flight-tested reli-

ability.

This new concept of flight test-

ing is of major significance and
has enabled Lockheed to pro-
duce extremely complex missile

systems in record time and at

greatly reduced expense.
Actual testing is conducted at

Cape Canaveral. Florida; Van-
denberg AFB, California, and
Alamogordo, New Mexico.
Underwater launch tests for the

Navy POLARIS FBM -includ-
ing studies of cavitation, wave
simulation and skip motion — are
carried on at the Sunnyvale facil-

ity and at the Navy test base
on San Clemente Island. In
addition, structural and certain

restricted flight tests are per-
formed at Hunter's Point Naval
Shipyard, San Francisco.

ENGINEERS AND
SCIENTISTS

Lockheed Missiles and Space
Division programs reach far into

the future and deal with un-
known and challenging environ-
ments. If you are experienced in

one or more of the above areas,

or have background in related
work, we invite you to share in

the future of a company that has
an outstanding record of achieve-
ment and make an important
individual contribution to your
nation's progress in space tech-
nology. Write: Research and De-
velopment Staff, Dept. G-3-29,
962 W. El Camino Real, Sunny-
vale, California. U.S. citizenship

required.

Lockheed
MISSILES AND SPACE

DIVISION

Svstems Manager for the

Navy POLARIS FBM;
DISCOVERER SATELLITE;

Army KINGFISHER;
Air Force Q-5 and X-7

SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO, VAN NUYS,
SANTA CRUZ, SANTA MARIA. CALIFORNIA

CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA
ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO • HAWAII

. ..new missile products

contact and resistance to corrosion.

Plastic parts are molded of durable

nylon for high dielectric strength and

excellent resistance to corrosive chemi-

cals, oil and grease, abrasion and im-

pact, chipping and cracking.

Both plugs and receptacles are

available in red, white, blue, black,

yellow and green. For maximum flexi-

bility, plug wiring can be either by

soldering or by fastening with two
cable fastening screws. Socket plug

grips are of a simple, two-piece

threaded construction for quick as-

sembly. Pin plugs are assembled by a

single nut after cable connection.

Receptacles have color-matching

caps and bodies to permit more rapid

and accurate circuit identification in

front and back of panel.

Circle No. 247 on Subscriber Service Card.

'One-Way' Mercury
Switch Now Available

A new type of mercury switch has

been announced by American Designed
Components, Inc. Because of its novel

construction, the Type UZW switch

controls mercury flow in such a way
that a momentary wipe contact is pro-

duced when tilted 10 degrees or more
in one direction, with no contact upon
return to original position.

Using this basic orifice principle

and inserting additional electrodes per-

mits the company to offer a variety of

circuit arrangements. For example, two
wipe contacts and two make/ break
contacts may be incorporated into a

single switch.

A standard-size switch measures

less than 2%" in length, less than

Yi" in diameter. It is capable of

carrying 5 amp at 115 v, with inrush

overloads of up to 10 amp. Even
smaller sizes and tilt angles are avail-

able to suit specific requirements. The
switch is unusually low in cost for this

type of circuit arrangement; average list

price is $2.

AM-DE-CO mercury switches offer

several unique advantages. By using a

special hard glass and solidly fused-in

ceramic spark shields, operating capaci-

ties of up to 100 amp and inrush over-

loads to 500 amp may be handled, at

temperatures up to 250 °F. Being her-

metically sealed, these switches offer

positive precision control for many
types of equipment.

Typical examples are paint spray-

ers, washing machines, waste disposal

units, oil burners, pumps and compres-

sors, textile machinery, welding appa-

ratus, motors and generators.

Circle No. 248 on Subscriber Service Card.

FOR PROPELLANT—
OR PLASTISOL*

fSfy DOUBLE PLANETARY^
^^Change Can Mixers give

better mixing in less time!

At ffi&e/e^z.sQWA propellant

plant in Elkton, Md., this Ross

£130CDM variable speed 100

gallon Mixer produces the same
high quality mix as obtained in

Horizontal Double Arm Kneaders,

and in
1

3 the mixing time.

With no bearings or

stuffing boxes In the

product zone, station-

ary can, completely

enclosed mix, and re-

motely controlled rais-

ing and lowering de-

vice, the Mixers are

as safe in operation

as they are efficient.

Mixers have low orig-

inal and maintenance

cost, are easy to clean,

and extremely versa-

tile in operation.

Lower

illustration shows
an 85 gallon #130-

CDM Double Plane-

tary Change Can
Mixer furnished a Hp

leading concern foi

mixing plastisols of several types ranging up

to 200,000 centipoises. Customer reports Mixer

in operation 24 hours/day with mixing time per

batch only 1 5-20 minutes; while the quality of

mix and dispersion is so high that the final prod-

uct is obtained in the Mixer alone — without

further processing through a Three Roll Mill as

was previously necessary with other Mixers.

Jacketed cans

for heating or

cooling mate-

rial during
mixing, dolly

trucks, gates

on cans for dis-

charge, and
vacuum tight

covers can be

rided.

*T% — —-or any
other heavy
paste material.

On paints,
inks, pharma-
ceutical prod-

ucts, caulking

compounds,
and other sim-

ilar materials,

the Ross Double Planetary Change Can Mixers

mix and disperse up to 30 times faster than

other Mixers.

Mixers available in 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 20, 25,

65, 85, 125 and 150 gallon sizes. Writ* for com-

plete information on these or other types of Ross

mixing, grinding or dispersing equipmentl

CHAS. ROSS & SON C0.,INC.
Leading mfgr: dry grinding Mills,

Kneaders and Mixers of all types — since 1869.

148-156 (M) CLASSON AVE., BROOKLYN 5, N. Y.

Circle No. 71 on Subscriber Service Card.
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With their viewing heads pro-

truding from the domed bunkers

at Cape Canaveral, Kollmorgen
bunkerscopes provide a vital vis-

ual link between the launching

pad and the observer. These
instruments, used during launch-

ing operations and static tests,

present images in true color, offer

•dual magnification and allow de-

tailed observation in complete

safety. They are ruggedly con-

structed to resist blast forces.

Easy to operate, personnel need

little if any special training in

their use. Bunkerscopes require

"virtually no maintenance.
Also, initial costs are generally

lower than with other types of

remote viewing systems. These
instruments are easily adapted
to photography and television

purposes.

Working with optics, me-
chanics and electronics, the
Kollmorgen Optical Corporation
•designs and manufactures many
different types of remote view-

ing, inspection and testing in-

struments and systems. For a

new illustrated brochure write

Dept. 107.

KOLLMORGEN
optical corporation

NORTHAMPTON. MASSACHUSETTS

Circle No. 74 on Subscriber Service Cord.
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...new missile products

Potentiometer Uses

Carpenter's Level Bubble

Hamlin, Inc. announces the intro-

duction of a new EP 1012, Gravity

Sensing Electrolytic Potentiometer

which provides operation dependent

upon the motion of an air bubble in a

curved glass tube, similar to that

found in a carpenter's level.

Three electrodes are sealed in a

curved glass tube which is partially

filled with an electrolytic solution. Elec-

trodes are arranged so that when unit

is in a horizontal position, the resist-

ance from the two operational elec-

trodes to the common electrode is

equal. When unit is tilted, air bubble

moves, causing resistance to increase

on one operational electrode and de-

crease on the other.

If the EP 1012 is used as one-half

of a bridge circuit in a 1000 Ohm
bridge, with 12v applied, zero out-

put results at the horizontal position.

Tilting the unit V4°, 4v of output

results and at Y2 °, 8v. Designed to

give an error signal with a small

amount of deviation from the horizon-

tal, unit reaches saturation at approxi-

mately %°.
Circle No. 249 on Subscriber Service Card.

Hydraulic Actuators

Have Support Applications

A new line of rotary power hy-

draulic actuators has been introduced

by Vard, Inc., a subsidiary of Royal

Industries, Inc., Pasadena, Calif.

The actuators have an unusually

high torque/ inertia ratio and are de-

signed especially for critical ground ap-

plications. They provide power for

rotary vibration testing, angular load

testing and high-powered angular

positioning in flight simulation tables

and missile exercise launching and

handling equipment.

Model 30-87-120 is in depth 8" x

8V2" wide and has a dry weight of

36 lbs. Its stall torque at 3000 psi in

8700 in-lb. and its internal leakage is

.20 gpm. There is no internal snubbing

in this model and its frequency re-

sponse is rated at 0-200 cps.

The stall torque of Model 30-100-

90S is 10,000 in-lb. at 3000 psi. This

model, 7%" x 8 s/s" with a dry weight

of 50 lbs., has 15-degree internal snub-

bing, .25 gpm internal leakage and a

frequency response of 0-200 cps.

Last in this new series is Model
30-190-120, 10 3/8" x 10", with a

dry weight of 80 lbs. Its stall torque

at 3000 psi is 19,000 in.-lb. with no

internal subbing.

Circle No. 250 on Subscriber Service Card.

FRIEZ
1

offers:

Interesting opportunities

for creative

ENGINEERS
in a recently enlarged, ultra

modern facility in Suburban
area North of Baltimore, Md.

SENIOR LEVEL
OPPORTUNITIES..
... are available for both

MILITARY & COMMERCIAL
advanced developments in the

following fields:

o

I

TELEVISION

SYSTEMS— E.E.

Vacuum tube, transistor

circuit designs and packag-
ing for low-light level, high
resolution military appli-

cations.

METEOROLOGICAL
SYSTEMS— E.E.

Electronic weather recon-
naissance equipment and
advanced weather sensors.

ORDNANCE
SYSTEMS— M.E.

Electro - mechanical arm-
ing and fuzing devices for

precise, ultra-reliable mis-
sions.

COMMERCIAL
CONTROL
M.E. OR E.E.

Electronic and electro-

mechanical devices for

heating, ventilating and
air-conditioning systems.

Send us a brief resume.

We will act fast

!

ADDRESS REPLIES TO:

MR. D. J. FAUSNAUGH

\
AVIATION CORPORATION
Friez Instrument Division

1400 Taylor Avenue

BALTIMORE 4, MD.

Circle No. 69 on Subscriber Service Card.
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NOW!

General Chemical offers

Helpful Technical Data

on ROCKET FUEL

OXIDIZERS

Fuming Nitric Acid

Liquid Fluorine

Chlorine Trifluoride and
other Halogen Fluorides

To assist specialists working in the field of

rocket and missile propulsion, General Chemical now offers

a valuable set of product information bulletins packed with

physical and chemical data, tables and graphs. This infor-

mation is Based on General Chemical's extensive experience

with these products as America's leading producer of

fluorine and fluorine-based chemicals, and one of the

nation's primary producers of nitric and other mineral
acids. The questions our customers ask most often about
these products are answered here.

Here are the specific bulletins offered:

"Nitric Acid, Fuming"—29 pages-Including detailed prod-
uct description of both red and white fuming nitric acid,

chemical and physical properties, corrosion data, directions
for storage and handling.

"Fluorine"—21 pages-Including extensive data on the chemi-
cal and physical properties of this most powerful oxidizing
agent, a description of materials and equipment for han-
dling gaseous and liquid fluorine, safety precautions.

"Chlorine Trifluoride"-35 pages-Including the chemical
and physical properties of chlorine trifluoride and other
halogen fluorides, recommended materials for use in halo-
gen fluoride systems, directions for safe handling.

A/so available are bulletins on:

Handling Elemental Fluorine Gas In The Laboratory

liquid Fluorine Unloading Procedure

Chlorine Trifluoride Vapor Pressures

Mail coupon now for your free copy of any or all 6 of these
valuable technical bulletins.

GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION
40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y.

GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION M| -"

ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION
40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y.

Please send the following General Chemical Technical
Bulletins:

"Nitric Acid, Fuming" (PD-TA-70751)

"Fluorine" ( PD-TA-85413)

"Handling Elemental Fluorine Gas In The Laboratory"
(PD-TA-85413A)

"Liquid Fluorine Unloading Procedure" (PD-TB-85411)
"Chlorine Trifluoride" (TA-8532-2)

"Chlorine Trifluoride Vapor Pressures" (DA-85321)

Name.

Title-

Company-

Address-

City- -Zone State_
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Flow Before Flight . . . Controlled by Crane
At that critical point in launching prepara-

tions when liquid fuel is released to the missile

on the pad, the valve that's opened is likely to

be a Crane cryogenic globe valve.

Since 1855 it has been traditional with Crane
to pioneer in valves for the newest applications

in the newest industries. This leadership, to-

gether with Crane product quality and de-

pendability, has made Crane the world's larg-

est manufacturer of valves.

Whether your need is for special valves for

missile fuel handling—or valves for a more
"down-to-earth" application in the control of

water, steam and air— Crane can meet all

your specifications.

You will find the Crane handbook "Valves

for Guided Missile and Rocket Services" very

helpful in specifying for liquid fuels, gases,

and other fluids used at launching pads, test

stations and operating bases. Request your free

copy, on your business letterhead, from your

nearest Crane branch or write to address below.

CRANE VALVES & FITTINGS
PIPE • PLUMBING • HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING

Since 1855— Crane Co., General Offices: Chicago 5, Illinois— Branches and Wholesalers Serving All Areas

HYDRO-AIRE Division, Burbank, Calif.— Controls for Every Basic Air-Borne System

1 26 cire,e No - 88 on subscriber service Card. missiles and rockets, July 20, 1 959



contracts-
ARMY

,309,594—Hughes Aircraft Company, Fullerton, Calif., for 12

months' development work to improve the Missile Monitor
antiaircraft defense system.

$1,937,078—The Martin Company, Orlando, Fla., for fire integra-
tion equipment in conjunction with the Missile Master system.
,002,477—Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Hopkins, Minn.,
for a classified project.

Dynatronics, Inc., Orlando, Pla., has received a "more than a

}
quarter of a million" dollar contract for research, development
and production of a complex camera timing system to be used

I on the Atlantic Missile Range.
|$600,000—Avion Div., ACF Industries, Inc., Paramus, N.J., for pro-

duction of radar beacons (subcontract from Radio Receptor
Co.).

859,800—Strand Engineering Co., Ann Arbor, Mich., for data re-

I corder.

NAVY
36.000.000—The Martin Co., Orlando, Fla., for production of Bull-

1 pup air-to-surface missiles for the Air Force.

B539,100—Dale Benz, Inc., San Diego, for construction of Nike-

I

Zeus test facilities, Point Mugu, Calif.

K392,499—Atlantic Research Corp., Alexandria, Va„ for research

T to design a rocketsonde system.
|$385,295—Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Minneapolis, for

|
160 altitude control kits for M-l autopilots.

3144.086—General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, for research on defense
against ballistic missiles.

3136.532—Technical Operations, Inc., Burlington, Mass., for re-

I search on defense against ballistic missiles.

($129,750—Consolidated Systems Corp., Monrovia, Calif., for tele-

I

metry data processing system.
fel00,761—Industrial Research Associates, Inc., Baltimore, for re-

I
search on defense against ballistic missiles.

B97,191—Fairchild Engine & Airplane Corp., Alexandria, Va., for

T engineering services, facilities and materials necessary to con-
I duct studies of the Pacific Missile Range.
$93,895—Chance Vought Aircraft Inc., Dallas, for study of Roose-

I velt Roads Guided Missile Training Range.
($80,000—University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, for research on hyper-

sonic flow with dissociation and ionization.

AIR FORCE
(Radiation, Inc., Florida Division, has received a "multi-million"

j dollar contract for an advanced digital telemetering system for

j the Minuteman missile program (subcontract from Boeing Air-

I
plane Co.).

|$8,667,000—Ryan Aeronautical Co., San Diego, for production of the

f advanced version of the Fireiee target missile.

1,000,000—Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Div. of Cutler-
Hammer, Inc., for 20 pieces of equipment designed to eliminate
unwanted interference on radar screens used in the SAGE air

defense system.
!,500,000—Vitro Laboratories, Div. of Vitro Corp. of America, N.Y.,

for operation and maintenance of the Eglin Gulf Test Range
for the Air Proving Ground Center.

$5,000,000—Hoffman Laboratories Div., Hoffman Electronics Corp.,
Los Angeles, for production of specialized test equipment to be

I used with TACAN.
Bl,017,028—Del Mar Engineering Laboratories, Inc., Los Angeles,
E for target system, external tow, rocket and missile, type A/A

37U-2, 66 each, technical and engineering data and related
I spare parts.
8209,000—RCA, Moorestown, N.J., for one real time data handling

J
system and ancillary equipment and data.

$102,540—Continental Electric Co., Geneva, 111., for various elec-

tron tubes (two contracts).
B84,000—Eitel-McCullough, Inc., San Carlos, Calif., for various
I electron tubes.
671,250—Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., N.Y., for various electron
I tubes.
$58,000—University of California, Berkeley, for research on "toler-
ance and adaptability of the brain to environment imposed by
space flight."

NASA
Hercules Powder Co., Philadelphia, has received a contract to
supply fuel and plastic case for the third and fourth stages of

| Project Scout rocket (amount not disclosed).

MISCELLANEOUS
62,250,000—Federal Pacific Electric Co., New York City, for 5 kv
metal-clad swltchgear, control consoles and low-voltage controls

I for dlesel generating units for missile launching and tracking
I facilities.

j6642,986—Microwave Associates, Inc., Burlington, Mass., contracts
t include one from the Navy for study and development in the

;
field of Varactor diodes and parametric amplifiers, and two

I from the Air Force for design and development of a parametric
j amplifier for radio-astronomy use and microwave switching
j
tubes.

'$250,000—Hallamore Electronics, Division of The Siegler Corp., Los
Angeles, for design and production of a complex radio frequency

j signal generator for use in an advanced air-to-air missile (sub-
:] contract from Hughes Aircraft Co.).

hissiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

Excellent tracking

• Miniature size

Phase stability with temperature

* High vibration rating

• High contact rating

* Long life ° Reliability

• Versatility

Also available in . .

.

» 2 Hole flange

• 4 Hole flange

« Side mounting

For complete specifications, write:

Aircraft Components Division,

The Bristol Co.,

150 Bristol Road,

Waterbury 20, Conn.

BRISTOL FINE PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

FOR SEVENTY YEARS
Circle No. 80 on Subscriber Service Card.
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atn&on*te , , ,

and

DATA-CONTROL
SYSTEMS, INC.

Test Oscillator

i

Occupies only 7 inches of rack space.

Provides 18 simultaneous, precise cali-

bration frequencies for standard IRIG

channels, five frequencies within each

subcarrier channel. Upper 5 channels may
be adjusted by front panel control for

7.5% or 15% deviation. All solid-state,

no moving parts, programmed action, pro-

vision for automatic print-out.

/liniature subcarrier

oscillator. Transis-

torized construction

permits use to 125°

C. Ultra linear. Single supply voltage. Con-

trols available for operator convenience.

All IRIG channels. 1%" x 1%" x V/i".

ENGINEERS: Career opp Unities!
Write Mr. Fred Haslam, Penonnel Dept.

Circle No. 77 on Subscriber Service Card.
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propulsion engineering
\

Missile applications of flame-plating . .

.

are spelled out for M/R by H. V. Mosby, new products department,

Linde Company division of Union Carbide Corp. (See this column,

March 30.) Among the propulsion applications, Mosby suggests com-
bustion chamber plating, pump seal coatings, valve coatings, fuel

injector rings. Here are details on these "Plasmarc" applications:

Liquid-fuel combustion chamber . . .

can be plated internally with tungsten carbide or other metallic car-

bides to reduce erosion and oxidation, improve performance and re-

liability. The plasma arc process can apply aluminum oxide coatings

to high-performance engines to cut down overheating and reduce

problems caused by corrosive fuels.

Turbine pump shaft seals . .

.

plated with tungsten carbide can operate at high rpm in hot gas en-

vironments. Mosby says parts flame-plated with tungsten carbide

operate up to five times longer than chrome-plated parts.

Valves . . .

plated with aluminum oxide show considerable improvement in con-

trolling hot gas flow.

Fuel injector rings . .

.

can be flame-plated with tungsten carbide to eliminate localized hot

spots that develop during ignition and cut-off. Without plating, fuel

injector rings often are scarfed by impingement of oxygen or fuel

mixtures rich in oxygen.

Tungsten carbide and aluminum oxide . .

.

are only two of the coatings that can be applied by the flame-plating

process. Actually, Mosby says, coatings can be made from almost any

material that does not decompose on melting. Some materials avail-

able now include tantalum, molybdenum, palladium, platinum, rhen-

ium, zirconium diboride. Also, some of these combinations can be

flame-plated: tungsten alloyed with chromium, molybdenum, rhenium;

tungsten blended with zirconia, alumina and other metal oxides.

Linde Company says its scientists are making rapid progress on many
other types of high-temperature coatings.

Plasma arc coating . .

.

works this way: Oxygen and acetylene are fed into a special "gun."

Powdered particles of the desired coating are then fed in and sus-

pended in the mixture. Following ignition, detonation takes place, '

the detonation wave carries the particles at 10 Mach through the gun

barrel to the surface to be plated. At the same time, the detonation

heats the particles to plasticity. When they hit the surface to be

plated, the particles embed themselves in the surface, and a small

welding action takes place at the site.

Temperatures are reasonable . .

.

although temperatures inside the equipment or "gun barrel" reach

6000°F, the surface temperatures seldom exceed 400°F. This means

that the material to be coated gets hot enough to do the job—to

embed and adhere—but the surface under treatment does not get hot

enough to warp or to change its properties. Linde says this about

finishes produced by the technique: "Flame-plated coatings have an

as-coated smoothness of 125 microinches rms, and can be finished

down to better than one microinch rms." Coatings have a porosity of

less than 1 % .

Tools for the industry . .

.

will be made better, also thanks to the plasma arc technique. Tools

can be made temperature-resistant, harder, corrosion-resistant with

flame-plated coatings. Examples: Spindles, bushings, gages, mandrels,

dies, and core rods.

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1959



—letters

Praise for Reporting

To the Editor:

In your June 22 issue, the article

"Prospects for Thermoelectricity" by Hal
Gettings is of extreme interest to my de-

partment here at Westinghouse, Aircraft

Equipment Department, Lima, Ohio. I

would like to reproduce this article for

the education of our Sales and Engineer-

ing personnel.

Incidentally, in my personal opinion

the article is more comprehensive than any
I have read to date on this subject. Please

accept by sincere congratulations on a
fine piece of reporting.

Stan McNair
Advanced Systems Application

Department, AED Sales

Westinghouse Electric Corp.

Lima, Ohio

Units—Another Viewpoint

To the Editor:

There seems to be much concern about

the use of units in astronautics (M/R,
April 27, p. 21). This is of course not a

new situation—it has indeed been with

us in physics, chemistry and technique

for a long time.

Basically, there are two ways to de-

velop a system of units:

1. The "naive" way—you just want to

give factual information regarding veloc-

ity, time, place, etc.

Here any accepted and well-defined

unit is sufficient. The metric systems are

in this class—the use of nonmetric sys-

tems should be recommended, because

their definitions are often imprecise (knot,

foot, etc.)

Furthermore, convenience is the only

other criterion—avoid all philosophy. So

we demand such simple conversion fac-

tors as one, or powers of ten. The metric

system again is clearly superior to the

nonmetric systems.

2. The "theoretical" way—the number
shall give ready information about the

nature of the measured phenomenon.
Mach number is an outstanding example.

In astronautics the analogue to the

velocity of sound seems to be the para-

bolic speed. As this is a strong function

of distance, and ill-defined in practical

multi-body problems, its scientific mean-
ing is not very pronounced. Therefore,

besides the statement that a certain veloc-

ity is clearly hyperbolic, etc., no system

of units should be built around parabolic

velocity.

Reference to the speed of light is not

to be recommended at all because of the

uncertainity of the unit. "Einstein-Num-
bers" can be defined in various ways, but

are obviously of little concern today. If

one wants to use them, clear definitions

as to coordinate system and way of meas-

urement are mandatory. Summarizing, it

is my feeling that in this fundamentally

less-precise Class Two we do not need
more than the elliptic, etc., velocity, or

for very advanced work some kind of

well defined Einstein number.
Sometimes of course the nature of the

phenomenon being considered forces us to

use a special set of units, because the

knowledge is better in this set than in

any other. A good example is the dis-

tance-measure "Astronomical unit" with-

in the solar system: This of course dis-

guises only lack of knowledge, because
whenever this situation arises, the unit

itself is not well known. Still it may be
practical to use the "natural units" (As-

tronomical Unit, year, etc.), but then

again there is no speculation about the

"best system of units." This question has
meaning only for one particular problem,
eg. motion is the solar system.

There is only one basic weakness of
the metric system of units—the units of
time are nonmetric. As it seems to be ex-

tremely difficult to change this because of

its world-wide use, there appears to be
no room for a better system. lust another
system will only add to the confusion
without improving the situation.

Difficulties arising from units of mass
and force, and some others in the elec-

tromagnetic field, have their source partly

in inconvenient names, and partly in lack

of training or understanding.

"To get small numbers by convenient
units" is of course a fallacy, as meaning-
less digits can always be expressed as an
exponent of a convenient base, usually

We are FIRST in

ROKIDE
Applications on

the WEST COAST
—and the best evidence we can give
you is the following list of custom-
ers who have used our services for
years:

• MARQUARDT • AEROJET • CONVAIR
• THIOKOL • NORTH AMERICAN
• DOUGLAS • ROCKETDYNE
• AIR RESEARCH • AUTONETICS
• GRAND CENTRAL ROCKET

—andR&D ROKIDE Coatings, as
well as all Ceramic Coatings on
Missiles Produced in this Area,
Including:

• Polaris • Hawk • Terrier
• Minute Man • Aerobee * Sparrow
• Vanguard • Titan • Bomarc
• Super Bomarc * Genie
and many others.

Send TODAY for your Copy of "Metal-
lizing in ALL Its Phases"—then you'll
have the complete picture of our
services and facilities.

Yes, Just Another FIRST by

METALLIZING CO.
of Los Angeles

1233 So. Boyle Ave., Los Angeles 23, Calif.

NEW
GENISCO

MINIATURE

ACCELEROMETER
' The new Model GMA
Accelerometer is a fluid

damped, potentiometer

output instrument,

particularly suited for flight

and fire control and
telemetering applications.

Now in production.

Weighs only

3 ounces;
measures just

IVu x l"x V/s "\

Brief Specifications

Range: ±0.5 g to

±100 g's
Natural Frequency:

12 cps to 75 cps
Linearity: ±1% of

full scale
Damping: Nominally 0.7

of critical at '5°F.

Temperature : Operates to
specifications between
-20°F and +185°F.

Vibration: 10 g's,

10-20,000 cps, any axis

Shock: 50 g's for 7 ms,

MODEL GMA

Send for complete specifications

to the Instrument Division: emsco
Circle No. 75 on Subscriber Service Card.
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INCORPORATED
2233 Federal Avenue, Los Angeles 64. California
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YOU HSKED FOR IT .

.

1SSILI

A NEW FAMILY OF BENDIX

CONSTANT AND VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT HYDRAULIC PUMPS

SMALLER • LIGHTER • FEWER PARTS • SYMMETRICAL ENVELOPE • COMPACT • RUGGED DESIGN

INHERENT HIGH SPEED CAPABILITIES • SUPERIOR CONTAMINATION TOLERANCE • HIGH RELIABILITY

The rugged, simplified construction of Bendix® hydraulic
pumps plus precision production and quality control expe-
rience provide pumps with increased reliability for missile

and aircraft systems. Smaller envelopes permit interchange-
ability with existing installations and compact packaging
for new applications. Thousands of hours of endurance,
qualification and flight testing have proven the Bendix
family of hydraulic pumps will exceed all existing customer
and military requirements.
Pumps are furnished as separate components or as an

integral part of complete sub-systems. Standard pumps are
furnished with forged aluminum housings for temperatures

up to 400°F. and pressures up to 4,000 psi. Previous qualif

cation of pumps for 550°F. assures you of high reliability ft

lower temperatures and availability of proven pumps ft

high temperature systems.

Advanced engineering, laboratory, precision manufai

turing and complete service facilities are available fc

producing and servicing Bendix hydraulic pumps. Th
assures you of a quality pump manufactured specifically fc

your application.

All pumps are assembled and tested in a new an

conditioned, humidity-controlled, dust-free area assurin

contaminate-free pumps as delivered.

MAJOR PRODUCTS— aircraft and missile hydraulic pumps; hydraulic components and sub-systems; engine fuel pumps and fuel system com-

ponents; precision bellows and bellows assemblies; thermostats and related sub-assemblies; and sub-contract manufacturing and brazing.

Hamilton Division
HAMILTON, OHIO

AVIATION CORPORATION



.letters-

ten, and the meaningful digits have only

to do with the accuracy of the informa-

tion, and not with the unit.

Harry C. Ruppe
Lunar and Interplanetary-

Flight Unit. S & M Lab
ABMA
Redstone Arsenal. Ala.

Inverted Silo Data

To the Editor:

Can you refer us to a source of in-

[ iormation regarding the inverted launching

kilo mentioned in your May 4 editorial?

IkVe would like to know whom to contact

[regarding the requirements of construc-

|

jion.

A. P. Brietzke

Professional Engineer

Northern Engraving & Mfg. Co.

La Crosse, Wis.

Air Force Ballistic Missile Div., Los
Angeles 45, Calif., and the Los Angeles

District Corps of Engineers . . . Ed.

Operation Skycatch

To the Editor:

We were quite pleased with the fine

reatment you gave us on the index page

)f your May 18 issue on our "Operation

>kycatch" concerning the Polaris launchi-

ng system.

I did want to point out one small

rror in the caption, however, in case any

>f your sharp-eyed readers should pick it

lp. In the last sentence of the caption.

rou indicated that Westinghouse was the

brime contractor under Lockheed for the

aunching system. Actually. Westinghouse

s prime contractor under the Navy for

he development of the launching system

or the Polaris.

R. V. McGahey,
Manager
Technical Publicity

Westinghouse Electric Corp.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Facing the Facts

To the Editor:

I should like to express my apprecia-

tion of what may be called the "bold-

ness" of information given through M/R.
Information concerning the rocket field

isffered by our daily newspapers seems to

be a playing ground and training ground

for little would-be Joe Goebbelses par-

ticularly ambitious to ignore dangerous

performances of the people behind the

Iron Curtain. M/R. however, gives the

mpression that your people keep their

eyes open and that there are men to

Jtrain their brains and financial resources

In order to keep and come abreast and
o overtake THEM.

E. Jaeger, ing. diplome

6 Hettlerstrasse

Weiningen ZH
Switzerland

Objection Overruled

To the Editor:

In the news item concerning the scien-

tists' protest against secrecy (June 22. p.

39), M/R used the phrase "consensus of

opinion." This is incorrect English; correct

usage is "consensus of 17 Nobel . . .," or

"opinion of 17 Nobel . .
."

E. St. Thomas
Patrick AFB, Fla.

Webster says "consensus of opinion"

while still objectionable to some, is now
generally considered to be correct usage.

RECYCLING REFERENCE
To the Editor:

Your article on space feeding (June

15) seemed to strike a chord but it has
taken me some time to track down the

quotation. With reference to the paragraph
commencing "Water Recovery" I would
suggest you read ... II Kings, Chap. 18,

Verse 27 . . .

F. H. Smith

Librarian

The Royal Aeronautical Society

London

When you need

parts like these .

shop at the west s only SUPERMARKET FOR MACHINED PARTS MM
shop at SCREW PRODUCTS CORPORATION...

largest and best equipped screw machine plant in the west

ONE-STOP SERVICE FOR:

Screw machine products
Shaping • Grinding

Threading • Milling

Drilling • Tapping
Broaching • Stamping
Tooling • Tap and gauge
grinding • Buffing

Sanding • Finishing

FEATURING:
Prototypes • Mass produc-

tion • 103 automatic screw
machines (up to
6" capacity)

366 different machine
tools at your service
• Light assembly •

76,000 sq. ft. of

manufacturing area •

$1,000,000 worth of

tools & dies on hand
500,000 parts produced
per day

SCREW PRODUCTS
Corporation of America

Here, you can get all your machining operations under one roof.,

with highly skilled engineers and operators, complete production

and quality control, accuracy, quality and "on-time"

prompt delivery. ..precision "know-how" backed by 30 years of

service to the West Coast. ..true economy by elimination of

"re-work" through proper planning, preparation and control.

Mass production and prototype work especially invited.

Prototype department efficiently organized, staffed, and

with high-precision special purpose machines to work from

the blueprint, through prototype, and out to production.

Write today on your letterhead for 36-page facilities brochure

in full color.

5211 SOUTHERN AVENUE, SOUTH GATE, CALIFORNIA, TELEPHONE LORAIN 6-5141
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HIGH PRESSURE
AIRCRAFT AND

SUPER "T-HP"

Withstands tests

more severe than MIL-H-8788
* High Temperature Spectrum tests exceed MIL-H-8788 in

both impulse and temperature requirements and fully

qualified to ARP 604.

* Positive lock fitting through elimination of socket hex.

* Available with swivel elbows that can be rotated with-

out disturbing the wire grip lock.

* Stratoflex High Pressure Fitting combines the exclusive

Pressure Activated Gland Seal and the assurance of

crimp design.

* Shelf life practically unlimited.

* Available in two styles of high temperature fittings.

Combination of stainless steel and carbon steel, or cor-

rosion resistant all stainless steel fittings.

Hose assemblies are factory assembled from stock

with straight, 45° and 90° fittings. Other angles
or connections are made to your specifications.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN S-7 TODAYI

P.O. Box 10398 • Fort Worth, Texas I

Branch Plants: Los Angeles, Fort Wayne, Toronto

In Canada: Stratoflex of Canada, Inc.
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New Contracts to Push

Thermoelectric Research

Washington—Contracts totalling

over $1 million for continuing research

ivo r k in thermoelectricity were
^warded during the last quarter of

FY '59 by Navy Bureau of Ships, co-

ordinator for the armed services pro-

gram in this field.

About half this amount is for two

jfive-kilowatt generators. The balance is

[for development of new semiconduc-

tor materials and high-temperature re-

Search. A number of additional con-

tracts are expected to be awarded this

[month after the beginning of FY '60.

New contracts listed include the

[following:

• Naval Engineering Experiment

Station, Annapolis—$25,000/year

• Naval Boiler and Turbine Lab-

oratory—$50,000/ year

• RCA (Laboratories Division,

jPrinceton)—$147,000

• RCA (Sarnoff Research Center)

U$77,000
• National Carbon Company

—

1240,000

• University of Pittsburgh—$ 1 7,000

•Carrier Corporation—$194,000

• Westinghouse Electric—$342,475

Earlier efforts in this field, under

he supervision of BuShips, have al-

ready produced significant results

(M/R, 22 June). Most of these efforts

have been in the so-called Areas B
and C—the temperature range below

1500°K. For useful applications in

missile and satellite auxiliary power,

however, which require radiation cool-

ing of the cold junction, this range

must be extended up to the 2000°K
ijnark. At higher temperatures the com-
pon semiconductors used in the suc-

cessful work to date cannot be used:

hey melt, become bipolar-conductive,

pr oxidize. Thus, progress apparently

lepends upon finding new and better

materials.

As mentioned, the highest tempera-

ure requirements are in the radiation-

tooled systems. Here, fortunately,

power per pound is more important

fean efficiency and very low thermal

Conductivity is not desirable. Accord-

ing to calculations, a space vehicle

;enerator operating at an acceptable

wo percent efficiency could deliver a

0-amp current and would weigh some-
where between 45 and 208 pounds per

ilowatt.

Considerable work is also being

lone on the reverse of thermoelectric

lower generation: Peltier cooling. Ap-
lications have already been made in

nfrared detector cooling and a wide
ield of electronic temperature control

5 being explored.

hissiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

2 MORE FANSTEEL
1 L

with

High Strength-To-Weight at

HIGH TEMPERAT

FANSTEEL 80 METAL
Alloy—Col umbium-zirconi urn

Melting Point-4350°F.

Density—

8.6 grams per cc (0.311 lb. per cu. in.)

Tensile Strength-

Annealed 70° F. ; 47,000 psi.

Stress-To-Rupture—

100 hr. 2000° F.

(argon) 18,800 psi.

500 hr. 2000° F.

(argon) 11,000 psi.

Other Properties— Ductile to brittle transi-

tion temperatures in annealed state are

well below room temperature.

Advantages and Uses— Extremely high

strength-to-weight ratio for high tempera-

ture applications. Excellent weldability,

ductile welds with little or no tendency to

fracture in heat affected zones. Easy fab-

rication at room temperature, as worked

or annealed. For missiles, rockets, space-

craft, other high heat applications.

FANSTEEL 82 METAL
Alloy— Columbium- tantalum-zirconium

Melting Point-4550°F.

Density—

10.26 grams per cc (0.371 lb. per cu. in.)

Tensile Strength-

Annealed 70° F.; 55,000 psi.

2000° F. in air; 29,600 psi.

2400° F. in air; 11,700 psi.

Stress-To-Rupture—

100 hr. 2000° F. (argon) 17,500 psi.

500 hr. 2000° F. (argon) 13,500 psi.

Other Properties— High oxidation resist-

ance compared to pure refractory metals.

Oxide film is tenacious, non-volatile,

tends to form protective coating. 16-hour,

2000°F. tests in flowing air show remark-

ably low scaling of 0.01 cm.

Advantages and Uses— Exceptionally suit-

able for air-frames and certain missile

applications. Provides desirable strength-

to-weight advantages at higher tempera-

tures plus the same workability, welda-

bility and ductility of Fansteel 80 Alloy.

AVAILABLE in ingots, lorgings, bar, rod, plate, sheet and fabricated ports.

Write for latest technical bulletins.

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION North Chicago, in., u.s.a.
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BUILT TO MIL SPECS. .

.

one Brush Monitor records
lOO countdown operations
simultaneously!

Built to military specifications and performing to extremely rig-

orous military requirements, the Brush Operations Monitor can prevent

aborts and destructs costing millions of dollars.

For quick, accurate and immediately visible go and no-go information,

100 operations are recorded simultaneously on a 500' moving chart only
12" wide. You have an immediate picture of an entire situation with each

event shown in a time relationship to all other events. It is now being

used for major check-out of propulsion systems, electrical test racks,

fault isolation programmers and launch control vehicles.

Brush is now in production on this Mil Operations Monitor and prompt
delivery can be made to your requirements. Phone or wire Brush for

complete information and application assistance.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET... "Brush Operations Monitors for Supervisory

Analysis and Control." Contains specifications and application data.^/

rush INSTRUMENTS
DIVISION OF

37TH AND PERKINS
[ CtEVIXE^J CLEVELAND 14, OHIO



ii
—when and where-

JULY

Che American Rocket Society, Propellants and Combustion

\

Committee, "Propellants, Thermodynamics and Handling

Conference," Ohio Union, Ohio State University, Columbus,

! July 20-21.

jiecond Annual Institute on Missile Technology, Chief of Re-

search and Development, U.S. Army, University of Con-

j

necticut, Storrs, July 26-Atig. 7.

Che Denver Research Institute of the University of Denver,

6th Annual Symposium on Computers and Data Processing.

Stanley Hotel, Estes Park, Colo., July 30-31.

AUGUST

I

nstitution of Investigation of Biological Sciences, sponsored

by Air Force Office of Scientific Research-Aeromedical

Div., and World Health Organization. Montevideo, Aug. 2-7.

association of the U.S. Army, Annual Meeting, Sheraton Park

Hotel, Washington, D.C., Aug. 3-5.

American Astronautical Society, Second Annual Western Re-

gional Meeting. Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, Aug. 4-5.

William Frederick Durand Centennial Conference, The Prob-

lems of Hypersonic and Space Flight, Stanford University,

Stanford, Calif.. Aug. 5-7.

Jrcraft Structural Fatigue Symposium, sponsored by ARDC'S
Wright Air Development Center, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Dayton, Ohio, Aug- 11-13.

nstitute of Radio Engineers' Professional Group on Ultra-

sonic Engineering, First National Ultrasonics Symposium,
Stanford University, Stanford, Calif., Aug. 17.

[istitute of Radio Engineers, Western Electronic Show and
Convention, Cow Palace, San Francisco, Aug. 18-21.

iFOSR/PropuIsion Research Division, Directorate of Aero-

nautical Sciences Office of Naval Research, Office of Ord-

nance Research & National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration, Symposium on "The Dynamics of Ionized Cases,"

Northwestern University, Evanston, 111., Aug. 24-25.

merican Rocket Society, Gas Dynamics Symposium. North-

western University, Evanston, 111., Aug. 24-26.

istitute of the Aeronautical Sciences' National Specialists

Meeting, A Symposium on Anti-Submarine Warfare (classi-

fied), San Diego, Aug. 24-26.

iternational Astronautical Federation, 10th Annual Congress,

Church House, Westminster, London, Aug. 31-Sept. 5.

rmy-Navy Instrumentation Program, Annual Meeting, Sym-
posium and Industry Briefing, Statler Hilton Hotel, Dallas,

Aug. 31-Sept. 2.

SEPTEMBER

.ir Force Office of Scientific Research and General Electric

Company's Missile and Space Vehicle Department, Confer-

ence on Physical Chemistry in Aerodynamics and Space

Flight, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Sept. 1-2.

Iniversity of California, 1959 Cryogenic Engineering Con-
ference, Berkeley, Calif., Sept. 2-4.

ir Force Association and Panorama: send reservations to

AFA Housing Bureau, P. O. Box 1511, Miami Beach.

Sept. 3-6.

iFOSR/Directorate of Aeronautical Sciences, Office of Naval
Research, National Science Foundation, Sixth Midwestern
Conference on Fluid and Solid Mechanics, University of

Texas, Austin, Sept. 9-11.

istitute of the Aeronautical Sciences, Western Regional Meet-
ing on Frontiers on Science and Engineering, Los Angeles,

Sept. 16-17.

tandards Engineering Society, Boston Section Eighth Annual
Meeting, Hotel Somerset, Boston, Sept. 21-22.

strument Society of America, Conference, and Exhibit, Chi-
cago, Sept. 21-25.

dustrial Nuclear Technology Conference, sponsored by Ar-
mour Research Foundation of Illinois Institute of Techno-
logy, Nucleonics Magazine and Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, Morrison Hotel, Chicago, Sept. 22-24.

stirute of Radio Engineers, 1959 National Symposium on
Telemetering, Civil Auditorium, San Francisco, Sept. 28-30.

lissiles and rockets, July 20, 1959
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METAL POWDERS
for the

MISSILE AND ROCKET

PROGRAM!

BRONZE POWDERS FOR FINER FILTERS

The critical operating conditions of today's jet air-

craft and missiles could not be met without the

dependable, ultrafine filtration of fuels, propellants,

lubricating and hydraulic fluids provided by modern,

porous metal filters.

These porous metal filters—fabricated from MD
bronze powders that meet the most exacting physical

and metallurgical requirements—may well be the

answer to your own fine filtration problems. MD
makes only the filter powder, not complete filters,

but we will be glad to send you a comprehensive list of

filter fabricators.

ALUMINUM POWDERS OF CONTROLLED PARTICLE SIZE

Aluminum powders of controlled particle size also

play an essential role in the missile and rocket

program. MD has 44 years of experience in producing

these powders. We will welcome the opportunity to

discuss your requirements.

OTHER METAL POWDERS AVAILABLE FROM MD ARE

ANTIMONY • BISMUTH • CADMIUM

COPPER • IRON OXIDE • LEAD • MANGANESE

NICKEL • SOLDER • TIN • TITANIUM • ZINC

Remember—for metal powders your best source

is Metals Disintegrating Company, world's largest

manufacturer of finely divided metals.

METALS DISINTEGRATING

COMPANY, inc.

GENERAL OFFICES: Dept. Y, Elizabeth B, N.J.

Circle No. 79 on Subscriber Service Card.
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fIREBEE -THE HIT OF

PROJECT WILLIAM TELL

T

"I'll never want to fire at towed targets again!"
That's the typical reaction of Air Force interceptor pilots

after they fired at Ryan Firebee jet targets during the recent

"Project William Tell" Weapons Meet.
78 Firebees, launched off the Florida coast, brought combat

realism to the 10-day meet. Acting as "enemy" jet bombers,
the free-flying Firebees streaked in at over 500 mph, from
14,000 to 42,000 feet, and flew an average of 31 minutes each.

Air Force pilots and weapons systems crews met this real-

istic test with the most impressive teamwork and skill ever
displayed at a weapons meet.

Sharp
new eye for

navigation

how
to

solve

HEAT PROBLEMS

Fastest way to solve space age heat
problems of aircraft and missiles is to put

Ryan to work for you.

Ryan has spent 20 years in applying
advanced metallurgy to production tech-

niques with 35 high-temperature alloys

...has fabricated them into critical hot

parts for many major power plants . . . has
put them into volume production.

Ryan hot parts are giving outstanding

service in turbo-jets, afterburners, prop-

jets, ramjets, rockets, and piston engines.

That's why Ryan has the answers to high-

temperature problems—from hot parts to

complete engine packages.

Six major types of Navy aircraft will

be equipped with Ryan continuous-wave
Doppler navigation systems under an ini-

tial $20-million contract awarded by the

Navy to Ryan's Electronics Division.

Developed in cooperation with the

Navy, these advanced electronic systems

are the lightest, simplest, most compact,

most reliable of their type.

This new order, one of the largest of

its kind, further emphasizes Ryan's lead-

ership in electronic navigation and guid-

ance systems.

Ryan offers

outstanding challenges to engineers

136 Circle No. 92 on Subscriber Service Card. missiles and rockets, July 20, 192



Third Annual

GUIDED MISSILE

ENCYCLOPEDIA

19 59

An Exclusive Weapon System

Roundup for Industry

Compiled and Written by

Missiles & Rockets' Editors

Directed by James J. Haggerty, Jr.,

M/R Contributing Editor

Copyright, 1959, by

American Aviation Publications, Inc.

Some of the specifications and performance figures

given for the missiles and rockets in this encyclopedia

have been calculated and have not necessarily been

officially confirmed.
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ATLAS US - A,R FORCE Sor/oce-fo-Swrfoce

The first United States interconti-

nental ballistic missile, Atlas is going

through the final stages of its develop-

ment and is rated by the Air Force as

having "initial operational capability."

Missiles are being delivered to the first

operational user, the 576th Strategic

Missile Squadron at Vandenberg Air

Force Base, Calif.

Also known as WS-107 and SM-65,
Atlas has been fired about 30 times

since its first flight in June, 1957, with

varying degrees of success. A full-

range flight of more than 6300 statute

miles was made in November, 1958.

The following month, an Atlas was
launched into orbit as part of the

USAF's space research program.

Designed to impact a target more
than 5500 nautical miles distant with

an error of less than two-tenths of one

per cent. Atlas is guided over approxi-

mately the first 10% of its flight. Three

liquid-propelled rocket engines generate

launch power. The two boosters drop

away after about two minutes blast

output and the missile continues on the

power supplied by its lower thrust sus-

tained Two verniers located on the

lower portion of the body supply roll

control and thrust adjustment through-

out second-stage flight.

SPECIFICATIONS-

DESIGNATION: SM-65 (WS-I07A-I)

PRIME CONTRACTOR: Convair (Astronau-
tics) Div. General Dynamics Corp.

STATUS: Development and
initial operation

RANGE: 5500 nautical miles plus

VELOCITY: 17,000 mph
FRAME

Stages: 2

Manufacturer: Convair
Length (Overall), ft: 81

Diameter (Body), ft: 10

Weight (Gross), lb: 260,000
Material (Major): Steel

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer: GE/Burroughs; Arma
Type: Radar-Doppler Command (later

models all-inertial)

POWERPLANTS
First Stage (Booster)

Manufacturer: Roclcetdyne
Propellants: Liquid oxygen and kerosene

Type & Number: Regenerative liquid (2)

Thrust, lb: 150,000 each

Second Stage
Manufacturer: Rocketdyne

Propellants: Liquid oxygen and kerosene

Type & Number: Regenerative liquid (I)

Thrust, lb: 60,00C

WARHEAD
Type: Nucleai

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS
Launcher: Consolidated Western Steel

National Steel

Fueling: AiResearch Mfg. Co
Reaction Motor:

Radar & Ground Control: Norden, A Div

of United Aircraf

Handling & Services: Goodyear Aircraft

Transport Vehicles: Goodyear Aircrafl

Checkout Equipment:

Radio Corporation of Americi

Consolidated Systems Corporatior

Minneapolis-Honeywel

^LAUNCHING of Atlas 10B sent into orbit on Dec. 18, 1958, largest U.S. satellite



TITAN U.S. AIR FORCE Surface-to-Surface

The second part of the USAF's
WS-107 intercontinental ballistic mis-

sile project, the SM-68 Titan made its

first test flight on Feb. 6, 1959, at the

Atlantic Missile Test Range and has

had several tests since.

A complement, rather than a du-

plicate of Atlas, Titan employs a dif-

ferent flight technique than its com-

panion ICBM. A two-stage missile, it

is launched initially by a 300,000-

pound-thrust booster. At burnout, the

first stage separates from the remain-

der of the missile and a second liquid

engine pushes the nuclear payload to

high speed and altitude. The second

stage also drops after burnout and the

Inose cone coasts the rest of the way in

a free-fall path without power or

guidance.

Titan, though larger than Atlas, is

jalso lighter. It will be based in "hard

sites," with underground silos provid-

ing protection from weather during

storage period and from blast effect in

combat. Initial contract of $384,000,000

was awarded Martin for design, fabrica-

tion and testing.

DESIGNATION: SM-68 (WS-I07A-2)

PRIME CONTRACTOR: Martin

STATUS: Development

RANGE: 5500 nautical miles plus

VELOCITY: 15,000 mph

FRAME
Stages: 2

Manufacturer: Martin

Length (Overall), ft: 90

1st stage length, ft: 54

2nd stage length, ft: 37 (incl. nose cone)

Diameter, ft: 8

Weight (Gross), lbs: 220,000

Material (Major) Aluminum

GUIDANCE
Manufacturers: Bell Telephone Laboratories

Remington Rand UNIVAC
Type: Initially, radio inertial; later,

all inertial

-SPECIFICATIONS-

POWERPLANTS
First stage (boostt

Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Thrust, lbs:

Second stage:

Manufacturer:

Propellants:

Thrust, lbs:

WARHEAD
Manufacturer:
Type:

GROUND SUPPORT
CONTRACTORS
Launcher: Ka

Fueling:

Radar and ground

Transport vehicles:

Aerojet-General
Liquid oxygen and JP-6

300,000

Aerojet-General
Liquid oxygen and JP-6

80,000

AVCO
Nuclear

MAJOR

iser Steel, Baldwin-Lima-

Hamilton, Space Corp.
Air Products

control: Hallamore
Electronics

North American

IREADY for static testing, Titan is framed by its erector,

nissiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

HURTLING spaceward, a Titan passes first test at the Cape.
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THOR U.S. AIR FORCE Surface-to-Surface

The first American intermediate

range ballistic missile to achieve oper-

ational status, Thor, or WS-315A, was
deployed to Europe in September,

1958, under an agreement whereby
the United States furnished a number
of the IRBM's to the United Kingdom.

Thor is a single-stage missile cap-

able of being transported by air on a

transporter-erector trailer which also

serves as the missile erecting arm.

Thor has been used as the main

propulsion system for several space

experiments. It is the primary vehicle

in the Discoverer program and was

used to launch the lunar probe of

Oct. 11, 1958.

Power is supplied by a Rocket-

dyne 150,000-plus-pounds-thrust engine

which burns liquid oxygen and RP-1,

a high-grade kerosene. Thrust adjust-

ment and roll control are obtained by

two vernier engines at the base of the

missile: the sustainer is also provided

with gimbaling action.

-SPEGFICATIONS-
DESIGNATION: WS-3I5A (SM-75IS
PRIME CONTRACTOR: Douglas,

Space Technology Laboratories!

STATUS:
RANGE:
VELOCITY:
FRAME

Manufacturer:
Length (overall), ft:

Diameter, ft:

Weight (gross), lbs:

Material (major):

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer:

Type:
POWERPLANT

Manufacturer
Propellants:

Thrust, lbs:

WARHEAD
Type:

Nose cone:

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS
Launcher: Food Machinery

Fueling: Air Prod., Cambridge Corp/

Handling and service: Douglas, Food

Machinery

Transport vehicles: Food Machinery

Production I

1500 nautical miles

10,000 mph

Douglas

65 J
8

110,0001

Aluminum

AC Spark Plug,

Inertia)

Rocketdyne

Liquid oxygen and R P-

1

150,000 plus

Nuclear

General Electric

PREPARING for launch of versatile Thor. TAKE-OFF with 150,000 lbs. thrust.

140 missiles and rockets, July 20, 195'
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U.S. AIR FORCE Surface-to-Surface

A complementary weapon to the

ir Force's long range ballistic mis-

les, the SM-62 Snark is an interconti-

pntal missile of the air-breathing va-

jety, particularly useful in tactical

pplications which call for low-altitude

Irget penetration. It is boosted by a

pir of solid rockets and sustained in

ght by a turbojet engine.

Similar in appearance to a jet

ghter, Snark has slim fuselage lines

ftth a high aspect ratio wing mounted
\ar the top and slightly forward of

ie center of the fuselage.

I For economy in test operations, the

ff-foot, 30-ton missile is fitted with re-

adable gear to allow landing after

1st flight.

I In the last year, Snark has been

fed successfully 5000 miles down
|e Atlantic Missile Range. On one
fflght, it was fired 1300 miles and
||turned to land at the launching site,

ipe first production model made a

JOO-mile test flight on April 7, 1959.

DESIGNATION: SM-62
PRIME CONTRACTOR: Norair

STATUS: Production, service use

RANGE: 5500 nautical miles

-SPECIFICATIONS

VELOCITY:
FRAME

Manufacturer:
Length (Overall), ft:

Diameter (Body), ft:

Span, ft:

Weight (Gross), lb:

Material (Major
GUIDANCE

Manufacturer:
Type:

POWERPLANTS
Booster

Manufacturer:

Mach 0.9

Northrop
67.2

4.5

42
59,936

Aluminum, magnesium

Northrop
Inertial

Aerojet

Propeliants: Solid

Type & Number: Cast JATO (2)
Thrust, lb: 66,000 @ 33,000

Sustainer

Manufacturer: Pratt & Whitney
Propeliants: Liquid

Type & Number: J-57 turbojet (I)

Thrust, lb: 1 1,000
WARHEAD

Type: Nuclear
GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS
Launcher: American Car & Foundry
Fueling: GFE
Radar & Ground Control: Hallamore

Electronics, Radiophone Co.
Handling & Service: GFE
Transport Vehicles: GFE

BT-TESTED Snark shown awaiting another trial at Patrick AFB, where it has been launched and successfully returned.

Hssiles and rocke+s, July 20, 1959 141



MACE U.S. AIR FORCE Surface-to-Surface

SKY-BOUND Mace with flaming booster.

Designed to replace Matador, the

TM-76 Mace became an operational

weapon in 1959 and was deployed to

Germany in the spring with the 38th

Tactical Missile Wing.

Mace uses either an inertial guid-

ance system or ATRAN, a map-
matching system, depending on its mis-

sion. The ATRAN version is TM-76A,
the inertial Mace TM-76B.

A relatively low-cost missile, it rui

about $250,000 including Governmen
furnished engine, booster and guidant

package. Mace was first fired in 19f

and placed in production in 1958.

SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION:
PRIME CONTRACTOR:
STATUS:
RANGE:
VELOCITY:
FRAME

Manufacturer:

Length (Overall), ft:

Diameter (Body), ft:

Span, ft:

Weight (Gross), lb:

TM-76
Martin

Operational

Over 650 miles

Transonic

Martin

44.2

4.5

22.9

13,800

Material (Major): Aluminum, magnesium

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer:
Type:

POWERPLANTS
Booster

Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number:
Thrust, lb:

Sustainer

Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number: J-33-A-4I turbojet (I)

Thrust, lb. 521

WARHEAD
Type: Nude;

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS
Launcher: Goodye
Fueling: Goodye
Radar & Ground Control: Reeves Ins+r

•

ments, Kaustine C
Handling & Service: Goodyear, Tra

mobi I

Transport Vehicles: Goodyear, Foi,

Wheel Drive C

Goodyear/AC
ATRAN/inertial

Thiolcol

Solid

Cast JATO (I)

100.000

Allison

JP

MATADOR U.S. AIR FORCE Surface-to-Surface

In operational service in Germany
since March 9, 1954, Matador was the

first USAF missile to attain service

status. Controlled electronically by
ground personnel, Matador carries

either conventional or nuclear bomb-

load. Based in Taiwan and Korea

well as in Germany, Matador urn

will be re-equipped with Mace.

SPECIFICATIONS

STAND-BY Matador is being replaced.

142

DESIGNATION: TM-61

PRIME CONTRACTOR Martin

STATUS: Operational

FRAME
Manufacturer: Martin

Length (Overall), ft: 39.6

Diameter (Body), ft: 4.5

Span, ft: 28.7

Weight (Gross), lb: 12,000

Material (Major): Aluminum

VELOCITY: 650 + mph

POWERPLANTS
Booster

Manufacturer:

Propellants:

Type & Number:
Thrust, lb:

Sustainer

Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number:
Thrust, lb:

WARHEAD
Type:

Thiol

Sol

Cast JATO (

52,01

Allisc

J-33-A-37 turbojet (I

461

Nude

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1 95
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U.S. AIR FORCE Surface-to-Air

A supersonic pilotless interceptor,

le IM-99 Botnarc is an intermediate

Inge air defense weapon designed to

kack enemy bomber formations be-

!>re they reach, target areas. It was de-

gned to be complementary to, rather

»an competitive with, point defense

lissiles such as the Army's Nike.

Bomarc is launched vertically from
k automatically opening launcher-

aelter. Initial power is supplied by a

booster rocket; at high speed, two ram-
jet engines take over for cruise power.

Latest version of the Bomarc is the

"B" model, with double the previous

range and nuclear warhead capability.

The "B" employs a Thiokol solid rocket

for boost power, instead of the Aerojet

liquid booster in the original version.

Speed and altitude capability of the

"B" model is also greater than the

predecessor version.

Boeing, manufacturer of the Bomarc,
is operating a Bomarc training school

at Harbor Island in Seattle, and the

USAF is setting up another at Cha-
nute AFB, 111. A total of 16 Bomarc
sites had been announced prior to

1959 Congressional hearings on the air

defense master plan, which might cause
revision in Bomarc plans. The first site,

McGuire AFB, N.J., was scheduled to

be operational by fall of 1959.

COMPLETED Bomarc red to the factory floor in Boeing's Seattle plant.

SPECIFICATIONS

ESIGNATION: IM-99B

llME CONTRACTOR: Boeing

1ATUS: Production in service test quantities

kNGE:

fLOCITY:

iAME

Manufacturer:
Length (overall)

jDiameter (body)
Span, ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

Material (major

400 miles

Mach 2.7

Boeing

46.7

35

18.2

16,000

Aluminum, stainless steel

and magnesium

GUIDANCE

Manufacturer:
Type:

POWERPLANTS

1. Booster

Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Thrust, lbs.:

2. Cruise power

Manufacturer:

Type and number:
Thrust, lbs.:

Westinghouse
Command

Thiokol

Solid

50,000

Marquardt
24" ramjets (2)

50,000

WARHEAD
Type: Nuclear or high explosive

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Launcher: AMF, Food Machinery

Fueling: Minneapolis-Honeywell,

Brown Instruments

Radar and ground control: Westinghouse,
Remington-Rand

Handling and service: Burns & Roe,

Farnsworth Electronics

Transport vehicle: Burns & Roe, AMF

lissiles and rockets, July 20, 1959 143



FALCON U.S. AIR FORCE Air-to-Air

Falcon is the name of a family of

air-to-air missiles for use in conjunction

with fighters of the Air Defense Com-
mand. Hughes Aircraft has produced

five versions to date, the latest being

the GARS and GAR-4. Previous ver-

sions included GAR-1, GAR-ID and

GAR-2A.
GAR-ID and GAR-2A, smallest

missiles in the USAF inventory, have

been in operational service since 1956

on F-89, F-101 and F-106 aircraft.

The ID version is radar guided, the

2A guided by an infrared homing de-

vice. The interceptor planes can carry

the Falcons in mixed loads, permitting

selection of either type of guidance.

GARS and GAR-4 are improved
versions of the two Falcons already in

service. The GARS, scheduled for

early operational service, employs a

semi-active radar seeker type of guid-

ance. GAR-4 will have the infrared

system, permitting the same "mix" as

with earlier Falcons.

The GARS Super Falcon features

a new solid-propellant engine with

greater burning time, providing in-

creased range and speed. Principal e>

ternal change is a longer and morj

pointed nose cone which adds seven,

inches to the overall length. The neM

Falcon also has slightly increased win

span and the stabilizers have been es

tended so they reach beyond the cer

ter of the airframe.

Specifications below are for th

basic Falcon, the GAR-ID. By corr

parison, the GARS measures 7.1 fee

in length and has a wing span of tw

feet. It is being manufactured

Hughes' Tucson plant.

AT LEFT, GARS, soon to be operational. Right, GAR-ID.

SPECIFICATIONS
DESIGNATION: GAR- ID Material (Major): Magnesium
PRIME CONTRACTOR: Hughes GUIDANCE
STATUS: Operational Manufacturer: Hughes
RANGE: 5 miles plus Type: ID, 3—radar

VELOCITY: Mach 2 plus 2A, 4—infrared homing

FRAME POWERPLANT
Manufacturer: Hughes Manufacturer: Thiolcol

Length (Overall), ft: 6.5 Propellants: Solid

Diameter (Body), ft: 0.54 Type and number: Cast (1)

Span, ft: 1.7 Thrust, lbs, ID: 6000

Weight (Gross), lbs: 100 WARHEAD: High explosive

144 missiles and rockets, July 20, I95'j



GENIE us
-
air force Air-to-A '

,r

An unguided rocket, the MB-1
nie was the first air-to-air weapon to

equipped with a nuclear warhead,

le nuclear head was developed by

>s Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

Genie was first fired from an air-

ift on July 19, 1957, during Opera-
n Plumbob at the Atomic Energy
tmmission's Nevada test site. It was
clared operational and added to the

apons inventory of Air Defense
mmand in January, 1958, and is

rt of the armament of F-89, F-101

F-106 aircraft.

The relatively small missile is pow- gram,

ered by an Aerojet-General solid-pro- came
pellant rocket. An extensive testing pro- tion.

continued after the weapon be-

operational, is nearing comple-

DESIGNATION:
PRIME CONTRACTOR:
STATUS:
RANGE:
FRAME

Manufacturer:
Length (Overall), ft:

SPECIFICATIONS

MB-

1

Douglas
Operational

1.5 miles

Douglas

Diameter (Body),

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type and number:
WARHEAD
Type:

ft: 1.25

Aerojet-General

Solid

Cast (I)

Nuclear

F-89 carries Genie under wing; F-101, F-106 use bay.

iles and rockets, July 20, 1959

RELATIVELY small, the Genie nonetheless is equipped to deliver a nuclear wallop.
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HOUND DOG U.S. AIR FORCE Air-to-Surface

TEST MODEL of Hound Dog attached to B-52, whose range it will soon be expanding.

Hound Dog is designed to extend

the capability of Strategic Air Com-
mand's heavy bombers. Designated

GAM-77, the missile will be able to

deliver a nuclear payload on a target

more than 500 miles from launch

point. It is launched from a B-52.

GAM-77 is powered by a Pratt &

Whitney J-52 turbojet, which can push

the missile to supersonic speed. It was

first tested on a limited range flight

from the Atlantic Missile Range on

April 23, 1959.

<ZT—
SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION: GAM-77
PRIME CONTRACTOR: North American
STATUS: Development (operational in 1959)

RANGE: 500 plus miles

VELOCITY: Mach I plus

FRAME
Manufacturer: North American

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer: Autonetics

Type: Inertial

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer: Pratt & Whitnt

Type & number: J-52 jurbojet
(

Thrust, lbs: 75(

WARHEAD: Nude,

PARTICIPATING CONTRACTORS: AiR

search, General Controls, Marquardl

Stewart Warner, Sundstrand Avi

tion, Thompson, Vickers, Bendix-Re

Bank

QUAIL U.S. AIR FORCE Air-to-Surface

First flight tested in 1958, the

GAM-72 Quail is a diversionary mis-

sile for use by Strategic Air Command.
Air-launched from B-57 or B-52

bombers, its purpose is to assist in

target penetration by diverting enemy
attention from the bombers. A small

missile, the decoy is powered by a

General Electric J-85 turbojet.

SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION:
PRIME CONTRACTOR:
STATUS:
WARHEAD:
FRAME

Manufacturer:

Length, ft:

Wing span, in:

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer:

Type and number:
Thrust, lbs:

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Manufacturer:

ELECTRONICS
Manufacturer:

GAM-72
McDonnell

Development
None

McDonnell
13

65

General Electric

J-85 turbojet (I)

2000

Bell Aircraft

Ramo-Wooldridge

146

B-52 launches a GAM-72 Quail, designed to confuse the defenses of an enemy
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I.S. AIR FORCE Missiles of the Future

ALBM
Following a series of feasibility studies with test

vehicles, the Air Force decided to proceed with plans

for an Air Launched Ballistic Missile. An important

project, the missile is designed for use with B-52 and

B-58 bombers, providing mobile aerial launch capa-

bility for missiles of 1000 nautical miles range or
more. Initial concept called for a solid-fueled missile

about half Polaris size. Douglas was awarded contract

in June, 1959, calling for design, performance and
cost study to be completed by year-end.

CROSSBOW
An adaptation of the drone aircraft to combat use,

Crossbow is an air-to-surface missile designed to attack

enemy defenses by homing on ground radar. To weigh

about one ton, it will be subsonic with a range of about
200 miles. Power will be supplied by a small turbojet.

Radioplane is prime contractor.

DYNA-SOAR
A combination of missile and manned airplane,

Dyna-Soar is a hypersonic boost-glide bomber in early

development stage. It will be boosted by high-thrust

powerplants to near-orbital velocity at altitudes of

about 100 miles, depending on mission. It has theoretical

range of several earth circuits as reconnaissance ve-

hicle, one circuit as bomber, coasting on its initial

momentum with assist by small rocket sustainers. After

intensive design studies involving a dozen companies,
Boeing and Martin sought prime system responsibility.

GAR-9
An advanced version of the Falcon family of air-

to-air missiles, GAR-9 will combine the nuclear capa-

bility of Genie with the Falcon's accurate guidance.

It is slated to become prime armament for North

American Aviation's Mach 3 F-108 interceptor now
in development status. North American and Hughes
are collaborating on the system development; Aerojet-

General will provide the powerplant.

MINUTEMAN
Operational requirements for a long-range missile

with more rapid reaction time than the liquid-fueled

ICBM's developed earlier brought about a contract,

in 1958, for development of an all-solid ICBM, the

XSM-80 Minuteman. With a maximum range of 5500
nautical miles, Minuteman will have greater flexibility

in that it can be used for lesser ranges by dropping off

one or more of its three stages. It will be a highly

sophisticated weapon, incorporating the best develop-

mental features from earlier ICBM experience.

Designed for operational use about 1963, Minute-

man will be a "hard-based" missile, stored in under-

ground bomb-proof silos ready for instantaneous action.

First of the second generation long-range ballistic

missiles, Minuteman will be smaller, lighter, less com-
plex and considerably less expensive than its first gen-

eration counterparts. The program is under the man-
agement of ARDC's Ballistic Missile Division. In

October, 1958, Boeing was named principal contractor

for assembly and test.

WAGTAIL
An air-to-ground missile, Wagtail is designed for

greater penetration effect through low-altitude launch.

Concept calls for use of forward-firing rockets after

launch and before ignition of primary power plant.

This will permit very low velocities while guidance

system adjusts to target. The sophisticated guidance

system will then permit the weapon to climb over

obstacles, like hills and trees, and attack at low level.

Minneapolis-Honeywell is prime contractor for the

Wagtail system.

WHITE LANCE
Another air-to-ground weapon, designed for use

with fighter bombers of Tactical Air Command, White
Lance is an advanced version of the Navy's Bullpup.

Martin is prime contractor; Initial deliveries to Air

siles and rockets, July 20, 1959

Force scheduled for near future, will include missiles

almost identical to Bullpup. Later version will have

increased range and be equipped with a greatly im-

proved guidance system.



JUPITER U.S. ARMY Surface-to-Surface

WORKHORSE Jupiter rises from Cape.

TWO-PART missile is field-assembled.

148

Developed by the Army Ballistic

Missile Agency, the SM-78 Jupiter was

the first American intermediate range

ballistic missile to be launched suc-

cessfully. In a Department of Defense

decision on missile roles and missions,

the Jupiter was turned over to the

Air Force for operational employment,
with training of USAF crews to be
handled by ABMA.

The Air Force's 864th Jupiter

squadron recently completed training

at Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Ala:

A second squadron, the 865th, is now
in training there. The Jupiter system

is scheduled to go to Italy this year.

Jupiter was designed to deliver a

nuclear payload over a range of 1500

nautical miles. It is composed of two
parts which are assembled in the field

immediately prior to Iaunchings. They
are the "thrust unit," containing the

rocket engine and fuel tanks, and the

"warhead unit," which can contain

either nuclear or conventional war-

heads and fuzing systems. Guidance
is by the Delta Minimum self-con-

tained all-inertial system of ABMA.
The Jupiter program was started

in mid- 1955 and first contract for en-

gineering and production work was
awarded Chrysler Corp. in June, 1956.

Jupiter test vehicles have figured prom-
inently in space research experiments

including first recovery of a full-scale,

heat-protected IRBM nose cone in

May, 1958, and launching of a nose

cone containing special instrumenta-

tion and a live monkey in addition to

the warhead on Dec. 13, 1958.

First Chrysler-built, operational-

type Jupiter was successfully launched

on Jan. 22, 1959.

missiles and rockers, July 20, 19

SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION:

PRIME CONTRACTOR:

STATUS:

RANGE:

VELOCITY:

FRAME
Manufacturer:

Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

Material (major):

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer:

SM-78

Chrysler

Operational

1500 nautical miles

10,000 mph

Chrysler

60
8.75

1 10,000

Aluminum

Ford Instrument Co.

Type:

POWERPLANT
Manufacture:
Propellants

Inert

Roelcetdjl

Liquid oxygen and Icerosel

Type & Number: Regenerative cooled

Thrust, lbs.: 150i

WARHEAD
Type:
Nose Cone:

Nueji

Goodyear Airer

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Ground Support (General): Ha'

Aircr

Transporters: Frueh* l|



REDSTONE

]

q

C

P

U.S. ARMY Surface-to-Surface

Developed by the Army Ballistic

Missile Agency, the Redstone is a

high-accuracy missile used to extend

and supplement the range and fire

power of artillery cannon. It is a

mobile system which can be fired from

portable launching pads. A well-

trained unit can move into a previously

surveyed position, fuel the missile, set

the guidance and fire in about two

hours.

Range of the weapon is 200 miles.

Power is supplied by a 75,000-pound-

thrust Rocketdyne liquid-propellant

engine. Graphite vanes located in the

exhaust of the rocket supply thrust

control; and external fins provide aero-

dynamic stability. Redstone is cyl-

indrical in shape with a conical nose

and cruciform tail surfaces.

The missile's inertial guidance sys-

tem is entirely self-contained. Prior

to launch, the desired flight program is

fed into a program device, which plays

back the information to the various

elements of the control system that

guide the missile in flight.

The Redstone has nuclear capa-

bility, but it can also be armed with

conventional explosives. The weapon
is designed so that it may be trans-

ported by air, rail or truck, including

the complete launching system. It is

composed of three component parts

which can be assembled in the field

prior to launching: the powerplant

unit, the fuel tank unit and the war-

head and control unit. The missile is

launched in the vertical position from

a platform five feet high.

Redstone has been operational

since early last year. Two Army Missile

Groups (Redstone) are overseas.

>ESIGNATION:

'RIME CONTRACTOR:

ITATUS:

tANGE:

RAME
Manufacturer:

SPECIFICATIONS -
SSM-A-14 GUIDANCE

Chrysler

Operational

200 mi.

Manufacturer

Type:

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer
Propellants:

Ford Instrument Co.
Inertial

Reynolds Metal Co.,

Chrysler

Length (overall), ft.: 63
Diameter (body), ft.: 5.8

Span, ft.: 12

Weight (gross), lbs.: 61,000
Material (major): Aluminum

Rocketdyne
Liquid oxygen and alcohol

Type & Number: Regenerative cooled (
I

)

Thrust, lbs.: 75,000

WARHEAD
Type: Nuclear capability

(warhead separates)

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Fueling: Air Products

RELIABLE Redstone is highly mobile.

nissiles and rockets, July 20, 1959
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U.S. ARMY Surface-to-Surface

SOARING up from White Sands range.

A 30-inch diameter Army artillery

missile, Corporal was the Army's first

ballistic-type weapon. It is in opera-

tional service and battalions have been

deployed to Europe. A 75-mile-range

missile, it is scheduled for replace-

ment by the more advanced Sergeant.

The Corporal program has two
prime contractors. Firestone Tire and
Rubber Co.'s guided missile division

has responsibility for production of

the missile and for ground handling and
launch equipment. Gilfillan Brothers,

Inc., handles radar and other ground
guidance equipment. Gilfillan also

serves as subcontractor to Firestone

for some of the guidance components
in the missile.

Corporal is guided by a preset and
command system. Basic firing data is

computed for the guidance equipment

and entered as "dial settings" before

the missile is launched. After firing,

minor corrections are made to the

trajectory to insure accurate impact.

In service use, a Corporal bat-

talion has 250 men. Each battalion

has two batteries, a firing battery and

a headquarters service battery. There

are two operational launchers in each

battalion. The Corporal carries either

a conventional or nuclear warhead in

the eight-foot nose section. Below

lies the guidance stowage section, fol-

lowed in sequence by a cluster of cells

to carry compressed air to pressurize

the propellant tanks, the propellant

valve system, the rocket engine and

the guidance vanes and rudders. The
missile assembly measures 46 feet.

TACTICAL transporter-erector for Corporal. Battalions have been deployed in Europe.

SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION:

PRIME CONTRACTOR:

STATUS:

RANGE:

FRAME
Manufacturer:
Length (overall), ft.

Diameter (body), ft.

Weight (gross), lbs.

Material (major):

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer:

Type:

XM4EI

Gilfillan, Firestone

Operational

75 miles

Firestone

46
2.5

1 1 ,000

Steel

Gilfillan, Clary

Multiplier Co.
Preset & command

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer:

Propellants:

Type & Number:

WARHEAD
Type:

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Launcher:

Fueling:

Radar & ground control:

Handling & service:

Transport Vehicles:

Ryan

Nitric acid and aniline

Liquid propellant (
I

)

High explosive or nuclear

Firestone

Firestone, GFE
Gilfillan,

Motorola
Firestone

GFE
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SERGEANT U.S. ARMY Surface-to-Surface

Sergeant is a solid-fueled ballistic-

type battlefield missile designed to re-

place the six-year old Corporal. It in-

corporates many improvements over its

predecessor in mobility, reliability and

accuracy, although range is approxi-

mately the same.

Like Corporal, the Sergeant can

carry either a nuclear or conventional

warhead, is air transportable and can

be rapidly emplaced and fired under all

(conditions of weather and terrain by a

comparatively small crew. The use of

solid propellants and inertial guidance

have minimized system maintenance re-

quirements and simplified ground hand-

ling procedures and equipment. The
missile is launched in a near-verticle

position from an erector-launcher.

Development of the Sergeant to its

current state of refinement is the result

of a joint effort between Jet Propulsion

Laboratory and Sperry Utah Engineer-

ing Laboratory. Production of the

weapon system, including erector-

launcher, servicing, handling and main-

tenance equipment, is the responsibility

of Sperry Rand Corporation. Sperry

received the prime contract for pro-

duction of the missile system in 1956.

The Sergeant is currently entering

first hardware production at Sperry's

Salt Lake City manufacturing facilities.

SPECIFICATIONS

ft.:

ft.:

DESIGNATION: FAGMS-S

PRIME CONTRACTOR: JPL/Sperry Rand

STATUS: Development production

RANGE: 75+ miles

FRAME
Manufacturer:
Length (overall),

Diameter (body)
Span, ft.:

Material (major)

UIDANCE
Manufacturer:

POWERPLANT
Case manufacturer:

Propellant loading manufacturer:

Propellant type:

Thrust, lbs.:

WARHEAD
Type: Nuclear capability

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Launching station: Sperry
Check out equipment: Sperry
Handling and transport: Sperry

Sperry
34
2.6

5.9

Aluminum and Steel

Sperry

Sperry
Thiokol

Solid

50,000

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

LAUNCHED in near-vertical position, Sergeant, like Corporal, is easily handled.

I
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HONEST JOHN U.S. ARMY Surface-to-Surface

Originally developed by Army Ord-

nance, Honest John is an artillery rock-

et designed to provide close fire sup-

port for ground operations. It is

mounted on and launched from a

highly mobile self-propelled launcher.

Honest John, originally designated

M-30 but now known as M-3IAJC,
is a free-flight rocket having no elec-

tronic controls. It features extreme mo-

bility and simplicity, and it can be

fired by a crew of six. It can carry

a variety of warheads, including con-

ventional high-explosives, nuclear or

chemical loads. Its range is equivalent

to that of medium-to-long range ar-

tillery.

Major parts of the Honest John

rocket—the head compartment, fins,

pedestal and power plant—are assem-

bled at the factory or arsenal. Final

assembly takes place near the firing

site, and the completed rocket is then

moved forward to the battle zone on

its self-propelled launcher.

Honest John has been under de-

velopment since 1950 when Army Ord-

nance first outlined to Douglas Aircraft

Co. the basic idea for a large calibre

artillery rocket. First tests, conducted

at White Sands in 1951. dictated a

series of improvements. Further tests

with modified rockets led to large-scale

contracts.

SIX-MAN crew and fire Honest John, shown on its self-propelled launcher.

SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION:

PRIME CONTRACTOR:

STATUS:

RANGE:

VELOCITY:

FRAME
Manufacturer:

M-3IAIC

Douglas, Emerson
Electric

Operational

16.5 miles

750 mph

Douglas, Emerson

Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), ft.:

Span, ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

Material (major):

GUIDANCE
Type:

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer:

27
2.5

5800
Steel

Unguided

Solid

Cast (I)

Propellants:

Type & Number:

WARHEAD
Type:

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Launcher: Roclc Island Arsenal

Transport Vehicles: OTAC

High explosive

152 missiles and rockets, July 20, 1 95?



LITTLE JOHN U.S. ARMY Surface-to-Surface

Designed and developed by the

Army's Redstone Arsenal as a supple-

ment to Honest John, the XM-47 Little

*ohn is also a free-flight rocket without

Electronic controls, featuring a high de-

cree of accuracy, simplicity of design

>nd ease of operation. Its range is com-
parable to that of medium and heavy

irtillery.

Little John is about half as long as

donest John, has a body diameter of

(inly \2Vz inches compared with 30 for

Lonest John, and weighs only 800
wunds, less than a sixth as much as its

bmpanion weapon. Lightweight launch-

es and ground equipment are adapt-

able for an extremely high degree of

ftobility on the ground. They can also

ie airlifted by either fixed-wing aircraft

)r helicopters.

Although not yet officially desig-

nated operational, Little John rockets

vere turned over this year to the 101st

Airborne Division, Fort Campbell, Ky.,

for training and development of com-
bat techniques.

Little John was developed under a

"crash" program that started at Red-
stone Arsenal in February, 1956. It

was first test fired in June of that year.

Propellant for the solid-fueled

rocket is produced by Allegheny Bal-

listics Laboratory, with Consolidated
Western Steel supplying motor parts.

Frame is built by Emerson Electric

and the Army's Rock Island Arsenal

provides the small, compact launchers.

DESIGNATION:

PRIME CONTRACTOR: Emerson Electric

STATUS: Development production

SPECIFICATIONS -

XM-47 GUIDANCE

RANGE:

VELOCITY:

FRAME
Manufacturer:
Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), in.:

Span, ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

Material (major):

10 miles

Supersonic

Emerson Electric

14.5

12.5

2.5

800

el and aluminum

Type:

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number:

WARHEAD
Type:

Unguided

Allegheny Ballistics Lab.

Solid

Cast (I)

High explosive or nuclear

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Launcher: Rock Island Arsenal

D
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TAKING FLIGHT from White Sands range.

NOT YET officially operational. Little John has been turned over to training troops.
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LACROSSE U.S. ARMY Surface-to-Surface

Developed out of the experiences of

the Pacific campaigns of World War
II, where it was difficult to get artillery

hits on targets like caves and bunker

entrances, Lacrosse is designed to re-

place heavy artillery in strikes against

strong points delaying advance of

ground troops.

A highly accurate weapon. Lacrosse

has its own missile automatic checker

which automatically tests all phases of

its operation just before firing. The
Lacrosse system consists of the missile,

a launcher mounted on a standard two-

and-one-half-ton truck, and the guid-

ance system, which is controlled by a

forward guidance station acting in a

capacity similar to a field artillery ob-

servation post. Like Honest John and
Little John, Lacrosse features extreme

mobility.

Lacrosse weighs slightly more than

a ton and can carry a wide variety of

conventional or atomic warheads, de-

pending upon the tactical situation. The
missile body has three major assem-

I

blies: nose section, center and tail. Foi

swept wings and four movable tail fii

control pitch, yaw and roll.

The first two units employing L
crosse were activated in June, 1 95'

They are the 5th Missile Battalia

41st Artillery, and the 5th Missile Ba

talion, 42nd Artillery, both located

Fort Sill, Okla. Each has approximate

170 officers and enlisted men. The mi
sile was developed by Cornell Aeronai

tical Laboratory and put in productic

by The Martin Co. at its Orlando plan

SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION:

PRIME CONTRACTOR: Cornell

SSM-A-12

Aero Lab.,

ACCURATE Lacrosse replaces artillery.

Martin

STATUS: Production

RANGE: 20 miles

VELOCITY: Mach 2

FRAME
Manufacturer:

Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), ft.:

Span, wing, ft.:

Span, fins, ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

Martin

19.2

1.7

9

4.7

2300

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer:

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer:

Propellants:

Type & Number:

WARHEAD
Type:

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Federal Telephone Lab

Thiol

Sol

Cast

Nuclear capabilh

Radar & Ground Control: Federal Teli

communication, Farrand Optic
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NOW IN hands of artillerymen, Lacrosse has lightweight launcher, automatic checker,
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NIKE-AJAX
U.S. ARMY Surface-to-Air

Nike-Ajax, the first American sur-

ce-to-air operational missile, has now
feen phased out of production and will

adually be replaced by Nike-Hercules

lits, although it is still operational in

number of metropolitan sites. Still

ipable of combating known types of

>mber aircraft, it has been in service

b since 1953. About 10,000 Nike-

jax's were built and about 3000 have
:en fired in the Army's various test

id training programs during the past

k years.

: (ORIZONTALLY positioned on launcher.

SPECIFICATIONS

KIGNATION: SAM-A-7

J.1ME CONTRACTOR: Western Electric

ATUS: Operational

lUlGE: 25 miles

1LOCITY: Mach 2.5

|ame
Stages: 2

Manufacturer: Douglas, Borg-Warner
(booster)

length (overall), ft.: 31

Diameter (body), ft. 1

Span, ft.: 4
Weight (gross), lbs.: 2300
vlaterial (major): Aluminum, magnesium

and steel

UIDANCE
Manufacturer: Western Electric
Type: Command

IWERPLANTS
:
irst Stage (Booster)

Manufacturer: Goodyear
Propellants: Solid

[
Type & Number: Cast uncooled ( 1

)

Second Stage
Manufacturer: GFE

|

Propellants: Nitric acid and JP
Type & Number: Liquid, cooled (1)
Thrust, lbs.: 2600

\ARHEAD
Type: High explosive

NIKE-HERCULES
U.S. ARMY Surface-to-Air

An advanced member of the Nike
family, Nike-Hercules offers greater

range, speed and destructive power than

its predecessor, Nike-Ajax. Hercules is

scheduled to be sited at Strategic Air
Command bases and to replace Nike-
Ajax installations around metropolitan

areas. About 50 batteries have been

converted to Hercules weapons.

Hercules has both nuclear and con-

ventional warhead capability and has

been operational in certain sites since

October, 1958.

FINAL assembly line for the Hercules.

SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION:

PRIME CONTRACTOR:

STATUS:

RANGE:

VELOCITY:

FRAME
Stages:

Manufacturer:

Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), ft.:

Span, ft.:

Material (major): Aluminum,

SAM-A-25

Western Electric

Operational

80 miles

Mach 3+

Douglas, Goodyear,
Borg Warner

39
2.5

7.5

magnesium
and steel

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer:
Type:

POWERPLANTS
First Stage (Booster)

Manufacturer:

Propellants:

Type & Number:
Second Stage

Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number:

WARHEAD
Type:

Western Electric

Command

Radford Arsenal

Solid

Cast uncooled (4)

Thiolol

Solid

Cast, uncooled (
I

)

Nuclear



HAWK U.S. ARMY Surface-to-Air

One of the Army's newest air de-

fense weapons, the Hawk is designed to

be used primarily against low-flying

enemy aircraft. It is a mobile system, to

be used by both Army and Marine
Corps troops in the field. Fired from a

small two-wheel launcher, Hawk has a

ceiling capability ranging from less than

100 feet to more than 38,000 feet. Un-
usual radar instrumentation provides ef-

fectiveness in the "blind zone" of con-

ventional radars. The weapon system

also has a high rate of fire, since three

missiles can be fired from a single

launcher.

Hawk is powered by a solid-propel-

lant system developed by Thiokol and
in production at Aerojet-Sacramento.

First Hawk emplacements will be
located in New York and Washington
to complement Nike defenses. A Hawk
battery consists of 36 missiles, with

three missiles to each of 12 launchers.

The launcher emplacements are covered
by balloon-like domes to protect the

missile from the weather. The missile

can be fired through the dome.

The Hawk system features simple,

rugged equipment, easy to maintain. It

is air transportable by helicopter or
medium-sized fixed-wing aircraft. Hawk
is scheduled to be operational in 1960. THREE Hawks can be fired from one unil

VERSATILE ARMY Hawk sits poised for launching at the White Sands Proving Grounds.

SPECIFICATIONS
DESIGNATION:

PRIME CONTRACTOR:
XM3

Raytheon

STATUS:

VELOCITY:

RANGE:

FRAME
Stages:

Manufacturer:
Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), ft.:

Span, ft.:

Development production

Supersonic

20 miles

Northrop, Raytheon
16.8

1.2

4

Weight (gross), lbs.

Material (major):

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer:

Type:

POWERPLANTS
First Stage

Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number:
Second Stage

Manufacturer:

1275

Steel

Raytheon
Radar homing

Aerojet, Thiokol

Solid

Cast (I)

Aerojet, Thiokol

Propellants:

Type & Number:
Solic

Cast (I

WARHEAD
Type: High explosive by Picatinny Arsena

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Launcher: Northrop, Food Machinery

Radar & Ground Control: Raytheon
f

Handling & Service: Raytheon, Northrop

Food Machiner)

Transport Vehicles: Northropi

Food Machiner)
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U.S. ARMY MISSILES OF THE FUTURE

PERSHING
A selective range, surface-to-surface two-stage bal-

listic missile, Pershing is designed as eventual replace-

ment for Redstone. Both stages will be solid-propelled,

permitting ease of handling in the field. With a hew
transporter-erector-launcher, Pershing will have the mo-
bility of the smaller missiles in the Army battlefield

family. It will deliver a nuclear warhead up to 700
miles. Pershing will be smaller than Redstone—about

50 feet overall compared with Redstone's 63 feet—and

considerably lighter than its predecessor.

Martin-Orlando has the prime system responsibility.

Fuzing and arming subcontractor for the nuclear war-

head is Bulova Watch Co. Bendix Eclipse-Pioneer is

developing the inertial guidance stable platform and
associated equipment. Thiokol will provide the solid-

propellant rockets and Thompson Products Accessories

Division is developing the new transporter-erector-

launcher.

NIKE-ZEUS
An advanced air defense weapon, Nike-Zeus is

being developed to provide a defense against all forms

of air threat, with special emphasis on defense against

ballistic missiles. A solid-propelled weapon, it will have

a nuclear warhead and a command guidance system.

Zeus will be about the same length as Nike-Hercules,

but considerably heavier. A high thrust powerplant of

450,000 pounds thrust will boost it to Mach 7 speed.

Range will be about 200 miles.

Prime contractor is Western Electric, with Douglas
building the frame. Thiokol will build the large booster

and Grand Central the sustainer rocket.

SS-10, SS-11
Already in production, the SS-10 and SS-11 are

anti-tank guided missiles. They are wire-guided and em-
ploy solid propellants. They can be launched from a

fixed emplacement, from a ground vehicle, a helicopter

or an airplane. SS-11 is an advanced version of SS-10,

having twice the range and higher speed. Both
weapons are built by Nord Aviation in France and
are being procured in service and evaluation quantities.

SHILLELAGH
A lightweight missile system being developed for

close-in support of ground troops, Shillelagh is de-

signed to provide "greatly increased firepower," prob-

ably nuclear, against armor, troops and fortifications.

In one application it will be vehicle-mounted. Expected

to be operational in the mid-1960's, its prime contrac-

tor is Aeronutronics Division of Ford Motor Co. (The
system is also known as Pentomic.)

REDEYE
A shoulder-fired, bazooka-type air defense missile,

Redeye is designed to provide individual troops with

defense against low-level air attack in forward areas.

Marine Corps is also interested in the development
program. Guidance will be infrared homing. Prime
contractor is Convair-Pomona.

DAVY CROCKETT
Another weapon for the pentomic Army, Davy be fired by one or two men in the field. It is being

Crockett is a light, nuclear-tipped weapon designed to developed as a family. Prime contractor is Martin.

LOBBER
Not a weapon but a cargo ballistic missile, Lobber

is a nine-foot solid-propellant ballistic missile designed

to carry a 50-pound payload over a 50-mile range.

Fired from a portable launcher, it was first tested last

December. Basic idea is to move priority equipment

such as medical supplies in the battlefield area. Lobber

is first step in a program to study feasibility of moving
much larger priority payloads, ultimately including men.
Convair has been awarded a Lobber development con-

tract by the Army.
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POLARIS U.S. NAVY Surface-to-Surface

One of the most important missiles

in the American arsenal, Polaris adds a

new dimension to naval warfare in the

atomic age. Launched from mobile,

underwater bases it has range equiva-

lent to land-based intermediate range

ballistic missiles. The Navy calls it

an FBM (Fleet Ballistic Missile).

Of advanced design, Polaris is con-

siderably smaller and lighter than its

land-based counterparts. A single FBM
submarine, specifically designed for

the Polaris system, can carry 16

missiles. Missiles are carried aboard

the sub in individual containers. At
launch time, inert gases propel the

missile above the water. Its rocket

booster then takes over to provide

initial boost. At altitude, a second-stage

rocket cuts in to put the weapon on
its ballistic trajectory toward target.

Guidance is inertial, and both rocket

stages are solid.

Tied in with the Polaris system is

the Ship Inertial Navigation System

(SINS) developed by Sperry, which

provides at any given time the latitude,

longitude, local vertical and precision

azimuth.

Although designed primarily for use

with the new FBM subs, Polaris can be

launched from surface ships equipped

with SINS or from land installations.

Under present shipbuilding programs,

nine Polaris FBM subs have been auth-

orized; six of them are under construc-

tion. The Polaris system is scheduled

for operational use late in 1960.

ulaU
JAW'S POLARIS should be ready for operational use next year.

Hi
BLAST OFF—Test vehicle leaves Cape.

SPECIFICATIONS

PRIME CONTRACTOR: Lockheed Sunnyvale

STATUS:

RANGE:

VELOCITY:

FRAME
Stages:

Manufacturer:
Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

Material (major):

Development

1500 nautical miles

6000 mph (average)

2

Lockheed
46.5

9.3

28,000
Steel

GUIDANCE

Manufacturer:
Type:

POWERPLANTS

First Stage (Booster)

Manufacturer:

Propellants:

Type & Number:

Thrust, lb.:

Second Stage
Manufacturer:

GE/MIT, Sperry Gyro
Inertial

Aerojet

Solid

(
I ) Cast, uncooled,

4 nozzles

80-100,000

Aerojet, Thiolcol

Propellants:

Type & Number:
Solid

(
I ) Cast, uncooled,

3 nozzles, jetavators

Nuclear

WARHEAD
Type:

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Launcher: Westinghouse, Sperry Gyro
Fueling: Aerojet

Radar & ground control: G.E.

Handling & service: Westinghouse

SINS Sperry
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REGULUS U.S. NAVY Surface-to-Surface

Regulus I, the first operational at-

tack missile to join the fleet, resembles

a swept-wing jet fighter. Under develop-

ment since 1948, it achieved opera-

tional status in 1954. Currently, four

conventional submarines and four cruis-

ers have Regulus capability. The mis-

sile was phased out of production in

1958, but is expected to remain on
operational duty for some time. A total

of 514 of the missiles were built by

Chance Vought.

The 900th launch of the recover-

able missile was accomplished in April,

1959, from the cruiser USS Toledo.

Also in 1959,, Regulus participated

in Post Office Department experiments

in carrying "missile mail." One "Reg"

carried mail on a training operation

out of Point Mugu, Calif., in May. In

June, a mail launch was effected from
a submarine far at sea to the naval

base at Mayport, Fla.

Regulus I is launched from a short

rail launcher, where it rests on four

slipper fittings. Launching boost is from

two rockets which accelerate it to flying

speed in about two seconds, when its

turbojet sustainer takes over.

Regulus II, an inertially guided

successor to Regulus I, with consider-

ably greater speed and range, was can-

celled by the Navy in December, 1958,

after the missile had completed 90%
of its development program. It had

made 48 test launches, including

launches from both a submarine and

a surface ship.

REGULUS—with umbilical cord attached. WHEELED CART is used to move Regulus on carrier deck.

SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION: SSM-N-8
PRIME CONTRACTOR: Chance Vought
STATUS: Operational
RANGE: 500 miles

VELOCITY: Mach 0.9

FRAME
Manufacturer: Chance Vought
Length (overall), ft.: 34
Diameter (body), ft.: 4.5

Span, ft.: 21

Weight (gross), lbs.: 14,000

_ Material (major): Aluminum

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer: Sperry

CommandType:

POWERPLANTS
First Stage (Booster)

Manufacturer: Aerojet

Propellants: Solid

Type and Number: JATO (2)

Thrust, lbs.: 66,000 @ 33,000

Second Stage
Manufacturer: Allison

Propellants: JP
Type & Number: Turbojet (I)

Thrust, lbs.: 4600

WARHEAD
Type: High explosive or nuclear

WEAPON ABLE
U.S. NAVY Surface-to-Surface

A 500-pound, 12.75-inch anti-

submarine rocket. Weapon Able is

installed on destroyers and frigates.

A special fire control system aims

the weapon, which carries a con-

ventional explosive charge, at

enemy subs; it is unguided in

flight. The rocket sinks rapidly and
covers a larger ocean area than

old-type depth charges. It is in

operational service.
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U.S. NAVY Surface-to-Air

Designed originally as an air de-

fense missile to protect the surface

fleet from attacking enemy aircraft.

Talos has indicated in testing that it

can also be used as a bombardment
weapon against ships or shore targets,

or as a long range anti-submarine

weapon when equipped with a nuclear

warhead.

Talos recently became operational

as the principal armament of the guided

missile ship USS Galveston. It was first

fired at sea from the Galveston on

Feb. 25, 1959. Under the present ship-

building program, seven cruisers, one

of which will be nuclear-powered, will

have Talos capability.

The missile is accelerated to high

speed by a solid-propellant rocket. The
booster is jettisoned upon attainment of

cruising speed, and a 40,000 pound-

thrust ramjet provides cruise power.

The weapon carries a conventional high

explosive charge with proximity fuzing.

Employing beam rider guidance, it can

reach targets at a range of 65 miles and

altitudes above 75,000 feet.

Talos stemmed from the Navy's

Bumblebee program and was originally

developed by the Applied Physics Lab-

oratory of Johns Hopkins University.

The system was turned over to Bendix

for production. A land-based Army
version of Talos has been cancelled.

SPECIFICATIONS

SAM-N-6

Bendi)

Operational

65 miles

Mach 2.5

USS Galveston, first ship to be equipped with Talos,

160

shows off its lethal weapon.

DESIGNATION:

PRIME CONTRACTOR:

STATUS:

RANGE:

VELOCITY:

FRAME
Manufacturer:

Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), ft.:

Span, ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

Material (major):

GUIDANCE
Manufa cturer:

Type:

POWERPLANTS
First Stage (Booster)

Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number:
Second Stage

Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number:
Thrust, lbs.:

WARHEAD
Type: High explosive or nuclear

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Launcher: GE, RCA, American Machine

& Foundry, North Ordnance

Radar & ground control: RCA
Handling & serv.: GE, Northern Ordnance

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1959

McDonnell
20 (booster 10 ft.)

2.5

9.48

7000

Steel

Farnsworth Electronics,

Sperry

Beam rider

Bendix

Solid

Cast (I)

McDonnell
JP

ramjet (I)

40,000



U.S. NAVY Surface-to-Air

Another offshoot of the Navy's
Bumblebee program, Terrier was de-

signed to intercept enemy aircraft at

ranges and altitudes beyond the capa-

bility of conventional anti-aircraft

guns.

Terrier has been operational for

I five years and it is currently installed

on the guided missile cruisers USS
\
Boston and USS Canberra, and on the

guided missile destroyer USS Gyatt.

Under present shipbuilding programs,
27 additional ships will have Terrier

capability. These will include: two
Forrestal-class carriers, three guided
missile cruisers, 1 nuclear-powered
guided missile cruiser, 19 guided mis-

sile frigates, one nuclear-powered
guided missile frigate, and one nuclear-

powered aircraft carrier.

Terrier is also suitable for beach-
ihead operations by the Marine Corps.
;jThe First Medium Anti-aircraft Mis-
sile Battalion, which is stationed at

the U.S. Marine Corps Base, Twenty-
nine Palms, Calif., is equipped with

the missiles.

Booster-launched, the weapon
: travels to the target by beam-radar
guidance.

On shipboard installation each

|

Terrier launcher is served by its own
.magazine and missile overhauling and
'servicing room. The missiles and their

boosters are stored vertically in a

ready service ring, one for each arm
:Of the two-missile launcher. The mis-
sile is selected, positioned, loaded and
jplaced on its launching rail in a mat-
ter of seconds.

Terrier was developed by the Ap-
jplied Physics Laboratory of Johns
Hopkins University, at Silver Spring.
;Md. Production is handled by Con-
vair Pomona. Calif., a division of

• General Dynamics Corporation.

|ADVANCED TERRIER
Under development is an Advanced

Terrier incorporating improved guid-
ance and with substantial improve-
ments in coverage. A larger weapon
than the basic Terrier, it is expected
ito have about double the range. Con-
vair is prime contractor. The new
:missile will eventually replace Terrier.
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SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION:

PRIME CONTRACTOR:

STATUS:

RANGE:

VELOCITY:

FRAME
Stages:

Manufacturer:
Length (overall), ft.: 15 ft.,

Diameter (body), ft.:

Span, ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer: Ree
Type:

POWERPLANTS
First Stage (Booster)

SAM-N-7

Convair

Operational

10 miles

Mach 2.5

Convair
with booster

I

3.5

2500

FTL, S perry

Beam rider

Manufacturer:

Propellants:

Type & Number:

Second Stage

Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number:

Allegheny Ballistics

The Hicks Co.
Solid

Uncooled, cast (
I

)

Allegheny Ballistics

Solid

Uncooled, cast (
I

)

WARHEAD
Type:

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

High explosive

Launcher: Northern Ord.
Radar & ground Control: Sperry Gyro,

Western Elec, Reeves Instr.

Handling & service: Balter-Raulang,

Wash. Tech. Associates
Transport vehicles: Balter-Raulang



SIDEWINDER U.S. NAVY Air-to-Air

Sidewinder holds the distinction of

being the first guided missile to de-

stroy an aircraft under combat con-

ditions. This occurred in September,

1958, when the weapon was used by

planes of the Chinese Republic against

Chinese Communist aircraft.

Sidewinder is a rugged, inexpen-

sive missile with fewer than two dozen
moving parts. Personnel require no
specialized technical training to handle

and assemble it.

The missile has a passive infrared

guidance system which permits it to

home on the tailpipe of the target air-

craft. The seeker occupies the first

four inches of the missile, followed by

the guidance section. Servo motors are

located between the forward fins. War-
head is high explosive.

Developed by the Naval Ordnance
Test Station (NOTS), China Lake,

Calif., Sidewinder became operational

in July, 1956, and is now the
guided missile most widely used by

Navy squadrons with the Sixth Fleet

in the Mediterranean and the Seventh

Fleet in the Western Pacific. Side-

winder will also be used by the USAF
and several allied nations.

SIDEWINDER 1-C
Under development at Naval

Ordnance Test Station, China Lake,

Calif., is a second-generation version

of Sidewinder, known as Sidewinder

1-C, which will have higher speed and
greater range capability. Philco Corp.

is prime contractor with NOTS.

SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION:

PRIME CONTRACTOR:

STATUS:

RANGE:

VELOCITY:

FRAME
Manufacturer:

Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), ft.:

Span, ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

USAF GAR-8
(USN) AAM-N-7

Philco, GE

Operational

6-7 miles

Mach 2.5

Hunter-Douglas,

Norris Thermador
9.3

.42

2

155

N

Material (major)

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer:

Type:

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number:

WARHEAD
Type:

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Check-Out Equipment:

Aluminum

Philco, GE
Infrared homing

al Powde Plant

Solid

Uncooled, cast (I)

High explosive

Philco

SAILORS load combat-proven Sidewinders on a Navy F9F jet.

Hl:l .111)

SEQUENCE shows Sidewinder firing against an F6F drone. The missile's passive infrared guidance lets it home on tailpipe.
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SPARROW III U.S. NAVY Air-to-Air

A fleet air defense weapon attain-

ing a speed of 1000 miles per hour

immediately after launching and a top

speed of more than 1500 miles per

hour, Sparrow III became operational

in August, 1958. It replaced Sparrow

I, phased out of production.

First deployment was with Mc-
Donnell F3H-2 squadrons in the

Western Pacific. A new version with

higher capability will be launched

from the supersonic all-weather fighter,

the F4H-1. The Sparrow III gave the

fleet two features not available in

earlier missiles of this type: all-weather

capability and the ability to attack

high-performance enemy aircraft from
any direction, including head-on.

Guidance is by radar homing,
which becomes active in the first sec-

onds of flight by launching aircraft.

Guidance signals deflect the wings of

the missile and direct a collision course

to the target, even under evasive action.

The now-obsolete Sparrow I, which
became operational in the spring of

1956, was produced by Sperry-Farra-

gut Co. Sparrow II, now cancelled,

was an experimental weapon not in-

tended for fleet use. Douglas Aircraft

Corp. was prime contractor on Spar-

row II.

MISSILE on F3H-2 interceptor on flight deck of Midway.

SPECIFICATIONS

DESIGNATION: AAM-N-6

PRIME CONTRACTOR: Raytheon

STATUS: Operational

RANGE: 5-8 miles

VELOCITY: Mach 2.5-3

:RAME
Manufacturer:
Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), ft.:

Span, ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

Material (major):

Raytheon
12

.75

3.25

380
Aluminum and

magnesium

GUIDANCE
Manufacturer:
Type:

POWERPLANT
Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number:

WARHEAD
Type:

Raytheon
Radar homing

Aerojet General
Solid

Uncooled, cast (I)

High explosive

GROUND SUPPORT MAJOR
CONTRACTORS

Handling & Service: Elgin National

Watch Co.

ACTION series shows Sparrow III being launched from F3H-2, which can carry four.



ZUN f U.S. NAVY Air-to-Surface

IN FLIGHT, Z«m clearly shows its blast-operated fins, which fold away and allow the rockets to be carried compactly.

4 X1

The Navy's Zuni was designed

chiefly as a rocket for use by fighter

and attack aircraft against ground tar-

gets. However, one of the four inter-

changeable warheads for the weapon
permits it to be used against aircraft

targets. The other three warheads are

(1) general purpose, (2) antitank and
antipersonnel, and (3) flare. Zuni has

blast-operated folding fins, a feature

that allows rockets to be carried com-
pactly in expendable launchers each
with four rounds. The rocket and its

launchers were developed by the Naval

Ordnance Test Station, China Lake,

Calif., for the Bureau of Ordnance.

Zuni has been approved for opera-

tional use, but has not yet made its

debut.

Zuni is effective against vehicle con-

voys, tanks, troop concentrations, gun
emplacements, trains, and small ships.

In night attack, one Zuni can illumin-

ate two square miles of surface area

with its flare head, while a second burst

can deliver high-explosive warheads to

destroy the target in the same pass by

the attacking aircraft. Its high velocity

and short time-to-target assures it a

high-kill potential in air-to-air attacks

as well.

Zuni, because it is an unguided

weapon, has several advantages: im,-i!

munity to countermeasures, all-weather

capability, high reliability, and simplic-

ity. Because of these advantages and

because it does not require any field

maintenance or checkout, it is especially

well suited to sustained carrier opera-

tions in which aircraft complete a mis-J

sion, land, refuel, rearm, and take off

again.

SPECIFICATIONS

PRIME CONTRACTOR:

STATUS:

RANGE:

VELOCITY:

FRAME
Manufacturer:
Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

Material ( major)

:

GUIDANCE
Type:

NOTS

Production

5 miles

Mach 3

Hunter-Douglas
9.17

0.42

107

Aluminum

Unguided

Solid

POWERPLANT
Propellants:

Type & Number: Extruded (I)— I nozzle

WARHEADS
Type & Number: High explosive—4 inter-

changeable

FUZES

Type & Number: Proximity, point-

detonating, base (3)
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NAVY plane shown carrying four expendable launchers, each containing four Zimis.
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BULLPUP U.S. NAVY Air-to-Surface

Designed for air launching outside

le effective range of enemy fire, Bull-

up provides light attack aircraft with

reater capability against tactical sur-

ice targets, such as tanks, airfield in-

allations, truck convoys, oil tanks and

nlroads.

Relatively inexpensive, highly accu-

ite and simple in design, Bullpup be-

ame operational aboard the USS Lex-

ington on April 25, 1959.

The weapon is guided by radio sig-

nal guidance under direct pilot control.

Changes in direction are caused by

pilot commands on a hand switch in

the cockpit. These changes are trans-

mitted to the missile where they are

translated to movement of the control

vanes.

The missile is divided into three

major parts: the nose, containing the

guidance control system; the center sec-

tion, carrying a 250-pound warhead;

and the tail, carrying propulsion and

tracking flares. Power is supplied by a

single solid rocket. The whole assembly

weighs less than 600 pounds.

Bullpup is launched by several

planes—the FJ-4B Fury, A4D-2 Sky-

hawk and F-100.

SPECIFICATIONS

ESIGNATION:

IIME CONTRACTOR:

TATUS:

i\NGE:

jELOCITY:

RAME
Manufacturer:

Length (overall), ft.:

Diameter (body), ft.:

Span, ft.:

Weight (gross), lbs.:

Material (major):

|UIDANCE

Manufacturer:

Type: Visual reference radio command

DWERPLANT

ASM-N-7

Martin

Operational

4 miles

Mach 1 +

Martin

1

1

I

2.7 (approx.)

571

Aluminum

Martin

Manufacturer:
Propellants:

Type & Number:

'ARHEAD
Type:

Allegheny Ballistics

Solid

Cast, uncooled (
I

)

FIVE Bullpups can be attached to wings of FJ "Fury" for assault on ground targets.
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High explosive TECHNICIANS prepare A4D Skyhawk for attachment of assembled Bullpi, ps.
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U.S. NAVY MISSILES OF THE FUTURI

ASROC
A sophisticated anti-submarine rocket, ASROC is

designed for launching from surface ships to seek subs

at longer ranges than were possible with cancelled

RAT (up to 10 miles through air plus limited under-

water range). An acoustic homing device provides

underwater guidance. Minneapolis-Honeywell has been
awarded a research and development contract from
Navy BuOrd.

ASTOR
A sub-launched weapon for use against enemy

subs, ASTOR (Anti-Submarine Torpedo Ordnance

Rocket) will carry a nuclear warhead. In development

by Westinghouse Ordnance, it is electrically-propelled

and wire-guided as it takes off from the launching

submarine.

CORVUS
Designated XASM-N-8, Corvus is an air-to-surface

missile specially designed for carrier-based aircraft, but

also adaptable to shore based Navy and Marine planes.

Its guidance system will home on enemy radar. Temco

has development contract; Reaction Motors Div. of

the Thiokol Corp. will supply the solid rocket; Texas

Instruments and W. L. Maxson are working on elec-

tronic components.

EAGLE
A new trend in air-to-air missiles, Eagle is designed

for use with relatively slow launching aircraft, with

high performance built into the missile instead of the

launching plane. This "standoff" weapon will have long

air-to-air range—about 100 miles—and can be nu-

clear-fitted. The contractor is Bendix Aviation; so far,

it has reached only the early stage of its long-range

development.

GIMLET
A highly accurate unguided air-launched rocket. Defense, its contractor has not been identified. Status:

Its existence has been confirmed by Department of now in development.

SUBROC
Goodyear Aircraft has a $65,000,000 contract for

research and development work on Subroc, an anti-sub

missile which can be launched from above or below

the surface. Subroc system can detect enemy sub at

long range (25-50 miles), compute its course and fire

the missile. Subroc is expected to be defensive weapon

for Polaris subs. Working with Goodyear are Libra-

scope, Inc. and Kearfott Co., all under the technical

direction of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, at White

Oak, Md.

TARTAR
A surface-to-air missile designed for use aboard

destroyers, Tartar is a junior version of Terrier but it

has about the same range. It employs beam rider guid-

ance and is powered by a single solid rocket of about

15,000 pounds thrust. In advanced development, it is

166

scheduled for early fleet use aboard three guided mis-

sile cruisers and 18 destroyers. Range is about 10

miles, speed above Mach 2 and warhead conventional.

Prime contractor for the Tartar system is Con-*

vair/ Pomona, a division of General Dynamics Corp.
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GREAT BRITAIN

BLUE STREAK
Britain's only long-range missile project, Blue

Streak is an intermediate range ballistic missile de-

signed to carry a thermonuclear warhead over distances

up to 2000 miles. Ten feet in diameter, Blue Streak

is more than 60 feet long, roughly the size of the

American Thor. It is intended to be a "hard-based"

missile, launched from underground bombproof silos.

Prime contractor and coordinating authority is de

Havilland Propellers Ltd., with Rolls Royce, de

Havilland Aircraft and Sperry Gyroscope Ltd. as

associated contractors.

THUNDERBIRD
A surface-to-air missile for use by both the Royal

Army and the Royal Air Force, Thunderbird is similar

in performance and operational use to the American
Nike-Hercules. Designed for mobility and ease of

handling, it is fired from a compact wheeled launcher.

The solid-fuel Thunderbird is 21 feet long and has a

wing span of 5 feet, 3 inches; the center section has

a diameter of 21 inches. English Electric is prime con-

tractor. Missile is in production.

BLOODHOUND
Another British surface-to-air weapon, Bloodhound

is boosted by a solid-propellant rocket to a velocity

of 1500 feet per second and sustained on the rest of

its flight by two Bristol 16-inch Thor ramjets delivering

15,000 pounds of thrust. Bloodhound is 15 feet long

and 16 inches in diameter. Guidance is by semi-active

homing. Cooperating contractors are Bristol Aeroplane,

which manufactures frame and engines, and Ferranti

Ltd., which supplies the guidance system. Bloodhound
is in production for the Royal Air Force.

SOLID-FUELED Thunderbird elevated on mobile launcher.

MM I ll llillllM

RAF's Bloodhound on guard, North Coates, Lincolnshire.
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DEVELOPED early, Fireflash is now a standard weapon.

FIREFLASH
Britain's first operational air-to-air missile, the

Fairey Fireflash went into development shortly after

World War II and was first tested in 1953. Fireflash

has no sustainer rocket; it is launched by two solid-

propellant boosters wrapped around the missile. Body
is tubular with cruciform wings. Guidance is by
Marconi beam rider. Fireflash is carried as armament
on the Supermarine Swift MK. 7, the Hawker Hunter
and the Australian-built Avon-Sabre. It is now used

as a training weapon for the Fighter Command.

INFRARED-guided Firestreak attached to a Sea Vixen.

FIRESTREAK
In development for the past six years, Firestreak

is a more advanced air-to-air missile than Fireflash.

Firestreak is a slim, tubular weapon 7 feet long with

cruciform wings and fins. Power is supplied by a

single solid-propellant rocket. Range is about eight

miles. An infrared detection system which homes on

enemy engine exhaust provides guidance. Firestreak

is carried on under-wing mounts on the Gloster Javelin,

English Electric PI and de Havilland Sea Vixen. Prime
contractor is de Havilland Propeller. The missile is in

service with the Royal Air Force and in production

for both the RAF and the Royal Navy.

SEASLUG

FIRING a Seaslug from triple launcher of destroyer.

A fleet defense weapon for the Royal Navy, Seaslug

is a surface-to-air weapon carried aboard guided

missile destroyers of the Hampshire Class. It is fired

from triple deck launchers which automatically com-

pensate for ship roll. Guidance is by semi-active

homing, integrated with the destroyer's radar. Seaslug

is powered by a solid-fuel sustainer rocket and boosted

initially by four dry rockets mounted concentrically

around the missile. The boosters are jettisoned after

burnout. Prime contractor is Armstrong Whitworth;

General Electric Co. Ltd. has guidance responsibility

and Sperry the control system.

VIGILANT
An Army short-iange battlefield missile. Vigilant

has a pistol-like firing mechanism which guides it to-

ward its target. Primarily an anti-tank weapon, it is

carried in a portable launching cannister which weighs

only 45 pounds and can be handled by one man. Solid-

fueled, the missile is 53 inches long and has a wing

span of less than one foot. Prime contractor is Vickers

Armstrong Ltd.

HEAVIEST tanks are vulnerable to solid-fueled Vigilant.
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FRANCE

SS-10, SS-11
A versatile missile which can be launched from

jeeps, tanks, aircraft or helicopters, SS-10 and -11 are

short-range battlefield weapons designed primarily for

anti-tank use. They are wire-guided and solid-propelled.

The missiles have been ordered by nine countries, in-

cluding U.S. SS-11 is longer-ranging version. Con-

tractor is Nord Aviation.

ENTAC
Built by DEFA, Entac is similar in use and nearly

identical in range and velocity. Also wire-guided and

solid-fueled. In production.

SE 4200
A product of Sud Aviation, SE 4200 is a short-

range winged missile. It is launched from a truck-

mounted ramp by solid boosters which drop off. Range
is about 60 miles. High-explosive charge is carried

beneath the missile in a pod.

PARCA
In production, the DEFA (Army Arsenal) Parca is

a surface-to-air weapon with a maximum speed of

close to Mach 2 and a range of 14 miles. It is a beam
rider and its warhead is detonated by proximity fuze.

Power is supplied by a liquid rocket plus four solid

boosters. Missile weighs slightly more than one ton.

SE 4300
A surface-to-air weapon similar in principle to

Nike, Sud Aviation's SE 4300 is used as a training ve-

hicle by the French Army. Subsonic, it has a range

of 12 miles. Liquid-fueled, it weighs one ton.

MARUCA
Subsonic, Maruca is a short-range anti-aircraft

missile for use on ships of the French Navy. Fifteen

feet long, it has a 5 foot, 3 inch span. Liquid-propelled,

it has a range of about 10 miles. It is built by Ruelle

Naval Arsenal.

FRENCH Alouette helicopter with four deadly SS-ll's.
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LIQUID-fueled Maruca guards fleet against air attack.
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WITH same job as Maruca, Masurca is bigger and faster.

MASURCA
Another product of the Ruelle Naval Arsenal,

Masurca is a larger anti-aircraft weapon. Supersonic,
it has a 15-mile range. It is 18 feet 8 inches long and
has a span of 3 feet 3 inches. Solid-propelled, it weighs
slightly more than one ton with boosters.

MASALCA
The Latocoere Masalca is a small interceptor

missile for use on small ships of the French Navy. It

is designed to stop enemy aircraft at ranges up to 60
miles.

TRIDENT
A pilotless aircraft type of surface-to-air weapon,

Trident is similar in principle to the American Bomarc.
Liquid-propelled, it is built by Sud Aviation.

TYPE 422
Capable of speeds over Mach 2, the MATRA

R. 422 is a two-stage surface-to-air missile fired from a

mobile launcher-transporter. It has a solid booster

and a solid sustainer in the second stage. Built and
tested in limited numbers, it employs a command
guidance system. An advanced "B" version has a range

of 30 miles.

TYPE 510, 511
These are MATRA-built air-to-air weapons to be

used by various fighters of the French L'Armee de

l'Air. M. 510 is 10 feet long, weighs 350 pounds and

has a speed capability of close to Mach 2. It is in

production. M. 511, externally similar, features an im-

proved guidance system.

TYPE 5103
Built by Nord, the 5103 is an air-to-air missile

using beam-rider guidance. Powered by a solid-fuel

booster and a solid sustainer, it is in production.

AA.20
A MATRA-built air-to-air weapon, the AA.20 is

used on Mystere A and B fighters. In production, the

liquid-propelled missile has a speed of Mach 1.5 and

a range of one mile.

R.051
Also built by MATRA, the R.051 is a solid-fueled

air-to-air weapon, about 10 feet long and weighing

350 pounds. It is used on Mirage and Voutour fighters.

Speed is Mach 1.5. In production.

BB-10
A guided-bomb type of weapon, BB-10 features

cruciform fins, an annular shroud wing and canard

surfaces. It is radio-controlled.

SEMI-TRAILER carries the solid-boosted MATRA R. 422.
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ITALY

AIRONE
Built by Polverfizi Giovanni Stacchini, Airone is a

short-range surface-to-surface weapon. Solid propelled

and unguided, it has a range of about 6 miles.

C-7
Centra Studi Propulsione a Reazione builds the

C-7, an air-to-air missile. A solid-fuel engine provides

power and the missile is guided to its target by an in-

frared homing system.

TYPE 304
About 12 feet long with winged tail and small for-

ward control fins, the Bofors Type 304 is a tactical air-

to-surface missile. The SAAB-32 Lansen all-weather

attack plane carries two of these missiles on under-

wing mounts.

TYPE 315
This is a surface-to-surface weapon, deck-launched

from destroyers. About 14 feet long with booster, it

has a cruciform tail and small control fins in the nose
section.

ORIONE SAR
A Stacchini product, Orione Sar is a limited-range

surface-to-air weapon. Winged, with a 15-foot span, it

is about 6 feet long.

ROBOTTI
Robotti is the name for a family of battlefield

rockets under development by Motofides. The basic
rocket is unguided, supersonic, about 16 feet long and
4 feet in diameter. &

TACTICAL air-to-surface Type 304 mounted on aircraft.

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

TYPE 54
A surface-to-air anti-aircraft weapon, Type 54 is

built by Oerlikon. Twenty feet long, it has a 16-inch
diameter and weighs about 800 pounds. A 2000-pound-
thrust liquid rocket provides power. Guidance is by
beam-riding; warhead has proximity fuze. Advanced
versions known as Types 56 and 57 are in development;
Type 54 is in production.

ALPINE setting for the big Type 54.
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SOVIET UNION

NUCLEAR warhead-packing T-l, copied from German V-2.

M-IOOA J-2

M-100A
Although little is known of Soviet air-to-air missiles,

this type made its first appearance in Korea as an un-
guided rocket. Later version is believed to have in-

frared guidance. About 8 feet long, it has a range of

about 5 miles. It is solid-propelled. Speed is Mach
2-plus.

J-2
Basically a target drone, J-2 is a pilotless aircraft

type of vehicle also adaptable as a surface-to-surface

missile or as an anti-submarine weapon. Subsonic, its

range is in the 500-mile category. It is launched by a

pair of solid boosters and sustained by an axial-flow

turbojet. It is radio-guided.

J-3
An advanced version of J-2, the J-3 is also a pilot-

less aircraft type, but with swept wings rather than the

straight wings on its predecessor. It has four boosters

for launch, and in addition to the turbojet sustainer it

has a 1 5,000-pound-thrust ramjet engine which gives

it supersonic capability. Its range is 450 miles and it is

radio/ radar-guided. J-3 is 38 feet long and has a span

of 23VS feet. It carries a one-ton warhead.

M-2
M-2 is a two-stage surface-to-air weapon developed

from the German Rheintochter. In service, it is

launched from mobile units. The 25-foot missile has a

speed in excess of 1500 miles per hour. Guided by

radar and infrared, it employes solid propellants in both

stages.

COMET
This is a family of surface-to-surface missiles which

originally started as a research vehicle. Comet 7 is a

short range (100 miles) single-stage weapon in opera-

tional service, reportedly also used as a sub-launched

missile. It is powered by a single solid-fuel engine.

Comet 2 has a greatly improved powerplant and an

inertial guidance system. Its range is in the 500-600

mile class. The 44-foot missile is in production.

missiles and rockets, July 20, 1959
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ME (IGOR)
One of the earliest Soviet missiles, the ME is an anti-

tank rocket of the bazooka type. It is two feet long

and has a diameter of 3 1/3 inches. It is powered by a

sulphur-based solid rocket with a three-second burning

time. The weapon supposedly has a maximum range of

two miles but its effective range against tanks is about

1000 yards.

T-l
A Soviet copy of the German V-2, T-l is a surface-

to-surface missile in the medium-range bracket. Fre-

quently seen in Red Square parades, T-l has been

operational for some time. It is equipped with a mobile,

self-propelled launcher. About 50 feet long, T-l em-
ploys a liquid-fuel rocket engine. It is guided by a

radio-inertial system. Grossing about 20 tons, it is

equipped with a nuclear warhead.

T-2
The mainstay of the Soviet missile arsenal, the

T-2 has been deployed to a number of bases in Soviet

Europe and reportedly has also been concentrated

along the southern flank of the satellite countries to

cover American air bases in North Africa. Although
it stemmed from the German V-2, T-l is a greatly

advanced version, with a range of more than 1500
nautical miles. A two-stage weapon, it grosses about

60 tons and overall length is more than 1 00 feet. It has

a liquid-propellant (oxygen/ alcohol) powerplant in

each stage, and guidance is supplied by a radio-inertial

system. Warhead is nuclear.

SOLID-powered, T-5C is smaller and lighter than T-5B.

o a

J-3 M-2

REAR view of the highly mobile, operational T-l, guided by a radio-inertial system,
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TWO-STAGE surface-to-air M-2 travels at better than 1500 mph and is guided by both radar and infrared.

T-3
The much-discussed Soviet intercontinental ballistic

missile, T-3, according to qualified authorities, is sched-

uled for operational service in 1959. Like the American

Atlas and Titan, it is designed to carry a thermonuclear

warhead more than 5000 miles. It is a two-stage missile

employing high-thrust liquid-fuel engines in both

stages; estimates of the amount of thrust vary widely.

The missile has an overall length of 100-125 feet and it

grosses about 85 tons. Guidance is radio-inertial. An
advanced version of this weapon is known as T-3A.
This version, in development production status, has an

estimated range of more than 6000 miles and a velocity

of 16,000 miles per hour. Like T-3, it is a two-stage

liquid-fuel missile with a higher thrust engine in the

first stage.

T-4
Capable of delivering a one-ton warhead over a

distance of 1000 miles, T-4 falls in the medium-range
ballistic missile category. It is 50-55 feet long and has

a diameter of 6V2 feet. Grossing 35 tons, it is a two-

stage weapon, both stages liquid-fueled. Warhead is

nuclear.
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OPERATIONAL T-7A is comparable to U.S. Army's Corporal and has a range of 70 miles and solid-fuel powerplant.

T-4A
This is the Soviet counterpart of the American

Dyna-Soar boost glide bomber, stemming from Ger-

man Saenger-Bredt antipodal bomber in design status

at the end of World War II. Although reliable sources

have reported that the U.S.S.R. is working actively on
this project, its status is unknown.

T-5
A short-range artillery rocket, T-5 is one of the

earlier Soviet missiles. Grossing about 2Vi tons, it is 32

feet long and 3 feet in diameter. A T-5 field battery has

six launchers each. The rocket is unguided.

T-5B, T-5C
Also artillery rockets, T-5B and T-5C are later ver-

sions of the basic T-5. Both have been seen frequently

in Moscow parades and both are in operational service.

They are carried on self-propelled tank-like launchers.

T-5B is 30 feet long and has a range of 25 miles. T-5C

is a smaller weapon, 25 feet long and about a foot and

a half in diameter. It has a solid-propellant powerplant.

Both weapons are unguided.

T-5C T-7A T-8 GOLEM-

1

GOLEM-2 GOLEM-3

T"
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T-6
Another surface-to-air weapon, T-6 is a two-stage

missile with a service ceiling of about 60,000 feet. The
weapon grosses two tons and has a speed in excess of

1500 miles per hour. Its first stage has four solid

boosters and there are two more solid rockets in the

sustainer power plant for the second stage. It is radar-

guided and carries a high explosive warhead with

proximity fuze.

T-7A
The T-7A is an adaptation of a research rocket to

military use as a short-range surface-to-surface missile.

In service, it is about 25 feet long and about 2VS feet

in diameter. Where the original version was liquid-

propelled, the operational weapon has a solid-fuel

powerplant. Comparable to the American Corporal,

it has a range of 70 miles.

T-8
An anti-aircraft weapon, T-8 is the Soviet counter-

part of the American Nike-Ajax. In service for several

years, it has a range of 15 miles and carries a high

explosive-proximity fuzed warhead. Speed is Mach 2-

plus. The missile is boosted by two solid-propellant

rockets; a larger liquid rocket of 4600 pounds thrust

powers the second stage. Fired from mobile launchers,

it is used by field batteries in non-permanent positions.

MODEL of Sputnik III satellite dramatizes peaceful use of launching capability. Inset shows "ion trap."
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GOlEM-1
Another missile adapted from German World War

II work, Golem is an underwater-to-surface weapon
launched from a chamber which is towed by a sub-

marine. In production, it has a range of about 400
miles. It has a liquid-fuel engine which burns oxygen
and alcohol and it employs a radio inertial guidance

system. Grossing I6V2 tons, it is 54 feet long.

GOLEM-2
A longer-ranging underwater-to-surface missile,

Golem-2 is reportedly a naval version of the T-2

IRBM. A two-stage weapon like T-2, it has liquid-fuel

engines. Launching is from the towed underwater

chamber, as in Golem-1. Golem-2 is 57 feet long, 7

feet in diameter and has a range of about 1200 miles.

It is still in developmental status.

GOLEM-3
An anti-aircraft weapon designed for launch from

a submarine or surface vessel, Golem-3 has a range

of about 8 miles and reportedly has underwater launch

capability. It is 17 feet long and 2 feet in diameter.

Power is supplied by a 15,000-pound-thrust solid-fuel

engine. The missile weighs 2.2 tons and is guided to

its target by an infrared system.



Have sidearms, will travel
When SAC slings a pair of GAM-77 Hound Dog air-to-ground

missiles under the wings of the new B-52G bomber, it has what

amounts to a brand-new manned weapon system.

For the Hound Dog's jet engine drives it at supersonic

speed to a target hundreds of miles away. Its self-contained

inertial autonavigator, set before launch by the B-52's crew,

can't be jammed, can't be decoyed.

The GAM-77 Hound Dog program got underway in August,

1957. The missile is already in its flight test phase. Thanks

to accelerated development, it will be deployed by 1960.

SAC's and ARDC's "blue-suit" integration programs further

speed the Hound Dog's operational status. As every other

test missile comes off the production line, half the crew

assigned to it is from the Air Force.

The Missile Division of North American Aviation is weapon

system contractor for the GAM-77 Hound Dog.

MISSILE DIVISION ~W
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC., DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA
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Saturn's Test Tower
To Be Ready by Sept. 1

Huntsville—Construction work
was completed last week on the modi-
fication of the 145-foot rocket engine

static test tower at Redstone Arsenal

to accommodate the 1 V4 -million-pound-

thrust Saturn booster.

The Department of Defense says it

expects the tower will be ready for

use when support facilities are finished

Sept. 1. The Saturn test vehicle will be
delivered to the Army Ballistic Missile

Agency's Test Laboratory- in Novem-
ber. The first static testing is due in

December.
ABMA is developing the Saturn

booster, a clustering of eight H-l
liquid propellant motors—for the Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency,
Department of Defense, for. heavy
space applications. The booster will

stand 75 feet tall and have a diameter

of 22 feet.

Steel pilings "were driven down to

bedrock, in some cases as far as 60
feet, to provide structural support for

the test tower. The $850,000 job has

been in progress since January. In

addition to a new structural steel test

position the work consists of an en-

larged blast deflector pit, a steel but-

tress for additional horizontal strength,

and two 101 -foot steel girders that

help support a super-structure housing

a crane hoist atop the concrete tower.

Earlier, ARPA announced selec-

tion of a modified Aerojet first Titan

stage and a new Pratt-Whitney and

Convair Centaur rocket as the second

and third stages of the Saturn project,

which is to provide a reliable system

for lifting multi-ton loads into high

orbit and deep space by 1962 or 1963.

The three-stage Saturn will weigh
^

at liftoff about 580 tons of which

about 500 tons will be propellants, and

will stand about 200 feet tall.

The modified Titan second stage

will bz somewhat longer than its regu-

lar 54 feet and will be 10 feet in

diameter. It will provide a 360,000-

pound thrust. The third-stage Centaur

will use two rocket engines with com-

bined thrust of 30,000 pounds and be

10 feet in diameter.

The vehicle will have an all-inertial

guidance system to automatically com-

pensate for loss of thrust if one of the

booster engines should fail.

The third-stage Centaur is being

developed by Pratt & Whitney, and

Convair.

CLASSIFIED

For approved storage and transportation
of high explosives and propeUants In

Los Angeles area contact:

W. A. Murphy, Inc.
436 North Arden Drive
El Monte, California
Cumberland 3-8048
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people-

Capt. Robert C. Truax, USN, (Ret.), former national presi-

dent of the American Rocket Society, has

joined Aerojet-General Corp. as director

of Advanced Development at its Liquid

Rocket Plant in Sacramento. Truax, 42,

who has spent almost his entire profes-

sional career in the development of

rockets, guided missiles and satellites, re-

ceived the Robert H. Goddard medal in

1951 for his outstanding work in rocket

development and last year was awarded

the Navy's Legion of Merit decoration for

his contribution to the Polaris program.

(See M/R profile, November, 1957, p. 1 14.)

TRUAX

Aerojet also has named Cecil W. Wawra of Paris director

of European Operations. He will coordi-

nate the company's activities in Western

Europe, concentrating on projects in

which A-G is associated with European

companies in national or NATO defense

programs. From 1951 to 1956, Wawra
represented the General Tire and Rubber

Co., parent-company of Aerojet, at

Rome, and since 1956 has represented

both General Tire and Aerojet-General

WAWRA in Paris.

Dr. Curt E. Miller, a specialist in aero and space medicine,

has joined the Aeronautics Division of

Wiancko Engineering Co., where he
will conduct research on animal instru-

mentation and the effects of inertial

forces and other space environmental

factors associated with getting man into

space.

Matthew H. Portz became the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion's Western Public Information Officer

MILLER on July 13. Located at the NASA West-

ern Coordination Office, 150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica,
fcalif., he will be responsible for information activities in

Southern California and neighboring states. Portz is transfer-

Ting to the new post from the NASA Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, where he has been Information Officer since August,
1956. His successor at Lewis is Harry J. McDevitt Jr., formerly
jof the General Electric Co. News Bureau.

(f
Election of Wilbur E. Lunger as staff vice president of

manufacturing, and H. Ben Young as

staff vice president of engineering and re-

search of ACF Industries, Inc., has been

announced. Both of the new corporate

vice presidents were officers in ACF
operating divisions—Lunger as vice presi-

dent of manufacturing with American
Car and Foundry division in New York
City, and Young as director of engineer-

ing and research at W-K-M division,

LUNGER Houston.

Henry P. Steier, former M/R electronics editor, has been
pamed corporate director of Public Relations for Lear, Inc.

immediately prior to joining Lear, Steier was special assistant

for Technical Information to E. R. Quesada, Federal Aviation
Agency administrator. He was with American Aviation Publi-

cations, Inc., publishers of M/R, from 1955 to 1958 after

holding increasingly responsible positions in the electronics

pngineering field. Steier was a major contributor to the design

md development of the first high-production cathode ray tubes

for commercial television and holds patents in the field of
electron optics and secondary emission techniques.
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THE KEY TO SUCCESS

IN THE PALM OF

YOUR HAND!

PUU-

TOGETHE

HIGH STRENGTH

Huck's continuing research

and development program
offers today's designing
engineer the last word in

fastening materials and
methods, even anticipating

problems not yet evident on
the drawing board.

In Huck's complete line of

fasteners you will find the

better answer to your prob-

lem, whether it be strength

in tension, shear or elevated

temperature . . . high clinch

. . . effective sealing . . . low
clearance or blind applica-

tions ... in all desirable

standard or exotic metals.

Huck's reputation for

accuracy, uniformity and de-

pendability is your assurance

of right-f rom-the-start
performance.

We will gladly supply
technical assistance and

TO WEIGHT RATIO
samples to meet your need$>

HUCK MANUFACTURING COMPANY

2480 Bellevue Ave. Detroit 7, Mich. Phone - WA 1-6207

Circle No. 96 on Subscriber Service Card.
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EMPLOYMENT

JOIN REPUBLIC IN AN

INTEGRATED ATTACK

ON PROBLEM AREAS OF

SPACE EXPLORATION

It's the fervent conviction of engineers

and scientists at Republic Aviation that

the courageous "Space Time-Table"

above is entirely feasible — given a tra-

dition-free, integrated approach to the

Electronics

Urn*-
H

A'TIME-TABLE"

FOR SPACE

CONQUEST
BY 1963 - INSTRUMENTED

PLANETARY SOFT LANDING

BY 1968 -SPACE STATION

FOR STAGING TO MOON AND PLANETS

BY 1970-75 -MOON BASE

These predictions were made by
Alexander Kartveli, Vice-President for

Research & Development at Republic
Aviation, and one of the most opti-

mistic of the 56 leading space experts

of the world who were consulted by
the U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Astronautics & Space
Exploration for its report: "The Next
10 Years in Space, 1959-1969."

problems. Such an approach is evident

at Republic Aviation. Here, groups of

specialists from many disciplines are

working in close collaboration to solve

problems across the entire spectrum of

space technologies, which limit today's

interplanetary and upper atmosphere

flight capabilities.

Expanded by $35,000,000 last year,

Republic's integrated Research and

Development program has already

produced signal advances in space guid-

ance concepts; in new propulsion sys-

Inertial Guidance & Navigation

Digital Computer Development
Systems Engineering
Information Theory
Telemetry-SSB Technique
Doppler Radar • Countermeasures
Radome & Antenna Design
Microwave Circuitry & Components
Receiver & Transmitter Design
Airborne Navigational Systems
Jamming & Anti-Jamming
Miniaturization — Transistorization

Ranging Systems
Propagation Studies
Ground Support Equipment

Thermo, Aerodynamics

Theoretical Gasdynamics

Hyper-Velocity Studies

Astronautics Precision Trajectories

Airplane/Missile Performance

Air Load and Aeroelasticity

Stability and Controls

Flutter & Vibration

Vehicle Dynamics & System Designs

High Altitude Atmosphere Physics

Re-entry Heat Transfer

Hydromagnetics

Ground Support Equipment

terns (plasma, nuclear) ; in radiation

physics ; in new materials and process-

ing techniques; in unique hypersonic

configurations ; and in prototype devel-

opment of hardware (as an example:

hydraulic systems that operate reliably

up to 1000°F).

Professional men—who can meet new

challenges with enthusiasm and dedica-

tion — are urged to look into openings

with our R&D groups, working in an

atmosphere of exhilarating intellectual

adventure.

Plasma Propulsion
Plasma Physics
Gaseous Electronics

Hypersonics and Shock Phenomena
Hydromagnetics
Physical Chemistry
Combustion and Detonation
Instrumentation
High Power Pulse Electronics

Nuclear Propulsion
and Radiation Phenomena
Nuclear Weapons Effects

Radiation Environment in Space
Nuclear Power & Propulsion Applications

Nuclear Radiation Laboratories

Send resume in complete confidence to: Mr. George R. Hickman, Engineering Employment Manager, Dept. 4 G-4

Farmingdale, Long Island, New York
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— reviews

ZIRCONIA: ITS CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC
POLYMORPHY AND HIGH TEMPERATURE
POTENTIALS, B. C. Weber and M. A.

Schwartz, Aeronautical Research Laboratory,

I WADC, 26 pp, available from OTS, U.S.

i
Department of Commerce, Washington 25,

D.C.

Zirconia (Zr0
2),

with its melting point

of 4850°F, is one of the most promising
materials for high-temperature applica-

tions, according to this report. In addi-

tion to being among the most stable of

the refractory oxides, it has very high

strength, good corrosion resistance, hard-

ness, high thermal shock resistance, and
high thermal conductivity—qualities im-

portant in rocket, ramjet, and missile ap-

plications. The report clarifies some of

the controversial data presented in litera-

ture concerning this refractory metal, re-

views the chemistry of zirconia, and pre-

sents some of its future potentialities.

Also described are advancements in

metal-modified oxides. According to the

report, the usefulness of zirconia is now
dependent on controlling its crystallo-

graphic transformation.

CTR-292 FIBER GLASS AND GLASS LAMI-
NATES, 1930-58, available from OTS, U.S.

Department of Commerce, Washington 25,

D.C.

A catalog of technical reports which
lists all reports of research in the fields

of fiber glass and glass laminates has
been published by the Office of Technical
Services, U.S. Department of Commerce.

Many of the reports listed are the re-

sult of research conducted for the Army,
Navy, Air Force, and other agencies of

II
the U.S. Government. Others are Ger-

Jman documents captured by the Allies

during World War II.

[SOVIET RESEARCH IN LUBRICANTS AND
j LUBRICATION: Dec. 1958, 27 pp, available

from OTS, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Washington 25, D.C.

Russia and her satellites were not
ahead of the United States in the field of
lubricants and lubrication at the beginning
of 1958, but were trying to gain head-
way by studying the work of others, Soviet

literature indicates.

According to a survey of published
Russian literature by a U.S. Government
lagency, "It appears that Soviet scientists

fare not ahead in any process, products, or
applications." The study included material
on lubrication, lubricants and additives,

and formulation of lubricating composi-
jtions.

The review of abstracts of Russian
technical reports appearing from 1950
to the end of 1957 showed that Red re-

searchers were apparently concentrating
on areas fairly well known and defined
jby U.S. scientists.

This may mean, the survey concludes,
that while the Soviets realized the po-

These positions are with the Mis-
sile Detection Systems Section of

General Electric and require high
technical and creative capacities.

All assignments offer fruitful op-

portunities to make state-of-the-

art advances with an organization

that encourages and rewards the

individual contributor.The ability

to function both through individ-

ual action and team leadership is

highly valued. Current openings

are in these areas:

ADVANCED RADAR
SYSTEMS PLANNING
Work in this area calls for engineers
able to visualize and define future de-
fense and space problems and conceive
advanced radar systems to solve them.

RADAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
& DEVELOPMENT

An advanced degree and/or strong
background in systems analysis and de-
sign is essential for such assignments
as:

. . . analyze and define requirements for
advance detection systems and deter-
mine broader parameters for such sys-
tems; establish their feasibility.

. . . analyze long range missile detection
systems and specify optimum configu-
ration on the basis of utility, perform-
ance, cost and delivery.

SPECIALISTS IN ELECTRO-
MAGNETIC PROPAGATION
PhD or MS is required in this area. Sci-

entists will carry out analysis of propa-
gation phenomena, as related to long
range missile detection. Plan detailed

investigations and illustrate practica-
bility of results. Ability to assume re-

. sponsibility essential.

U OPPORTUNITIES IN D & D OF
I RECONNAISSANCE RECEIVER
V DESIGN & SYSTEMS
7 EQUIPMENT
' Assignments require specialized

background in one or more of
these areas: VHF and UHF fre-
quency spectra (P & L bands) •

ECM • Microwave; wave guide com-
ponents, Duplexers, switches, hy-

brids; VHF and UHF transmitters.

ALSO POSITIONS IN COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS
(Knowledge of large business or special
purpose computers needed) and COM-
PUTER PROGRAMMING (experience
with IBM 704 & 709 needed.)

Write in confidence to : Mr. James P. Kinsella, Div. 73-WU
Missile Detection Systems Section

HEAVY MILITARY ELECTRONICS DEPT.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Court Street, Syracuse, New York
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EMPLOYMENT

rapidly expanding

major missile and

space project facility

in New England

creates key positions with

«
growing room" for

electronic

engineers

Billion-dollar United Aircraft Corporation has long been
a pace-setter in aerodynamics, themodynarnics, propul-
sion, air frames, airborne equipment, etc. Now, estab-
lishment of a new division has placed the Corporation
squarely in the integrated electronic systems field.

THE MEN WE SEEK have had experience in electronic
sub-systems and are now prepared for Weapons Systems
Management wherein they must view the entire concept
of integrated systems. We solicit skills in

• Communications Systems • Guidance Systems

• Computer Systems • Radar Systems

• Inertial Guidance Systems • Feedback Controls

• Fusing and Arming • Autopilots

• Ground Support

BENEFITS: Connecticut countryside living — ultra
sophisticated projects dealing with advanced flight sys-
tems, missile systems, orbital and lunar studies — "first

aboard," wide-open opportunities to start high, move
higher — the finest corporate-owned research facilities

anywhere — company supported advance degree pro-
grams — and the revealing fact that we acknowledge
how vital is electronics to this weapon systems field.

If you are serious about your career, then you owe it

to yourself to write immediately to Mr. John North at:

missiles & space systems
A Division of

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
431 MAIN STREET EAST HARTFORD, CONN.
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tential importance of the field, they were

not especially proficient in it.

A large amount of research, the reporl

observes, was being expended on hydro-

carbon chemistry, an effort which could:

lead to new petroleum processes and prod-

ucts.

ON THE PROBLEM OF RE-ENTRY INTO
THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE, A. C. Rob
inson and A. J. Besonis; WADC, U.S. Air
Force. 68 pp. $1.75. Available from OTS.
U.S. Department of Commerce. Washington
25, D.C.

Problems concerned with safely re-

covering a manned satellite after it has

orbited the earth or gone around the

moon are presented in this Air Force re

port from the standpoint of deceleration;

heating, and accuracy of impact.

The study indicates further that simple,

non-lifting re-entry will be feasible fromi

satellite orbits. It appeared possible ta

achieve impact accuracy sufficient for

ground installation, suitably alerted, toi

find the vehicle. The lunar re-entry, how
ever, presents a severe total heat prob
lem, and accuracy requirements are such

that some lift or other control will prob-

ably be required.

Deceleration and peak heating rates

were found to be no larger than those

encountered in ballistic missile re-entries,

but the total heat input was much larger

because the heating lasts longer.

ORBITAL STORAGE OF CRYOGENIC
FLUIDS, D. R. Cramer, WADC, U.S. Air

Force. 13 pp. Available from OTS, U.S. De-

partment of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

This Air Force report indicates that

simple, multi-layer reflective-type shield-'

ing provides the answer to the problem

of storing low-boiling point propellants 1

during long space flights.

A study was made to determine if re-

;

search on combined regenerative and J

radiative heat transfer techniques was nec-

essary for the development of storage

containers. It was found that for most

containers of probable capacities, yearly

liquid hydrogen losses can be maintained

below an acceptable 5% if sufficient re-

flective layers are used.

Research specifically in the heat trans-

fer area is not required for the develop-

ment of such containers, the report con-

cludes.

WELDING AND BRAZING OF MOLYBDE-
NUM, N. E. Weare and R. E. Monroe, De-

fense Metals Information Center, Battelle

Memorial Institute for Office of Director

Defense Research and Engineering, Depari

ment of Defense. 47 pp, $1.25. Available

from OTS, U.S. Department of Commerce
Washington 25, D.C.

The report identifies the best method
as drawn from the published literati

for welding molybdenum to itself.

It also provides guidelines for pn

ducing the most useful molybdenum I

joints. Metallurgical considerations in-

volved in joining the metal are discussed,

as well as cleaning and testing techniques.

Joining processes examined include
J|

fusion, resistance, and solid-state welding,

and brazing.
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editorial

From Little Acorns . .

.

Recently, one of NASA's procurement chiefs

showed me a photostat of the first U. S. Govern-
ment airplane contract, dated Jan. 27, 1908. It

called for construction by Wilbur and Orville

Wright of a heavier-than-air machine sufficiently

"demountable" to be carried on "an ordinary Army
wagon." The contract price was $25,000. Scribbled

in the margin of the document in faded ink was

the prophetic phrase: "from little acorns . .
."

As space technology moves out of the acorn

stage, the success of the United States program will

continue to be in direct ratio to the quality of

teamwork between government and industry.

NASA's predecessor, the National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, achieved a high degree of

teamwork with the aircraft industry. When NASA
was formed, it was determined that its space mis-

sion should not interfere with the type of service

NACA used to provide.

Therefore, NASA was divided into two separate

technical branches: the Office of Aeronautical and

Space Research and the Office of Space Flight De-
velopment. Although the former will naturally be

involved in research for NASA's own operational

needs in space flight, it will also continue to pro-

vide research advice and assistance to the industry.

However, most leaders of the aircraft/ missile in-

dustry realize that NASA's principal mission for

some time to come is research and development.

They are also aware that an R&D organization sel-

dom, if ever, deals in large production contracts.

Civilian-oriented science programs do not re-

quire busy assembly lines producing quantities of

rockets and space vehicle components. With the

possible exception of some workhorse vehicles,

such as the relatively inexpensive Scout, the new
large rockets designed for civilian purposes will be

produced in limited quantity.

Thus, NASA will not be stockpiling vehicles

and parts as the military programs must. The sit-

uation differs only slightly in the case of scientific

payloads. Even in a series of experimental projects,

T. (for Thomas) Keith

Glennan has been Administra-

tor of NASA since it was cre-

ated in 1958. An electrical en-

gineering graduate of Yale, he

served through World War II

as director of the Navy's Un-
derwater Sound Lab at New
London. He then was associ-

ated with Ansco until becoming
president of Case Institute in 1947. During 1950-52,

Glennan served as a member of the AEC. He holds

several honorary Doctor's degrees and is a Fellow

of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

such as the Pioneer space probes, the payload
packages vary with each shot, according to the

data to be collected. One type of vehicle will be

used to launch several types of payloads. Both
rockets and payloads, however, call for a very

high degree of reliable design and assembly.

We have determined, for example, that further

reliance upon Juno IVs and Thor-Abies is uneco-

nomical for space science purposes because they

have limited load-carrying capacities and lack ver-

satility. Neither vehicle has upper-stage guidance,

so the payload must be spin-stabilized, thus re-

stricting both its mass distribution and gross weight.

Hence NASA's Fiscal Year 1960 Juno II and
Thor-Able launching schedules have been cur-

tailed and more funds and effort are being de-

voted to development of Thor-Deltas (which have

coasting guidance) and to the larger Vegas and
Centaurs. Future NASA vehicles — Thor-Deltas,

Vegas, and Centaurs—can lift heavier payloads

far more cheaply and efficiently than the Juno
ITs and Thor-Ables.

What, then, is the incentive for a company to

develop a rocket or a scientific payload for NASA,
only to have it become obsolete very quickly, with

no production contracts to look forward to?

The answer lies in what rocket-industry leaders

themselves have said repeatedly. They consider

their work for NASA vital to the future of their

companies because this agency is in the forefront

of space research. These industry officials know
that the positions and continued growth of their

companies depend on the vigor of their research

divisions. They also point out that despite the

relatively small size of the NASA budget request

for Fiscal Year 1960 ($485,300,000), NASA's
priority is second only to that of national defense.

Moreover, as NASA develops, its budget, too, will

inevitably grow in the years ahead.

In final analysis, however, the greatest stimulus

of all is the challenge to industry's technological

capabilities.

Alex V. Topchiyev, a prominent member of

the Soviet Academy of Sciences, once told a, news

conference that Lunik was "... a natural result of

the free development of science and technology

under socialism where boundless scope is given to

human talent and genius."

If this situation can prevail in the USSR, then

imagine what can be accomplished in a free society.

NASA is confident that our industry-government

team will prove to the world's uncommitted peoples

what we have always known; namely, that in the

space realm, as in other fields of endeavor, de-

mocracy provides far and away the best climate

for talent and genius.

DR. T. KEITH GLENNAN
A dministrator, NASA
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NEW PRODUCT BRIEFS
:! EQUIPMENT. It may soon be pos-

b to locate and permanently record

' -oduction speeds lack of bond In

ad honey-comb sandwich—both flat

ic curved shapes. The new Thermo-

pile method is now receiving final

'Sjation in the engineering-research

cHes of Magnaflux Corporation,

hiigo, where several aircraft plants

e:o-operating in tests. The method

•oices an exact pattern of every point
' ijod bond between the core material

icskin, and of over-heavy braze as

el The dark brown pattern remains

sranent, fixed on the skin's surface

it removed by a solvent, thus per-

itig photography for records, and

itsl examination of the section or

irjtn both vendor and customer plants

<sired. Installations will include full

itiatic control, conveyorized spray

svas and controlled heat application,

re No. 229 on Subscriber Service Card.

ESI SHELLS. Thor Ceramics, Inc. an-

»u es a new range of epoxide resin

lei for encapsulating all types of com-
»n ts. Available holes and leads facili-

iteassembling operations on winding
irn The low water absorption charac-

iriics of thermosetting epoxide resin

wlit the enclosed components from
ati and atmosphere. Sealing is ac-

>mished with liquid epoxy resin

at ing the material of shell. The shells

ivihigh tensile strength and operate

i
|
a maximum temperature of 150°

. ieir excellent electrical qualities

iova dielectric constant of 3.70 at 60
(el with a low loss factor of 0.009.

sriions in shapes from tubular to

'Ct gular may be ordered. Diameters
nc from '/s" to one inch and heights

on/4" up. Identifying colors may also

9 dered.

rcl No. 230 on Subscriber Service Card.

EFFING VALVE. A refueling valve

#'•1755-000) is now available from
ercSupply Mfg. Co. which is readily

Janble to unusual flow rates and to
>nc exotic and high energy fuels and
'he fluids. Normally the valve is built

1 h dle a flow rate of 200 g.p.m. with

• «erating pressure of 50 psi. Oper-
(in<i temperatures range from —65°

' "60°F., fuel and ambiet.

«l«No. 231 on Subscriber Service Card.

FUNCTIONAL MICROSOURCE. SIE

(Southwestern Industrial Electronics Co.),

a division of Dresser Industries, Inc.,

announces the introduction of its latest

series of K-l Microsource. The new K-l

Microsource is designed for use with

any standard oscillator within its fre-

quency range to produce small, known,

controlled test signals. In addition, an

internal battery and associated polarity-

reversing switch are now incorporated

to allow testing high-gain dc amplifiers.

An added feature is the spring-loaded,

momentary-on position in the dc "on-

off" switch to allow generation of posi-

tive or negative test pulses. The new

K-l consists basically of a potentiometer,

a rectifier type voltmeter and a shielded

step attenuator. Voltages are set on the

meter by the potentiometer, and mul-

tiples of the voltage selected by the

step attenuator. Output is read directly

on the front panel meter, and is con-

tinuously variable from zero to 10 volts,

with a db scale also provided. The K-l

continues to feature the human-engi-

neered appearance and functional ease

of use pioneered by SIE in its Advanced
Design Instrument line.

Circle No. 232 on Subscriber Service Cord.

CONTACTOR. A new secondary con-

tactor which can be used with any dc

welding power source to interrupt high

amperage welding current has been an-

nounced by Air Reduction Sales Com-
pany. The unit is specifically designed

as auxiliary equipment for Aircomatic

(Airco's gas-shielded metal-arc process)

and Heliweld (Airco's tungsten-inert-gas

process) applications where the power

source employed does not have a pri-

mary contactor. Rated at 600 amperes,

the unit operates on 115 volts, single

phase, 50 or 60 cycle current, and will

effectively interrupt welding currents up

to capacity at 100% duty cycle.

Circle No. 233 on Subscriber Service Card.

PLIER. Mathias Klein & Sons, has intro-

duced a new oblique cutting plier de-

signed with high leverage to do many
of the jobs too tough for a conventional

oblique cutter to handle. "Handform"
handles assure greater ease and com-

fort in cutting. Catalog No. 228-8.

Length—8 inches.

Circle No. 234 on Subscriber Service Card.
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MISSILE LITERATURE

CHECKOUT TECHNIQUES. Ling Avia-

tion Inc. has published a booklet review-

ing automatic systems checkout as re-

lated to techniques instead of equip-

ment to permit broadest coverage of

approaches applicable to design of auto-

matic systems checkout equipment.

Circle No. 209 on Subscriber Service Card.

SEMICONDUCTORS. Ohio Semicon-

ductors, a new company producing com-

pound semiconductor devices and ma-

terials, offers full descriptive literature

on the MS-41 Magnetoresistor, HS-51

Halltron, Hr-31 Halltron, MC-I Magnet-

ic Circuit and TA-II "Thermo-CeH"

Thermoelectric Junction. Each piece

gives basic specifications, examples of

applications and charts showing per-

formance characteristics.

Circle No. 210 on Subscriber Service Card.

CATALOG. Electronic Speciality Co. an-

nounces the publication of a new 40-

page catalog, No. AV-100, describing

the complete facilities and products of

the Avionics Division of the Company.

Products covered by this publication

include static time delays, standard

time delays, missile fuzes and program-

mers, flashers, voltage and frequency

sensors, meter relays, power supplies

and inverters, automatic check-out equip-

ment and specialty devices. Included

also are descriptions of the application

of these products in complete systems

developed by the Electronic Specialty

Co. Typical systems included are Miss-

Distance Indicator, Terrain Clearance

System, Zero Delay Radar Augmenter,

Proximity Fuze, Command Guidance Re-

ceiver, Word Warning, Coded Flasher,

Autopilot, Aircraft Electrical Supply

Sensor and Controller, and Flight Con-

trol System analyzer.

Circle No. 211 on Subscriber Service Card.

DIODE CATALOG. A four-page catalog

on silicon glass diodes is now available

from Silicon Transistor Corp., manufac-

turer of silicon diodes and power tran-

sistors. The two-color spec sheet lists

some of the firm's high reliability gen-

eral purpose and fast switching diodes

and includes curves, charts and other

pertinent data.

Circle No. 212 on Subscriber Service Card.

BROCHURE. Capabilities for the isola-

tion and reproduction of a wide variety

of environmental characteristics are de-

scribed in a new brochure entitled En-

vironmental Facilities, published by the

Missile and Space Vehicle Department

of the General Electric Company. Re-

producible environments discussed in

the brochure include conditions of vi-

bration, with varying temperatures and

altitudes; humidity; tension and com-

pression; shock; acoustics; accelera-

tion; and pressure. Also described are

chambers designed to simulate natural

conditions of rain, sunshine, sand, salt

spray, and fungus culture.

Circle No. 213 on Subscriber Service Card.

GYROS. The new four-page, two-c

brochures—one on floated free g
and one on rate gyros—are now a'

able from Daystrom Pacific. Explo(

view, airbrush drawings show tyj

gyro designs. Major design features

application advantages are pointed

Complete specifications are provided

two series of free gyros, FC35,

FC45, and for one series of rate q)

R-51.

Circle No. 214 on Subscriber Service <

FASTENERS. A technical file folder

eluding a new MS conversion table

fasteners has just been released by

Century Fastener Corporation,

folder attempts to answer all quesl

pertaining to precision, accuracy

dependable service for screws, b

stop-nuts and special screw reqi

ments.

Circle No. 215 on Subscriber Service <

POWER SUPPLIES. The Electronic

search Associates, Inc., announces

availability of a four-page catalog w

describes their Magitran line of i

state regulated power supplies. T

supplies combine the features of r

netic and transistor regulators, and <

many novel features not presently a

able in conventional designs. The c

log sheet provides information

several new intermediate current u

as well as new specification data

high current models. The catalog s

provides full descriptive mat<

graphs, specifications, physical data

related information.

Circle No. 216 on Subscriber Service <

COMPUTERS. A 6-page illustr

bulletin describing the new G-15 di

computer with particular emphasis

the magazine-loaded photo tape re

is offered by the Bendix Computer .

Also included are descriptions of PC 1

and INTERCOM 1000 programming

terns; accessory punched card, magi
J

tape and paper tape equipment;

eral special purpose devices and
(j

1

specifications. Copies will be maileifi

request.

Circle No. 217 on Subscriber Service 4

MAGNESIUM HYDRIDE. Imme<

availability of a new technical bill 1

on magnesium hydride is announce!

The Dow Chemical Company. The
^

page manual includes a general

cussion of the metal hydrides with

tions covering properties, reactions,

and handling precautions for ma

sium hydride. The unusual eombinf

of properties in magnesium hyc

suggests a wide range of uses such
|

<

Captive hydrogen for foaming; »'

hydrogen for drying operation!

source of highly reactive magnesiut

source of readily released hydroge

reducing agent; energy for propel

or explosives; a polymerization eat'

Circle No. 218 on Subscriber Service 1
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"The next voice you hear..."
Tomorrow — or the day after tomorrow— we'll hear

oices from the remote reaches of space. They will travel

/er electronic highways that span interplanetary dis-

inces in a matter of seconds.

Hoffman has been a leader in modern communica-

pns since electronics moved from the primitive stage

[
simple entertainment radio to become a major tool

f
science, industry, and defense. And probing into the

(
icrets of space affords the scientists and engineers at

ffman exciting new areas for exploration.

To meet these challenges, Hoffman is broadening its

capabilities to develop new techniques in space com-

munications, such as:

METEOR BURST COMMUNICATIONS • FORWARD SCATTER
TRANSMISSION • FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS • SELVOX •

VLF COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS • SPECIAL PURPOSE
TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS • DATA LINK SYSTEMS

Communications problems in the conquest of space

are being met now at Hoffman, where creative minds

are helping to build the electronic future of America.

Huffman Electronics
CORPORATION

HOFFMAN LABORATORIES DIVISION/3740 South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles 7, California

Missile Support Equipment . Radar . Communications • Electronic Countermeasures • Navigation

Solar Power Supplies • Electro-Mechanical Equipment • Weapons Systems . Field Services

Significant developments at Hoffman have created positions for scientists and engineers of high calibre. Please address inquiries to Vice President, Engineering.

Circle No. 38 on Subscriber Service Card.



EVER INSTALL AN ACCESS PANEL
WITH HOLES MISALIGNED as much as .040 in.

Nutt-Shel's structural panel fastener closes gaps between panel and

structure up to .125 in. even when holes are misaligned as much as .040 in.

RECEPTACLE ASSY

In just a few turns the self locking, self jacking sleeve

bolt is installed or removed. No special tools or instruc-

tions required. Construction is foolproof. Only four parts;

nothing to adjust.

This high strength fastener, 4500 lbs. tensile and 13,000

lbs. double shear, has a deep hex recess

for faster power driving and high pre-

load. The fail-safe shear groove in

sleeve bolt prevents over torquing.

Only one common hole size for panel and substructure

Sleeve bolt is retained near flush, for easy removal of

highly curved panels. Receptacle and sleeve bolt are

readily replaceable. Self draining receptacle prevents

moisture accumulation.

STYLES
Standard and self sealing types. Two-lug

and corner-floating receptacle styles.

Made in alloy steel for temperatures to

550° F. and in corrosion resistant steel

for 700° F. service,

2701 $0. HARBOR BOULEVARD

SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA

Circle No. 39 on Subscriber Service Card.




